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SUBJECT:  Addendum #1 Wadhams WWTP Disinfection Upgrades Engineering RFP

1. Response to Request for Information on lack of Engineering Report in the RFP for reference:

a. The previous Engineering Report did not include a Basis of Design, and a Basis of Design is one 
of the requested RFP deliverables, so it was not included in the original RFP posting. Since this 
document has been submitted to NYS DEC as part of this project, and since there has been 
multiple requests, it has been included as Appendix B-2 as further reference in the event it will 
assist respondents in development of effective proposals.

2. Technical Point of Contact for Site Visits:

a. Town Wastewater Operator, John Crandall: (518) 962-4419. 
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1) EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 Background 
The Town of Westport owns and operates a small sewer collection and wastewater treatment system for the Hamlet 
of Wadham’s Sewer District, a small Hamlet area located in the Town of Westport, Essex County, New York, located 
along the Boquet River, just north of the Westport Hamlet area along NYS State Route 22.  The plant is currently 
authorized to discharge up to 15,000 gallons per day (GPD) of treated wastewater from this facility.  

1.2 Purpose 
In 2013, the Town of Westport received notification from New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 
on a permit modification affecting the operation of the Town’s Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP).  The WWTP is 
required to disinfect the effluent and does not currently.   

The scope of this report is to evaluation alternatives to bring the Town’s WWTP effluent into compliance with the new 
SPDES Permit.  This report includes an evaluation of UV disinfection, chlorine-based chemical disinfection and 
discharge through groundwater infiltration.  The report also provides are review and recommendation for repair of the 
remaining unit processes of the treatment plant as well as key areas of the collection system.   

1.3 Evaluations Conducted 
AES Northeast gathered existing mapping, performed a WWTP inspection, gathered background data from the 
operators, and performed targeted manhole inspections in order to provide a conditions assessment of the treatment 
plant and collection system and provide recommendations for repair and upgrade. Deficiencies in the current plant 
were identified, which included repairs need to the septic tank access ports, the dosing chamber concrete, the sand 
bed media, flow monitoring, as well as site security and manhole repair.   

1.4 Recommendations 
Three alternatives to meet the requirements of the permit modification were evaluated, UV disinfection, chlorine-based 
chemical disinfection and discharge through groundwater infiltration.  After weighing the alternatives, UV disinfection 
is recommended along with repairs to the deficient unit processes mentioned above.   
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2) PROJECT BACKGROUND & HISTORY 

2.1 Relevant Documentation, Previous Reports, Local Planning Documents, Jurisdictional 
Permitting Agencies, and Regulatory Design Manuals.    

 Relevant Documentation 
The following documents have been included for easy reference.   

a. NYS DEC Correspondence 

 York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) Permit # NY-0217760 
 Permit Modification Letter 
 Inspection Report 

Refer to Appendix A: NYS DEC Correspondence. 

 Previous Reports 
The following reports were reviewed as in preparation of this report. 

 Town of Westport Wastewater Treatment Plant Flow Management Plan and Performance Evaluation 
– July 9, 2010: AES Northeast, PLLC. 
 

 Town of Westport Wadhams Wastewater Treatment Plant Engineering Report for the Implementation 
of Effluent Disinfection – December 20, 2013: AES Northeast, PLLC. 

 Local Planning Documents 
 Wadhams Sewer District, Town of Westport, N.Y. Essex County – July 15, 1988: Adirondack 

Engineering Associates 

 Jurisdictional Permitting Agencies 

a. Town of Wadhams (SEQR) 

Per the NYSDEC website “In New York State, most projects or activities proposed by a state agency or unit of local 
government, and all discretionary approvals (permits) from a NYS agency or unit of local government, require an 
environmental impact assessment as prescribed by. [Statutory authority: Environmental Conservation Law Sections 3-
0301(1) (b), 3-0301(2)(m) and 8-0113]. SEQR requires the sponsoring or approving governmental body to identify and 
mitigate the significant environmental impacts of the activity it is proposing or permitting. 

Environmental assessments are standardized through use of the Environmental Assessment Form (EAF). The 
Environmental Assessment Forms are in a pdf format that can be filled and saved. To assist applicants in preparing 
the Part 1 of either the Short or Full EAF, the NYSDEC has developed EAF Workbooks and a GIS mapping program 
(the EAF Mapper) that searches spatial data bases and provides answers to location-based questions which are 
automatically filled onto a pdf copy of an EAF and provided to the user. The spatial data used by the EAF mapping 
program to complete the new EAFs is based on the GIS data sets used and maintained by DEC, or actively maintained 
by various agencies and shared with DEC. 

The Legislature has made SEQR self-enforcing; that is, each agency of government is responsible to see that it meets 
its own obligations to comply.” 
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b. New York's State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) 

(SHPO) helps communities identify, evaluate, preserve, and revitalize their historic, archeological, and cultural 
resources. The SHPO administers programs authorized by both the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and 
the New York State Historic Preservation Act of 1980. The SHPO is responsible to review archeological reports 
prepared on behalf of the town, as the town will be required to retain a professional archeologist for review of any 
projects receiving state or federal aid.  If archeological finds are discovered, the SHPO will direct how they are 
addressed and preserved.  SHPO utilizes an online mapper, Cultural Resource Informational System (CRIS) that can 
be accessed to identify potential cultural resources that may be located in the project planning area. 

c. Adirondack Park Agency (APA) 

For communities located within the Adirondack Park, the Adirondack Park Agency has land use designations that can 
affect improvement projects and set restrictions and setbacks from natural resources such as streams and wetlands.  
The project planning area falls within the hamlet area of the town.  Hamlets are the least regulated areas (by the 
APA) of the park, however certain criteria, specifically wetlands if present, may require an APA permit. 

d. The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) 

(NYSDEC) also has environmental regulatory review for all major projects involving the surface waters of the State of 
New York, both discharging to, and the taking of, water from those natural resources, discharges and taking of 
groundwater aquifer water resources, and various storm water and wetland regulations that may pertain to the planning 
process for a community.  NYSDEC also is responsible to verify that all sanitary sewer projects comply with all 
applicable regulations. 

e. The New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) 

NYSDOT owns and operates state highways, as well as manages preservation efforts for scenic byways and 
highways.  NYSDOT typically owns, or secures through easement, a Right-of-Way (ROW) to allow maintenance and 
protection of the roads that it manages.  NYSDOT allows municipalities to install infrastructure, such as utility lines, 
within the NYSDOT ROW.  All installations must comply with all NYSDOT standards and must not adversely impact 
the roadways.  NYSDOT requires review of all engineering plans for work within the ROW and must approve the 
plans.  In addition, highway work permits are required of the contractor that dictate traffic control, bonding, etc. 

f. U.S. Army Corps of Engineering (ACOE) 

ACOE is a U.S. Federal Agency under the Department of Defense.  It is one of the world’s largest public engineering, 
design, and construction management agencies.  The ACOE’s regulatory program is authorized to protect the Nation’s 
aquatic resources through evaluation of permit applications for essentially all construction activities that occur in the 
Nation’s waters, including wetlands.  Waters of the United States include all navigable waters, tributaries to navigable 
waters, and adjacent wetlands.  Navigable waters are defined as “those waters that are subject to the ebb and flow of 
the tide and/or are presently being used, or have been used in the past, or may be susceptible for use to transport 
interstate or foreign commerce.  The Corps must first determine if the waters at the project site are jurisdictional and 
subject to the requirements of the Section 404 permitting program. Once jurisdiction has been established, permit 
review and authorization follows a sequential process that encourages avoidance of impacts, followed by minimizing 
impacts and, finally, requiring mitigation for unavoidable impacts to the aquatic environment.   
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g. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

The US EPA develops the regulations and implementation strategies that are required of municipalities with regard to 
water quality.  In New York, regulation and enforcement is typically handled through the NYSDEC, however EPA can 
in certain cases, become involved. 

 Regulatory Design Manuals 

a. NYSDEC Design Manual 

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, “Design Standards for Intermediate –Sized Wastewater 
Treatment Systems,” published in 2012.  

b. “10 States Standards” 

Great Lakes – Upper Mississippi River Board of State and Provincial Public Health and Environmental Managers, 
“Recommended Standards for Wastewater Facilities,” published in 2004. 

2.2 Site Information 

 Location  
The WWTP is located on NYS-22 approximately 0.25 miles east of the intersection of NYS-22 and Lewis-Wadhams 
Road in the Hamlet of Wadhams, NY 12993. The land is located within the Town of Westport. The entirety of this 
project will fall on land owned by the Town of Westport. 

Refer to Figure 2.1: General Location Map. 

 Land Use 

a. State Conservation Areas – Wild Forests and Wilderness Areas  

All land, both public and private, within the Adirondack Park has been designated a land use classification by the 
APA.  The land use classification sets restrictions on land use and development, and establishes setbacks from 
natural resources.  The purpose of the APA land use classifications is to balance private ownership and economic 
growth and development with maintaining the natural character of the Adirondack Park. The treatment facilities are 
located within a Hamlet. (APA River Corridors – August 20, 2013) 

Refer to Figure 2.2: APA Land Use Designations.  

Refer to Appendix B: APA Jurisdictional Inquiry Correspondence. 

b. Scenic Byways 

New York State and the federal government both have programs that identify historically and visually significant 
highways and manage projects in and around these highways to avoid disturbing aesthetics of the areas around the 
highways. Designated highways are known as Scenic Byways. NYSDOT is the agency responsible for managing this 
program. A review of the list of NYS Scenic Byways reveals that the project will have no effect on scenic byways.  

Refer to Figure 2.3: NYSDOT Scenic Byway.  
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c. Zoning 

The Town of Westport does have applicable zoning or land use laws for the location of the project. However, the 
project will not be affected in regards to requiring re-zoning permits or being restricted to specific zoning districts 
within the scope of this report. The Hamlet of Wadhams falls under the Approved Local Land Use Program 

Wadhams does fall under the APA Hamlet classification which requires 50-foot setback for any new building. 

APA also designates a minimum 100-foot setback for any new leaching facility which includes groundwater infiltration 
beds, drainage fields and seepage pits. 

Refer to Appendix C: Westport Land Use Laws. 

Refer to Appendix D: APA Shoreline Restrictions. 

Refer to Figure 2.4: Land Use Designation. 

 Geologic Conditions  

a. Topography 

The land that the WWTP is located on is relatively flat. Portions of Wadhams Wastewater Treatment Plant site have 
been filled during previous construction. 

Refer to Figure 2.5: Hamlet of Wadhams Topography. 

b. Soils 

 The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Natural Resources Conservation Service operates the Web Soil 
Survey, which includes the soils of Essex County (NRCS USDA, 2013). The soils in the area of the existing effluent 
structure is fill from previous upgrade and installation. 

Soil Borings were performed across the site to gather accurate representation of the geological material onsite. A 
series of three soil borings were performed across the property to determine the soil composition.  

Refer to Figure 2.6: USDA Soil Map. 

Refer to Appendix E: ATL Soil Boring Report. 

 Environmental Resources 

a. Water Bodies 

The Town of Wadhams WWTP discharges to the surface water body of Boquet River. The Boquet is considered a 
Class A water body by NYS DEC. The Boquet River is a tributary to Lake Champlain fed by several rivers and streams.  

b. Wetlands 

With its abundance of surface water resources, the hamlet and surrounding areas have several APA designated 
wetlands.  The area around Boquet River shows the characteristics of Freshwater Forested and Shrub Wetlands with 
the presence of Freshwater Ponds and Freshwater Wetlands. The Adirondack Park Agency mapping of wetlands is 
usually the most comprehensive source of wetland mapping within the Park, however the wetland mapping does not 
delineate wetlands within the planning area.  Wetlands under 1 acre may not be jurisdictional by the APA, however 
the ACOE will likely take jurisdiction if any work disturbs the wetlands (even temporarily). 
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Refer to Figure 2.7: National Wetlands Inventory. 

c. Endangered Species 

Both the New York Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) and United States Fish & Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) online databases were utilized to determine the presence of potential endangered species in the project 
planning area.  The NYSDEC mapper showed that there is a presence of an endangered species. From the USFWS 
resource search indicated that the Indiana Bat and the Northern Long-Eared Bat have the potential to be impacted 
within the Hamlet of Wadhams. However, within the scope of the project there is little chance for the species to be 
affected as the project site is mostly open field. 

Refer to Figure 2.8: USFWS IPAC System Trust Resources.  

Refer to Figure 2.9: NYSDEC Environmental Resource Mapper. 

Working in areas that may impact the Indiana Bat places requirements related to tree cutting.  Tree cutting is 
generally restricted to November 1st to March 31st, or if cutting must occur outside of those months, then biologists 
must be called in to determine if there will be any impacts to the bat. Previous work done on site shows a developed 
area for renovation and construction. The Northern Long-Eared Bat is federally listed as a threatened species.  Both 
bats typically hibernate in caves/mines in the winter and roost in trees in the summer.  Similar precautions should be 
taken to protect both species, although the requirements for protection of the Indiana Bat are more stringent based 
on its classification as Endangered. 

Refer to Figure 2.10: USFWS Bat Fact Sheets. for the USFWS details for working in an area inhabited by the Indiana 
Bat and Northern Long Eared Bat.  

This Hamlet of Wadhams has observed fourteen known species of migratory birds. In the scope of the project it is 
unlikely that any harm will come to the birds as the site is relatively developed and the proposed work should not 
affect the migratory bird population. 

 Floodplain Considerations 
Changes in local weather patterns in recent years causing the increased frequency of severe and intense storms, 
including hurricanes/tropical storms in Upstate New York, have emphasized the need to verify that proposed work 
can withstand the 100 year and possibly the 500-year flooding events.  Climate models predict that the region in and 
around the Town of Westport is likely to become warmer and wetter, and experience more extreme weather events.  
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM) are used to determine the 
extent of the 100 year and 500-year flood.  

The most recent flood insurance study performed for the Town of Westport is dated September 4, 1987.  The Boquet 
River, which is the receiving water for the Wadhams WWTP effluent and is located adjacent to the WWTP site, was 
studied by approximate methods per the flood insurance study report.  The Boquet River 100-year flood extents on 
the FIRM map are designated as Zone A – No base flood elevation determined.  This approximate 100-year flood 
boundary was overlaid on orthoimagery to determine how far onto the WWTP site the flood boundary encroached.  It 
appears that the approximate flood elevation occurs at or below elevation 295’. 

In addition, the WWTP Operator observed flood waters overtopping the sand filter berms during the 2011 flooding 
associated with Hurricane Irene.  This flood event exceeded water levels associated with a 100-year flood in the 
vicinity of the WWTP and elsewhere.  In some areas flooding associated with Hurricane Irene was determined to be 
a 500-year flood or greater. 
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The WWTP sand filter top of berm elevation is approximately 297’.  The sand filter collection lines purportedly range 
from elevation 289.75 at the invert out of MH 17 to 294.4’ at the high end of the underdrains.  During normal spring 
runoff and high water levels and water table levels water purportedly backs up into the underdrain system, but limited 
access to the underdrains prevents the extent of the back-up from being fully determined. 

Refer to Figure 2.11: FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map and Town of Westport Flood Insurance Study. 

2.3 Ownership and Service Area 

 Sewer District 
The main sewer district is bounded on one side by the Boquet River and on the other side by the extents of the main 
population area.  The primary collection system was established circa 1987. The primary collection and treatment 
facilities is comprised now of roughly (48) parcels within the sewer district boundaries, (45) of which are billable 
users. An extension of the sewer district was established in 1995 adding (11) billable parcels and a single non-
billable parcel.  The sewer district extension is located on the west side of the Boquet River, all flow is collected at a 
pump station and pumped across the river and discharges to an existing manhole upstream from the WWTP.  

Refer to Figure 2.12: Collection System District and Parcel Map. 

 Industrial Discharges or Hauled Waste (e.g. source, volume, composition) 
The WWTP does not accept hauled waste from septage haulers.  There are no industrial discharges in the collection 
system. 

 Population Trends and Growth 
The Town of Wadhams did not participated in the 2010 census, the population data analyzed is that of Westport. In 
regards to potential user growth, the WWTP currently serves approximately 56 users who generate the average flow 
of around 4,000 GPD. The SPDES permitted flow rate for the WWTP is 15,000 GPD.  With this information, it can be 
extrapolated that the WWTP could handle a growth in the town’s population without the need for expansion of the 
collection and treatment systems.  The average water usage of the Hamlet is upwards of 5,000 gallons per day, which 
conservatively equates to 100 gallons per day per household. Assuming that 100 GPD per household holds true for 
new homes, the system can treat up to an additional 94 users, a 167% expansion.  Using typical per-unit hydraulic 
loading rates from DEC Design Standards for Intermediate –Sized Wastewater Treatment Systems, and assuming 110 
GPD/br, and 3 bedroom houses, the system could accept a total of 136 users, including the existing 56 users, or an 
additional 80 users.   

Testing of the septic tank effluent/sand bed influent indicated a BOD5 of 200 mg/L.  Based on a BOD of 200 mg/L, a 
maximum organic loading to the sand beds of 0.005 lb BOD5/ft2/day per DEC Design Stds., and operation of two sand 
beds online and two sand beds resting, flow to the system is limited to approximately 10,570 GPD.  At 10,570 GPD the 
system could accept a total of 96 users, including the existing 56 users, or an additional 40 users and 71% expansion.  

Due to its remote location from stores and population centers and lack of nearby sources of employment, very little 
growth is anticipated to occur within the hamlet of Wadhams over the next 20 years.  Any growth that does occur should 
not cause the WWTP to exceed its design capacity as it currently has excess capacity based on the current flow and 
loading conditions. 

2.4 Existing Facilities & Present Condition 

 General Description & History  
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a. Community History 

(source: http://www.westportny.net/meet-the-administration/history/)  

The Hamlet of Westport is incorporated under the Town of Westport and their history stretches back until 1642. A 
regional history can be found in documents on the Town of Westport’s website. 

b. Wastewater Collection System 

The existing wastewater Collection system is functioning adequately for the state of the wastewater treatment plant. 
The wastewater collection system was designed and installed in 1987. The system is approximately one and a half 
miles in length comprised of PVC pipe and one half mile of force main. The main collection lines are 8” PVC pipes 
and the lateral sewers are 6” PVC pipe. The system is primarily gravity fed but there are four pump stations present 
in the system.  A sewer district expansion occurred in 1995, adding users from the west side of the Boquet River.  
Wastewater from the sewer district expansion area is collected in a pump station located between NYS Route 22 and 
the Boquet River and is pumped across the river in a 3” diameter PVC force main.  It discharges into one of the 
existing 1987 manholes, and continues by gravity to the WWTP. 

c. Wastewater Treatment System 

The present wastewater treatment plant and sewer collection system were constructed and have been in service since 
1987. The treatment plant generally consists of the following: 

 Primary Treatment: The influent enters a system of three septic tanks in series to reduce BOD and provide 
for gravitational separation to reduce solids. From the septic tanks the primary effluent passes through a 
weir chamber/sampling structure where it can be sampled and its flow measured. This weir chamber is 
currently nonfunctional due to corrosion caused by sulfide attack.  Flow measurement was achieved by 
dose counting, but the dose counter is also nonfunctional.  Flow is currently estimated based on observation 
of the number of doses to the filter beds. 

 Secondary Treatment: After the weir chamber/sampling structure the primary effluent flows into a dosing 
chamber where a Flout system is present that automatically doses primary effluent to the open sand filters.  
Valving is used to turn on/off pairs of filters.  The online filters are then alternately dosed by the Flout 
system.  The open sand filters reduce BOD and TSS. There is limited phosphorous removal from open sand 
filters.  

 Effluent and Outfall: The effluent from the beds is combined into a single flow and piped out to discharge in 
the surface water of the Boquet River. 

 Flow passes through the entire WWTP by gravity.  

 Permit Conditions 
All permit conditions are included in the SPDES permit.   

a. Regulatory Compliance Requirements  

The Town of Westport is not currently subjected to an Order of Consent; however, the required permit modification 
has the same effect as an Order on Consent and the Hamlet of Wadhams must follow the requirements of the 
modification.  All modified permit conditions are included in the SPDES permit.  

b. Design Flow and Waste Loads 

The existing flow data and service area of the WWTP shows that the facility currently experiences an average of 
4,000 GPD. This recent historical flow data is based upon a count of doses from dosing chamber to the sand filter 
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beds and an estimated flow per dose, and is therefore only an approximate flow calculation method.  The basis of 
design and evaluation of disinfection alternatives will therefore utilize the existing WWTP permitted flow and 
maximum permitted discharge of TSS, BOD, and Fecal Coliform for design parameters. 

 Design Average Day Flow: 15,000 GPD (30-day mean per permit) (note – this flow is the design flow into 
the septic tanks, which temper peak flows.  Flow to the sand beds is dosed.  Dose volume remains 
reasonably consistent but dose frequency changes with changes in incoming flow.  

 Design Average Sand Bed Dose: 1,080 gal/dose/bed 
 Design Peak Sand Bed Dose:  2,030 gal/dose 
 Design Peak Hourly and Instantaneous Flow to Disinfection:  150 gpm (pumped flow to disinfection) 
 Septic Tank Influent Design Average BOD: 250 mg/L 
 Septic Tank Primary Effluent (Sand Bed Influent) Design Average BOD:  200 mg/L 
 Effluent BOD: 30mg/l (Month Avg) 
 Effluent TSS: 30 mg/l (Month Avg) 
 Effluent Fecal Coliform:  200/100 ml (30 Geometric Mean) 
 Effluent Total Chlorine Residual:  2 mg/l (daily maximum) – if chlorine disinfection is implemented 

 Existing Flow and Waste Loads 

a. Incoming Wastewater Flow Analysis 

Wastewater treatment plant flow and loading data was compiled for the past 2 years (2016 and 2017 Discharge 
Monitoring Reports (DMRs)) and summarized in Table 2.1: One Year Monthly Data Summary 2016-2017 and Table 
2.2: One Year Monthly Data Summary 2017-2018, respective to each year. This information, compiled on a monthly 
and quarterly basis, will be utilized to evaluate loading conditions to the plant.  Data was also compiled from these 
reports to evaluate flow conditions and peak loading periods from data recorded by the operator from 2016 to 2018. 
The flow to the WWTP consists of residential/domestic wastewater.   

The following is pertinent flow information from the review of the above data:  

 Peak Month Average Day Flow 2016: (0.005 mgd)  
 Average Monthly Flow 2016: (0.004 mgd) 
 Peak Month Average Day Flow 2017:  (0.005 mgd)  
 Average Monthly Flow 2017: (0.004 mgd) 

 Existing Energy Consumption. 
There is no current power draw from the Wadhams wastewater treatment plant.  

 Site Layout / Overall Schematic Drawing / Photos 
Refer to Figure 2.13: Existing Plant Map. 

 History of Storm Damage 
There is no reported recent storm damage at the time of writing this report. 

 Unit Process Evaluation 
The installation of disinfection requires an evaluation of the entire treatment process.  The condition and hydraulic 
capabilities of the components are critical to the evaluation and selection disinfection method.  
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Refer to Appendix F: Unit Process Evaluation for visual and detailed assessments.  

Refer to Appendix G: Design Standards Evaluation for analysis of the treatment facilities using the “New York State 
Design Standards for Intermediate Sized Wastewater Treatment Systems.” 

a. Existing Hydraulic Profile 

The design sand bed top of sand elevation is 296.0’ per the original WWTP plans.  The existing sand bed top of sand 
elevations are approximately 295.5’.  Existing sand bed effluent main invert out (MH 17) elevation is purportedly 
289.75’.  The existing sampling manhole purported invert out is 286.0’.  The estimated 100-year flood elevation is 
approximately 295’.  The Boquet River and groundwater regularly backs up into the sand bed underdrains and 
collection lines during spring thaw/runoff.   

Pumping sand bed effluent up to a higher elevation and letting it flow through the disinfection system will disconnect 
the sand filter collection lines from the river and groundwater level, reducing the impact of high river and groundwater 
levels on sand filter bed performance.  

Refer to Appendix H: WWTP Existing Hydraulic Profile. 

b. Septic Tanks 

The influent is treated in a series of three septic tanks with a storage capacity of 8,000 gallons each. Each septic tank 
is outfitted with two risers with the aim of easing access for cleaning. Each septic tank was pumped in 2017. Yearly 
pumping is recommended to maintain the septic tanks operating at optimal efficiency, prevent solids from migrating 
into the sand beds, and to reduce long term maintenance costs. During pumping, the concrete side walls were 
purportedly in good condition and showed no signs of degradation.  The tanks should be inspected every time they 
are pumped out and photos should be taken to provide a conditions assessment record. The covers of the tanks are 
made of plywood and are degrading due to weathering, compromising security and safety.  

c. Weir Chamber 

The weir chamber houses a 22.5 degree V-notch weir and a primary sampling area. The v-notch weir was used to 
monitors the flow of the primary effluent but due to sulfide attack the concrete channel has deteriorated, allowing flow 
around the weir and rendering it unusable for flow measurement.  Once the weir was rendered unusable, flow 
monitoring was performed using a dose counter in the dosing chamber, but the dose counter also succumbed to 
sulfide attack and there currently is no flow measurement system in place.  Flow is determined by observation of bed 
dosing frequency.  There is no current way to measure the influent flows of the Wadhams WWTP.  An alternative and 
more reliable means of flow monitoring and measurement should be provided.  The structure that houses the weir 
chamber is not equipped with power, heat, or ventilation.  It is of limited usefulness. 

d. Dosing Chambers 

The siphon dosing chamber is purported to have a capacity of 2,033 gallons/dose. The dosing system is currently 
using a Flout TM dosing system with a purported 1,080.7 gallons/dose. The dosing system alternates dosing through 
two 8” dosing barrels to a system of filter beds. Recent draining of the chamber showed that the lower section of 
concrete appeared to be in relatively good condition, however the riser section and top are in poor condition and 
require replacement.   

The dosing chamber has two manhole openings with risers to access the Flout dosing system.  This set-up requires 
the operator to get into the structure to adjust the Flout dosing sequence.  A new hatch located over to Flout should 
be installed to improve access and safety for operations and maintenance. 
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e. Filter Bed System 

There are four open sand filter beds onsite, each with a designed surface area of 1,764 ft2.  The beds operate with 
two beds online while two beds are offline. The offline beds will dry out in preparation for when they are brought back 
online.  At the permitted flow rate of 15,000 GPD, with two beds online and two beds resting, the hydraulic loading is 
4.25 GPD/ft2, which is less than the maximum hydraulic loading of 5 gpm/ft2 for open sand filters per the DEC Design 
Standards for Intermediate-Sized Wastewater Treatment Facilities (DEC Design Stds). Based on average day flow 
for the past three years (2016, and 2017) of approximately 4,000 GPD, current hydraulic load on the sand beds with 
two beds online is calculated roughly to be 1.1 GPD/ft2.   

Septic tank effluent/sand bed influent BOD and TSS testing performed during the report investigation had initial 
results of 200 mg/L for BOD5 and 94 mg/L for TSS.  At the permitted flow rate of 15,000 GPD, and a sand bed 
influent BOD of 200 mg/L the organic loading on the sand beds would be 0.007 lb BOD/ft2/day, which exceeds the 
DEC Design Stds. recommended organic loading of less than or equal to 0.005 lb BOD/ft2/day and indicates that filter 
bed organic loading is a limiting factor for future expansion of the collection system.  Based on average day flow for 
the past three years (2016, and 2017) of approximately 4,000 GPD, and a sand bed influent BOD loading of 200 
mg/L, current organic load on the sand beds with two beds online is calculated roughly to be 0.002 lb BOD/ft2/day, 
which is within DEC Design Stds. 

The individual sand beds are in relative disrepair and should be refurbished. The beds have many issues with 
excessive plant growth. This growth can be linked to improper application of maintenance techniques such as 
rototilling and excessive raking instead of preventative weeding. There is evidence of scum on the surfaces of the 
beds which needs to be skimmed off and removed.  Scraping and removing media over the years to address plant 
growth, media blinding, and ponding has reduced the total media depth.  An estimated eight to ten (8-10) inches of 
material from the top of the northern beds and five to six (5-6) inches of material from the southern beds is 
compromised and needs to be removed and replaced with new media. 

f. Sand Bed Berms 

The sand bed berms are constructed of dense compacted clay and, together with the compacted clay bed liner, 
provide an impermeable barrier to keep the wastewater within the beds and keep groundwater out of the beds.  
During the 2011 flood event associated with Hurricane Irene the sand bed berms were overtopped and the beds 
were flooded.  Flooding of the beds results in deposition of silts and other fines in the beds, which can migrate 
through the sand layer blocking pore spaces and leading to blinding and premature bed failure.  Raising of the sand 
bed berms above elevation 298’ would provide protection from the highest flood of recent record. 

g. Fencing 

The fencing surrounding the filter beds is inadequate and in disrepair.  There is evidence of people climbing the fence 
and gate, likely to retrieve balls from the adjacent basketball court and soccer field.  The fencing should be removed 
and replaced with taller and more secure fencing to prevent unauthorized access to the sand filters and prevent 
exposure of the public to undisinfected septic tank effluent (e.g. soccer ball kicked into a sand bed, ball is retrieved, 
soccer game continues with that ball). 

h. Effluent and Outfall 

A portion of the effluent pipe prior to the last manhole appears to be leaking, causing a sink hole.  This pipe should 
be replaced. 

All of the effluent is collected in a common header. The effluent travels through a sampling manhole at the bank of 
the Boquet River and out an effluent pipe located at the bottom of the river discharge point.  
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The sampling manhole structure is a precast 4-foot diameter manhole. The entrance is 24 inches and is secured with 
a locking cover. The structure appears to be sound and secure.  

The effluent discharge pipe was unable to be assessed due to river conditions but is purported to be 8” Schedule 80 
PVC pipe with nozzles facing downstream. 

i. Disinfection System 

None. 

2.5 Definition of the Problem 

 Health, Sanitation, and Security 
Currently the WWTP does not have a disinfection system for the effluent being discharged into the nearby surface 
water of the Boquet River. The installation of a disinfection system will provide for a cleaner and safer surface water 
and all waterways downstream. There is an immediate need for a disinfection treatment system. The WWTP is 
required by law to have a form of effluent treatment in place to ensure all TSS and bacterial organisms conform to 
predetermined limits. 

An issue that is known to the town is the security of the secondary treatment process. The location of the open sand 
beds is 25 feet from a high traffic recreational area. The four-foot woven wire fence is not an adequate deterrent to 
keep trespassers out of the facility. There is visible evidence of trespassers shown by disconnected fence, bent 
fencing and fence posts where there is high traffic and boards placed in the beds. The determined main cause of 
trespassing is the adjacent soccer field and basketball court which are placed in such a way that the sporting 
implements will often bounce into the facility. 

 Aging Infrastructure  
At the time of the inspection, it was noted that several of the locking mechanisms for the septic tank risers were 
corroding and nearing the point of failure. Combined with the rotting wood holding the locking mechanisms in place 
the security of the tanks is diminishing. One of the mechanisms had been dislodged while another section of wood 
fell away and currently allows access to the septic tanks, effectively leaving the riser covering without security. 

The open sand beds are in need of an overhaul. The beds are experiencing a slow draining effect. The filters are 
being plagued by excessive growth of plant material. This might be in part to prior maintenance activities in which the 
top layers of filter media have been rototilled and no longer possess the necessary qualities to be used as filter sand. 
While this activity was a valiant attempt to deal with abundant plant growth, it causes organics to be driven deep into 
the filter media, leading to blinding, ponding, and further plant growth issues.  This sand should be stripped and 
replaced with newly recharged materials. Without taking a representative soil sample and testing it the estimated 
depth to remove is roughly eight to ten inches of the top layers of filter media. 

There has been an ongoing instance of a sink hole located at a portion of the secondary effluent pipe outside of the 
fenced area. If left unresolved, the sinkhole could pose a threat to those who use the recreational facility adjacent to 
the wastewater treatment facility. 

 Infiltration 
A review of the collection system, revealed that the collections system was in relatively good condition at the time of 
inspection.  The collection system was installed in 1987 and consists of precast manholes and pvc pipe.  A system of 
this construction and vintage would be expected to be in good repair.  Two manholes were found to be a source of 
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I&I due to leakage through the covers.  It is recommended that the covers be replaced with sealed covers and/or 
raised due to the locations in ditch lines.   

Refer to Appendix I: Collection System Evaluation. 

 Reasonable Growth 
The Hamlet of Wadhams produces an average of 4,000 gallons of water per day. This average usage means that the 
original standards still hold and the collection and treatment system are prepared to handle an influx of users if the 
area begins to increase in population. 

 Water, Energy, and/or Waste 
The existing treatment plant does not use electricity or water.  Waste generation is limited to septic tank pumpout 
which is disposed of for treatment at a larger regional WWTP facility.   

 Suitability for Continued Use 
In general, the wastewater treatment plant layout and functionality can meet the needs of the Town.  Several 
components have reached or exceeded their useful life and need to be repaired/replaced.  The installation of a 
disinfection system will make the effluent discharge compliant with necessary codes to ensure a safe and efficient 
working WWTP.  

In addition to the addition of the disinfection system, the required upgrades are generally summarized as the 
following: 

 Repairs to septic tank and dosing chamber covers 
 Replacement of flow monitoring 
 Replacement fencing 
 Repairs to the sand beds.   

One item to note, the septic tanks were designed with the intention of annual pumping of sludge and non-
biodegradable materials as preventative maintenance. Annual pumping will allow the Town to avoid events where 
they would have to pay a large lump sum at an increased rate for the large amount of sludge being removed. This 
would also aid in the effectiveness and longevity of the subsequent processes in the plant and reduce the number of 
issues plaguing the wastewater treatment plant. 

Following proper maintenance procedures for ensuring the efficacy of the filter beds is essential to the treatment 
plant.  

 Storm and Flood Impacts 
The majority of the site is outside of the FEMA Zone A 100 year mapped flood plain, although, this flood boundary 
was only determined by approximate methods per the 1987 flood insurance study.  The treatment plant surface 
infrastructure is above +/- 295’ elevation, which appears to be the approximate 100-year flood elevation of the 
Boquet River in the vicinity of the WWTP.  All infrastructure should be designed in such a way to be protected in the 
case of a major flooding event. The location of the effluent pipe and effluent sampling manhole are located within the 
flood plain that is known to flood to a level that would damage the new disinfection system if it were placed in that 
area.  

The wastewater treatment plant experienced major flooding in 2011 from Hurricane Irene. The water level rose above 
the infiltration bed berms (approximate elevation of 297’) and flooded the beds.  
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The tree line adjacent to Bouquet River experiences a flooding and pooling effect during heavy rains and during the 
spring thaw. This flooding impacts the operator’s ability to access the effluent structure in a safe manner but does not 
significantly affect the plant processes.  

An elevation of 298’ is deemed to be above the 100-year flood elevation, and approximately the level reached by 
Hurricane Irene flooding in 2011.  All structures and equipment shall be designed to be protected from damage of 
flood waters reaching an elevation of 298’.  

The sand filter collection lines purportedly range from elevation 289.75’ at the invert out of MH 17 to 294.4’ at the 
high end of the collection lines.  During normal spring thaw/runoff high groundwater levels purportedly back up into 
the underdrain system and collection lines, but limited access to these lines prevents the extent of the back-up from 
being fully determined.  

 Compliance with Accepted Standards 
The existing WWTP processes does not disinfect the effluent water before discharging into the nearby surface water. 
The ultimate need for this project is the requirement that the WWTP create a structure to house a system to disinfect 
the discharged effluent. Previous upgrades accounted for the inevitable need of a disinfection system and designed 
an effluent structure accordingly to allow for the implementation of a disinfection system without extensive 
construction. 

2.6 Financial Status 
The Sewer District currently has no debt and users are charge $300/year for O&M. 
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3) ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS 

3.1 Alternative Descriptions 
The proposed project is to add disinfection to the WWTP to achieve WWTP effluent fecal coliform below 200 
units/100 ml as required by the Town’s permit modification.  In addition, a groundwater disposal alternative will be 
reviewed.   

There are several components that also require upgrades at the plant to allow for the town to meet permit 
requirements with the required disinfection (allow for best operations of disinfection) as well as replace and upgrade 
infrastructure that is past its useful life.  These component upgrades are common to both disinfection alternatives.   

Alternative 1, Ultraviolet Disinfection, works in a less invasive way to the environment than chemical-based 
disinfection and is highly effective. The disinfection treatment takes place in an illuminated disinfection chamber. The 
process is physical in nature and adds no particulates or chemicals to the water. The ultraviolet light exposure works 
by retarding microorganisms’ ability to reproduce by destroying genetic material.  Without the ability to replicate, 
bacteria and viruses are no longer an able to infect other organisms, resulting in disinfection of the effluent water. 

Alternative 2, Chlorine Disinfection, involves diluting a calculated the amount of chlorine into the treatment plant 
effluent water to completely react with the effluent. The dose of chlorine varies based on effluent flow and water 
quality (concentration of reactants in the effluent).  The reactions that occur in the water leave behind chlorine 
residual if proper mixing conditions, contact time, and dosages are not met. New York State requires a de-
chlorination system in addition to the chlorination system when the disinfected effluent is discharged to Class A 
waters due to the fact that chlorine is a toxic substance that can be dangerous to the surrounding ecosystem. The 
Boquet River is designated as a Class A water.  De-chlorination is commonly achieved though the introduction of 
Sulfur Dioxide or sulfite salts. 

Alternative 3, the use of Groundwater Discharge through Infiltration is a viable option for disinfection in long term 
operation. According to USDA soils mapping, the underlying region contains a lens of Winsor Loamy Sand which 
may be suitable for groundwater discharge infiltration. Preliminary groundwater mounding calculations using the 
Finnemore method indicate that the small discharge of the facility may be reasonably accommodated by this soil 
type.  

Alternative 4, no action. 

Other alternatives that were considered and rejected include gravity flow to UV disinfection, gravity flow to chlorine 
disinfection, and various structure locations on the WWTP site.  

 Primary Common Components  

a. Sand Beds 

The sand bed rehabilitation is proposed to consist of filter media replacement. The layer of compromised filter media 
should be removed to below the interface layer.  Based on test holes, it is estimated that approximately the top 6-10 
inches of existing media will need to be removed and replaced with new filter media.  The new filter media will 
conform to design standards which promote biological treatment.  If existing sand filter media is left and new media 
placed on top of it, then the new media will have to be carefully matched to the existing media to prevent the 
formation of an interface layer. If an acceptable match to the existing media is unable to be found then all existing 
media should be removed down to the pea gravel layer and new media provided.  New media should be installed to 
bring the total sand media depth to a minimum of 24” deep, and preferably 36” deep. The discharge lines, pads, and 
vent lines should be raised as necessary to accommodate the new sand elevation. 
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b. Sand Bed Berms 

The sand bed berms shall be raised above elevation 298’.  The berms should be raised by stripping the surface layer 
off the berms down to the compacted clay layer.  An additional dense compacted clay lift should be added, 
maintaining the same side slopes by building the berm upward and outward. 

c. Fencing 

Fencing, of a suitable height, shall be installed to adequately protect the sand beds from human and animal entry as 
well as provide protection from stray equipment from the adjacent athletic fields. The fencing area will need to be 
increased to encompass any additional treatment structures. 

d. Pump Station 

Due to high water levels during spring runoff that often result in water backing up into the buried site piping, it is not 
possible to maintain gravity flow through a disinfection system located between the sand filter discharge manhole 
(MH 17) and the sampling manhole, while also protecting the disinfection system from 100-year flood levels and 
maintaining it in full operational status during regular high water levels. 

The pump station will receive gravity effluent flow from the sand filter beds and pump it up to the head of the 
disinfection system.  The basic components of the pump station are as follows: 

 8’ inner diameter wet well to accommodate duplex effluent pumps and a simplex recirculation pump.  If 
recirculation is not implemented or planned for future installation then the pump station wet well may be 
reduced to 6’ inner diameter.   

 Inverted J-tube with screen. 
 Duplex submersible explosion proof effluent pumps on SS rails with pitless units and SS lifting chains.  

Approximate pump design point of 100 gpm at 16.2 ft TDH to 150 gpm at 17.7 ft TDH.  Pump cables 
equipped with decontactors. 

 Separate valve vault containing check valves, knife gate valves and an inline magnetic flow meter. 
 Duplex control panel with level transducer control and float high/low level backup.  If recirculation will be 

provided as part of the project or anticipated in the future then the panel shall include all necessary I/O for 
control of the recirculation pump.  Control panel mounted immediately adjacent to wet well or in disinfection 
structure. 

 Pump station rim to be at or above 298’ elevation. 

e. Piping Modifications 

A new effluent line will be run from existing MH 17 to the new pump station wet well.  Following disinfection, the 
disinfected effluent will be directed by gravity to a tie-in point on the existing effluent line.  The effluent pipe will be 
replaced to the point of the sink hole to eliminate any leaking pipe sections.  

f. Effluent Flow Monitoring 

Effluent flow monitoring will be required for accurate disinfection treatment, and can also act as the plant’s primary 
source of flow monitoring. An inline magnetic flow meter will be installed inside the pump station valve vault to turn 
activate/deactivate the disinfection system and provide flow pacing as necessary.  A controller will be necessary to 
totalize the flow.  
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g. Septic Tank, Weir Chamber, and Dosing Chamber Repair 

The riser covers on the septic tank manholes shall be replaced with more secure locking HDPE, fiberglass, or metal 
covers.  

The existing weir and weir channel structure shall be abandoned.  An 8” PVC piped connection shall be provided 
from the last septic tank to the siphon box. 

The dosing chamber upper precast concrete tank section that is exhibiting deterioration from sulfide attack shall be 
replaced.  The dosing chamber concrete cover shall be replaced with a new precast concrete cover with access 
hatch centered over the Flout dosing system.  The replacement of the covers will ensure ease of access during 
maintenance and inspection.  

h. Emergency Power 

Emergency power in the form of an on-site LPG generator will be provided.  The generator will be sized to meet the 
power requirements of the selected disinfection alternative.  The generator will be equipped with an outdoor 
enclosure.  To further protect the generator from weather and curious public it will be housed under an open roofed 
structure with wood fence surround. 

i. Collection System Work 

There were two manholes that were identified as having inflow due to location and poor sealing covers.  Riser 
sections and/or sealed covers will be added to those manholes. 

 Alternative 1: UV Disinfection 
The UV disinfection system will be sized based on the effluent UV transmittance % and the pumped flow rate.  
Preliminary UV transmittance measurements resulted in a range of readings from 47.8% using a local UVT test unit 
to 65% for a sample sent to a UV system manufacturer for testing.  Final UV system sizing/selection will be 
determined based on further UVT testing and collimated beam testing.  A UV disinfection system will consist of the 
following: 

 2 to 3 UV low pressure-low intensity units in series, with one unit redundant backup.  Maintenance activities 
on a UV bank will be performed by removing the UV modules for that bank from the channel, allowing flow 
and disinfection to continue uninterrupted. 

 The pump station will discharge into a receiving chamber where energy will be dissipated.  The UV channel 
will be laid out to achieve plug-flow into and out of the UV channel. 

 UV structure top of concrete elevation of approximately 300’, UV system approximate weir elevation at 
298.25 to protect against highest flood of recent record (2011 Hurricane Irene). 

 Diversion plates will be used to direct flow through the UV channels within the UV structure.  In the event 
that the UV channel needs to be dewatered for maintenance the diversion plates can be pulled.  Such work 
will need to correspond with pump out of the septic tanks to provide storage capacity for incoming flows 
during the maintenance work, otherwise undisinfected effluent will be discharged from the facility. 

 The UV system controller will accept a flow signal from the inline magnetic flow meter located in the pump 
station valve vault.  The pump station level transducer may be used to initiate system warm-up in 
accordance with the UV unit requirements.  

 The UV control system shall provide alarm conditions for various operational parameters.   
 An autodialer configured to call out via cell signal shall alter the operator of major alarm conditions of the 

pump station and UV system. 
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 All electronic and electrical components shall be in accordance with the most current version of the National 
Electrical Code. 

 Safety equipment and appropriate warning signage will be provided. 
 Level control will be provided by a serpentine in-channel weir.   
 A gantry or jib crane with adjustable powered hoist will be provided for removal of the UV units for cleaning 

and maintenance.   
 The UV channel structure will have insulated decking and in-channel heat and ventilation will be provided to 

prevent freezing between pump cycles.  
 The UV structure will be covered for weather protection.  Security will be achieved by the use of fencing. 
 A simplex recirculation pump will be placed in the UV pump station wet well to recirculate sand filter effluent 

to the dosing chamber via a new 4” force main to improve overall effluent water quality and improve UV 
transmittance.   

 Alternative 2: Chlorine Disinfection 
The chlorine disinfection system will be sized based on the pumped flow rate and use of 12.5% sodium hypochlorite.  
The chlorine contact tanks will a minimum of 2250 gallons each, sized to provide a minimum of 15 minutes of contact 
time at the maximum pump rate of 150 gpm.  Two tanks will be provided to facilitate cleaning in accordance with 
design standards.  End-on baffling will be used to maintain plug flow characteristics.  Top of concrete elevation of the 
chlorine contact structure will be approximately 300’ to protect against flooding.  Dosing will be initiated and paced by 
the pump station level transducer and valve vault in-line magnetic flow meter.  A duplex chemical feed skid (one 
operating pump and one on standby) with automatic backup and flow-paced controls will be used to achieve the 
proper dosage (overdosage and under-dosage are potential permit violations).  Peristaltic chemical dosing pumps 
capable of 100:1 turndown in a flooded suction set-up are proposed to prevent degassing issues.  Initial pump sizing 
will be based on a chlorine dose of 10 mg/L. 

The disinfection storage and dosing enclosure will be located over the contact tanks.   The structure will include 
chemical containment for sodium hypochlorite and heating and ventilation in accordance with requirements for a 
corrosive atmosphere.  Chemical tank level will be monitored by ultrasonic transducer.  Initial calculations indicate 
that a 30-day supply of chemical would consist of approximately 110 gallons, therefore, deliveries would be in 55 
gallon drums and a bulk storage permit will not be required.   

The SPDES permit has a fecal coliform and total chlorine effluent limit.  To ensure adequate disinfection is achieved 
to meet the fecal coliform limit, and that the total chlorine limit is not exceeded, a chemical dichlorination system will 
be provided.   Each chlorine contact tank will include a final stage at the end of the tank where a dichlorination 
chemical will be introduced and then provided with a minimum of 30 seconds of contact time before flow discharges 
over the chlorine tank effluent weir.  The cascading flow over the weir will provide some re-oxygenation of the 
disinfected effluent.  Initial dichlorination chemical sizing is based on use of a sulfite solution due to its availability and 
low dose needed to neutralize chlorine.  The dichlorination system will be provided with similar containment, duplex 
pump skid with automatic backup and flow paced controls, and peristaltic pumps as the sodium hypochlorite system.  
Initial calculations indicate that a 30-day supply of 30% sodium bisulfite solution would consist of approximately 75 
gallons, therefore, deliveries would be in 55 gallon drums and a bulk storage permit will not be required. 

Both chemical systems will be housed in a structure positioned over the disinfection tankage.  The structure will be 
heated and ventilated in accordance with codes and standards for a corrosive environment.  All electronic and 
electrical components shall be in accordance with the most current version of the National Electrical Code. 

Baffle plates will be used immediately after the dose point of each chemical to ensure quick dispersion/mixing.  
Safety equipment and appropriate warning signage will be provided. 
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 Alterative 3: Discharge to Groundwater through Infiltration 
This Alternative will require a significant amount of land, site modification and resources to properly treat the effluent 
at the plant. Upon further investigation, the onsite soil was found to be in nonconformance with the design 
specifications required for groundwater discharge. With the limitations set by the APA and the restrictions of the 
current site, groundwater infiltration effluent treatment will no longer be considered a viable disinfection option and 
will not be explored further in this report. 

 Alterative 4: No Action Alternative 
NYS has reinstituted the requirement for disinfection for all treatment plants that do not currently disinfect in an effort 
to further clean the waterways of NYS.  Non-disinfected wastewater, no matter how well treated, can still contain 
pathogens that are harmful to humans.  NYS wants to make our waterways usable as well as environmentally sound. 
The No Action Alterative would essentially be defying a state mandate and that would result in potential fines up to 
$37,500/day.  

This alternative will not be considered further as it does not fit the criteria defined in the scope of this project. The 
daily incurred costs and danger to aquatic life and nearby inhabitants created by taking no action deems that this is 
not an acceptable course of action. 

 Other Alternatives Considered 

a. Gravity Flow Through UV Disinfection 

There is not enough elevation available to install a gravity fed disinfection system between the existing sand beds 
and sampling manhole and protect such a system against the 100-year flood, or ensure that disinfection is 
maintained during the 25-year flood or spring thaw/runoff conditions. As such, gravity flow through UV disinfection will 
no longer be considered a viable disinfection option and will not be explored further in this report.  

b. Gravity Flow Through Chlorine Disinfection 

There is not enough elevation available to install a gravity fed disinfection system between the existing sand beds 
and sampling manhole and protect such a system against the 100-year flood, or ensure that disinfection is 
maintained during the 25-year flood or spring thaw/runoff conditions. As such, gravity flow through chlorine (sodium 
hypochlorite) disinfection will no longer be considered a viable disinfection option and will not be explored further in 
this report.  

c. Alternative Disinfection Structure Locations  

Locating the disinfection infrastructure between the sand bed southern perimeter and the sampling manhole was 
explored in the course of the report.  Due to the approximate determination of the 100-year flood boundary, it was 
determined that the structure could not be definitively located out of potential 100-year flooding.  As such, a location 
between the existing sand bed southern perimeter and the sampling manhole will not be explored further in this 
report. 

3.2 Design Criteria 
All components shall be constructed per the most up to date “10 States Standards” and the NYSDEC Design 
Standards for Intermediate-Sized Wastewater Treatment Systems (DEC Design Stds.). 

Concrete structures not exposed to extreme sulfide attack and in-ground piping has a design life of 50 years.  
Equipment and instrumentation are short-lived assets requiring regular maintenance and periodic replacement.   
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Refer to Appendix J: EPA WW Technology Disinfection Fact Sheets. 

Refer to Appendix K: 10 States Standards Conformity. 

3.3 Map 
Refer to Figure 3.1: Alternative 1& 2 Project Layout. 

3.4 Environmental Impacts 

 Impacts of No Action Alternatives 

Boquet River, a scenic and recreational river, would continue to receive inadequately disinfected water.  The No 
Action Alternative does not meet the needs or goals of the Town of Westport and will not be considered further.   

 General Impacts of Replacement Alternatives 

The majority of the impacts of the alternatives will be temporary in nature related to normal construction related 
activities.  The WWTP is largely isolated from the general public but the location of the adjacent park could provide 
some security risk.  The Boquet River and surrounding wetlands and wooded areas are to be protected from runoff 
with silt fence and other storm water control Best Management Practices.  Construction noise should minimally 
interfere with others due to the distance of the WWTP from neighbors. The noise should only affect those at the park 
and immediate neighboring homes during construction and will be during normal business hours. 

 Alternative Specific Impacts 

The major impact that will be Alternative specific and will be based on final design is the impact to the Boquet River 
during the operation of the plant. Alternative 2 has the possibility of contamination of the river due to excess chlorine 
after improper dosing of the disinfection treatment. The chemical itself is highly corrosive and toxic, precautions must 
be closely followed for shipment, storage and handling. The Westport WWTP is equipped for Chlorine Disinfection. 
Implementation of Chlorine Disinfection at the Wadhams WWTP will not require any additional training for the current 
operators.  

 Land Requirements  

a. Land Acquisition  

The Town of Westport owns all land on which either Alternative is proposed.  No land acquisition is required.   

b. Plant Expansion 

No future plant expansion is anticipated.   

c. Easements Required 

The Town of Westport owns all land on which either Alternative is proposed.  No land easements are required.   

d. Land Restrictions 

It should be noted that the Boquet River is considered a Scenic and Recreational River according to APA 
Classifications but does not restrict the site design. Wadhams is, however, classified as a Hamlet. The APA 
designated two applicable setback requirements for potential site modifications. 
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The first is that any structure greater than 100 square feet be set back at least 50 feet from the mean high water 
mark. This should not interfere with the current proposed design parameters.  

The second APA requirement is that “Any new leaching facility (including a seepage pit, drainage field, outhouse, or 
pit privy) receiving any form of household effluent must be set back at least 100 feet from any water body…”.  

 Potential Construction Problems 
The main challenge during construction for either alternative will be to ensure that full operations of the WWTP are 
maintained at all times.  Plant operations cannot be upset.  Proper planning in design and during construction to 
allow for modifications to operations to occur to allow for work to be completed will be crucial to maintaining 
operations.  Maintaining operations during construction is simplified by the ability to pump out the septic tanks to 
achieve several days without flow through the downstream treatment systems.  Low flows, infrequent bed dosing, 
bed alternation, and the siting of the majority of the new disinfection infrastructure outside of the current treatment 
processes further helps to maintain treatment plant operations during construction.  

 Sustainability Considerations 

 Water and Energy Efficiency 

For both alternatives, control systems to activate the disinfection system only in anticipation of a pumped dose, and 
turn the system down or deactivate it after a dose is complete will minimize energy use.  

i. Common Components – Pump Station 

The pump station pumps (through disinfection and recirculation) are low HP effluent pumps.  Final pump selection 
will be based on the best fit of the pump design points to a pump best efficiency point.  VFD’s will not be provided for 
the pumps due to the low HP and because there is no significant advantage to modulating the pumping rate for the 
application. 

ii. Alterative 1: 

The use of a properly sized UV bank, sized correctly for the pumped flow rate, with the ability to turn off unused 
banks and or bulbs or turn down bulb intensity will minimize energy use without compromising efficacy of the 
disinfection system. Regular bulb cleaning will prolong the life and efficacy of each bulb.  

UV systems are recommended by 10 State Standards for effluents exhibiting UVT’s at or higher than 65%, but UV 
system manufacturers design and certify systems treating effluents with UVT’s down to 30%.  The lower the UVT the 
larger the system required and the more energy necessary to run the system.  Initial UVT sampling resulted in a UVT 
range of 47.8% to 65%.  Further UVT testing and collimated beam testing will refine UV system sizing for the 
application. 

iii. Alternative 2:  

Although less energy intensive, the use of chlorine as a disinfectant should be sized properly to avoid excessive use 
of chlorine. A secondary de-chlorination system will incur additional costs as the SPDES requires residual chlorine 
levels to conform to very low levels. The decision to use this system will require a larger array of systems (heating 
and ventilation and controls) to be implemented at the facility to ensure accurate and effective treatment procedures, 
and a safe environment to work in. 
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 Green Infrastructure 

By nature, the project is simply a construction of wastewater treatment plant disinfection equipment.   There is little 
opportunity for green infrastructure.   

 Impact on Existing Facilities   
Each of the considered alternatives will require a rework of site piping as well as the construction of a pump station 
and monitoring system.  

 Schedule and Constructability 
Each Alternative has a similar construction schedule, approximately 1 construction season (6 months in the North 
Country) and ease of constructability.  Impacts to the current treatment process are common to both Alternatives.   

3.5 Permits 
ACOE, NYSDOT, and APA permits are not expected to be required, although a final determination shall be needed 
based on the final design.   

3.6 Cost Estimates 
Refer to Table 3.1: Alterative Cost Comparison. 

3.7 Non-Monetary Factors 

a. Alterative 1 

The installation of UV equipment will create a low risk situation for the surrounding environment as the only thing 
added to the water is light. There are no disinfection byproducts. Replacement bulbs can be purchased in bulk and 
stored for extended periods. The operator of the plant will be required to simply turn off the modules in order in order 
to safely access the system.   

b. Alternative 2 

The selection of chlorine disinfection can have a significant impact on operations at the WWTP.  Chlorine, whether in 
gaseous form or in liquid form as sodium hypochlorite is a very dangerous substance to handle.  There will have to 
be significant safety measures designed into several parts of the project, those include a chemical feed room and in 
room chemical feed containment. The deliveries of sodium hypochlorite must be frequent as it has a limited shelf life. 
In addition, the handling of sodium hypochlorite will make the job of working at the WWTP, just that much more 
dangerous.  

The dosing of the sodium hypochlorite to achieve adequate disinfection varies based on flow and effluent 
characteristics such a pH, temperature, and reactant content.  The dose of the dichlorination chemical will have to be 
paced based on the sodium hypochlorite dose.  The system will require a higher level of oversight than the UV 
system and requires daily totally chlorine residual testing in accordance with the SPDES permit. 

Operation and maintenance of two chemical feed systems is more time consuming and carries a higher safety risk to 
the operator than operation and maintenance of UV system. 

There is also the potential impact on flora and fauna living in Boquet River, the surrounding wetlands and life 
downstream associated with introduction of sodium hypochlorite and a sulfite dichlorination chemical.  When chlorine 
is introduced into wastewater, particularly one that has not completed nitrification/denitrification chloramines and 
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trihalomethanes can form that are toxic to fauna in the receiving waters.  Chemical disinfection also has been 
associated with growth of disinfection-resistant bacteria.  There is also the hazard of exposure to chemicals by 
individuals who disregard the security fencing of the treatment plant and enter the property.  

One major benefit to chlorination is that the current Westport treatment plant utilizes a sodium hypochlorite 
disinfection system. The implementation of disinfection at the Wadhams plant would ensure backups of some 
equipment and chemicals.  
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4) SUMMARY & COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 
It is paramount that the effluent water be treated through a disinfection process before being released into the 
surrounding environment. Alternatives 1 and 2 both provide a disinfection process in compliance with all applicable 
regulations needed to effectively treat the effluent water. Alternative 1 has a higher impact on the energy 
consumption of the plant, but lower health risks compared to Alternative 2 because the exposure to chemicals on a 
daily basis brings inherent risk. Alternative 1 has lower O&M costs and lower operator oversight requirements.  
Alternative 1 will not require daily chlorine residual testing to maintain compliance with the SPDES permit.  
Alternative 2 has a level of familiarity to the current operator because the Town’s Westport plant performs disinfection 
by sodium hypochlorite.  The Westport plant does not perform dichlorination, which will be a new process and 
chemical to monitor and work with.  Alternative 1 has a simpler settings system, bulbs can be turned off or dimmed to 
accommodate a slower flow rate and will not add anything to the water.  The capital cost and O&M cost of Alternative 
1 is lower than Alternative 2, and when paired with safer operating conditions and reduced operator oversight, 
Alternative 1 has the clear advantage over Alternative 2, despite its slightly higher energy consumption. 

Alternative 3 isn’t advised as there is a significant land commitment adjacent to a public park and achieving the 
minimum 100 ft setback from the river makes siting of a groundwater infiltration system infeasible on the current 
WWTP parcel. This land commitment increases potential exposure to organics to individuals who do not comprehend 
the purpose of the facility.  

Alternative 1 is the most cost effective, environmentally friendly and operationally safe disinfection alternative. 

 Refer to Table 4.1: Alternative Comparison. 

Refer to Table 4.2: Life Cycle Cost Analysis. 
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5) RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE 
It is recommended that Alternative 1, treatment of effluent through UV disinfection is implemented at the Wadhams 
Wastewater Treatment Plant. 

5.1 Proposed Project 

 Basis of Selection 
This decision was made on the basis that Alternative 1 has lower capital cost, lower O&M cost, lower operator time 
requirements, and is a safer system to operate on a daily basis.  Disinfection with chlorine also activates a total 
residual chlorine daily maximum permit limit that requires daily monitoring to ensure excess chlorine is not 
discharged to the receiving water to ensure protection of aquatic life, which is particularly important in Class A waters 
such as the Boquet River.  Despite permitted total residual chlorine daily maximum permit being drawn up and 
followed there is still risk to aquatic life downstream of the effluent discharge associated with disinfection byproducts, 
accidental overdosing of chlorine or under dosing of the dichlorination chemical, and potential low oxygen levels in 
the disinfected effluent depending on the dichlorination chemical selected. When using ultraviolet light disinfection 
hazards to the aquatic flora and fauna are greatly diminished. Alternative 1 is the most environmentally and safe 
disinfection alternative. 

 Project Map 
Refer to Figure 5.1: Alterative 1 – Proposed Site Plan.   

Refer to Figure 5.2: Process Flow Diagram. 

 Total Project Cost Estimate 
The Town has secured a WQIP grant from NYSDEC.  This grant will cover approximately 40% of the estimated 
project costs.  It is possible to phase the project should that be advantageous for funding purposes.  Cost have been 
broken down into two phases.  Phase 1 includes all work necessary to install the UV disinfection system.  Phase 2 
includes all other work.   

Refer to Table 5.1: Alternative 1 – Cost Estimate. 

Refer to Table 5.2: Project Financing and Estimated User Rates. 

 Project Schedule 
The project schedule has been developed assuming that Phases 1 & 2 will be completed at the same time.  If the 
work is phased, the construction schedule would be split into two years. 

2018: Additional Grant Applications 

2019: Finalize Funding and Final Design 

2020: Construction 

12/31/2020 Substantial Completion and disinfection online.   

5.2 Additional Documentation 

 Attached Signed Engineering Report Certification 
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Refer to Appendix L: Engineering Report Certification. 

 Attached Signed Smart Growth Assessment 
Refer to Appendix M: Smart Growth Assessment. 

5.3 Next Steps 
It is recommended that the Town pursue additional grant and/or loan funds.  Once secured the Town can enter into 
an engineering contract, move forward with design, and then construction.   

Additional steps include, obtaining SHPO clearance on the project and developing a Bond Resolution and a SEQR 
determination.   
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IPaC resource list
This report is an automatically generated list of species and other resources such as critical habitat (collectively referred to as trust resources)
under the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's (USFWS) jurisdiction that are known or expected to be on or near the project area referenced below.
The list may also include trust resources that occur outside of the project area, but that could potentially be directly or indirectly a�ected by
activities in the project area. However, determining the likelihood and extent of e�ects a project may have on trust resources typically requires
gathering additional site-speci�c (e.g., vegetation/species surveys) and project-speci�c (e.g., magnitude and timing of proposed activities)
information.

Below is a summary of the project information you provided and contact information for the USFWS o�ce(s) with jurisdiction in the de�ned
project area. Please read the introduction to each section that follows (Endangered Species, Migratory Birds, USFWS Facilities, and NWI
Wetlands) for additional information applicable to the trust resources addressed in that section.

Project information
NAME

Wadhams WWTP

LOCATION
Essex County, New York

DESCRIPTION
Upgrade the existing hardware to adequately treat e�uent.

Local o�ce
New York Ecological Services Field O�ce

  (607) 753-9334
  (607) 753-9699

3817 Luker Road
Cortland, NY 13045-9349

http://www.fws.gov/northeast/nyfo/es/section7.htm

Endangered species
This resource list is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an analysis of project level impacts.

The primary information used to generate this list is the known or expected range of each species. Additional areas of in�uence (AOI) for species
are also considered. An AOI includes areas outside of the species range if the species could be indirectly a�ected by activities in that area (e.g.,
placing a dam upstream of a �sh population, even if that �sh does not occur at the dam site, may indirectly impact the species by reducing or
eliminating water �ow downstream). Because species can move, and site conditions can change, the species on this list are not guaranteed to be
found on or near the project area. To fully determine any potential e�ects to species, additional site-speci�c and project-speci�c information is
often required.

Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act requires Federal agencies to "request of the Secretary information whether any species which is listed
or proposed to be listed may be present in the area of such proposed action" for any project that is conducted, permitted, funded, or licensed by
any Federal agency. A letter from the local o�ce and a species list which ful�lls this requirement can only be obtained by requesting an o�cial
species list from either the Regulatory Review section in IPaC (see directions below) or from the local �eld o�ce directly.

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Not for consultation

IPaC

http://www.fws.gov/northeast/nyfo/es/section7.htm
https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/
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For project evaluations that require USFWS concurrence/review, please return to the IPaC website and request an o�cial species list by doing
the following:

1. Log in to IPaC.
2. Go to your My Projects list.
3. Click PROJECT HOME for this project.
4. Click REQUEST SPECIES LIST.

Listed species  are managed by the Ecological Services Program of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

1. Species listed under the Endangered Species Act are threatened or endangered; IPaC also shows species that are candidates, or proposed,
for listing. See the listing status page for more information.

The following species are potentially a�ected by activities in this location:

Mammals

Critical habitats
Potential e�ects to critical habitat(s) in this location must be analyzed along with the endangered species themselves.

THERE ARE NO CRITICAL HABITATS AT THIS LOCATION.

Migratory birds

The migratory birds species listed below are species of particular conservation concern (e.g. Birds of Conservation Concern) that may be
potentially a�ected by activities in this location. It is not a list of every bird species you may �nd in this location, nor a guarantee that all of the
bird species on this list will be found on or near this location. Although it is important to try to avoid and minimize impacts to all birds, special
attention should be made to avoid and minimize impacts to birds of priority concern. To view available data on other bird species that may occur
in your project area, please visit the AKN Histogram Tools and Other Bird Data Resources. To fully determine any potential e�ects to species,
additional site-speci�c and project-speci�c information is often required.

1

NAME STATUS

Indiana Bat Myotis sodalis
No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/5949

Endangered

Northern Long-eared Bat Myotis septentrionalis
No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9045

Threatened

Certain birds are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act  and the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act .

Any activity that results in the take (to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such
conduct) of migratory birds or eagles is prohibited unless authorized by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service . There are no provisions for allowing
the take of migratory birds that are unintentionally killed or injured.

Any person or organization who plans or conducts activities that may result in the take of migratory birds is responsible for complying with the
appropriate regulations and implementing appropriate conservation measures.

1. The Migratory Birds Treaty Act of 1918.
2. The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act of 1940.
3. 50 C.F.R. Sec. 10.12 and 16 U.S.C. Sec. 668(a)

Additional information can be found using the following links:

Birds of Conservation Concern http://www.fws.gov/birds/management/managed-species/ 
birds-of-conservation-concern.php
Conservation measures for birds http://www.fws.gov/birds/management/project-assessment-tools-and-guidance/ 
conservation-measures.php
Year-round bird occurrence data http://www.birdscanada.org/birdmon/default/datasummaries.jsp

1 2

3

NAME SEASON(S)

American Bittern Botaurus lentiginosus
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6582

Breeding

http://www.fws.gov/endangered/
https://www.fws.gov/endangered/laws-policies/esa.html
https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/status/list
https://www.fws.gov/birds/management/managed-species/birds-of-conservation-concern.php
https://www.fws.gov/birds/management/project-assessment-tools-and-guidance/decision-support-tools/akn-histogram-tools.php
https://www.fws.gov/birds/management/project-assessment-tools-and-guidance/decision-support-tools/bird-data-and-information.php
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/5949
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9045
https://www.fws.gov/birds/policies-and-regulations/laws-legislations/migratory-bird-treaty-act.php
https://www.fws.gov/birds/policies-and-regulations/laws-legislations/bald-and-golden-eagle-protection-act.php
http://www.fws.gov/birds/management/managed-species/birds-of-conservation-concern.php
http://www.fws.gov/birds/management/project-assessment-tools-and-guidance/conservation-measures.php
http://www.birdscanada.org/birdmon/default/datasummaries.jsp
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6582
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What does IPaC use to generate the list of migratory bird species potentially occurring in my speci�ed location?

Landbirds:

Migratory birds that are displayed on the IPaC species list are based on ranges in the latest edition of the National Geographic Guide, Birds of North America (6th
Edition, 2011 by Jon L. Dunn, and Jonathan Alderfer). Although these ranges are coarse in nature, a number of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service migratory bird biologists
agree that these maps are some of the best range maps to date. These ranges were clipped to a speci�c Bird Conservation Region (BCR) or USFWS Region/Regions, if it
was indicated in the 2008 list of Birds of Conservation Concern (BCC) that a species was a BCC species only in a particular Region/Regions. Additional modi�cations
have been made to some ranges based on more local or re�ned range information and/or information provided by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service biologists with
species expertise. All migratory birds that show in areas on land in IPaC are those that appear in the 2008 Birds of Conservation Concern report.

Atlantic Seabirds:

Ranges in IPaC for birds o� the Atlantic coast are derived from species distribution models developed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA)
National Centers for Coastal Ocean Science (NCCOS) using the best available seabird survey data for the o�shore Atlantic Coastal region to date. NOAANCCOS assisted
USFWS in developing seasonal species ranges from their models for speci�c use in IPaC. Some of these birds are not BCC species but were of interest for inclusion
because they may occur in high abundance o� the coast at di�erent times throughout the year, which potentially makes them more susceptible to certain types of
development and activities taking place in that area. For more re�ned details about the abundance and richness of bird species within your project area o� the
Atlantic Coast, see the Northeast Ocean Data Portal. The Portal also o�ers data and information about other types of taxa that may be helpful in your project review.

About the NOAANCCOS models: the models were developed as part of the NOAANCCOS project: Integrative Statistical Modeling and Predictive Mapping of Marine
Bird Distributions and Abundance on the Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf. The models resulting from this project are being used in a number of decision-
support/mapping products in order to help guide decision-making on activities o� the Atlantic Coast with the goal of reducing impacts to migratory birds. One such
product is the Northeast Ocean Data Portal, which can be used to explore details about the relative occurrence and abundance of bird species in a particular area o�
the Atlantic Coast.

All migratory bird range maps within IPaC are continuously being updated as new and better information becomes available.

Can I get additional information about the levels of occurrence in my project area of speci�c birds or groups of birds listed in IPaC?

Landbirds:

Bald Eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/1626

Year-round

Black Tern Chlidonias niger
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/3093

Breeding

Black-billed Cuckoo Coccyzus erythropthalmus
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9399

Breeding

Black-crowned Night-heron Nycticorax nycticorax
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6487

Breeding

Canada Warbler Wilsonia canadensis Breeding

Common Tern Sterna hirundo
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/4963

Breeding

Golden-winged Warbler Vermivora chrysoptera
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/8745

Breeding

Olive-sided Flycatcher Contopus cooperi
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/3914

Breeding

Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrinus
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/8831

Breeding

Pied-billed Grebe Podilymbus podiceps Breeding

Short-eared Owl Asio �ammeus
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9295

Year-round

Willow Flycatcher Empidonax traillii
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/3482

Breeding

Wood Thrush Hylocichla mustelina Breeding

http://www.northeastoceandata.org/data-explorer/?birds
https://coastalscience.noaa.gov/projects/detail?key=279
http://www.northeastoceandata.org/data-explorer/?birds
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/1626
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/3093
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9399
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6487
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/4963
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/8745
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/3914
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/8831
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9295
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/3482
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The Avian Knowledge Network (AKN) provides a tool currently called the "Histogram Tool", which draws from the data within the AKN (latest,survey, point count,
citizen science datasets) to create a view of relative abundance of species within a particular location over the course of the year. The results of the tool depict the
frequency of detection of a species in survey events, averaged between multiple datasets within AKN in a particular week of the year. You may access the histogram
tools through the Migratory Bird Programs AKN Histogram Tools webpage.

The tool is currently available for 4 regions (California, Northeast U.S., Southeast U.S. and Midwest), which encompasses the following 32 states: Alabama, Arkansas,
California, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi,
Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North, Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, and
Wisconsin.

In the near future, there are plans to expand this tool nationwide within the AKN, and allow the graphs produced to appear with the list of trust resources generated
by IPaC, providing you with an additional level of detail about the level of occurrence of the species of particular concern potentially occurring in your project area
throughout the course of the year.

Atlantic Seabirds:

For additional details about the relative occurrence and abundance of both individual bird species and groups of bird species within your project area o� the Atlantic
Coast, please visit the Northeast Ocean Data Portal. The Portal also o�ers data and information about other taxa besides birds that may be helpful to you in your
project review. Alternately, you may download the bird model results �les underlying the portal maps through the NOAANCCOS Integrative Statistical Modeling and
Predictive Mapping of Marine Bird Distributions and Abundance on the Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf project webpage.

Facilities

Wildlife refuges
Any activity proposed on National Wildlife Refuge lands must undergo a 'Compatibility Determination' conducted by the Refuge. Please contact
the individual Refuges to discuss any questions or concerns.

THERE ARE NO REFUGES AT THIS LOCATION.

Fish hatcheries

THERE ARE NO FISH HATCHERIES AT THIS LOCATION.

Wetlands in the National Wetlands Inventory
Impacts to NWI wetlands and other aquatic habitats may be subject to regulation under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, or other
State/Federal statutes.

For more information please contact the Regulatory Program of the local U.S. Army Corps of Engineers District.

This location overlaps the following wetlands:

Data limitations

The Service's objective of mapping wetlands and deepwater habitats is to produce reconnaissance level information on the location, type and size of these resources.
The maps are prepared from the analysis of high altitude imagery. Wetlands are identi�ed based on vegetation, visible hydrology and geography. A margin of error is
inherent in the use of imagery; thus, detailed on-the-ground inspection of any particular site may result in revision of the wetland boundaries or classi�cation
established through image analysis.

The accuracy of image interpretation depends on the quality of the imagery, the experience of the image analysts, the amount and quality of the collateral data and
the amount of ground truth veri�cation work conducted. Metadata should be consulted to determine the date of the source imagery used and any mapping
problems.

Wetlands or other mapped features may have changed since the date of the imagery or �eld work. There may be occasional di�erences in polygon boundaries or
classi�cations between the information depicted on the map and the actual conditions on site.

Data exclusions

Certain wetland habitats are excluded from the National mapping program because of the limitations of aerial imagery as the primary data source used to detect
wetlands. These habitats include seagrasses or submerged aquatic vegetation that are found in the intertidal and subtidal zones of estuaries and nearshore coastal

RIVERINE
R2UBH

A full description for each wetland code can be found at the National Wetlands Inventory website: https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/wetlands/decoder

http://www.avianknowledge.net/
https://www.fws.gov/birds/management/project-assessment-tools-and-guidance/decision-support-tools/akn-histogram-tools.php/
http://www.northeastoceandata.org/data-explorer/?birds
https://coastalscience.noaa.gov/projects/detail?key=279
http://www.fws.gov/refuges/
http://www.fws.gov/wetlands/
http://www.usace.army.mil/Missions/CivilWorks/RegulatoryProgramandPermits.aspx
https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/wetlands/decoder?CodeURL=R2UBH
https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/wetlands/decoder


7/5/2017 IPaC: Resources

https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/project/HCRQ7CB2IVHKFGMZ6B6GXGWKEQ/resources#migratory-birds 5/5

waters. Some deepwater reef communities (coral or tuber�cid worm reefs) have also been excluded from the inventory. These habitats, because of their depth, go
undetected by aerial imagery.

Data precautions

Federal, state, and local regulatory agencies with jurisdiction over wetlands may de�ne and describe wetlands in a di�erent manner than that used in this inventory.
There is no attempt, in either the design or products of this inventory, to de�ne the limits of proprietary jurisdiction of any Federal, state, or local government or to
establish the geographical scope of the regulatory programs of government agencies. Persons intending to engage in activities involving modi�cations within or
adjacent to wetland areas should seek the advice of appropriate federal, state, or local agencies concerning speci�ed agency regulatory programs and proprietary
jurisdictions that may a�ect such activities.
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FEMA Emergency Flood Plain Map
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 Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus
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Figure 2.12
Collection System District and Parcel Map/
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 Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS,
USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community
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Figure 2.13
Existing Plant Map
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Jan-16 Feb-16 Mar-16 Apr-16 May-16 Jun-16 Jul-16 Aug-16 Sep-16 Oct-16 Nov-16 Dec-16 Average

Flow 30 Day Average 3,000         3,000         4,000         5,000         5,000         5,000         4,000         3,000         4,000         4,000         4,000.00    
MGD 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.00

Flow (Day of Sample) 3,000 5,000 4,000 4,000
MGD 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.004

30 Day Concentrations and 
Loadings

Influent BOD, Concentration 200 200 200 200 200.00
Influent BOD, LBS Loading 5 8 7 7 6.67
Effluent BOD, Concentration 4 10 3 3 5.08
Effluent BOD, LBS, Loading 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.18
% Removal BOD 98% 95% 99% 98% 0.97
Influent TSS, Concentration 200 200 200 200 200.00
Influent TSS, LBS Loading 5 8 7 7 6.67
Effluent TSS, Concentration 2 6 3 2 3.40
Effluent TSS, LBS Loading 0.05 0.25 0.10 0.08 0.12
% Removal TSS 99% 97% 99% 99% 0.98

Phosphorus 4.10

Table 2.1
Town of Westport

Wadhams WWTP Disinfection Evaluation
One Year Monthly Data Summary 2016 - 2017



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Jan-16 Feb-16 Mar-16 Apr-16 May-16 Jun-16 Jul-16 Aug-16 Sep-16 Oct-16 Nov-16 Dec-16 Average

Flow 30 Day Average 4,000         5,000         4,000         4,000         4,000         5,000         5,000         4,000         3,000         3,000         3,000         4,000.00    
MGD 0.004 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.000 0.00

Flow (Day of Sample) 4,000 5,000 3,000 0
MGD 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000

30 Day Concentrations and 
Loadings

Influent BOD, Concentration 200 200 200 200.00
Influent BOD, LBS Loading 7 8 5 0 5.00
Effluent BOD, Concentration 11 6 3 6.57
Effluent BOD, LBS, Loading 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.17
% Removal BOD 95% 97% 99% #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
Influent TSS, Concentration 200 200 200 200.00
Influent TSS, LBS Loading 7 8 5 0 5.00
Effluent TSS, Concentration 13 10 3 8.56
Effluent TSS, LBS Loading 0.42 0.42 0.07 0.00 0.23
% Removal TSS 94% 95% 99% #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

Phosphorus

Table 2.2
Town of Westport

Wadhams WWTP Disinfection Evaluation
One Year Monthly Data Summary 2017 - 2018



Description Alterative 1 Alterative 2 Alterative 3 Alterative 4
Total Construction Cost 843,670$    831,315.66$     N/A N/A

Engineering, Construction Observation, Legal and Bonding Fees, Funding Program 
Administration @ 20% 168,734$    166,263$          N/A N/A

 Project Contingencies @ 10% 101,240$    99,758$            N/A N/A
N/A N/A

Total Cost 1,113,645$ 1,097,337$      N/A N/A

Disinfection Installation 

Table 3.1
Town of Westport

Wadhams WWTP Disinfection Evaluation
Alternative Cost Comparison



Environmental Impacts Land Requirements
Potential 

Construction
Problems

Sustainability
Considerations

Impact on Existing 
Facilities:

Electrical Service

Schedule and
Constructability

Storm and 
Flood Resiliency

Cost 
Estimates

Non‐Monetary
Factors

Alternate 1 
UV Disinfection

Comments
Temporary construction 

related activities.

Project fits on current 

site.

Focus on ensuring all 

WWTP operations are 

maintained at all 

times.

Properly sized UV bank 

with the ability to turn 

off unused banks 

and/or bulbs or turn 

down bulb intensity 

will minimize energy 

use.  

Pump Station and UV 

equipment will add 

electrical load to a plant 

without electrical load.  

Equivalent to 

Alternate 2

All structures and 

equipment will be 

designed to 

protected from 

damage during the 

100 year flood.

Construction 

Costs 

Lower/O&M 

Costs 

Lower/Overal

l Slightly 

Lower

Higher level of operator 

safety and reduced 

operations and 

maintenance 

requirements.   

Alternate 2
Chlorine Disinfection

Comments

Temporary construction 

related activities. 

Possible effect to 

wetlands.  Possibility of 

chlorine residual in 

effluent discharged to 

the Saranac River.

Project fits on current 

site.

Focus on ensuring all 

WWTP operations are 

maintained at all 

times.

Less energy intensive. 

Use of chlorine as a 

disinfectant should be 

sized properly to avoid 

excessive use of 

chlorine.  

Pump Station and CL 

equipment will add 

electrical load to a plant 

without electrical load 

(although less than 

Alterative 1).  

Equivalent to 

Alternate 1

All structures and 

equipment will be 

designed to 

protected from 

damage during the 

100 year flood.

Construction 

Costs 

Higher/O&M 

Costs 

Higher/Overa

ll Slightly 

Higher

Significant safety 

measures include 

separate chemical feed 

room, in‐room chemical 

feed containment and 

chemical containment 

for truck deliveries.

Alternative 3 
Groundwater 
Infiltration

Comments

Infiltration would occur 

near Boquet River.  A 

breakthrough could 

result in a direct 

discharge.  Failure of the 

infiltration could result 

in a direct discharge.  

Property with the 

appropriate soil types 

that meet setback 

rules does not exist/is 

not practical on 

existing site.

Focus on ensuring all 

WWTP operations are 

maintained at all 

times.

Least energy and 

chemical usage

Minimum electrical usage 

(metering)

Equivalent to 

Alternate 1&2

Infiltration would 

occur in flood 

plain, which may 

render infiltration 

unusable during 

floods.

N/A

Even if feasible, no 

operator flexibility.  A 

failure or breakout 

would render the 

system inoperable.

No Action Alternate

Comments
Boguet River would 

continue to receive non‐

disinfected water.

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Town of Westport
Wadhams WWTP Disinfection Evaluation

Table 4.1 Alternative Comparison
AES Project No. 4524



Option Construction Costs
Annual O&M 
& Short Lived 

Assets
Period (N)

Real Interest 
Rate (i)

USPW (O&M) 
Multiplier

Total O&M (20 Years) 
(USPW)

Salvage Value NPV

Alternative 1 1,113,644.54$        3,022.35$    20.00$    1.6% 17.00                     51,381.70$                -$               1,165,026.25$  
Alternative 2 1,097,336.68$        5,351.35$    20.00$    1.6% 17.00                     90,976.06$                -$              1,188,312.73$ 

Table 4.2
Town of Westport

Wadhams WWTP Disinfection Evaluation
Life Cycle Cost Analysis

Disinfection Installation



Phase 1 Cost
WWTP Site Piping 105,566.67$ 
UV System Structure and Accessories 109,671.48$ 
Site Work: Disinfection Pump Station 42,545.70$   
Process Equipment and Installation: Disinfection  Pump Station 75,570.00$   
Process Equipment and Installtion: UV System 173,580.00$ 
Process Equipment and Installation: Treatment Plant Instrumentation 27,887.70$   
Electrical UV 50,000.00$   

Total Construction Cost 584,822$      
Engineering, Construction Observation, Legal and Bonding Fee @ 20% 116,964$      

 Project Contingencies @ 10% 70,179$        
Total Cost 771,964$     

Phase 2 Cost
Dosing Station Repairs 7,000.00$     
Sand Bed Rebuild 80,021.33$   
Site Fencing & Gates 29,050.00$   
Recirculation 64,680.00$   
Rebuild of Sand Berms 2,263.89$     
Demo of Existing Sampling Structure and Pipe Replacement 17,083.33$   
Collection System Manhole Repairs 2,500.00$     
Process Equipment and Installation: Emergency Power 56,250.00$   

Total Construction Cost 258,849$      
Engineering, Construction Observation, Legal and Bonding Fee @ 20% 51,770$        

 Project Contingencies @ 10% 31,062$        
Total Cost 341,680$     

Total Project Costs 1,113,645$  

Town of Westport
Wadhams WWTP Disinfection Evaluation

Alternative 1 - Cost Estimate

Table 5.1



Total Project Costs

Total Project Costs (Phases 1&2) 1,113,645$     

Available Funding

SD# 1 improvements
Grant Program: WQIP 433,840.00$         
Grant Program: CWSRF Grant
NYS EFC, CWSRF Financing (Assuming Hardship), application pending? 679,805$              

Anticipated Loan Period 30 yrs
Anticipated interest rate 0.00%
Cost of Loan (Interest and Debt annually) 22,660.15$           

Estimated Cost Per User

Active Connections 
(Existing and Proposed)

 Existing Annual 
Sewer Rates 

# of User Units (SD#1) 45 300.00$                
# of User Units (SD#1 - ext 1) 11 300.00$                

Total Users Units 56

Anticipated Operation and Maintenance increase per year 3,022.35$      
Operation and Maintenance increase per user/year 53.97$           

Total Proposed SD#2 and SD#3, Debt payment per user 404.65$         

Sewer District #2 (anticipated annual user Rate) 758.62$                

Sewer District #3 (anticipated annual user Rate) 758.62$                

Table 5.2

Project Financing and User Rates

Summary of Total Costs Per User

Existing Annual Sewer Rates

Operations and Maintenance

Debt Service

Town of Westport
Wadhams WWTP Disinfection Evaluation
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New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
Division of Environmental Permits
NYSDEC HEADQUARTERS
625 BROADWAY
ALBANY, NY 12233
(518) 402-9167

SPDES PERMIT RENEWAL
       10/16/2013

TOWN OF WESTPORT
22 CHAMPLAIN AVE
PO BOX 465
WESTPORT  NY  12993-0465

Permittee Name: TOWN OF WESTPORT
Facility Name: WADHAMS SEWER DISTRICT WWTF
Ind. Code: 4952            County: ESSEX
DEC ID: 5-1550-00012/00002          SPDES No.: NY0217760
Permit Effective Date: 7/1/2014
Permit Expiration Date: 6/30/2019

Dear Permittee,
The State Pollutant Elimination System (SPDES) permit renewal for the facility referenced above is approved

with the new effective and expiration dates.  This letter together with the previous valid permit for this facility effective on
07/01/2009 and any subsequent modifications constitute authorization to discharge wastewater in accordance with all
terms, conditions and limitations specified in the previously issued permit(s).

As a reminder, SPDES permits are renewed at a central location in Albany in order to make the process more
efficient.  All other concerns with your permit, including applications for permit modification or transfer to a new owner,
a name change, and other questions, should be directed to:

Regional Permit Administrator
NYSDEC REGION 5 HEADQUARTERS
1115 ST RTE 86
RAY BROOK, NY 12977-0296
(518) 897-1211

If you have already filed an application for modification of your permit, it will be processed separately by that office.

If you have questions concerning this permit renewal, please contact LINDY SUE CZUBERNAT at (518) 402-
9167.

Sincerely,

Stuart M. Fox
Deputy Chief Permit Administrator

cc:
RPA RWE BWP
BWC File EPA
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NËW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ËNVIRONMENTAL CONSËRVATION

State Fsllu¡tant Disehange EltcmËnaÊlon $ystem (SpDE$). ÞISCI.IARGE PËRMIT

lndustrial Code: 4g5?. SPDES Number: NY- 021 7?60

Disc-harge Class (CL): 01 DEC Nrunber: 5-1550-00012/00002
Toxic Class (TX); N Effective Date (EDP): 07t01104

Major Draitage Basin: 10 Expiration Date (ExDP): 07107109

Sub Drainagç Basin: 04 Modification Dates (EDPM); 01/01/08

lVater Index Numben C Attachment(s):
Conpact Area:
This SPDES permit is issued in conpliance with Title 8 of A¡ticle 17 of the Environmental Conservation Law of New York State and

in compliance with the Clean Water Act, as amended, (33 U,S.C, $ 1251 et.seq.)(hereinafter referred to as "the Act"),

PERMITTEE NAME AI\D .A.ÐDR.ESS

Name: Town of Westport

Sbeet: 22 Champlain Avénue, P.O. Box 465

City: Westport

is authorized to discharge frqm the facility described below:

Atæntion: Supervisor

State: NY Zíp Code: 72993

F'A.CEI.TTY NAME AND ADDRESS

Name: Wadhams S.D. #t Wastewater Treatment Plant

. Locatíon(C,T,V): Westport (T) .Ç6rrnty: Essex

Facility Add¡ess: 834 NYS Rte. 22

City: Westport State: NY ZipCode: 12993

NYTM -E: 623.334 l.l-YTM - N: 4898.501
From Ouffall No.: 001 at Latih¡de: 44 o 13 ' 44 " & Longitude: 73 " 27 '
into reçeiving waters þown as: Lake Champlain Class: A

and; (list other Outfalls, Receiving Waters &, lVater Classificatiors)

22',

in accordaoce with efiluent limitations, monitgring reçirements; and other conditions se! forth in this pennit; and 6 NYCRR Part 750-
1.2(a) and750-2.

DrscxrARGE MONITORTÌ{G REFORT (DMR) MAITIING AÐDRESS

Mailing Name: Wadha¡ns S.D. IVIMIP
Sheet: 22 Champlain A.venue, P.O. Box 465

City: Westport - State: NY ZipCode: 12993

Responsible OfFrc,ial or Agent: Chlef Ftent OperaÉor Phone: (518) 963-4419

This pe¡mit and the authorjzation to discharge sþIl expire on midnight of the expiration date shown above and the permittee shall
not discha¡ge after the e¡pi¡ation datç wless this permit h¿9 begtr renpwed, or extpnded pu$uant to law. To be authorjzed to diqcharge
beyond the expirafion date, the permiftee shall apply for pe¡mit renpwal not less than 180 days prior to the expiratign date shown above.

DISTRIBUTIQN:

BWP, Permits Coordinator
\il. lVasilauski, RWE AtEr: V. Kavanagh
'W. Amberman, DOÍI
D. St. Louis, Operator

Deputy Regional Pcrmit Administar,orì 'Mich¿el J. McMünay

Address: 1115 hIyS Route 86 - P.O, Box 296
Ray Brook, NY 12977-0296

la, t 7 tô7-q--=-X-æ-^- - I Dtt.,
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FERMIT {-EVET,S AND MOMTORTNG DEFINITIONS

'daily discharge' is catculated as the average measurement ofthe pollutant over the day.

DAILY MAX.: The highest allowabie daily discharge. DAILY MIN.: The minimum allowabìe discharge during a calendar day. Calculated in the same manner as the DAILY MAX-

daily discharges measured dûring that month. (Monthly average).

RANGE: The minimum instantaneous measuement and the maximum instantaneous measurement taken over the reporting peúod comprise the reportabte range'

ii

SAMPLETYPE

Examples include
grab, 24 hour
composite and 3 grab

samples collected

overa6hourperiod.

EXPIRING

The date this page is
no longer in effect

SAMPLE
FREQUENCY

Examples include
daily, 3/week,
weekly,2/month,
monthly, quârterly,
2/yr and yearly.

LNITS
SU, 'R mg/|, etc.

This can include units
offloq pH,
temperature, mass or
'concentràtion.

Examples include SU,
oF, pg/I, lbs/il, etc.

EF'FECTIVE

The date this page starts in effect.
(Estimated Date of Permit (EDP) or
Estimated Date of Permit Modification

RECEIVTNG \ryATER

This cell lists classified waters ofthe
: 
stateto which the tisted outfali
discharges.

EfÏluent Limitation
The maximum level Jhat may not be exceeded at any

iir time.

The effluenf limitation is developed based on the

more shingent of technology-based standards,

required under the Clean Water Act, or New York
State water quality standards. All determinations of
compliance with substance specific discharge limits

a¡e made by comparing monitoring results to the

effluent limitation.

Eflluent Limitation Type
The minimum level that must be maintained at

all instants in time.

Daily Ave.. Range, Daily Min.. and Dailv Max.

are defined below
30 day ârithmetic mean (30 dav averaee) is the

arithmetic mean of all sample values measured

during the monitoring period of one month (30

days) in lengfh.
7 dav arithmetic mean (7 dav averaee) is the

a¡ithmetic mean of all sample values measured

during the monitoring period of one week (7 days)

in length-
30 dav eeometrie mean. is the geometric mean of
samples taken within a 30 consecutive day period.

7 day geometric mean:is:.the geometric mean of
samples taken within a 7 consecutive day ¡íeriod.
See DMR Manual. for more information'

This cell describes the type ofwastewater authorized for
discharge. Examples include sanitary and combined (sanitary

& stormwater) wastewater.

Limitations,ApplyOUTFALL

ARA-METER
pH, TRC,

D.O.
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F'TNAL PER.MTT I,Th4IT'S AND MONXT'ORTNG
EXPIRING.

07 /0t/09

EFFECTIVE

07/o1t04

.RECEIVINGWATER

l¿ke Champlain

LTMITATIONS APPLY

Ix]AllYear I lSeasonaifrom fô

OUTFALLNUMBER

001

0), (2)

(3)

Foot
Notes

(1), (2)

X

x

x

x

X

Location
Influent Effluent

Dosing Counter

Grab

Grab

Crab

Grab

Crab

Grab

Grab

SAMPLE
TYPE

l/ Quarter

l/Quarter

l/Quarter

l/Quarter

l/Week

l/lVeek

Mon itoring Requirements

SAMPLE
FREQUENCY

Continuous

l/.Quarter

lbsid

lbyd

Ibsid

lbs/d

units

lbyd

0.24

Limitation

3.75

s.63

3.75

5-63

mg[

ml/l

SU

Units

MGD

mgll

mdl

m9n

mgn

0.015

30

45

30

45

Monitor

0.3

6.0 - 9.0

Limitation

Monthly average

7 day average

l2 Month Rolling Average

Daily Maximum

Range

EfÏluent Limitations

Type

30 day arithmetic mean

Monthly average

7 Day Average

BODs

BODs

Solids, Suspended

Suspended

Total

Solids, Settleable

pH

PARAMETER

Flow

FOOTNOTES:
(l)eflluentshallnotexceed15 Yoand15%"ofinfluentvaluesforBOD5&TSSrespectively.
iZi ¡¡1 innuent BOD and TSS concentration of200 mg/l shall be assumed for the calculation ofpercent Íemovals-

ili 1.hè''t z--onth rolling averagé shall be compured as follows: the (sum of current month's and the past I I month's 30 day arithmetic mean in lbs/day) divided by l2-

iì
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Ðrs clnAR.GE NûTIF',ICATIOF{ REQT.TIRÐMENTS
a) The permittee shall, except as set forth in (c) below, maintain the existing identification signs at all outfalls to surface wateî's,

whicl have not beeú waived by the Department in accordarice with l7-0815-a. The sign(s) shall be conspicuous, legible and in

as close proximify to the point ofdischarge as is reasonably possible while ensuring the maximum visibility from the surfâce wàter

and shore. The signs shall be installed in such a rnanner to pose minimal hazardto navigation, bathing or other'üater related

actívities. Ifthepublichasaccesstothewaterfromthelandinthevicinityoftheoutfall,anideutical signshallbepostedtobe

visible fiom the direction approaching the surface water.

The signs shall have minimum dimensions of eighteen inches by twenfy four inches (18'' x 24") andshall have white letters on

a green background and contai¡ the following infofmation:

b) For each discharge required to have a sigrr in accordance with a), the permittee shall provide for public review at a repository

accessible to the publid, copies ofthe Discharge Monitoring Reports (DMRs) as required by the RECORDING, REPORTING
a¡{b ADÐÌTIOFIAL MONITORING REQIIIREMENTS page of this permit. This repository shall be open to t}re public, at

a minimunq duriag normal daytíme business hours. The repository may be at the business offrce repository of the permittee or

at an off-premises lcìcatiou of iß choice (such location shall be the village, to'wr, city or county clcrk's offrce, the local library

or other lòcation as approved by the Departrnent). In accordance with the RxcoRÐING, REPORîING ANI) ADDITIONAL
PIOI\TITORI¡IG REQIIIREMENTS page of your permit, each DMR shall be maintained on record for a period of five years.

If, uponNovember 1, 1997, the permittee has installed sigrs that include the infomation required by 17 -O81'5-a(2)(a), but do not

meet thc specifrcations listed above, the permittee may continue to use.the oxisting signs for a period of up to five years, after

which the sigrs shall comply with the specifications listed above.

The permittee shall periodically inspect the outfall identification signs in order to ensure that they are maintained, are still visible

and contain information that is current and factually correct.

c)

d)

SPDËS PËRMIT No.: Þ''åY-

OUTFALL No. :

For information about this permitted discharge contact:

Permittee Name:

N.Y,S. PERMITTED DISCF{ARGE PO!NT

Permittee Contact:

OR:

Permittee Phone: ( \-ffi -ffi#ft
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MTNNTTRENG T-TCATTON
The permittee shall take samples and measurements, to comply with the monitoring requirements specified in this permit, at the

location(s) specified below:

Se+i¡c lãks weir Bor

siplþn Box

No Scale Etilwnl
sanpllns
Mãnhde

Boquet River 

-&Þ

0riþllml

N
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a) The permíttee shall also refer to 6 NYCRR P artl 50-L2(þ) and 7 50-Zfo¡ additional information concernirtg monitoring and reporting

requirements and conditions.

b) The monitori¡g information required by this permit shall be summarized, signed and retained for a period of at least five years from

the date ofthe sampling for subsequent inspectionbythe Department or its designated agent" Also, monitoring information required

by this permit shall be summafized and reported by subnútting;

lYl (if Uox is checked) completed and signed Discharge Monitoring Report (DMR) forms for each I month reporting

- period to the locations specified below Blank foriîs are available at the Deparfinent's Albany office listed below. The f,gst

reporring period begiús on the effective date of this permit and the reports will be due no later than the 28th day of the

month following the end of each reporting period.

n (if box is checked) an annual report to the Regional Water Engineer at the add¡ess specified below. The annual report is

- due by February I and must summarize information for January to December of the previous year in a format acceptable to

the Deparhnent.

X (if box is checked) a monthly "Wastewater Facility Operation Report...'i (foim 92-15-7) to the:

[] Regional Water Engineer and/or I Coi-ty Health Department or Environmental Control Agency specifred betow

Send the orieinal (top sheet) of each DMR page to: Send the fïrst copJ (second sheet) of each DMR page to

Depafunent of Environmental Conservation
Regional Water Engineer
Region 5

1 I 15 State Route 86

Ray Brook, l.IY 12977-0296

Phone: (518) 897-1241
Phone: (518) 402-8177

Send an additional coÞv of each DMR page to:

c) Noncompliance with the provisions of this permit shall be reported to the Department as prescribed in 6 NYCRR Part 750-1,2(a) and

750-2.

Monitoring must be conducted according to test priccedures approved under 40 CFR Part 136, unless other test procedures have been

specified ín this permit.

If the permittee monitors any pollutant more frequently than required by tire permit, using test procedures approved under 40 CFR

Part 136 or as specif,red in this peirnit, the results of this monitoring shall be included in the calculations and recording of the data on

the Discharle Monitoring Repo{s,

Calculation for all limitations which require averaging of measu¡ements shali utilize an arithmetic mean unless otherwise specified

in this permit.

Unless otherwise specif,red, all information recorded on the Discharge Monitoring Report shall be based upon ineasurements a¡d

sampling carried out during the most recently conpleted reporting period.

Any laboratory test or sample analysis required by this permit for which the State Commissioner of lTealth issues certificatQs of
appioval pusuant to section f,ive hridred trvo of the Public Health Law shall be conducted by a laboratory whichhas been issued a

certificate of approval, Inquiries regarding laboratory certification'should be sent to the Environmentai Laboratory Accreditatíon

Progranl New York State Health Depafrnent Center for Laboratories ãnd Research, Division of Environment¿l Sciences , The Nelson

A. Rockefeller Empire State Plaza, Albany, New York 1220I.

Departrnent of Envi¡onmental Conservation
Division of Water
Bureau of Water Corrpliance Programs
625 BroadwaY

Albany, New York 12233-3506

d)

e)

Ð

c)

h)
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The disinfection permit limits, levels, monitoring, special conditions and schedule of compliance specified in this

Disinfection Addendum are in addition to those that may be specif,red elsewhere in the SPDES permit. If there is

inconsistcncy then fhe most recently issued requirements apply.

If chemical disinfection treatment is initiated prior to May l, 2017 , thenlimits and monitoring for chemical residual(s).

will be in effect to ensure protection of aquatic life.

Disinfection limits, levels and monitoring are only applicable to discharges disinfected using either ultraviolet light or

chlorine. If another means of disinfectioã is proposed in the engineering report referenced in the Schedule of Compliance,

then the permittee must submit a request for permit modification.

PERMIT LIMIT LEVELS AND MOhIITORING

Footnote * - If ultraviolet light disinfection (UV) is practiced instead of chemical disinfection then no total residual chlorine

monitoring is required.

SCF{ÐÐULE OF' COVtrPLTANCE

(1) The permittee shall comply with the following schedule:

(a) By Septembçr l, 2015 submit an approvable engineering report, plans, specifications, and construction schedule for the

implementationofeffluentdisinfection. ConstructionshallbecompletednolaterthanMayl,20lT'

(b) Commence construction of the effluent disinfection treatment facilities in accordance with the Department approved

schedule.

(c) By May I , Z0l7 complete construction, commence operation of disinfection treatment facilities, and comply with final

effluent limitations and monitoring requirements'

(2) For any action where the compliance date is greater than 9 months past the previous compliance due date, the permittee shall

iuLmit inteiim progress reports to ìhe Department every nine (9) months until the due date for these compliance items are met,

EFFECTIVE EXPIRINGDISINFECTION LIMITATIONS APPLY:OUTFALL

06130/20t9};4ay 1,2017All Year001

REQLIEE\4ENTSMONITOI.INGEFFLIIENTLIMIT

Inf. Eff.
Sample

Frequency
Sample
TypeLimit Units Limit UnitsType

PARAMETER

XQuarterly Grab200 No./
100 ml

loliform, Fecal 30-Day
Geometric Mean

Grab XQuarterly7 Day
Geometric Mean

400 No./
100 ml

3oliform, Fecal

X +Daily Grab2.0 mgllDaily MaximumShlorine, Total Residual
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(3) The permittee shall submit à written notice of compliance or non-compliance with each of the above schedule dates no later

thån 1+ dãys following each elapsed date, unless condiiions require more immediate notice as prescribed in 6 NYCRR Part750-

1,2(a) and 750-2. Alliuch .o*pliun"" or non-compliance notification shall be sent to the locations listed under the section of this

peràit entitled RECORDING, RppORtnqc AND ADDITIONAL MOMTORING REQLTIREMENTS. Each notice of non-

compliance shall include the following information:
1. A short description ofthe non-compliance;
2. A description ãf any actions taken ôr proposed by the permittee to comply with the elapsed schedule requirements without

further delay and to limit environmental impact associated with the non-compliance;

3. A description or any factors which tend to explain or mitigate the non-compliance; and

4. An estimate of the áate the permittee will comply with the elapsed schedule requirement and an assessment of the

. probability that the permittee will meet the qext scheduled requirement on time'

(a) The permittee shall submit copies of any document required by the above schedule of compliance to the NYSDEC Regional

Water Engineer at the location lisfed under the section of this permit entitled RECORDING, REPORTING AND ADDITIONAL

MONITORING REQUIREMENTS and to the Bureau of Water Permits, 625Broadway, Albany, N'Y' 12233-3505, unless

otherwise specified in this permit or in writing by the Department.

GENERAL REQUIR.EMENTS
A. The regulations in 6 NYCRR part 750 are hereby incorporated by reference and the conditions are enforceable requirements

.under ihis permit. The permittee shall comply with aìl requirements set forth in this permit and with all the applicable

requirementì of 6 NyCRR part750 incorpo.áted into this peimit by reference, including but not limited to the regulations in

paragraphs B through J as follows:

C

D

B. General Conditions
1. Duty to comply
2. Duty to reapply
3. Need to halt or reduce activity not a defense

4. Duty to mitigate
5. Permit actions
'6. Property rights
7. Duty to provide information
8. Inspection and entrY

Operation and Maintenance
L Proper Operation & Maintenance
2. Bypass
3. Upset

Monitoring and Records
1. Monitoring and records
2. Signatoryrequirements

E. ReportingRequirements
1. Reportingrequirements
2. AnticipatednoncomPliance
3. Transfers
4. Monitoring reports
5. Complianceschedules
6. 24-hour reporting
.7. Other noncompliance
8. Other information
9. Additional conditions applicable to a POTW
10. Special reporting requirements for discharges

that are not POTWs

6 NYCRR ParL T 50-2.1(e) &. 2.4

6 NYCRR Part 750-1.16(a)
6 NYCRRPartT50-2.1(9)
6 NYCRRPaft750-2.7(Ð
6 NYCRR Part 750-1.1(c), 1.18, 1.20 e'2.1(h)
6 NYCRRPartT50-2.2(b)
6 NYCRR Part 750-2.1(D
6 NYCRR Part750-2.1(a) &.2.3

6 NYCRRPartT50-2.8
6 NYCRR P art 7 50^1.2(a)(17), 2.8(b) &. 2.7

6 NYCRR Part750'1.2(a)(9a) & 2.8(c)

6 NYCRR Part 7s0-2.s(a)(2),2.s(c)(l), 2.s(c)(2),2's@) e' 2'5(a)(6)

6 NYCRR Part 750-1.8 & 2.s(b)

6 NYCRR Part 7 50-2.5, 2.6, 2.7 e. 1.17

6 NYCRR Part 750-2.7(a)
6 NYCRRPartT50-1.17
6 NYCRR Part 750-2.5(e)
6 NYCRR Part 750-1.14(d)
6 NYCRR Part750-2.7(c) &. (d)

6 NYCRR Part750-2.7(e)
6 NYCRRPaTf 750-2.1(Ð
6 NYCRRPaTt 750-2.9
6 NYCRR Pa*750-2.6
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS continued
F. Planned Changes

1. The permittee shall give notice to the Department as soon as possible of any planned physical alterations or additions to the

permitted facility. Notice is required only when:

a. The alteration or addition to the permitted facility may meet of the criteria for determining whether facility is a new

source in 40 CFR $122.29(b); or
b. The alteration or addition could significantly change the nature or increase the quantity of pollutants discharged' This

notification applies to pollutants which are subject neither to effluent limitations in the permit, or to notification

requirements under 40 CFF* ç122.42(a)(l); or
c. The alteration or addition results in a significant change in the permittee's sludge use or disposal practices, and such

alteration, addition, or change may justify the application of permit conditions that are different from or absent in the

existing permit, including notification of additional use or disposal sites not reported during the permit application

process or not reported pursuant to an approved land application plan.

In addition to the Department, the permittee shall submit a copy of this notice to the United States Environmental Protection

Agency at the following address: U.S. EPA Region 2, Clean Water Regulatory Branch, 290 Broadway, 24th Floor, New

York, NY 10007-1866,

G Notification Requirement for POTWs
1. All POTWs shall provide adequate notice to the Depaftment and the USEPA of the following:

a. Any new introduction of pollutants into the POTW from an indirect discharger which would be subject to section 301

or 306 of CWA if it were directly discharging those pollutants; or
b. Any substantial change in the volume or character of pollutants being introduced into that POTW by a source

introducing pollutants into the POTW at the time of issuance of the permit.

c. For the purposes ofthis paragraph, adequate notice shall include information on:

i. the quality and quantity of effluent introduced into the POTV/, and

ii. any antioipated impact of the change on the quantity or quality of effluent to be discharged from the POTW'

POTWs shall submit a copy of this notice to the United States Environmental Protection Agency, at the following address:

U.S. EPA Region 2, Clean Water Regulatory Branch, 290 Broadway, 24th Floor, New York, NY 10007-1866.

Sludge Management
the [ermittee shall comply with all applicable requirements of 6 NYCRR Part 360'

SPDES Permit Program Fee
The permittee shalipay to the Department an annual SPDES permit program fee within 30 days of the date of the first invoice,

unleis otherwise directed by the Deparlment, and shall comply with all applicable requirements of ECL 72-0602 and 6 NYCRR

Parls 480, 48 1 and 485. Note that if there is inconsistency between the fees specif,red in ECL 72-0602 and 6 NYCRR Part 485;

the ECL 72-0602 fees govern.

Water Treatment Chemicals (WTCÐ
New or increased use and discharge of a WTC requires prior Department review and authorization, At a minimum, the

permittee must notifu the Department in writing of its intent to change WTC use by submitting a completed WC Notification
'Form 

for each propòsed WTC. The Department will review that submittal and determine if a SPDES permit modification is

necessary or whether WTC review and authorization may proceed outside of the formal permit administrative process. The

majority of WTC authorizations do not require SPDES permit modification. In any event, use and discharge of a WTC shall not

pror."ð without prior authorization from the Department. Examples of WTCs include biocides, coagulants, conditioners,

corrosion inhibitors, defoamers, deposit control agents, flocculants, scale inhibitors, sequestrants, and settling aids.

L WTC use shall not exceed the rate explicitly authorized by this permit or .otherwise authorized in writing by the

Department.
2. Thà permittee shall maintain a logbook of all WTC use, noting for each WTC the date, time, çxact location, and amount

of each dosage, and, the name of the individual applying or measuring the chemical. The logbook must also document that

adequate process controls are in place to ensure that excessive levels of WTCs are not used'

3. The"permittee shall submit a completed IIITC Annual Report Form aachyear lhal they use and discharge WTCs' This

forrnshall be attached to either the December DMR or the annual monitoring report required below.

The WC NotiJication Form and I(TC Annual Report Form are available from the Department's website at

hi tp :,iirvw iv. d ec. ny'. gory'pelm i ts/93 245.h tn l
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 PART ONE:  GENERAL AND PROCEDURAL SECTIONS FOR ALL LAND USE DISTRICTS 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SECTION 1  INTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS 
 
1.010 Short Title 
This local law shall be known as the Land Use Law of the Town of Westport, Essex County, New York.  The Town of 
Westport is hereinafter referred to as the "Town." 
 
1.020 General Object and Legal Context 
The general object of this local law is to establish comprehensive controls for the use and development of land within the 
Town, in order to promote and protect the public health, safety and general welfare. 
 
1.021 This local law is adopted pursuant to the Municipal Home Rule Law and Article 16 of the Town Law.  The 
regulations herein adopted are made in accordance with a comprehensive plan, are designed to serve the purposes set forth 
in Section 263 of the Town Law and are made with consideration of the character of each district into which the Town is 
divided and with a view to conserving the value of buildings and encouraging the most appropriate use of land throughout 
the Town. 
 
1.022 This local law supersedes the Zoning Law of the Village of Westport, originally adopted July 10, 1980.  The 
incorporated Village of Westport was dissolved on December 31, 1992, and its zoning law has remained in effect until the 
effective date of this local law.  It is intended that this local law both replace the Zoning Law of the former Village of 
Westport and serve as the initial zoning law for the remainder of the Town lying outside the boundaries of the former 
incorporated Village of Westport. 
 
1.030 Specific Purposes 
In addition to the general object and the purposes referred to in Section 1.020, this local law is adopted for the following 
related and more specific purposes: 
 

a. To retain the special character of the town, while providing for moderate and carefully distributed new 
development. 

b. To plan for a stable economic base by providing for land use areas attractive to industry but not detrimental to the 
character and environment of the community. 

c. To preserve and protect agricultural, forestry and mineral resource lands within the Town. 
d. To recognize the limitations upon development posed by natural conditions such as soils, slopes and hydrology and 

to limit development according to the capability of natural systems to absorb it without adverse environmental 
impact. 

e. To preserve the unique visual character of the town through the protection of open spaces and scenic vistas, the 
location of new development primarily in areas where it can be visually absorbed, and the control of signs. 

f. To minimize water pollution. 
g. To minimize flood damage. 
h. To minimize the need to establish or extend public utilities and services in areas where their provision is 

uneconomical. 
i. To provide for the growth and development of districts within the Town in a manner compatible with the character 

of each district. 
 
j. To preserve identified buildings of historic or architectural significance throughout the Town.  
k. To provide detailed guidelines within the Town Center (formerly the Village of Westport). 
l. To serve as a component of an approved local land use program under the Adirondack Park Agency Act. 

 
1.040 Area of Jurisdiction 
This local law regulates the use and development of land throughout the Town. 
 
1.050 Application of Regulations 
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After the effective date of this local law, no project shall be undertaken and no use shall be maintained except in accordance 
with all applicable provisions of this local law. 
 
1.060 Governing Provisions 
Where this local law is more restrictive than covenants or agreements between parties or other rules or regulations or ordi-
nances or the Adirondack Park Agency Act, the provisions of this local law shall control.   
 
1.070 Severability 
The provisions of this local law are severable.  If any article, section, subsection, or provision of this local law shall be 
invalid, such invalidity shall apply only to the article, section, subsection, or provisions adjudged invalid, and the rest of this 
local law shall remain valid and effective. 
 
1.080 Procedure Upon Adoption;  Effectiveness 
Within five days after the adoption of this local law by the Town Board, certified copies hereof shall be filed with the Town 
Clerk  and in the office of the Secretary of State, as provided in Section 27 of the Municipal Home Rule Law.  This local 
law shall take effect on January 1, 1995. 
 
1.090 Repeal of Prior Zoning Law 
Upon the effective date hereof, the local law known as The Zoning Law of the Village of Westport, New York, adopted July 
10, 1980, and as subsequently amended, is hereby repealed. 
 
 
SECTION 2  REGULATORY FRAMEWORK AND ADMINISTRATION 
 
2.010 Applicability 
This local law provides procedures and criteria for the review and approval of land uses and development.  It applies to any 
construction or other activity which materially changes the use or appearance of land or a structure or the intensity of the use 
of land or a structure.  This local law does not apply to interior alterations, repair, maintenance, landscaping, grading, or 
excavation undertaken in conjunction with an existing use where that use is not expanded or changed.   
 
2.020 Establishment of Districts 
The Town of Westport is hereby divided into two classes of districts, "Village" Districts and "Town" Districts.  The purpose 
of this classification is to retain the district regulations in the former Village of Westport Zoning Law, while enabling the 
Town to create new districts outside the former Village boundaries.  These districts are described in Sections 21 (Village) 
and 31 (Town), which delineate permitted uses and uses that require special permits in each district.   
 
2.030 Structure of this Local Law 
This local law is divided into three parts:  Part One contains general provisions and procedures applicable throughout the 
Town.  Part Two contains provisions applicable only within the "Village" or "V" zoning districts.  Part Three contains 
provisions applicable only within the "Town" or "T" zoning districts.  Definitions are contained in both Parts Two and 
Three.  For activities on land in the Village districts, the definitions in Part Two should be consulted;  Town district land is 
covered by the Part Three definitions. 
 
2.031 Project Permit 
All land uses or activities listed in Section 3.020 require a project permit from the Zoning Inspector. 
 
2.032 Certificate of Compliance 
Once a project has been completed, a certificate of compliance must be issued by the zoning inspector before the project can 
be occupied or used.  A Temporary Certificate of Compliance with conditions may be issued when a Temporary Certificate 
of Compliance is issued by the building code officer . (amended 2001) 
 
2.033 Permitted Uses 
Uses which require either no Town of Westport permits or only a project permit are listed as "permitted uses" in the 
applicable district regulations.  These uses do not require Planning Board review. 
 
2.034 Special Permit Uses 
Some uses require both a project permit from the Zoning Inspector and a special permit from the Planning Board.  These are 
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called "special permit uses."  In addition to fulfilling the project permit requirements, an applicant must also comply with 
the criteria for issuance of a special permit which are contained in Section 5.040.  Special permit uses are by nature 
potentially incompatible with their surroundings.  They are therefore only permitted if they can satisfy the compatibility 
criteria. 
 
2.035 Prohibited Uses 
Uses which are not allowed as either permitted or special permit uses in a particular district are prohibited in that district.   
 
2.036 Regional Project Review 
Uses which are classified as Class A or Class B Regional Projects (see Appendix A) are additionally subject to the 
requirements for Adirondack Park Agency Permits contained in Section 9. 
 
2.040 Zoning Maps 
Two zoning maps entitled "Westport Town Zoning" and "Westport Village Zoning," dated the effective date hereof, are 
hereby incorporated into and made a part of this local law.  The official zoning maps shall be kept on file in the Office of the 
Town Clerk and currently accurate copies thereof, bearing the date of the most recent amendment, shall be kept in the Office 
of the Zoning Inspector. 
 
2.041 Adirondack Park Land Use and Development Plan Map 
The boundaries within the town of the land use areas established by the Official Adirondack Park Land Use and 
Development Plan Map, as may be from time to time amended, pursuant to subdivision 2 of Section 805 of the Adirondack 
Park Agency Act, are indicated by the separate map entitled “Adirondack Park Land Use and Development Plan Map of the 
Town of Westport” dated with the effective date of this local law, and which is hereby adopted and declared to be part of 
this local law, and hereafter known as the “Park Plan Map.”  Any change of the boundaries within the town of a land use 
area by an amendment of the Official Adirondack Park Land Use and Development Plan Map pursuant to subdivision 2 of 
Section 805 of the Adirondack Park Agency Act shall take effect for the purposes of this local law concurrently with that 
amendment without further action, and the Park Plan Map shall be promptly changed in accordance with that amendment.  
The amendment provisions of Part One, Section 7 of this local law do not apply to the Park Plan Map, which is amended 
only pursuant to the provisions of the Adirondack Park Agency Act.  Copies of the Park Plan Map which may from time to 
time be published and distributed are accurate only as of the date of their printing and shall bear words to that effect. 
  
2.050 Interpretation of District Boundaries 
The following rules govern the interpretation of district boundaries: 
 

a. Where the indicated district boundary approximately follows a highway, street, road, trail, or stream, then said 
boundary shall be construed to be the center line of such highway, street, road, trail, or stream. 

b. Where the indicated district boundary approximately follows a lot line, then said boundary shall be construed to be 
such lot line. 

c. Where the indicated district boundary approximately follows a shoreline, then such boundary shall be construed to 
be the shoreline;  and, in the event of change in the shoreline, such boundary shall be construed as moving with the 
actual shoreline. 

d. When the indicated district boundary approximately follows a tree line, a substantial change in slope or other linear 
natural feature, then said boundary shall be construed to be such natural feature. 

e. Where the location of a district boundary is not indicated pursuant to (a), (b), (c), or (d) above, then the location of 
such boundary, unless the same is indicated by dimensions shown on the Zoning Map, shall be determined by the 
use of the scale appearing thereon. 

f. In the event that none of the above rules is applicable, or in the event further clarification or definition is considered 
necessary or appropriate the location of the district boundary shall be determined by the Zoning Board of Appeals. 

 
2.060  Land Use Intensity, Subdivision Calculation, and Recording 
 
2.061 Intent and Purpose 
This local law regulates intensity of land use by intensity designations expressed as the number of acres (or fractions 
thereof) required for each principal building or dwelling unit.  This allows flexibility in the use of land by varying lot sizes, 
while at the same time protecting vulnerable natural and cultural resources by limiting the overall intensity of development. 
 
2.062 Intensity Designations 
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Intensity designations for each district are established in Section 21 for the Village Districts and in Section 31 for the Town 
Districts.  The total number of principal buildings or dwelling units shall not exceed the number allowed by the intensity 
designation.  No lot shall be smaller than the minimum lot size in the district. 

a.   Hunting and fishing cabins and accessory apartments are exempt from intensity designation.  (amended 2010 
 
2.063 Subdivision Calculation and Recording   
All subdivisions shall be in accordance with the intensity designations and minimum lot sizes specified in Sections 21 and 
31 hereof.  The term "unit" as used in this Section 2.063 shall mean "dwelling unit" for the Village Districts and "principal 
building" for the Town Districts. (amended 2010) 
 

a. If a parcel is improved with one or more existing units as of August 1, 1973, a lot may be created around the unit 
and related land or buildings to that unit, such that at a minimum, the created lot satisfies the minimum lot size 
requirements for the land use district.  Such lot and the unit thereon shall not be considered for purposes of the 
density calculation, which shall apply only to the remaining unimproved land on the parcel. 

 
 Where a purely mathematical application of the Town district density requirement to the parcel, minus the land area 

necessary to create a lot around the preexisting unit(s), results in a fractional number of permissible units, that 
number shall be rounded to the nearest whole number, which shall be the arithmetically permissible number of units 
on the parcel. 

b. For a parcel not improved with one or more existing units as of August 1, 1973, it may be subdivided into 
additional lots, provided that (i) each new unit is placed on a lot which satisfies the applicable minimum lot size 
requirement, and (ii) the total number of lots does not exceed the number of units allowable with respect to the 
parcel to be subdivided.  The number of units allowable shall be calculated using applicable intensity designations. 

  
 Where a purely mathematical application of the Town district density requirement to the parcel, minus the land area 

necessary to create a lot around the preexisting unit(s), results in a fractional number of permissible units, that 
number shall be rounded to the nearest whole number, which shall be the arithmetically permissible number of units 
on the parcel. 

c. The allowable units, as calculated above, shall be allocated among the lots, and as a condition of the approval by 
the Planning Board of a subdivision plat, each lot thereon shall bear a notation stating the number of units assigned 
to it. 

d. Within the Town Districts, frontage and setback requirements may be reduced as provided in Section 32.150.  
e. For purposes of calculating minimum lot size, no state-designated wetlands or land located within the road bed of a 

public highway or a street which is to be maintained by or ceded to the Town shall be counted.  However, land 
located within a V-OSP overlay district may be counted in determining the number of dwelling units which may be 
developed on adjacent land outside the V-OSP overlay district. 

f. For purposes of intensity designation, no land located within the road bed of a public highway or a street which is 
to be maintained by or ceded to the Town shall be counted.  However, land located within a V-OSP overlay district 
may be counted in determining the number of dwelling units which may be developed on adjacent land outside the 
V-OSP overlay district. 

g. The allowable number of units may be increased through the application of the density transfer procedure in 
Section 32.120. 

 
2.064 Gifts, Devises and Inheritances (amended 2010) 
The mere division of land resulting from bona fide gift, devise or inheritance by and from natural persons shall not be 
subject to review by the Town. 

a. A subdivision map shall be presented to the Chairman of the Planning Board without Planning Board review for his 
signature to facilitate record keeping of all subdivisions. 

b. In no case shall the use of this regulation create any lot with a substandard minimum lot size. 
c. New land use or development on lots, parcels or sites conveyed by individuals, who on May 22, 1973, owned such 

land, to members of their immediate families by bona fide gift, devise or inheritance, shall be exempt from the 
density criteria specified in Section 21 for Village Districts and the intensity criteria specified in Section 31 for 
Town Districts, for the purpose of constructing one single family dwelling or one mobile home on any such lot, 
parcel or site, providing the construction of said use is permissible in the district within which it is located.  All 
other permit requirements and restrictions of this local law shall apply, and no exemption from the Town On-Site 
Wastewater Treatment Local Law is granted. 
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2.070  Records 
The original or a certified copy of all decisions, approvals, rulings, project permits and certificates of occupancy of any 
board under this local law, or of the Zoning Inspector, shall be promptly furnished by the Zoning Inspector to the Town 
Clerk for retention as a permanent public record. 
 
2.080 Fees, Escrow Accounts and Performance Guarantees (amended 2001) 
The Town Board, by resolution, shall establish and amend a schedule of fees for the applications and permits required or 
contemplated by this local law indented to cover the routine costs of administrating this law (amended 2001).  The current 
schedule shall be on file with the Zoning Inspector and with the Town Clerk.  Payment of such fee[s] shall be required for a 
complete application. (amended 2004) 
 
The Planning Board is hereby authorized to require that an applicant proposing a project, permit amendment, variance or 
other activity requiring the board's approval pay into an escrow account funds sufficient to cover the actual costs of the 
technical and legal services associated with the board's review, including review of the application and inspections of the 
project site and of the project as it is undertaken and after completion.   Such escrow funds shall not be used for any 
purposes other than those associated with the subject project.  Upon issuance of a determination and/or a permit or a 
certificate of compliance, or upon withdrawal of the application, any unspent funds shall be returned to the applicant.  The 
applicant shall have the right to review any records of expenditures from the escrow account to ascertain that the funds have 
been properly expended. 
 
The Planning Board is also authorized to require an applicant to post a performance bond or other security to guarantee the 
satisfactory completion of certain improvements associated with an approved project in accordance with sections 274-a. 
274-b and 277 of the Town Law. (amended 2004)             
 
2.081 Additional Fees 
In addition to the other fees provided herein, the Zoning Inspector, Planning Board or Zoning Board of Appeals may charge 
an additional fee to developers of projects requiring legal and/or technical review.  The fee charged to the project developer 
shall reflect the actual costs of reasonable and necessary legal and technical assistance and costs of a public hearing. 
 
2.090 Conflict of Interest 
No member of the Town Board, Planning Board, or Board of Appeals shall participate in any board decision in which 
he/she has a special pecuniary or other personal interest, whether arising out of ownership of real property, business or 
family interests, or otherwise. 
 
 
SECTION 3  PROJECT PERMIT AND CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 
 
3.010 General 
No person shall undertake a project for which a project permit is required except pursuant to a valid project permit issued by 
the Zoning Inspector.  A project permit will be issued only when the Zoning Inspector has determined that there is adequate 
access for emergency vehicles and that all requirements of this local law and of all other applicable local and state laws and 
regulations are satisfied. 
 
3.020 Project Permits and Exemptions 
 
3.021 The following uses or activities require a project permit from the Zoning Inspector unless exempted by Section 
3.022: 
 

a. The construction, enlargement, or change of use of a building. 
b. The commencement, enlargement, or change of use of or on a tract of land. 
c. Any alteration or other action enumerated in Section 25.040 hereof with respect to a designated landmark building. 
d. A Class A or Class B Regional Project. 
e. The erecting of any sign other than a sign allowable without a permit pursuant to Section 10 hereof. 
f. In flood-prone areas, any alteration of topography, dredging, filling, channel encroachment, the construction of any 

structure, or any other activity which may affect the flow of water through the floodplain (see Sections 28 and 
32.020).   
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3.022 The following uses and structures do not require a project permit, but are subject to all other applicable 
requirements of this local law. 
 

a. A Class A Regional Project subject to Adirondack Park Agency jurisdiction at such time as an APA-approved and 
locally adopted local land use program is in effect in the Town of Westport;  until then, both a town and APA 
permit are required. 

b. Any accessory use allowed by right, other than a home occupation. 
c. Any accessory structure having less than 100 square feet of land coverage on lots of one acre or less or 300 square 

feet on lots larger than one acre, except a sign requiring a permit pursuant to Section 10. 
d. Private resource extraction. 
e. Garage, lawn and porch sales not exceeding three days in duration provided prior such sales shall not have taken 

place on the property except on an occasional basis. 
f. Agricultural and forestry uses, provided that such uses do not involve clearcutting. 
g. Agricultural and forestry use structures and accessory structures, unless such structures are within 200 feet of a 

residential property belonging to someone other than the owner of the proposed Agricultural or Forestry Use 
principal or accessory structure.  

h. Non-commercial outdoor recreation uses, except those that involve substantial physical improvements. 
i. The sale of products grown or raised on the land and the construction, alteration and maintenance of agricultural 

fences, roads, drainage systems, and farm ponds or of a barn silo, produce sales stand, or other nonresidential 
building or structure customarily found with agriculture. 

j. Any activity for which a permit has been obtained pursuant to a prior zoning law, or which did not require a permit 
under the prior zoning law and for which substantial on-site work had been completed prior to the effective date of 
this local law. 

 
3.030   Application Procedure 
 
3.031  Meeting with Zoning Inspector 
Any person intending to engage in an activity that may be subject to this local law is urged to meet with the Zoning 
Inspector as early as possible to determine which, if any, permits may be required. 
 
3.032 A person desiring a project permit shall file with the Zoning Inspector three copies of an application for a project 
permit, together with the appropriate fee.  The application shall be submitted on forms provided for such purpose by the 
Zoning Inspector, and shall include a plot plan drawn to scale showing the actual dimensions of the land to be built on or 
otherwise used, the size and location of all buildings or other structures or other uses to be built or undertaken and such 
other information as may be necessary in the evaluation of the application and the administration of this local law. Within 10 
days following receipt of an application, the Zoning Inspector shall notify the applicant of any additional information 
required to make the application complete.  If no such notice is timely given, then the application shall be deemed complete 
as filed.  When all additional information is received, the Zoning Inspector shall acknowledge the same in writing. 
 
3.033 Not later than 10 working days after receiving a completed application, the Zoning Inspector shall mail or deliver 
to the applicant his determination that either: 
 

a. The proposed project complies with the requirements of this local law and all other applicable and local laws and 
regulations and requires no special approvals, and accordingly a project permit is issued;  or 

b. The proposed project is inconsistent with one or more specified requirements of this local law or other applicable 
local law or regulation, and a project permit is denied  (This ruling may be appealed to the Board of Appeals, or a 
variance may be sought from the Board of Appeals);  or 

c. The proposed project requires one or more specified special approvals before a project permit can be granted. The 
proposed project may, for example, be for a use allowable by special permit, requiring approval of a special permit 
by the Planning Board;  or the project may be a Class A Regional Project, requiring approval by the Adirondack 
Park Agency. 

 
3.034 The Zoning Inspector will advise the applicant of the requirements for the special approvals needed, and, to the 
extent compatible with his other responsibilities, will provide information, advice and assistance in the preparation of the 
required application.  When the required special approvals have been obtained, and all other requirements of  local and State 
law or regulation are met, the Zoning Inspector shall issue a project permit.  
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3.040 Issuance and Posting 
It shall be the duty of the Zoning Inspector to issue a project permit, provided he is satisfied that the project conforms with 
all requirements of this local law, including, where applicable, the requirements of regional project review, and all other 
applicable state and local laws and regulations.  All project permits shall be issued in duplicate and one copy shall be kept 
conspicuously on the premises affected and protected from the weather whenever construction work is being performed 
thereon.  In conjunction with the issuance of a project permit, one copy of the approved plans, bearing the notation 
"Approved," the signature of the Zoning Inspector and the date, shall be returned to the applicant.  No person shall perform 
any construction or otherwise undertake a project of any kind unless a project permit covering such project is displayed as 
required above, nor shall any person perform such activities after notification of the revocation of a project permit. 
 
3.050 Revocation 
If it shall appear at any time to the Zoning Inspector that an application or accompanying plans are in any material respect 
false or misleading, or that work being done upon the premises differs materially from that in the project permit, he may 
forthwith revoke the project permit and it shall then be the duty of the person holding the same to surrender it and all copies 
thereof to the Zoning Inspector.  Where a project permit has been revoked, the Zoning Inspector may, at his discretion, 
before issuing a new project permit, require the applicant to file a bond in the favor of the Town securing compliance with 
this local law and all other applicable laws and regulations and in a sum sufficient to cover the cost of removing the use if it 
does not so comply. 
 
3.060 Lapse and Renewal 
A project permit shall lapse one year following the date it was granted if the project has not been commenced.  The Zoning 
Inspector may renew a project permit for a period terminating not later than one year from the date it would have originally 
lapsed, provided that he finds that the facts upon which the project permit was granted have not substantially changed. 
 
3.070 Site Inspection 
The submission of an application for a project permit, or for any other approval or variance, shall constitute consent to the 
Zoning Inspector and to members or designates of the bodies with authority to grant the required approvals or variance, 
including the Adirondack Park Agency, to conduct such examinations, tests, and other inspections of the site as such persons 
deem necessary and appropriate for the purposes of this local law. 
 
3.080 Certificate of Compliance 
No use for which a project permit or building permit was issued or required under this local law shall be maintained, except 
pursuant to a certificate of compliance issued by the Zoning Inspector.  The Zoning Inspector, within 10 working days after 
receipt of request for inspection of a project, shall inspect the same and shall issue a certificate of compliance where he finds 
that the project has been completed in compliance with all terms of the project permit and with all applicable provisions of 
this local law and all other applicable State and local laws and regulations.  Such certificate shall constitute a permit for the 
maintenance of the use and shall precisely state the authorized use. 
 
3.090  Recording and Expiration of Permits for Class B Regional Projects   
A project permit issued for a Class B Regional Project shall expire within 60 days from the date thereof unless within such 
sixty-day period such permit shall have been duly recorded by the project sponsor in the Adirondack Park Agency Regional 
Project Permit Book in the office of the clerk of the county wherein the project is proposed to be located.  This requirement 
is in addition to that imposed on the Zoning Inspector by Section 2.070. 
 
 
SECTION 4  NONCONFORMITY,  NONCOMPLIANCE 
 
4.010 Nonconformity 
 
4.011 Continuance  
Subject to the provisions of this Section, a nonconforming use may be continued and maintained in reasonable repair but 
except as otherwise provided in Section 4.015 below, may not be enlarged.  This Section shall not be construed to permit 
any unsafe use, or to affect any lawful regulation or prohibition of an unsafe use. 
 
4.012 Discontinuance 
If a nonconforming use is discontinued for a period in excess of one year, further use of the property shall conform to this 
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local law. 
 
4.013   Change  
If a nonconforming use is replaced by another use, the new use shall conform to this local law. 
 
4.014 Damage or Destruction  
If a nonconforming use is damaged or destroyed by any cause to an extent exceeding 75% of either its floor area or of its 
market value, the future use on the site shall conform to this local law.  However, a nonconforming, single family dwelling 
damaged or destroyed by any casualty may be rebuilt by the person owning such building at the time of the casualty, 
provided that construction is begun within 24 months after the casualty. 
 
4.015 Enlargement  
A nonconforming use may be enlarged up to 25% of its original floor or land area as of January 1, 1995, pursuant to a 
special permit granted in accordance with Section 5. 
 
4.020   Noncompliance 
 
4.021   Continuance  
A noncomplying use may be continued, and maintained in reasonable repair subject to the provisions of this Section. 
 
4.022 Alteration, Enlargement, Conversion 
A noncomplying use may be altered, enlarged, or converted to another use, provided that no such activity shall create new 
noncompliance or increase the degree of existing noncompliance. 
 
4.023   Damage or Destruction  
If any noncomplying use is damaged or destroyed by any cause to an extent exceeding 75% of either its floor area or its 
market value, such use may be reestablished only in accordance with all applicable provisions of this local law.  However, a 
single family dwelling damaged or destroyed by any casualty may be rebuilt as a noncomplying use by the owner of such 
building at the time of the casualty, provided that the noncompliance is the minimum reasonably necessary under the 
circumstances and construction is begun within twelve months of the casualty. 
 
4.024   Existing Undersized Lot  
Notwithstanding the density regulations and minimum lot sizes established by this local law, if a lawful lot of record on the 
effective date of this local law, not then in common ownership with an adjacent lot, fails to meet such density or lot size 
standards, then one single family home may nonetheless be developed on such lot, provided that all other applicable 
requirements of this local law are met. 
 
  
SECTION 5  SPECIAL PERMITS 
 
5.010 Purpose and Applicability 
It is the policy of the Town of Westport to allow a variety of uses of land, provided that such uses do not adversely affect 
neighboring properties, the natural environment, or the rural and historic character of the Town.  Many uses are therefore 
permitted only upon issuance of a Special Permit by the Planning Board in order to ensure that these uses are appropriate to 
their surroundings and satisfy performance criteria.  Accessory uses or structures used in connection with a Special Permit 
use shall be subject to the same Special Permit approval requirements as the principal structure or use.  No Special Permit 
shall be required for any Special Permit use which is also a Class A Regional Project, or which is a Class B Regional Project 
proposed prior to the approval of the Westport Local Land Use Program by the Adirondack Park Agency, local enactment 
of such program, and Agency transfer of Class B regional project jurisdiction. 
 
5.020 Required Plans 
Because the impact of Special Permit uses varies greatly, the information required to be submitted for a Special Permit will 
vary depending upon the scale of the proposed use, i.e., whether it is a Major or Minor Project as defined in Parts Two or 
Three. 
 
5.021 Major Projects 
An applicant for a Major Project shall submit: 
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a. A Major Project application form. 
b. A Site Plan, as described in Section 5.060, Review of Site Plans, and an agricultural data statement as defined in 

Section 30, if required by Section 32.132 of this Local Law. 
c. A narrative report describing how the proposed use will satisfy the criteria set forth in Subsection 5.042, as well as 

any other applicable requirements relating to the specific use proposed. 
d. A long-form Environmental Assessment Form or Draft Environmental Impact Statement. 
e. The Major Project application fee, as established by the Town Board, and any required escrow deposit for review 

costs, as required by the Planning Board. 
 
5.022 Minor Projects 
An applicant for a Minor Project Special Permit shall submit: 
 

a. A Minor Project application form. 
b. A plot plan drawn to scale with accurate dimensions providing information sufficient to enable the Board to make 

an informed decision, and an agricultural data statement as defined in Section 30, if required by Section 32.132. 
c. A brief narrative describing the proposed use. 
d. A short-form Environmental Assessment Form (EAF) (unless the Planning Board determines that the proposed 

Special Permit is a Type I action, in which case a long-form EAF shall be required). 
e. The Minor Project application fee as established by the Town Board, and an escrow deposit (if required). 

 
5.030 Procedure 
 
5.031 Application 
 

a. Application for a Special Permit shall be made to the Planning Board, on forms prescribed by the Planning Board. 
b. If an application is for a parcel or parcels on which more than one use requiring a Special Permit is proposed, the 

applicant may submit a single application for all such uses.  The Planning Board may grant the application with 
respect to some proposed uses and not others.  For purposes of determining whether the application is a Major or 
Minor Project (and for SEQRA compliance) all proposed uses on a single parcel or on contiguous parcels shall be 
considered together. 

 
5.032  Informal Meeting 
Before filing an application, an informal meeting with the Planning Board is recommended to discuss the nature of the 
proposed use and to determine the information that will need to be submitted. 
 
5.033 Mediation 
At any point in a project review process the Planning Board may, if it deems appropriate and the parties consent, appoint a 
mediator to work informally with the applicant, neighboring property owners, and other interested parties to address 
concerns raised about the proposed Special Permit use.  Any party may request mediation.  Such mediation may be 
conducted by a member of another municipal board, by the Planning Board's consultant, or any other qualified and impartial 
person acceptable to the parties and the Planning Board.  The mediator shall have no power to impose a settlement or bind 
the parties or the Planning Board, and any settlement reached shall require Planning Board approval to assure compliance 
with all provisions of this Local Law.  The cost, if any, of such mediation may be charged to the applicant as part of the cost 
of project review, with the applicant's written consent.  Such cost may also be shared by other parties in interest with their 
written consent.  
 
5.034  SEQRA Compliance 
Upon receipt of application materials it deems complete, the Planning Board shall initiate the New York State 
Environmental Quality Review process by either circulating the application and Environmental Assessment Form to all 
involved agencies (if coordinated review is undertaken) or by issuing its determination of significance within 20 days.  
Where the proposed action may have a significant effect on the environment, the Planning Board shall issue a positive 
declaration and require the submission of a Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS).  No time periods for decision 
making in this Local Law shall begin to run until either acceptance of a DEIS as satisfactory pursuant to NYCRR Section 
617.8(b)(1) or the issuance of a negative declaration. 
 
5.035 Referral to County Planning Board 
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a. Upon receipt of application materials it deems to be complete, the Planning Board shall refer to the Essex County 

Planning Board any application for a Special Permit affecting real property within 500 feet of the boundary of the 
Town of Westport, the boundary of any existing or proposed County or State park or other recreational area, the 
boundary of any existing or proposed County or State roadway, the boundary of any existing or proposed 
right-of-way for a stream or drainage channel owned by the County for which the County has established channel 
lines, the boundary of any existing or proposed County or State-owned land on which a public building or 
institution is situated, or the boundary of a farm operation within an agricultural district as defined in Article 25AA 
of the Agriculture and Markets Law, pursuant to General Municipal Law, Article 12-B, Sections 239-l and 239-m, 
as amended. 

b. No action shall be taken on applications referred to the County Planning Board until its recommendation has been 
received, or 30 days have elapsed after its receipt of the complete application, unless the County and Town agree to 
an extension beyond the 30-day requirement for the County Planning Board's review. 

c. County Disapproval.  A majority-plus-one vote of the Planning Board shall be required to grant any Special Permit 
which receives a recommendation of disapproval from the County Planning Board because of the referral process 
specified above, along with a resolution setting forth the reasons for such contrary action. 

 
5.037 Notice and Hearing 
 

a. If an agricultural data statement has been submitted, the Secretary of the Planning Board shall, upon receipt of the 
application, mail written notice of the Special Permit application to the owners of land as identified by the applicant 
in the agricultural data statement.  Such notice shall include a description of the proposed project and its location.  
The cost of mailing the notice shall be borne by the applicant. 

b. The Planning Board shall hold a public hearing on a complete Special Permit application within 31 days for a 
Minor Project and within 62 days for a Major Project.  The applicant shall give public notice of such hearing by 
causing publication of a notice of such hearing in the official newspaper at least five days prior to the date thereof.  

 
5.038 Action 
 

a. The Planning Board shall grant, deny, or grant subject to conditions the application for a Special Permit within 62 
days after the hearing for a Major Project and within 31 days for a Minor Project.  Any decision on a Major Project 
shall contain written findings explaining the rationale for the decision in light of the standards contained in Section 
5.042 of this Local Law.   

b. In permitting the development, undertaking, reconstruction, enlargement or substantial alteration of a use allowable 
by special permit, the Planning Board may impose any conditions which it considers necessary to protect the health, 
safety and welfare of the Town and its present and future citizens and the best interests of the surrounding property, 
the neighborhood or the Town as a whole.  These conditions may include increasing dimensional or area 
requirements, specifying location, character and number of vehicle access points, requiring landscaping, planting 
and screening, requiring clustering of structures and uses in order to minimize the burden on public services and 
facilities, and requiring action by the applicant, including the posting of performance bonds and furnishing of 
guarantees to insure the completion of the project in accordance with the terms and conditions applicable thereto. 

 
5.039 Expiration, Change of Use, Revocation, and Enforcement 
 

a. A Special Permit shall expire if the Special Permit use or uses cease for more than 24 consecutive months for any 
reason, if the applicant fails to obtain the necessary Project Permit or fails to comply with the conditions of the 
Special Permit within 18 months of its issuance, or if its time limit expires without renewal.  

b. A Special Permit shall apply to the use for which it has been granted, as well as to any subsequent use of the 
property which complies with all terms and conditions of the Special Permit (as determined by the Zoning Inspector 
in issuing a Certificate of Compliance) and which does not involve any new construction, enlargement, exterior 
alteration of existing structures, or changed use of outdoor areas.  Any other change to a use allowed by Special 
Permit shall require the granting of a new Special Permit or a Special Permit amendment. 

c. A Special Permit may be revoked by the Planning Board if the permittee violates the conditions of the Special 
Permit or engages in any construction or alteration not authorized by the Special Permit. 

d. Any violation of the conditions of a Special Permit shall be deemed a violation of this Local Law, and shall be 
subject to enforcement action as provided herein. 
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5.040 Findings Required 
In granting or denying Special Permits, the Planning Board shall take into consideration the scale of the proposed project, 
the possible impact of the proposed project on the functioning of nearby farm operations, and the rural tradition of freedom 
of land use where such use does not harm others, as well as any proposed conservation easements, architectural restrictions, 
or other measures that would tend to mitigate potential adverse impacts and preserve or enhance the scenic and historic 
character of the Town.  Within the Village area, the Planning Board shall consider the need to maintain the historic, close-
knit building pattern and the need for compatibility among adjoining land uses.  
 
5.041 Minor Projects 
A Minor Project shall be presumed to be acceptable if it complies with applicable health laws and other specific provisions 
of this Local Law and if no credible expert testimony is presented in opposition to it.  Before granting a Minor Project 
Special Permit, the Planning Board shall determine that the criteria for Major Projects listed in Section 5.042 below are 
generally satisfied.  
 
5.042 Major Projects 
Before granting or denying a Major Project Special Permit, the Planning Board shall make specific written findings as to 
whether the proposed Major Project: 
 

a. Will comply with all provisions and requirements of this and other local laws and regulations, and will be in 
harmony with the purposes of the land use district in which it is located and with the general intent and purposes of 
this Local Law. 

b. Will not be detrimental to adjacent uses. 
c. Will not adversely affect the availability of affordable housing in the Town. 
d. Will not cause undue traffic congestion, unduly impair pedestrian safety, or overload existing roads considering 

their current width, surfacing, and condition, will have appropriate parking, and will be accessible to fire, police, 
and other emergency vehicles. 

e. Will not overload any public water, drainage, or sewer system, or any other municipal facility, or degrade any 
natural resource or ecosystem. 

f. Will be suitable for the property on which it is proposed, considering the property's size, location, topography, 
vegetation, soils, natural habitat, and hydrology, and, if appropriate, its ability to be buffered or screened from 
neighboring properties and public roads. 

g. Will not result in excessive noise, dust, odors, solid waste, or glare, or create any other nuisances. 
h. Will be subject to such conditions on design and layout of structures, provision of buffer areas, and operation of the 

use as may be necessary to ensure compatibility with surrounding uses and to protect the natural, historic, and 
scenic resources of the Town. 

i. Will be consistent with the goal of concentrating retail uses in villages and hamlets, avoiding strip commercial 
development, and locating non-residential uses that are incompatible with residential use on well-buffered 
properties. 

j. Will comply with the criteria in Section 5.063. 
k. Will have no greater overall impact on the site and its surroundings than would full development of uses of the 

property permitted by right, considering environmental, social, and economic impacts of traffic, noise, dust, odors, 
release of harmful substances, solid waste disposal, or glare, or any other nuisances. 

 
5.050 Amendments 
The terms and conditions of any Special Permit may be amended in the same manner as required for the issuance of a 
Special Permit, following the criteria and procedures in this Section.  Any enlargement, alteration, or construction of 
accessory structures not previously approved shall require a Special Permit amendment. 
 
5.060 Review of Site Plans 
The Planning Board shall review Site Plans for all Major Projects and for those Minor Projects which, because of their 
scale, intensity, or potentially disruptive nature, require careful layout, design, and placement on a site.  The principal 
purpose of Site Plan review is to ensure compliance of a particular Special Permit use with the purposes and performance 
criteria contained in this Local Law. 
 
5.061 Required Information for Major Project Site Plan 
An application for Site Plan approval shall be accompanied by plans and descriptive information sufficient to clearly portray 
the intentions of the applicant.  Site Plans shall be prepared by a registered professional engineer, architect, or landscape 
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architect, and shall include the following: 
 

a. Name of the project, boundaries, date, north arrow, and scale of the plan. 
b. Name and address of the owner of record, developer, and seal of the engineer, architect, or landscape architect. 
c. A vicinity map drawn at the scale of 2,000 feet to the inch or larger that shows the relationship of the proposal to 

existing community facilities which affect or serve it, such as roads, shopping areas, schools, etc.  The map shall 
also show all properties, subdivisions, streets, and easements within 500 feet of the property.  Such a sketch may be 
superimposed on a United States Geological Survey map of the area.  

d. A Site Plan drawn at a scale of forty feet to the inch (1" = 40 feet) or such other scale as the Planning Board may 
deem appropriate, on standard 24" x 36" sheets, with continuation on 82" x 11" sheets as necessary for written 
information.   

e. The location and use of all existing and proposed structures within the property, including all dimensions of height 
and floor area, all exterior entrances, and all anticipated future additions and alterations. 

f. The location of all present and proposed public and private ways, off-street parking areas, driveways, outdoor 
storage areas, sidewalks, ramps, curbs, paths, landscaping, walls, and fences.  Location, type, and screening details 
for all waste disposal containers shall also be shown. 

g. The location, height, intensity, and bulb type (sodium, incandescent, etc.) of all external lighting fixtures.  The 
direction of illumination and methods to eliminate glare onto adjoining properties must also be shown. 

h. The location, height, size, materials, and design of all proposed signs. 
i. The location of all present and proposed utility systems including: 

 1. Sewage or septic system; 
 2. Water supply system;  
 3. Telephone, cable, and electrical systems;  and 

4. Storm drainage system including existing and proposed drain lines, culverts, catch basins, headwalls, 
endwalls, hydrants, manholes, and drainage swales. 

j. Plans to prevent the pollution of surface or groundwater, erosion of soil both during and after construction, 
excessive runoff, excessive raising or lowering of the water table, and flooding of other properties, as applicable. 

k. Existing and proposed topography at five-foot contour intervals, or such other contour interval as the Planning 
Board shall specify.  All elevations shall refer to the nearest United States Coastal and Geodetic Bench Mark.  If 
any portion of the parcel is within the 100-year floodplain, the area will be shown, and base flood elevations given.  
Areas shall be indicated within the proposed site and within 50 feet of the proposed site where soil removal or 
filling is required, showing the approximate volume in cubic yards. 

l. A landscape plan showing all existing natural land features that may influence the design of the proposed use such 
as rock outcrops, single trees eight or more inches in diameter, forest cover, and water sources, and all proposed 
changes to these features including sizes and types of plants.  Water sources include ponds, lakes, wetlands and 
watercourses, aquifers, floodplains, and drainage retention areas. 

m.  Land Use District boundaries within 500 feet of the site's perimeter shall be drawn and identified on the Site Plan, 
as well as any Overlay or Floating Districts that apply to the property. 

n. Traffic flow patterns within the site, entrances and exits, and loading and unloading areas, as well as curb cuts on 
the site and within 100 feet of the site.  The Planning Board may, at its discretion, require a detailed traffic study for 
large developments or for those in heavy traffic areas, which shall include: 
1. The projected number of motor vehicle trips to enter or leave the site, estimated for daily and peak hour traffic 

  levels; 
2. The projected traffic flow pattern including vehicular movements at all major intersections likely to be    
         affected by the proposed use of the site; 
3. The impact of this traffic upon existing abutting public and private ways in relation to existing road capacities. 

   Existing and proposed daily and peak hour traffic levels and road capacity levels shall also be given. 
o. For new construction or alterations to any structure, a table containing the following information shall be included: 

1. Estimated area of structure to be used for particular uses such as retail operation, office, storage, etc.; 
2. Estimated maximum number of employees; 
3. Maximum seating capacity, where applicable; and 
4. Number of parking spaces existing and required for the intended use. 

p. Elevations at a scale of one-quarter inch equals one foot (1/4" = 1 foot) for all exterior facades of the proposed 
structure(s) and/or alterations to or expansions of existing facades, showing design features and indicating the type 
and color of materials to be used. 

q. For large or environmentally intrusive developments, the Planning Board may request soil logs, percolation test 
results, and storm runoff calculations. 
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r. Plans for disposal of construction and demolition waste, either on-site or at an approved disposal facility. 
s. Long-form Environmental Assessment Form or Draft Environmental Impact Statement. 

 
5.062 Waivers 
In the case of Major Projects that are likely to have a minimal impact on the surrounding area, the Planning Board may 
waive information requirements in Section 5.061 above, as it deems appropriate.  
 
5.063 Criteria 
The Planning Board, in reviewing Site Plans, shall consider the criteria set forth below.  The Planning Board may adopt or 
recommend illustrated design guidelines to assist applicants in complying with this Section 5.063. 
 

a. Layout and Design 
1.  All structures in the plan shall be integrated with each other and with adjacent structures, shall have 

convenient pedestrian and vehicular access to and from adjacent properties, and shall, wherever possible, be 
laid out in a pattern consistent with the traditional forms found in the Town of Westport. 

2. Individual structures shall be compatible with each other and with traditional structures in the surrounding 
area in architecture, design, massing, materials, and placement, and shall harmonize with traditional elements in 
the architectural fabric of the area. 

3. Where appropriate, setbacks shall maintain and continue the existing setback pattern of surrounding 
properties.  

4. The Planning Board shall encourage the creation of landscaped parks or plazas easily accessible by 
pedestrians. 

b. Landscaping 
1.  Landscaping shall be an integral part of the entire project area, and shall buffer the site from and/or integrate 

the site with the surrounding area, as appropriate.  
2. Primary landscape treatment shall consist of shrubs, ground cover, and shade trees, and shall combine with 

appropriate walks and street surfaces to provide an attractive development pattern.  Landscape plants selected 
should be appropriate to the growing conditions of the Town's environment. 

3. Where appropriate, existing trees and other vegetation shall be conserved and integrated into the landscape 
design plan. 

4. If deemed appropriate for the site by the Planning Board, shade trees at least six feet tall shall be planted and 
maintained at 25- to 50-foot intervals along roads, at a setback distance acceptable to the Highway 
Superintendent. 

c. Parking, Circulation, and Loading 
1. Roads, driveways, sidewalks, off-street parking, and loading space shall be safe, and shall encourage 

pedestrian movement. 
2. Vehicular and pedestrian connections between adjacent sites shall be provided to encourage pedestrian use 

and to minimize traffic entering existing roads.  The construction of service roads and new public streets to 
connect adjoining properties shall be required by the Planning Board, where appropriate.   

3. Off-street parking and loading requirements of this Local Law shall be fulfilled, and parking areas shall be 
located behind buildings wherever possible. 

4. Access from and egress to public highways shall be approved by the appropriate Highway Department, 
including Town, County, State, and Federal, to the extent that said Highway Department or Departments have 
jurisdiction over such access. 

5. All structures shall be accessible by emergency vehicles. 
d. Miscellaneous Standards 

1. Materials and design of paving, light fixtures, retaining walls, fences, curbs, benches, etc., shall be  
 attractive and easily maintained. 
2. The light level at the lot line shall not exceed two-tenths (0.2) footcandle, measured at ground level.  To  
 achieve this, luminaires shall be shielded to prevent light from shining beyond the lot lines onto  
 neighboring properties or public ways.  Where residential uses adjoin commercial uses, light standards shall   
        be restricted to a maximum of 20 feet in height.  
3. Drainage of the site shall recharge ground water to the extent practical, and surface waters flowing off-site  
 shall not adversely affect drainage on adjacent properties or public roads. 
4. Additional Site Plan requirements and standards for review set forth in other Sections of this Local Law shall  
 be fulfilled. 
5. Requirements for proper disposal of construction and demolition waste shall be fulfilled, and any necessary  
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permits or agreements for off-site disposal shall be provided to the Planning Board. 
e. Rural Siting Guidelines 

In all Town Districts other than the Hamlet Districts, the following guidelines shall be observed for subdivisions 
and the siting of residences, businesses, and accessory structures. 
1. Wherever feasible, retain and reuse existing old farm roads and country lanes rather than constructing new 

roads or driveways.  This minimizes clearing and disruption of the landscape and takes advantage of the 
attractive way that old lanes are often lined with trees and stone walls.  (This is not appropriate where reuse of a 
road would require widening in a manner that destroys trees or stone walls.) 

2. Preserve stone walls and hedgerows.  These traditional landscape features define outdoor areas in a natural 
way and create corridors useful for wildlife.  Using these features as property lines is often appropriate, as long 
as setback requirements do not result in constructing buildings in the middle of fields. 

3. Avoid placing buildings in the middle of open fields.  Place them either at the edges of fields or in wooded 
areas.  Septic systems and leach fields may be located in fields, however. 

4. Unless buildings are designed traditionally and located close to the road in the manner historically found in 
the Town, use existing vegetation and topography to buffer and screen them. 

5. Minimize clearing of vegetation at the edge of the road, clearing only as much as is necessary to create a 
driveway entrance with adequate sight distance.  Use curves in the driveway to increase the screening of 
buildings. 

6. Site buildings so that they do not protrude above treetops and crestlines of hills as seen from public places and 
roads. Use vegetation as a backdrop to reduce the prominence of the structure.  Wherever possible, open up 
views by selective cutting of small trees and pruning lower branches of large trees, rather than by clearing large 
areas or removing mature trees. 

7. Minimize crossing of steep slopes with roads and driveways.  When building on slopes, take advantage of the 
topography by building multi-level structures with entrances on more than one level (e.g., walk-out basements, 
garages under buildings), rather than grading the entire site flat.  Use the flattest portions of the site for 
subsurface sewage disposal systems and parking areas.  Use best management practices for erosion and 
sedimentation control, as recommended by the Essex County Soil and Water Conservation District or other 
natural resource agencies. 

 
 

SECTION 6  APPEALS AND VARIANCES 
 
6.010 Zoning Board of Appeals 
 
6.011 Establishment 
 

a. The Town Board shall appoint a Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA), shall designate its chairperson, and shall provide 
for such expenses as may be necessary and proper.  In the absence of a chairperson, the Zoning Board of Appeals 
may designate a member to serve as acting chairperson.  A member of the Board of Appeals shall not at the same 
time be a member of the Town Board.  The Town Board shall have the power to remove any member of the Zoning 
Board of Appeals for cause and after public hearing. 

b. Members, except for those appointed to the first Board, shall serve terms of five years.   Such terms shall expire at 
the end of the calendar year.  In the creation of the new Zoning Board of Appeals, the appointment of members of 
the Board shall be for terms so fixed that one member's term shall expire at the end of the calendar year in which 
such member was initially appointed.  The remaining members' terms shall be so fixed that one member's term shall 
expire at the end of each year thereafter.  At the expiration of each original member's appointment, the replacement 
member shall be appointed for a term which shall be equal in years to the number of members of the Board. 

c. If a vacancy occurs other than by the expiration of a term, it shall be filled by the Town Board for the period of the 
unexpired term. 

 
6.012 Conduct of Business 
 

a. The Zoning Board of Appeals may employ such clerical or other staff or consulting assistance as may be necessary, 
provided that it shall not incur expenses beyond the amount of appropriations made available by the Town Board 
for such purposes. 

b. The Zoning Board of Appeals shall have the power to promulgate written rules of procedure, by-laws, and forms in 
order to fulfill its responsibilities under this Local Law. 
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c. All meetings of the Zoning Board of Appeals shall be held at the call of the chairperson and at such other times as 
the Board may determine.  The chairperson or, in his or her absence, the acting chairperson may administer oaths 
and compel the attendance of witnesses.  All meetings of the Zoning Board of Appeals shall be open to the public.  
The concurring vote of a majority of all members shall be necessary to take action on any matter before it. 

d. The Zoning Board of Appeals shall keep minutes of its proceedings showing the vote of each member on every 
decision.  If a member is absent or fails to vote, the minutes shall so indicate.  Every rule and regulation, every 
amendment or repeal thereof, and every order, requirement, decision, interpretation, or determination of the Zoning 
Board of Appeals shall immediately be filed in the office of the Town Clerk and shall be a public record.  

 
6.013 Powers 
The Zoning Board of Appeals shall perform all the duties and powers prescribed by the Laws of New York State and by this 
Local Law in connection with appeals to review any order, requirement, decision, interpretation, or determination made by 
an administrative official charged with the enforcement of this Local Law, generally the Zoning Inspector.  An appeal may 
be taken by any person aggrieved or by any officer, department, board, or bureau of the Town. 
 
6.020 Appeals of Orders, Requirements, Decisions, Interpretations, or Determinations 
The Zoning Board of Appeals may reverse or affirm, wholly or partly, or may modify the order, requirement, decision, 
interpretation, or determination appealed from, and shall make such order, requirement, decision, interpretation, or 
determination as in its opinion ought to have been made in the matter by the administrative official charged with the 
enforcement of this Local Law.  In so doing, the Zoning Board of Appeals shall have all the powers of the administrative 
official from whose order, requirement, decision, interpretation, or determination the appeal is taken. 
 
6.030 Appeals for Variance 
 
6.031 Where there are practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships imposed by the strict letter of this Local Law, the 
Zoning Board of Appeals shall have the power, upon appeal from a determination by the Zoning Inspector and after public 
notice and hearing, to vary or modify the application of any of the provisions of this Local Law relating to the use, 
construction, or alteration of structures or the use of land, so that the spirit of this Local Law is observed, public safety and 
welfare secured, and substantial justice done. 
 
6.032 All applications for Variances shall be accompanied by three copies of a plot plan, drawn to scale with accurate 
dimensions, showing the location of all existing and proposed structures on the lot.  An application for a Use Variance may 
require submission of an agricultural data statement pursuant to Section 32.132.   
 
6.033 Any Variance which is not exercised within one year of the date of issuance shall automatically lapse without 
further hearing by the Zoning Board of Appeals. 
 
6.034 Use Variances 
 

a. The Zoning Board of Appeals, on appeal from a decision or determination of the Zoning Inspector, shall have the 
power to grant Use Variances, authorizing a use of the land which otherwise would not be allowed by this Local 
Law. 

b. No Use Variance shall be granted without a showing by the applicant that applicable zoning regulations and 
restrictions, as applied to him or her, have caused unnecessary hardship.  In order to prove unnecessary hardship the 
applicant shall demonstrate that for each and every permitted use under this local law for the district in which the 
applicant's property is located: 
1.    The applicant cannot realize a reasonable return, provided that lack of return is substantial as demonstrated by 

competent financial evidence; 
2. The alleged hardship relating to the property in question is unique, and does not apply to a substantial portion 

of the district or neighborhood; 
3.    The requested Use Variance, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the neighborhood;  and 
4. The alleged hardship has not been self-created. 

c. The Zoning Board of Appeals shall consider any agricultural data statement submitted pursuant to Section 32.132. 
d. The Zoning Board of Appeals, in granting Use Variances, shall grant the minimum Variance that it deems 

necessary and adequate to address the unnecessary hardship proven by the applicant, and at the same time preserve 
and protect the character of the neighborhood and the health, safety, and welfare of the community.  
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6.035 Area Variances 
 

a. The Zoning Board of Appeals shall have the power, upon an appeal from a decision or determination of the Zoning 
Inspector, to grant Area Variances from the area or dimensional requirements. 

b. In making its determination, the Zoning Board of Appeals shall take into consideration the benefit to the applicant 
if the Variance is granted, as weighed against the detriment to the health, safety, and welfare of the neighborhood or 
community of such grant.   In making such determination the Board shall also consider: 
1.  Whether an undesirable change will be produced in the character of the neighborhood or a detriment to nearby 

properties will be created by the granting of the Area Variance; 
2.  Whether the benefit sought by the applicant can be achieved by some method, feasible for the applicant to 

pursue, other than an Area Variance; 
3.  Whether the requested Area Variance is substantial; 
4.  Whether the proposed Variance will have an adverse effect or impact on the physical or environmental 

conditions in the neighborhood or district;  and 
5.   Whether the alleged difficulty was self-created, which shall be relevant to the decision of the Board, but which 

shall not necessarily preclude the granting of the Area Variance. 
c. The Zoning Board of Appeals, in the granting of Area Variances, shall grant the minimum Variance that it deems 

necessary and adequate, while preserving and protecting the character of the neighborhood and the health, safety, 
and welfare of the community. 

 
6.036 Imposition of Conditions 
The Zoning Board of Appeals shall, in granting Use Variances and Area Variances, impose such reasonable conditions and 
restrictions as are directly related to and incidental to the proposed use of the property.  Such conditions shall be consistent 
with the spirit and intent of this Local Law, and shall be imposed for the purpose of minimizing any adverse impact the 
Variance may have on the neighborhood or community.  
 
6.040 Procedures 
 
6.041 Application 
Appeals shall be taken by filing a written notice of appeal and any required plans with the Zoning Inspector and the Zoning 
Board of Appeals, within 60 days after the filing of the order, requirement, decision, interpretation, or determination that is 
being appealed, on forms prescribed by the Zoning Board of Appeals.  Such application shall refer to the specific provision 
of this Local Law involved and shall specify the grounds for the Variance requested, the interpretation claimed, or for the 
reversal of an order, requirement, decision or determination of an administrative official.  The Zoning Inspector shall 
forthwith transmit all the papers constituting the record of the appeal to the Zoning Board of Appeals.  In the case of any 
variance application involving land, buildings or structures in any land use area including hamlet, including a shoreline 
restriction, the zoning board of appeals shall submit a copy of the application to the Adirondack Park Agency, together with 
such pertinent information as the Agency reasonably shall deem necessary.  
 
6.042 Referral to County Planning Board 
 

a. Requests for Variances affecting real property within 500 feet of the boundary of the Town of Westport, the 
boundary of any existing or proposed County or State park or other recreational area, the boundary of any existing 
or proposed County or State roadway, the boundary of any existing or proposed right-of-way for a stream or 
drainage channel owned by the County for which the County has established channel lines, the boundary of any 
existing or proposed County or State-owned land on which a public building or institution is situated, or (if a Use 
Variance) the boundary of a farm operation within an agricultural district as defined in Article 25AA of the 
Agriculture and Markets Law shall be referred to the Essex County Planning Board pursuant to General Municipal 
Law, Article 12-B, Sections 239-l and 239-m, as amended. 

b. No action shall be taken on Variances referred to the County Planning Board until its recommendation has been 
received, or 30 days have elapsed after its receipt of the full statement of the proposed Variance, unless the County 
and Town agree to an extension beyond the 30-day requirement for the County Planning Board's review. 

c. County Disapproval.  A majority-plus-one vote shall be required to approve any Variance which receives a 
recommendation of disapproval from the County Planning Board because of the referral process specified above, 
along with a resolution setting forth the reasons for such contrary action. 

 
6.043 Hearing and Public Notice 
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a. If an agricultural data statement has been submitted, the Clerk of the Zoning Board of Appeals shall, upon receipt 

of the Variance application, mail written notice of the application to the owners of land as identified by the 
appellant in the agricultural data statement.  Such notice shall include a description of the proposed Variance and its 
location.  The cost of mailing the notice shall be borne by the appellant. 

b. The Zoning Board of Appeals shall give notice of a public hearing within fifteen (15) days of receipt of a complete 
application for a variance.  

c. At least five days prior to the date of such hearing, the Zoning Board of Appeals shall give public notice by causing 
the publication of a notice of such hearing in the official newspaper and by mailing a notice thereof to the Planning 
Board, to any other property owners in the affected area that the Zoning Board of Appeals may require to be 
notified, and to the regional park commission having jurisdiction over any State park or parkway within 500 feet of 
the property affected.  A copy of said notice of hearing, together with a description of the application, shall be sent 
by the Board of Appeals to the County Planning Board and, if required under 6.041 above, to the Adirondack Park 
Agency simultaneously with the giving of notice under this Section. 

d. At the hearing, any party may appear in person or by agent or by attorney.  In cases where notice is required to be 
given to it, the Adirondack Park Agency shall be a full party of interest, withstanding to participate as a party in any 
and all proceedings under this Section. 

e. The Zoning Board of Appeals may adjourn the hearing for a reasonable period in order to cause such further notice 
as it deems proper to be served upon such other property owners as it decides may be interested in the appeal. 

 
6.044 Action 
The Zoning Board of Appeals may, in conformity with the provisions of this Local Law, reverse, affirm, or modify, wholly 
or in part, the order, requirement, decision, interpretation or determination of the Zoning Inspector in accordance with the 
provisions of this Chapter. 
 

a. Any such action shall be decided within 62 days after the final hearing. 
b. Every decision of the Zoning Board of Appeals shall be approved by vote of a majority of the members by 

resolution which contains a full record of the findings of the Zoning Board of Appeals in the case. 
c. The board shall notify the Adirondack Park Agency, by certified mail, of such decision involving variances covered 

under Section 6.041 by forwarding a copy of the application, findings, decision, and other pertinent information 
including maps and photographs.  Any such variance except those involving lands classified as Hamlet, granted or 
granted with conditions shall not be effective until thirty (30) days after such notice to the Agency.  If, within such 
thirty day period, the Agency determines that such variance involves the provisions of the land use and development 
plan as approved in the local land use program, including any shoreline restriction, and was not based upon the 
appropriate statutory basis, the Agency may reverse the local determination to grant the variance. 

 
6.045 Filing 
Every order, requirement, decision, interpretation, or determination of the Zoning Board of Appeals shall be filed 
immediately in the office of the Town Clerk, and shall be a public record. 
 
6.046 Re-hearing and Review of Prior Decisions 
Upon motion initiated by any member and adopted by the unanimous vote of the members present, the Zoning Board of 
Appeals shall review at a re-hearing held upon notice given as upon an original hearing, any order, requirement, decision, 
interpretation, or determination of the Zoning Board of Appeals not previously reviewed.  Upon such re-hearing, and 
provided it shall then appear that the rights vested prior thereto in persons acting in good faith in reliance upon the order, 
requirement, decision, interpretation, or determination reviewed will not be prejudiced thereby, the Zoning Board of 
Appeals may, upon the concurring vote of all the members then present, reverse, modify, or annul its original order, 
requirement, decision, interpretation, or determination. 
 
6.047 Court Review of Board Decisions 
Any person or persons, jointly or severally aggrieved by any decision of the Zoning Board of Appeals, may apply to the 
Supreme Court for review by a proceeding under Article Seventy-eight of the Civil Practice Law and Rules and Section 
267-c of the Town Law.   
 
6.048 Expiration of Appeal Decision 
Unless otherwise specified by the Zoning Board of Appeals, a decision on any appeal shall expire if the appellant fails to 
obtain any necessary Project Permit within six months of the date of such decision. 
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6.049  Stay of Proceedings 
An appeal shall stay all proceedings in furtherance of the action appealed from unless the Zoning Inspector certifies for the 
Zoning Board of Appeals, after the notice of appeal has been filed, that such a stay of proceedings would, in his or her 
opinion, cause imminent peril to life or property by reason of facts stated in the certificate.  In such a case, proceedings shall 
not be stayed except by a restraining order granted by the Zoning Board of Appeals or by the Supreme Court on application, 
on notice to the Zoning Inspector for due cause shown.   
 
6.050 Grant of Variance 
The grant of a variance shall serve as authorization for the Zoning Inspector to issue a project permit, provided that the 
project complies with all applicable provisions of this local law and other applicable regulations. 
 
 
SECTION 7  AMENDMENT 
 
7.010  Initiation 
The Town Board, from time to time, upon its own motion or application by one or more property owners, or resolution of 
the Planning Board or Board of Appeals, may amend this local law as provided herein.  A property owner or his agent may 
apply for amendment to this local law by filing three complete sets of an application with the Town Board, and two 
complete sets with the Planning Board.  The application shall include a description of the property or properties affected, a 
map showing the property or properties affected and all properties within a radius of 500 feet of the exterior boundaries 
thereof and the applicable filing fee.  In the case of a proposed amendment which would apply only to properties which are 
not immediately identifiable or to a class of properties including six or more identifiable properties, no properties need be 
identified as affected. 
 
7.020 Review by Planning Agencies 
As an aid in analyzing the implications of proposed amendments and to coordinate the effect of such actions on 
intergovernmental concerns, the Town Board shall refer proposed amendments to the Town and County planning agencies 
as required by this Local Law and by the Laws of New York State. 
 
7.021 Referral to Town Planning Board 
Every proposed amendment or change initiated by the Town Board or by petition (but not if initiated by the Planning 
Board), shall be referred to the Town Planning Board for report thereon prior to public hearing. 
 
7.022 Referral to County Planning Board 
 

a. Any proposed amendment affecting real property within 500 feet of the boundary of the Town of Westport, the 
boundary of any existing or proposed County or State park or other recreational area, the right-of-way of any 
existing or proposed County or State roadway, the boundary of any existing or proposed right-of-way for a stream 
or drainage channel owned by the County for which the County has established channel lines, or the boundary of 
any existing or proposed County or State-owned land on which a public building or institution is situated shall be 
referred to the Essex County Planning Board before final action is taken pursuant to General Municipal Law, 
Article 12-B Sections 239-l and 239-m, as amended. 

b. No action shall be taken on proposals referred to the County Planning Board until its recommendation has been 
received, or 30 days have elapsed after its receipt of the full statement of the proposed amendment, unless the 
County and Town agree to an extension beyond the 30-day requirement for the County Planning Board's review. 

 
7.023 Referral to the Adirondack Park Agency 
When directed by the town board, the town clerk shall submit a copy of a proposed amendment to the Adirondack Park 
Agency for a determination as to whether the proposed amendment is subject to Agency approval under Section 807 of the 
Adirondack Park Agency Act; the town clerk shall simultaneously refer such proposed amendment to the planning board, 
and where required by Section 239-m of the General Municipal Law, to the county planning agency having jurisdiction, for 
the report and recommendation by those bodies to the town board. 
 
Such amendments include: 
 

a. Creation of a new land use district or amendments to existing boundary lines of such districts outside hamlet areas   
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        on the official map; 
b. Additions to the permitted use lists outside hamlet areas which would allow in any land use area on the official map  
       a use not a primary or secondary compatible use for that area; 
c. Amendments to the shoreline restrictions which would fall below the minimum established in Section 806 of the  
        Adirondack Park Agency Act; 
d. Amendments to provisions relating to administration and enforcement of the zoning regulations; 
e. Amendments to sign or automobile junkyard regulations; 
f. Amendments to controls governing intensity of development outside hamlet areas, such as minimum lot areas; 
g. Amendments which involve the reclassification of projects from Class A to or from Class B Regional Projects,  
        pursuant to Section 810 of the Adirondack Park Agency Act; 
h. Amendments which would repeal any provisions referred to above; and 
i. Any other amendments which involve the provisions of the Land Use and Development Plan.  [Regs 582.5(a)] 

 
7.030 Public Hearing and Notice 
No proposed amendment shall become effective until after a public hearing thereon, at which the public shall have an 
opportunity to be heard.  The Town Board shall set, by resolution at a duly called meeting, the time and place for a public 
hearing on proposed amendments, and shall cause public notice to be given as required by the laws of New York State and 
specified below.  If a proposed amendment is initiated by petition, the petitioner shall be responsible for publication of 
notice and for notice to adjacent municipalities, if necessary. 
 
7.031 Publication of Notice in Newspaper 
Notice of the time and place of the public hearing shall be published at least 10 days in advance of such hearing in the 
official newspaper.  This notice shall provide a summary of the proposed amendment in such reasonable detail as will give 
adequate notice of its contents, indicating the place or places where copies of the proposed amendment may be examined 
and the time and place of the hearing. 
 
7.032 Notice to Adjacent Municipalities 
Written notice of any proposed amendment affecting property lying within 500 feet of an adjacent town shall be served in 
person or by mail upon the Clerk of such municipality at least 10 days prior to the date of public hearing.  Representatives of 
neighboring municipalities receiving notification of a proposed amendment shall have the right to appear and be heard at the 
public hearing thereon, but shall not have the right to review by a court. 
 
7.040 Adoption 
The Town Board may adopt amendments to this Local Law by a majority vote of its membership, except in the case of local 
protest or disapproval by the County Planning Board as noted below.  A copy of the decision shall be promptly sent to the 
applicant and to the Adirondack Park Agency.  
 
7.041 Local Protest 
The favorable vote of three-fourths (i.e., four) of the Town Board members shall be required for passage of any amendment 
which is subject to a written protest signed by 20% or more of the owners of land in any of the following areas: 

 
a. The land area included in the proposed amendment. 
b. The land area immediately adjacent to the area proposed to be changed and extending 100 feet therefrom. 
c. The land area directly opposite the area proposed to be changed and extending 100 feet from the road frontage of 

such opposite land. 
 

7.042 County Disapproval 
A majority-plus-one vote of all Town Board members shall be required to pass any proposal which receives a 
recommendation of disapproval from the County Planning Board because of the referral process specified in Section 7.022 
above, along with a resolution setting forth the reasons for such contrary action. 
 
7.050 Effective Date 
Unless the amendment provides for a different effective date, each amendment adopted by the Town Board shall take effect 
when filed with the Secretary of State of the State of New York pursuant to the Municipal Home Rule Law of the State of 
New York. 
 
7.060 Right to Complete Project Inconsistent with Amendment 
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Where a project for which a project permit has been lawfully issued, but no certificate of compliance has been awarded, 
would be rendered noncomplying or nonconforming by an amendment of this local law, such project shall have the right to 
be completed and to be awarded a certificate of compliance pursuant to the provisions in effect when the project permit was 
issued only if, in the case of a project primarily involving a building, the foundation has been completed prior to the 
effective date of the amendment, and, in the case of a project not primarily involving a building, a substantial amount of 
construction has been completed prior to the effective date of the amendment. 
 
 
SECTION 8  ENFORCEMENT 
 
8.010 Zoning Inspector 
This local law shall be enforced by the Zoning Inspector and the Town Board. 
 
8.020   Complaints of Violations 
Whenever a violation of this local law occurs, any person may make a complaint in regard thereto.  All such complaints 
shall be made to the Zoning Inspector who shall properly record such complaint and immediately investigate and report his 
findings thereon to the Town Board.  The Zoning Inspector shall have authority to serve upon any person owning, leasing, 
controlling or managing any building, structure or land in which a violation of this local law exists an order to cease or 
remove such violation. 
 
8.030 Penalty 
 
8.031 Any person owning, leasing, managing or otherwise controlling any building, structure, or land in which a violation 
of this local law shall exist or is committed and any person who commits or assists in the commission of any violation of this 
local law or any conditions imposed in any project permit or certificate of compliance, or who undertakes any project 
contrary to the plans or specifications submitted to the Zoning Inspector and on the basis of which a project permit shall be 
given;  any person who shall omit, neglect, or refuse to do any act required by this local law, and any such person who, 
having been served with an order to cease or remove such violation, shall fail to comply with such order within 10 days after 
such service, shall be guilty of an offense and subject to a fine as authorized in Section 268 of the Town Law.  Every such 
person shall be deemed guilty of a separate offense for each week such violation, disobedience, omission, neglect or refusal 
shall continue. 
 
8.032 For the purposes of this Section 8, where a "person" is an entity other than an individual, the principal executive 
officer or partner or agent or manager of such entity may be considered to be such person. 
 
8.040 Injunctive Relief 
In case of any violation or threatened violation of any of the provisions of this local law, or conditions imposed in any 
project permit or certificate of compliance, the Town may, by resolution of the Town Board, institute an action for 
injunctive relief to prevent, restrain, correct or abate such violation. 
 
8.050   Misrepresentation 
Any project permit or approval granted under this local law which is based upon or is granted in reliance upon any material 
misrepresentation, or failure to make a material fact or circumstance known, by or on behalf of an applicant, shall be void. 
 
 
SECTION 9  REGIONAL PROJECT REVIEW 
 
9.010 Purpose and Intent of this Section 
 
9.011 Purpose 
The purpose of this Section is to establish requirements and administrative procedures for the review of Class B Regional 
Projects by the Planning Board or the Adirondack Park Agency, and to set forth the Town's role when Class A or Class B 
Regional Projects are reviewed by the Adirondack Park Agency. 
 
9.012 Special Permit Uses 
It is the intention of the Town to avoid duplication of review processes for Special Permit uses.  Therefore, if the 
Adirondack Park Agency reviews any Special Permit use as a Class A or Class B Regional Project, the Town Planning 
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Board's role shall be limited to that set forth in Sections 9.070 and 9.080 below. 
 
9.013 Use Variances 
If the Class A or Class B Regional Project permit involves a use variance, the applicant must apply to the Zoning Board of 
Appeals and be granted a variance in order to institute the use, regardless of whether this local law has been approved by the 
Adirondack Park Agency. 
 
9.020 Applicability of this Section 
 
9.021 Prior to approval of the Westport Local Land Use Program by the Adirondack Park Agency and town enactment of 
all of the program elements pursuant to Section 807 of the Adirondack Park Agency Act, all Class B regional projects shall 
be subject to the authority of the Adirondack Park Agency, and Sections 9.030 and 9.067 below shall not apply. 
 
9.022 At such time as the Adirondack Park Agency has approved the Westport Local Land Use Program, the town has 
enacted all of the program elements, and the Agency has authorized the transfer of Class B regional projects authority 
pursuant to Section 807 of the Adirondack Park Agency Act, no person shall undertake a permitted use, special permit use, 
or prohibited use for which a variance has been granted pursuant to Section 6 of this local law, which use is also a Class B 
regional project, unless and until the Planning Board has reviewed and approved, or approved subject to conditions, such 
project, and the Zoning Inspector has issued a project permit with respect thereto.  Sections 9.030 through 9.067 shall apply 
to all such Class B regional projects.  
 
9.023 No person shall undertake a Class A regional project unless and until the Adirondack Park Agency has reviewed 
and approved, or approved subject to conditions, such project, and has issued an Agency permit with respect thereto 
pursuant to the terms of the Adirondack Park Agency Act, applicable Agency Rules and Regulations and the Local Land 
Use Program. 
 
9.030 Authorization to Approve and Disapprove Class B Regional Projects 
 
9.031 The Planning Board is hereby authorized to approve, approve subject to condition, and disapprove all Class B 
Regional Projects proposed to be located within the territory of the town pursuant to and in accordance with the 
requirements and procedures set forth in this Section. 
 
9.032 If a Class B Regional Project is also a Class A Regional Project or Class A subdivision, the project will be deemed 
to be a Class A Regional Project or Class A subdivision in its entirety, and subject to the review authority of the Adirondack 
Park Agency. 
 
9.040 Requirements for Class B Regional Project Approval 
The Planning Board shall not approve a Class B Regional Project unless it first determines that such project meets the 
following criteria: 
 

a. The project will comply with all applicable provisions of this local law. 
b. The project will not have an undue adverse impact upon the natural, scenic, aesthetic, ecological, wildlife, historic, 

recreational, or open space resources of the Adirondack Park or upon the ability of the public to provide supporting 
facilities and services made necessary by the project taking into account the commercial, industrial, residential, 
recreational or other benefits that might be derived from the project.  In making this determination, the Planning 
Board shall consider those factors pertinent to the project contained in the Development Considerations set forth at 
Appendix D hereof, and in so doing, the Planning Board shall make a net overall evaluation of the project in 
relation to the Natural and Public Resource Objectives and Guidelines and Development Activities Objectives and 
Guidelines set forth therein. 

 
9.050 Application for Class B Regional Project Approval 
Application for project approval shall be made to the Zoning Inspector, who shall review the application for completeness, 
and if, in his reasonable judgment, the application is complete, he shall refer it to the Planning Board.  All applications shall 
be made on forms prescribed by the Planning Board, and furnished by the Zoning Inspector which forms when completed 
shall include such information as may be reasonably necessary to determine whether the requirements for approval set out in 
Section 9.040 have been satisfied.  In determining the content of these application forms, the Planning Board may provide 
for different informational requirements for different classes or types of projects, but with each certain class or type of 
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project, the same information shall be required of every applicant.  Such information required by these various application 
forms may include any or all of the following:  a detailed description of the natural features of the project site, a detailed de-
scription of the land use plan of the project and its components, including all proposed roads and accesses, water supply and 
sewage disposal systems, and their relationship to natural features, an analysis with supporting data of the impact of the 
project on the environment both during construction and thereafter, an analysis with supporting data of the ability of the 
public to provide supporting services and facilities which can reasonably be anticipated to be required following the 
approval of the project, and analysis with supporting data of any benefits that might derive from the project, any plans the 
applicant may have for future development related to the project and information describing the applicant, his or its financial 
capacity to complete the project as planned, and any professional advisors or consultants engaged in respect to the project.  
If the applicant is applying for a Special Permit in connection with a Class B Regional Project, the Special Permit 
application shall serve as a Class B Regional Project application. 
 
9.060 Procedure for Review and Decision Regarding Class B Regional Projects 
 
9.061 Not later than 10 days following receipt of a complete application for a Class B Regional Project, the Zoning 
Inspector shall notify the Adirondack Park Agency and the Zoning Board of Appeals of such receipt, shall furnish to each 
body a copy of the project application, and shall furnish to the Agency such further pertinent information as the Agency may 
deem necessary, and shall afford each body the opportunity to comment thereupon.  Further pertinent information requested 
by the Agency shall be provided within 10 days of the Agency’s request, and in no case later than 5 days prior to a public 
hearing. 
 
9.062 If the Class B Regional Project also requires a Special Permit, the Planning Board shall follow the procedures in 
Section 5.030 instead of those in Subsections 9.063, 9.064, and 9.065 below. 
 
9.063 Not later than 30 days following receipt by the Zoning Inspector of a complete application for a Class B Regional 
Project, the Planning Board shall review the application and shall determine in its discretion whether a public hearing shall 
be held in regard thereto.  In the exercise of its discretion, the Planning Board shall be guided by the expected level of 
public interest in the project, the relative size and significance of the project, and the possibility of an eventual disapproval.  
No Class B Regional Project may be disapproved unless a hearing has been held on the project application.  If the Planning 
Board determines that a public hearing shall be held, the hearing shall be scheduled for a date not less than 15 days 
thereafter, not later than 30 days following receipt by the Zoning Inspector of the complete application.  The Planning Board 
shall give public notice of the date, time and place of the hearing by causing publication of a notice of such hearing in the 
official newspaper at least 10 days prior to the date thereof, and shall also mail a copy of the public notice to the Adirondack 
Park Agency and the Zoning Board of Appeals.  The Adirondack Park Agency shall be a full party in interest with standing 
to participate in any and all proceedings conducted pursuant to this Section. 
 
9.064 If the Planning Board determines that a public hearing shall not be held, then not later than 62 days following re-
ceipt by the Zoning Inspector of the complete application, the Planning Board shall approve the project or approve it subject 
to conditions. 
 
9.065 If the Planning Board holds a public hearing pursuant to paragraph b) of this Section, then not later than 30 days 
after the completion of said hearing the Planning Board shall approve, approve subject to conditions, or disapprove the pro-
ject. 
 
9.066 Every Class B Regional Project decision rendered by the Planning Board shall be in writing, and shall contain such 
findings of fact as are required by Section 9.040 hereof.  The Planning Board in conjunction with its approval of any Class 
B Regional Project, may impose such requirements and conditions as are allowable within the proper exercise of the police 
power, including the restriction of land against further development of principal buildings, whether by deed restriction, 
restrictive covenant or other similar appropriate means, to insure that guidelines as to intensity of development as provided 
in this local law shall be respected, and the imposition of reasonable conditions to insure that the project will be adequately 
supported by services and improvements made necessary by the project and to insure that the project will be completed in 
accordance with the terms of the application and any permit, and including, without limitation, the requirements and 
conditions authorized under Section 5.038 of this local law.  In addition, the Planning Board may require that the Zoning 
Inspector incorporate any such requirements and conditions in any permit issued with regard to such Class B Regional 
Project. 
 
9.067 Recording and expiration of Permits for Class B Regional Projects.  A project permit issued for a Class B Regional 
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Project shall expire within 60 days from the date thereof unless within such sixty-day period such permit shall have been 
duly recorded by the project sponsor in the Adirondack Park Agency Regional Project Permit Book in the office of the clerk 
of the county wherein the project is proposed to be located.  This requirement is in addition to that imposed on the Zoning 
Inspector by Section 2.070. 
 
9.070 Limitation on Adirondack Park Agency Authority to Approve Class A Regional Projects 
The Adirondack Park Agency shall not approve a Class A Regional Project unless it first determines, after consultation with 
the Planning Board and receipt of the advisory recommendations of the Planning Board relative to the project, that the 
project would comply with all provisions of this local law and with such other ordinances and regulations as shall be 
components of the town land use program. 
 
9.080 Planning Board Authority Regarding Class A Regional Projects  
 
9.081 The Planning Board is hereby designated and appointed as the appropriate town body to consult with the 
Adirondack Park Agency with regard to Agency review of Class A Regional Projects. 
 
9.082 As soon as reasonably practicable following receipt by the Planning Board from the Adirondack Park Agency of 
notice of application completion with regard to a Class A Regional Project, the Planning Board or one or more designees 
thereof shall consult with the Agency for the purpose of analyzing the project application and formulating advisory 
recommendations as to whether the project meets all of the pertinent requirements and conditions of the town land use 
program. 
 
9.083 Not later than 45 days following receipt by the Planning Board from the Agency of notice of application comple-
tion with regard to a Class A Regional Project, the Planning Board shall, by certified mail, provide to the Agency its advi-
sory recommendations as to whether the project meets all of the pertinent requirements and conditions of the town land use 
program. 
 
 
SECTION 10  SIGNS 
 
Signs are accessory uses which may be erected and maintained in accordance with the following regulations.   
 
10.010 Definitions 
For purposes of this Section 10, the following terms shall have the meanings indicated below. 
 
Erect:  To build, construct, alter, enlarge, relocate, attach, hang, place, affix, or maintain any sign, and includes the painting 
of wall signs. 
Luminous sign:  Any incandescent or other sign which gives forth its own light, or any transparent or translucent sign 
through which artificial light is emitted, including, without limitation, any neon sign, fluorescent sign or advertising light 
display. 
Indirectly illuminated sign:  Any sign illuminated by a lighting device and reflecting the light thereof, but not emitting any 
light and therefore not a luminous sign. 
Level of natural ground:  The level of ground prior to any grading or fill done primarily for the purpose of erecting any 
sign or raising the level of a sign's allowable height. 
Off-premise sign:  Any sign advertising or calling attention to any business, activity, product, or service not located or 
available on the same parcel as the sign. 
Sign:  Any writing (including letter, word, or numeral), pictorial representation (including illustration, decoration, emblem, 
symbol, or trademark), flag (including banner and pennant), bulletin board, statue, three dimensional figure, symbolic or 
representational structure, or any other visually communicative or expressive device which: 
 a. Is a structure or any part thereof or is attached to, painted on, or in any other manner is represented on or within a  
  building or other structure, and 
 b. Is used to announce, direct attention to, or advertise, and 
 c. Is visible from a public highway or a water body or water course trafficked by the public. The term shall include  
  any sign currently in disuse but still visible from an out-of-doors position, and any frame or support structure  
  erected specifically to bear or hold a sign.   
The term shall not include: 
 a. Signs of a duly constituted governmental body, including traffic or similar regulatory devices, street identification  
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  signs and legal notices. 
 b. Flags or emblems of a political, civic, philanthropic, educational, or religious organization. 
 c. Signs specified or required to be maintained by law or governmental order, rule, or regulation.  
Sign area:  The total area of all faces or surfaces of a sign anywhere upon which writing or other expressive matter appears, 
or, in cases where writing or other expressive matter is not set against any face or surface, the total area within a single 
continuous rectangular perimeter enclosing the extreme limits of such writing or expressive matter.  The sign area of a sign 
having more than one face or surface on which writing or other expressive matter appears shall be the total area of all such 
faces or surfaces; but if a sign consists of two such faces or surfaces placed back-to-back, the sign area of the side having the 
greater sign area shall constitute the total sign area.  The sign area of a group of connected or related signs shall be the sum 
of the sign areas of the signs belonging to it. 
 
10.020 Location on Premises 
A sign, other than an off-premises sign allowable by special permit pursuant to Section 10.060 hereof, shall be erected and 
maintained only on the same parcel of land where the subject of the sign is located, and not more than 200 feet from the 
principal location thereof.  For purposes of this regulation, the principal location of the subject of a sign shall be deemed to 
include the principal private access road connecting the subject with a public highway. 
 
10.030 Signs Not Requiring Project Permit 
The following signs may be erected and maintained without a Project Permit, provided that they are less than 4 square feet 
in sign area and are non-illuminated (except as indicated below): 
 

a. Signs advertising the sale or rental of the premises upon which the sign is located, limited to two per property. 
b. Signs denoting the architect, engineer, or contractor where construction, repair, or renovation is in progress, limited 

to one per property. 
c. Professional and trade name plates and home business signs.  Such signs may be illuminated by external white light 

only and shall be limited to one per person or business. 
d. Signs which mark property boundaries, give directions for roads or trails, prohibit trespassing, hunting, fishing, or 

off-road vehicles, or warn of hazards. 
e. Any sign erected by the federal, state, county, or town government or any department or agency thereof.  Such 

signs are not limited in size. 
f. Signs giving the name of the residents of a dwelling and/or its address.  Such signs may be illuminated by external 

white light only and shall be limited to one per dwelling. 
g. Temporary signs, including banners or pennants, relating to garage, lawn, or other individual, non-recurring sales, 

or for a church bazaar, political campaign, fund drive, parade, fair, fireman's field day, or other event or undertaking 
conducted by a political, civic, religious, charitable, or educational organization.  Such signs shall be removed by 
the sponsor within 15 days after the close of the event.  Such temporary signs are not limited in size. 

h. A sign placed temporarily to advertise a garage sale of the sale of produce grown or harvested by the property 
owner where the subject sign is located, limited to one per principal location of the subject of the sign.  Such 
temporary signs shall be removed immediately after the termination of the activity being advertised. 

i. Not more than four advertising signs located on and parallel to the walls, windows, or sides of a building or other 
structure of a commercial enterprise.  Such signs may be internally illuminated. 

j. Temporary signs, customarily of paper or cardboard, placed in the windows of grocery stores and supermarkets to 
advertise weekly specials. Such temporary signs are not limited in size or number. 

 
10.040 Signs Allowable by Project Permit 
The following signs may be erected and maintained only upon the issuance of a Project Permit by the Zoning Inspector.  
The Zoning Inspector shall issue a Project Permit upon a proper application showing compliance with all the applicable 
provisions of this Section. 
 

a. A freestanding or attached and projecting advertising sign, being perpendicular or approximately perpendicular to 
the line of a public highway from which it is intended to be seen.  No such sign shall exceed 20 square feet in sign 
area.  There shall be not more than one such sign for any commercial enterprise or for any group of enterprises 
located on a parcel of land under single ownership. 

b. An advertising sign located on and parallel to a wall of a building housing the enterprise advertised.  No such sign 
shall exceed 40 square feet in sign area.  There shall be no more than one such sign for any commercial enterprise. 

c. The total sign area for advertising signs must be limited to a maximum of 60 square feet, including those allowed in 
10.030i above. 
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d. One pole sign may be erected or maintained upon the premises of any gasoline or other automobile service station, 
at a maximum sign area of 15 square feet. 

e. A sign, including a bulletin board, customarily used by places of worship, libraries, museums, social clubs, and 
societies, provided that there shall be no more than one such sign per establishment or organization, and that no 
such sign shall exceed ten square feet in sign area. 

 
10.050 General Sign Regulations 
The following regulations apply to signs throughout the Town: 
 

a. No sign shall be illuminated by or contain flashing, intermittent, rotating, or moving light or lights.  All luminous 
signs, indirectly illuminated signs, and lighting devices shall employ only lights emitting light of constant intensity, 
except in the case of digital street clocks and temperature indicators.  No luminous sign shall exceed 15 square feet 
of sign area. 

b. No luminous sign, indirectly illuminated sign, or lighting device shall be placed or directed so as to cause beams of 
light to be cast upon any public highway, sidewalk, or adjacent premises, or otherwise to cause glare or reflection 
that may constitute a traffic hazard or nuisance.  No sign shall contain any mirror or mirror-like surface, nor any 
day-glow or other fluorescent paint or pigment. 

c. No sign relating to a permanent commercial enterprise, with the exception of traditional barber poles, shall contain 
or consist of any banner, pennant, ribbon, streamer, spinner, or other similar moving, fluttering, or revolving device. 
 No sign or part thereof may rotate or move back and forth, except that a sign may be suspended and swing, though 
not rotate, in the wind. 

d. No permanent sign shall extend more than 15 feet above the natural ground elevation or be located upon or higher 
than the roof of the associated establishment. 

e. No sign shall be painted or placed upon or supported by any tree, rock, or other natural object other than the 
ground. 

f. No motor vehicle, trailer, or wagon upon which is painted or placed any sign shall be parked or stationed in a way 
primarily intended to display the sign. 

g. All signs shall be constructed of durable materials and maintained at all times in good repair. 
h. No advertising sign shall be maintained with respect to an enterprise which, for a period of one year, conducts no 

business or with respect to a product or service which is no longer offered by the enterprise maintaining the sign. 
i. No sign shall be erected or maintained within the right-of-way nor within 10 feet of the roadbed of any public 

highway.  Such minimum setback shall not apply in the Village Districts or to any signs located on and parallel to a 
wall of a building entirely housing the business or activity with which the signs are principally associated. 

 
10.060 Off-Premises Signs 
The Planning Board, in accordance with the Special Permit procedure set out in Section 5 hereof, may grant approval for an 
off-premises sign.  Such sign shall meet all the requirements of the State Department of Environmental Conservation for the 
grant of a permit for such sign pursuant to Section 9-0305 of the Environmental Conservation Law.  As a condition to 
approval of an off-premises sign, the Planning Board shall find that the sign: 
 

a. Meets all the applicable requirements of this Section other than on-premises location. 
b. Will be useful in providing information not otherwise reasonably available to the public. 
c. Will be visually compatible with its surroundings. 
d. Will not pose a traffic hazard or otherwise endanger the health, safety, or welfare of the public. 

 
10.070 Abandoned or Illegal Signs 
In the event that a sign is  (a) unlawfully erected after the effective date of this local law,  (b) is a non-complying sign 
maintained in violation of Section 10.080 hereof or  (c) is maintained in violation of this Section 10, then the Zoning 
Inspector shall mail to the owner of said sign, if known, at his last known mailing address and to the owner of the parcel of 
land upon which such sign is situated, at his last known mailing address, an order that the violation be cured within 30 days 
after the date of the order.  If after such date the violation is not cured, the Zoning Inspector may enter upon the land and 
remove and discard the sign, without liability to the Town or its agents. 
 
10.080 Non-Complying Signs 
A sign in existence as of the effective date of this local law which does not comply with the sign regulations hereof shall be 
brought into compliance or removed by its owner at his cost and expense not later than the latter of  (i) December 31, 1995 
or  (ii) if applicable, the date upon which such sign has been fully depreciated for income tax purposes, which shall in no 
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case be later than 6 years after the date, prior to the effective date of this local law, that such sign was first erected or last 
substantially reconstructed.  Any sign owner claiming the right to maintain a non-complying sign after December 31, 1995, 
shall file with the Zoning Inspector appropriate proof of the sign's useful life for income tax purposes on or before such date. 
 Failure to so file shall be deemed a waiver of such sign owner's right to maintain the sign beyond such date.  
 
[SECTIONS 11 THROUGH 19 RESERVED] 
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 PART TWO:  WESTPORT VILLAGE DISTRICT REGULATIONS 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
SECTION 20   CONSTRUCTION OF LANGUAGE AND DEFINITIONS 
 
20.010 Construction of Language 
The following rules of construction apply to the text of this local law: 
 

a. The particular shall control the general. 
b. The word "shall" is always mandatory and not discretionary.  The word "may" is permissive. 
c. Words used in the present tense shall include the future; words used in the singular number shall include the plural, 

and the plural the singular, unless the context clearly indicates the contrary. 
d. A "building" or "structure" includes any part thereof. 
e. The word "used," when employed in the phrases 
 "used to," "used for" or "used as" includes the following words when employed in similar phrases: "designed," 

"intended," "maintained," "occupied." 
f. Unless the context clearly indicates the contrary, where a regulation involves two or more items, conditions, 

provisions, or events connected by the conjunction "and," "or," or "either...or," the conjunction shall be interpreted 
as follows: 
1.  "And" indicates that all the connected items, conditions, provisions, or events shall apply. 
2.  "Or" indicates that, the connected items, conditions, provisions, or events may apply singly or in any 

combination. 
3. "Either...or" indicates that the connected items, conditions, provisions, or events shall apply singly but not in 

combination.  
g. The word "includes" shall not limit a term to the specified examples, but is intended to extend its meaning to all 

other instances or circumstances of like kind or character. 
 
20.020 Definitions 
When used in this local law, the following terms shall have meanings set out below.   
 
Accessory Apartment:  An accessory apartment is a short-term accessory use to a single family dwelling.  It is a separate 
living space within a single family dwelling to be occupied by family members or caregivers.  An accessory apartment shall 
constitute a principal building however it does not need to comply with the intensity or minimum lot size requirements of the 
district. (amended 2010) 
Accessory use:  See use, accessory. 
Adirondack Park Agency:  The Adirondack Park Agency created by Section 803 of the Adirondack Park Agency Act.  
Adirondack Park Agency Act:  Article 27 (800 et seq.) of the Executive Law.  For purposes hereof, the numbering of 
sections of the Adirondack Park Agency Act is as it appears in the Executive Law. 
Agriculture:  The use and management of land for the raising of crops, including timber, or livestock.  The term includes 
the sale of products grown or raised on such land and the construction, alteration, and maintenance of fences, agricultural 
roads, agricultural drainage systems, and farm ponds or of a barn, shed, silo, garage, produce sales stand, or other building, 
or structure customarily found with agriculture.  
Area variance:  The authorization by the Zoning Board of Appeals for the use of land in a manner which is not allowed by 
the dimensional or physical requirements of the applicable zoning regulations. 
Automobile junkyard:  Any place of storage or deposit, whether in connection with another business or not, where two or 
more unregistered, old, or secondhand motor vehicles, no longer intended or in condition for legal use on the public 
highways or in agricultural activities, are held, whether for the purpose of resale of used parts therefrom, the purpose of 
reclaiming for use some or all of the materials therein, whether metal, glass, fabric, or otherwise, the purpose of disposing of 
the same or for any other purpose.  The term shall include any place of storage for any such purposes of used parts or waste 
materials from motor vehicles which, taken together, equal in bulk two or more such vehicles.  For the purpose of this 
definition, "motor vehicle" shall mean any vehicle propelled or drawn by power other than muscular power originally 
intended for use on public highways or in agricultural activities. 
Board of Appeals:  The Board of Appeals of the Town, also referred to as the Zoning Board of Appeals. 
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Boathouse:  A building located at or along a shoreline used principally for the storage or shelter of boats, with or without 
ancillary recreational uses for people.  A boathouse may not contain a dwelling unit. 
Building.  A permanent, fixed structure (not including a mobile home) having a roof or other overhead cover and intended 
for the shelter, housing, or enclosure of persons, animals, or other property. 
Class A Regional Project.  A land use or development which is classified and defined as such in Section 810 of Act, listed 
in Appendix A of this local law. 
Class B Regional Project.  A land use or development which is classified and defined as such in Section 810 of Act, listed 
in Appendix B of this local law. 
Class A Regional Subdivision.  A subdivision which is classified and defined as such in Section 810 of Act, listed in the 
Town subdivision regulations. 
Class B Regional Subdivision.  A subdivision which is classified and defined as such in Section 810 of Act, listed in the 
Town subdivision regulations. 
Commercial use, heavy.  Wholesale trade, retail trade dealing primarily with goods not readily moved by hand, auto repair, 
warehousing. 
Commercial use, light:  One of the following:  retail store or shop dealing primarily in goods which can be hand carried or 
in services, business or professional office, bank, indoor restaurant, bar. 
Conservation easement:  A perpetual restriction on the use of land, created in accordance with the provisions of Section 
49, Title 3 of the Environmental Conservation Law or Section 247 of the General Municipal Law, for the purposes of 
conservation of open space, agricultural land, and natural, cultural, historic, and scenic resources. 
County:  Essex County. 
County Planning Board:  The Essex County Planning Board, established pursuant to Article 12B of the General Munici-
pal Law. 
Day:  Calendar day, including Sundays and holidays, unless otherwise specified. 
Dwelling unit:  Any one of the following:  single-family dwelling, mobile home, each unit of a two-family dwelling or 
multi-family dwelling. 
Family:  Either (a) a single individual occupying a dwelling and maintaining a household or (b) 2 or more occupying a 
dwelling, living together and maintaining a common household including not more than one boarder, roomer or lodger. 
Group home:  A residential facility for children or adults who require special care or supervision, such facility being 
operated by, under contract with or licensed by a state or county agency, and having a capacity of no more than 20 residents. 
Guest Cottage:  Not more than one residential structure which is associated with an accessory use to a single family 
dwelling located on a lot that meets the minimum lot size for the district where proposed and which: (a) is used only on an 
occasional basis; (b) is used only by guests of the resident(s) of the associated single family dwelling; (c) is not for rent or 
hire separately from the associated single family dwelling; and (d) contains one-half (1/2) or less of the enclosed floor space 
of the associated single family dwelling or 1,500 square feet, whichever is less. (amended 2010) 
Guest house:  A lodging, boarding, or rooming house, with or without meals, accommodating no more than 5 guests, 
lodgers, boarders, or roomers in rooms or units without cooking facilities 
Heavy equipment facility:  A facility for the repair, maintenance, or storage of heavy equipment or trucks. 
Home occupation:  A business or profession which  (a) is conducted entirely within a dwelling or its accessory buildings,  
(b) is carried on only by the inhabitants of the dwelling and may involve the employment at one time of not more than two 
persons not residing on the premises,  (c) is clearly incidental to the use of the dwelling as a place of residence, occupying 
floor area equal to not more than 50% that of the dwelling,  (d) except in the case of a garden stand, presents no exterior 
indication of its existence other than a sign as permitted, and  (e) produces no significant noise, vibration, smoke, dust, odor, 
heat, or glare.  A home occupation may, for example, include the office of a physician, dentist, lawyer, real estate broker, 
architect, or similar professional;  a craftsman's, artist's, or photographer's studio or shop;  a dressmaker's or seamstress's 
shop;  a barber or beauty shop or an outside garden stand.  A home occupation may not include a funeral home, veterinary 
hospital, or kennel. (amended 2010) 
Industrial Spring/Well:  A spring or well, its accessory structures, intended to supply a large quantity of water to supply an 
industrial use. (amended 2010) 
Junkyard:  Any open lot or area for the dismantling, storage, or sale, as parts, scrap, or salvage, of used or wrecked 
machinery, scrap metals, waste papers, rags, used or salvaged building materials, or other discarded material. 
Major project:  A project that requires a Special Permit and that exceeds any of the thresholds for a Minor Project. 
Manufacturing:  A use consisting of the fabricating, processing, production, or assembly of goods or materials including 
any on-site waste disposal associated with such use.  
Manufacturing, light:  Manufacturing which is compatible with adjacent residences because of its low impact on them, 
due to such characteristics as small scale, low traffic generation, lack of exterior storage and waste areas, attractive 
appearance of buildings, grounds, and landscaping, minimal emissions of light, sound, vibration, and odor, and limited 
operating hours (weekday and daytime only). 
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Marine base:  A waterfront commercial facility for the docking, servicing, storage, rental, or sale of boats or water-based 
aircraft. 
Minor project:  A project that requires a Special Permit and that falls below all of the following thresholds: 

a. Construction of four or fewer multi-family dwelling units. 
b. Construction of facilities or structures for a non-residential use covering no more than 2,000 square feet of building 

footprint. 
c. Minor alteration of existing structures or expansion of such structures by no more than 1,000 square feet. 
d. Conversion of existing structures to another use. 
e. Alteration and active use of 5,000 square feet or less of land, with or without structures, in connection with the 

Special Permit use. 
Mobile home:  A self-contained dwelling unit or modular dwelling of one or more units, not including a travel trailer, 
designed to be transported to its site and from site to site on its own wheels or those of another vehicle that may contain the 
same water supply, kitchen facilities, and plumbing, sewage disposal, and electric system as immobile housing and is used 
for either permanent or seasonal occupancy.  A dwelling unit that is fabricated off-site in sections and transported to and 
assembled on the site with a solid foundation is not considered a mobile home. 
Multi-family dwelling:  A building, used for residence in separate living quarters with separate cooking facilities by 3 or 
more families. 
Noncomplying use:  A use which does not comply with one or more of the regulations of this local law, other than a 
regulation governing the type of use permitted, and which was fully lawful when established but was rendered 
noncomplying by this local law, the prior zoning ordinance, or an amendment to either. 
Nonconforming use:  A use, lawful when established, whether of a building or other structure or of a tract of land, 
indicated by a use which is not included among the uses designation applying to the district in which the use is located, or 
which is not otherwise permitted under this local law.  A nonconforming use must have been lawfully established either 
prior to the effective date of this local law or the prior zoning ordinance, or prior to the effective date of an amendment 
hereto or thereto which rendered such use nonconforming. 
Nursing home:  A nursing home licensed by the New York State Department of Health.  
Person:  An individual, corporation, partnership, association, estate, trust, or other legal entity.  
Parking space:  A level parking space at least 8 x 20 feet, not including any required access.  
Planning Board:  The Planning Board of the Town. 
Prevailing Setback:  Nearest distance to the property line of center of roadway of setbacks of existing residences within 
100 feet on both sides of the proposed residence.  Comparison must be on the same side of the property line or roadway as 
the proposed residence and must not encroach on the road right of way.  Prevailing setback only applies to front yard 
setback and two or more existing residences constitute prevailing. (amended 2001) 
Project:  Any of the following:  

a. The construction, enlargement, or change of use of a building; 
b. The commencement, enlargement, or change of use of or on a tract of land,   
c. Any alteration or the actions enumerated in Section 25.040 hereof with respect to a designated landmark building,   
d. A Class A Regional Project, 
e. The erecting of any sign other than a sign allowable without permit pursuant to Section 10 hereof;  
f. Any alteration of topography, dredging, filling, channel encroachment, the construction of any structure, or any 

other activity the natural consequence of which may be to affect the discharge of water through a flood-prone area 
(see Section 28). 

Public highway:  An improved (graded, graveled, or paved) highway, street, or road maintained by the State, County, or 
Town. 
Road bed:  The trafficked or trafficable portion of a road, street, or highway, bounded on either side by the outer edge of 
the shoulder or guardrail, whichever extends furthest. 
Self-Storage Facility:  A commercial self storage structure open to the public. (amended 2010) 
Shore frontage:  Continuous land along a shoreline, having a length measured by straight line distances following the 
general contour of the shoreline, 
Shoreline:  The shoreline of Lake Champlain at 99.8 feet elevation (amended 2001). 
Shoreline lot:  A lot including or wholly or partially bounded by shoreline. 
Sign:  See Section 10. 
Single-family dwelling:  A detached building, not including a mobile home, used as the living quarters for one family.  The 
term shall include a seasonal cottage, cabin or camp (amended 2001). 
State:  The State of New York. 
Strip commercial development:  The layout of a commercial use or uses in separated or common-wall structures along a 
state highway, with more than one row of parking located between the highway and the commercial building(s), where 
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parking is visible from the road.  The provision of gasoline pumps or other drive-up facilities in front of a building shall be 
considered to be equivalent to one row of parking.  Strip commercial development is contrasted with village center 
development, which is characterized by two-story or taller buildings set close together and close to the road, with a 
pedestrian orientation (including sidewalks), and with parking located behind or to the side of buildings. 
Structure.  Any object constructed, installed, or placed on land to facilitate land use and development or subdivision of 
land, such as buildings, sheds, single-family dwellings, mobile homes, signs, tanks, fences, and poles, and any fixtures, 
additions, and alterations thereto. (amended 2004) 
Subdivision:  Any division of land into two or more lots, parcels, or sites, whether adjoining or not, for the purpose of sale, 
lease, license, or any form of separate ownership or occupancy (including any grading, road construction, installation of 
utilities, or any other substantial site work preparatory or incidental to any such division). 
Subdivision Regulations:  The Subdivision Regulations of the Town, as adopted by the Planning Board and approved by 
the Town Board, with any amendment thereto. 
Transient accommodation:  Any hotel, motel, resort, tourist court, or similar transient facility used to house the general 
public, including an accessory restaurant. 
Transient unit:  Each unit of a transient accommodation. 
Travel trailer:  Any vehicle, whether self-propelled or towed, including a tent camper, camp trailer, truck camper, or motor 
home, designed to travel on its own wheels and to be used for temporary living quarters for travel, recreational, or vacation 
purposes, and which may or may not include accommodations and facilities customarily included in a mobile home.  
However, any such vehicle used for residential purposes in one location for more than 30 consecutive days or 45 days in 
total during any one calendar year shall be considered a mobile home. 
Two-family dwelling:  A detached building used for residence in separate living quarters with separate cooking facilities by 
two families. 
Use: 

a. Any purpose for which a building or other structure or tract of land may be designed, arranged, intended, 
maintained, or occupied, or 

b. Any activity, occupation, business, or operation carried on, or intended to be carried on, in a building or other 
structure or on a tract of land, or 

c. The improvements, including buildings or other structures, associated with a use as defined in (a) or (b) above. 
Use, accessory:  A use which is incidental to, customarily found in connection with and located on the same lot as a main or 
principal use.  The term shall include the planting and care of a vegetable garden or other small-scale horticultural activity 
and the keeping of individual pets, provided that no such pet shall be an animal customarily raised as a farm animal or farm 
fowl. 
Use variance:  The authorization by the Board of Appeals for the use of land for a purpose which is otherwise not allowed 
or is prohibited by the applicable zoning regulations. 
Village:  The area comprising the former incorporated Village of Westport, including all Village Districts. 
Village Center Park:  A landscaped area designed for passive or active recreation, which may contain a broad range of 
recreational facilities such as play equipment, play fields, athletic courts, skating rink, beach, swimming pool, recreational 
building;  and appurtenant structures such as bath houses, restrooms, and maintenance buildings.  It may also contain such 
other facilities as a band shell;  outdoor spaces provided for people to gather for purposes of recreation, education, or other 
communal activity such as art and craft shows, farmer's markets, or festivals;  and its uses may include activities of both for-
profit and not-for-profit character such as temporary sales, not to exceed seven days. 
Water Bottling Facility: A structure and accessory structures used in packaging water into containers for wholesale sales.  
Industrial business. (amended 2010) 
Wetland:  Any land which is subject to continual or periodic inundation by water and commonly referred to as a bog, 
swamp, or marsh. 
Zoning Inspector:  The Zoning Inspector of the Town, appointed by the Town Board and principally charged with 
administering and enforcing this local law, and having the powers and duties set forth in this local law, in the Subdivision 
Regulations, and as may be further provided by the Town Board. 
 
 
SECTION 21  VILLAGE DISTRICT REGULATIONS 
 
In the Village Districts, the following regulations apply:  
 
21.010 District V-RES I 
 

a. Permitted uses: single-family dwelling, garden, home occupation, accessory use, accessory apartment, guest cottage  
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  (amended 2010) 
b. Uses allowable by special permit: two-family dwelling, guest house, group home, public utility, major public utility 
  (amended 2010) 
c. Residential density shall not exceed one dwelling unit for each 1.5 acres. The minimum lot size shall be 7,500  
  square feet. 
d. Each project shall provide not less than 2 off-street parking spaces per dwelling unit. 
e. No building shall exceed 30 feet in height, measured from the first floor above the building's foundation to the  
  highest portion of the roof.  
f. No building or any portion thereof shall be closer than 25 feet from any lot line, nor closer than 50 feet from the  
  near edge of the road bed of a public highway, except that in developed areas where, among existing buildings  
  adjacent to or neighboring the site in question, there is an established pattern of setback from a public highway,  
  then a new building shall follow the established pattern. 
g. No lot shall have any dimension less than 75 feet.  

 
21.020 District V-RES II, including V-RES II(t) and V-RES II(t)(a)  
 

a. Permitted uses: single-family dwelling, public park, church, library, gardens, home occupation, accessory 
apartment;  In districts designated V-RES II(t)(a), agriculture. (amended 2010) 

b. Uses allowable by special permit:  two-family dwelling, guest house, nursing home, group home;  In districts 
designated V-RES II(t), and V-RES II(t)(a), transient accommodations, guest cottage, public utility, major public 
utility. (amended 2010) 

c. Residential density shall not exceed one dwelling unit for each 1/2 acre, or one transient unit for each 1/10 acre.  
The minimum lot size shall be 7,500 square feet. 

d. Each project shall provide not less than 2 off-street parking spaces per dwelling unit, or 1 space per transient unit. 
e. No building shall exceed 30 feet in height, measured from the first floor above the building's foundation to the 

highest portion of the roof. 
f. No building or any portion thereof shall be closer than 25 feet from any lot line, nor closer than 50 feet from the 

near edge of the road bed of a public highway, except that in developed areas where, among existing buildings 
adjacent to or neighboring the site in question, there is an established pattern of setback from a public highway, then 
a new building shall follow the established pattern. 

g. No lot shall have any dimension less than 75 feet. 
 
21.030 Districts V-RES II-PD(cc) and V-RES II-PD(a) 
 

a. Permitted uses:  single-family dwelling, public park, garden, home occupation, accessory use, accessory apartment, 
guest cottage;  with respect to V-RES II-PD(cc) only, golf course and agriculture;  with respect to V-RES II-PD(a) 
only, agriculture. (amended amended 2010) 

b. Uses allowed by special permit:  two-family dwelling, group home, nursing home, transient accommodations, 
industrial spring/well, public utility, major public utility; with respect to V-RES II-PD (cc) only:  multi-family 
dwelling, commercial recreation facility, restaurant/bar; with respect to V-RES II–PD(a) only, self storage facility. 
(amended amended 2010) 

c. Residential density shall not exceed one dwelling unit for each 1/2 acre, or 1 transient unit for each 1/10 acre.  The 
minimum lot size shall be 7,500 square feet. 

d. Each project shall provide not less than 2 off-street parking spaces per dwelling unit or 1 space per transient unit. 
e. No building shall exceed 30 feet in height, measured from the first floor above the building's foundation to the 

highest portion of the roof. 
f. No building or any portion thereof shall be closer than 25 feet from any lot line, nor closer than 50 feet from the 

near edge of the road bed of a public highway, except that in developed areas where, among existing buildings 
adjacent to or neighboring the site in question, there is an established pattern of setback from a public highway, then 
a new building shall follow the established pattern. 

g. Any project involving the construction of one or more buildings shall be deemed to be a subdivision and shall 
require review pursuant to the Subdivision Regulations. 

h. Unless reduced pursuant the provisions of Subsection 21.030(i) below, no lot shall have any dimension less than 75 
feet. 

i. The project sponsor may elect to override the minimum lot size requirement, but detached buildings shall be at 
least 75 feet apart.  Under this option, no building shall be closer than 100 feet from the near edge of the road bed of 
a public highway, and no building shall be closer than 100 feet from the perimeter of the development.  Not less 
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than 30% of the total project area shall be usable common open space meeting the standards of this subsection.  In 
computing total project area, all land areas within the project shall be counted.  The common open space may be of 
three types: 

 1. Centrally located major open space serving the entire project, or, in the event the project is divided into large  
  segments, serving each such segment.  Such space shall be predominantly left in its natural state and  
  accessible from all dwelling units served. 
   2. Satellite open space areas serving groups of dwellings.  Each such area shall be useful and attractive for active  
  and passive recreation and readily accessible from the group of dwellings served.  
   3. Linear open space connectors, attractively designed and landscaped, linking the various residential and  
  amenity elements of the project.  
j. Such usable common open space shall, at all times, be accessible to all residents of the project, appropriately 

improved for common use, and protected against any development inconsistent with its common open space 
character.  As a condition of its approval of such a plan, the Planning Board shall require that the project sponsor 
submit a restrictive declaration for filing in the land records or other suitable guarantee insuring compliance with the 
above. 

k. The project shall be designed and constructed in a manner sensitive to the topography and other natural resource 
considerations, and shall reasonably apply the guidelines of the Village Plan.  Existing native vegetation shall be 
retained to the maximum extent feasible. A detailed landscaping plan shall be required with any Special Permit or 
subdivision application. 

l. To the extent feasible, the parking shall be clustered in common landscaped areas, but not concentrated to an 
unaesthetic degree. 

 
21.040 District V-RES III 
 

a. Permitted uses:  single-family dwelling, two-family dwelling, public park, church, gardens, home occupation, 
accessory use, accessory apartment, guest cottage. (amended 2010) 

b. Uses allowable by special permit:  group home, nursing home, guest home, public utility, major public utility; the 
following additional uses within the LM/C Subdistrict only:  light commercial, light manufacturing, water bottling 
facility. (amended 2010) 

c. Residential density shall not exceed one dwelling unit for each 1/4 acre.  The minimum lot size shall be 7,500 
square feet. 

d. Each project shall provide not less than 2 off-street parking spaces per dwelling unit. 
e. No building shall exceed 30 feet in height, measured from the first floor above the building's foundation to the 

highest portion of the roof. 
f. No building or any portion thereof shall be closer than 20 feet from any lot line, nor closer than 40 feet from the 

near edge of the road bed of a public highway, except that in developed areas where, among existing buildings 
adjacent to or neighboring the site in question, there is an established pattern of setback from a public highway, then 
a new building shall follow the established pattern. 

g. No lot shall have any dimension less than 75 feet. 
 
21.050 District V-BUS 
 

a. Permitted uses:  single-family dwelling, two-family dwelling, multi-family dwelling, light commercial use, transient 
accommodation, library, public park, government office, fire station, marine base, gardens, accessory use, home 
occupation, accessory apartment. (amended 2010) 

b. Uses allowable by special permit:  group home, public utility, major public utility. (amended 2010) 
c. Residential density shall not exceed 1 dwelling unit for each 1/4 acre, or 1 transient unit for each 1/10 acre. No lot 

shall be smaller than 7,500 square feet. 
d. Each project shall provide off-street parking spaces at the rate of not less than  (1) 1 space per transient unit or 200 

square feet of light commercial space,  (2) 13 spaces per dwelling unit, provided where application of such rate 
results in a fractional number, the result shall be adjusted upward to the next whole number. 

e. No building shall exceed 35 feet in height, measured from the first floor above the building's basement to the top 
portion of the roof.  

f. Building setbacks shall generally follow the established patterns of existing buildings adjacent to or neighboring the 
site unless, as part of an overall site development plan, a deviation therefrom is reasonable. 

g. The percentage of lot coverage and other criteria related to site design shall be reasonable and appropriate for the 
site taking into account the character of the surrounding area and other considerations listed in Section 26.042 
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hereof. 
 
21.060 District V-IND 
 

a. Permitted uses: heavy commercial use, manufacturing, heavy equipment facility, individual mobile home, railroad 
station  

b. Uses allowed by special permit: self storage facility, water bottling facility, industrial spring/well, public utility, 
major public utility, light commercial. (amended 2010) 

c.    No building shall exceed 35 feet in height, measured from the first floor above the building's basement to the top 
portion of the roof.  

d. No building or any portion thereof shall be closer than 25 feet from any lot line, nor closer than 50 feet from the 
near edge of the road bed of a public highway.  

e. Each project shall provide off-street parking spaces at the rate of not less than  (1) one space per 1,000 square feet 
of non-residential building space, and  (2) two spaces per dwelling unit.  

f. Each project application shall demonstrate adequate provision for loading and docking, exterior storage areas, and 
exterior waste disposal areas, taking into account the particular needs of the project.  

 
21.070 District V-MGT 
 

a. Permitted uses: agriculture, single-family dwelling, accessory use, home occupation, accessory apartment. 
(amended 2010) 

b. Uses allowed by special permit: public utility, major public utility. (amended 2010) 
c. Residential density shall not exceed one dwelling unit for each 42 acres.  The minimum lot size shall be 7,500 

square feet. 
d. No building or any portion thereof shall be closer than 25 feet from any lot line, nor closer than 50 feet from the 

near edge of the road bed of a public highway. 
 
21.080 District V-FAC 
 

a. Permitted uses:  school public park, fairground, playground, or sewage treatment plant, cemetery, athletic field, 
Village Center Park (only within the Special Village Center District). 

b. Uses allowed by special permit:  public utility, major public utility. (amended 2010) 
 
 
SECTION 22   SHORELINES 
 
22.010 Purpose 
In order to provide adequate protection of the quality of the lakeshore of the Village and the visual quality of its shoreline, 
the following regulations apply in all districts. 
 
22.020 Shore Frontage 
 
22.021 Standard Residential Lots 
Except as provided in Section 22.022, the shore frontage of a shoreline lot shall be at least 75 feet for each dwelling unit 
located thereon. 
 
22.022 Clustered Residential Development 
 

a. In the case of a project including two or more shoreline lots, the Planning Board may authorize such lots, or a 
portion of such lots, to have less shore frontage than that required in Section 22.021, provided that for the project as 
a whole the ratio of dwelling units to shore frontage is not greater than one per 50 feet of shore frontage and that not 
less than 50% of the shoreline in question remains undeveloped. 

b. As a condition of permitting such clustering of shoreline development, the Planning Board must find that the 
applicant will insure, through conservation easement, restrictive covenant, declaration, or other appropriate means, 
that the undeveloped portions of shore-line, with the land upland of such shoreline to a depth of 150 feet, will be 
retained substantially unimproved and in its natural state. 
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22.023 Common Shoreline 
In the case of a project where residential lots, sites, or units are afforded deeded or contractual access to shoreline, the 
following minimum amounts of shore frontage are required in the following cases: 
 

a. Where fewer than 5 dwelling units are involved, 50 feet. 
b. Where 5 or more but not more than 20 dwelling units are involved, 100 feet. 
c. Where more than 20 but not more than 100 dwelling units are involved, 100 feet plus 3 feet for each such unit in 

excess of 20. 
d. Where more than 100 but not more than 150 dwelling units are involved, 340 feet plus 2 feet for each such unit in 

excess of 100. 
e. Where more than 150 dwelling units are involved, 440 feet plus one foot for each such unit in excess of 150. 

 
22.024 Double Counting of Shore Frontage 
In the case of a project including both (a) shoreline lots and (b) residential lots, sites, or units having deeded or contractual 
access to shoreline, no shore frontage counted to satisfy the requirements of Sections 22.021 or 22.022 shall also be counted 
to satisfy the requirements of Section 22.023. 
 
22.025 Buffer Between Residential and Certain Non-Residential Shoreline Uses 
In the case of any marine base involving shoreline, there shall be a minimum of 50 feet of undeveloped shoreline between 
each edge of such use and any adjoining property improved with dwelling. units. 
 
22.030 Building Setback 
The minimum setback from a shoreline of all buildings and all accessory structures having in excess of 100 square feet of 
floor area, except docks and boathouses, shall be 50 feet. 
 
22.040 Removal of Vegetation  
 

a. Within thirty-five (35) feet of the mean high water mark no vegetation may be removed, except that up to a 
maximum of thirty percent of the trees in excess of six (6) inches diameter at breast height existing at any time may 
be cut over any ten-year period. 

b. Within six (6) feet of the mean high water mark no vegetation may be removed, except that up to a maximum of 
thirty percent of the shorefront may be cleared of vegetation on any individual lot.  This provision shall be adhered 
to in addition to a. above.   

c. Subdivisions (a) and (b) of this Section shall not be deemed to prohibit the removal of diseased vegetation or of 
rotten or damaged trees or of vegetation that presents a safety or health hazard. 

 
SECTION 23    SIGNS 
 
For Sign Regulations, see Section 10. 
 
 
SECTION 24  MISCELLANEOUS REGULATIONS 
 
24.010 Travel Trailers 
 
24.011 No travel trailer shall be parked or located overnight within any Village except: 
 

a. On the property of the owner thereof in conformance with Sections 24.012 and 24.013 below, or 
b. On the premises of a travel trailer sales or rental establishment 

 
24.012 No travel trailer shall be parked or located overnight on the property of the owner thereof, unless such travel trailer 
is parked in the least conspicuous place possible as viewed from a public highway regularly trafficked by the public, 
preferably parked in the rear or side yard behind the front face of the principal building, and preferably no closer than six 
feet to any lot line. A travel trailer so parked shall not block access by emergency vehicles, shall not be used as living 
quarters and shall not be hooked up to any utilities. 
 
24.013 A visitor to a family may park a travel trailer on the lot of the family being visited subject to the issuance of a 
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permit by the Zoning Inspector, provided it is located in accordance with the requirements of Section 24.012.  Such use of 
the subject premises shall not exceed 30 consecutive days or 45 days in total during any one calendar year, and shall not be 
provided pursuant to payment or donation of any fee or equivalent goods or services. 
 
24.020 Motor Vehicle Storage 
No motor vehicle, as such term is defined in the Vehicle and Traffic Law, may be stored outdoors within the Village unless 
such vehicle bears a current New York State Motor Inspection Certificate pursuant to Article 5 of the Vehicle and Traffic 
Law.  This regulation shall not apply to the vehicles of persons currently serving in the Armed Forces of the United States, 
or to vehicles stored on premises by an automobile dealer or garage. 
 
24.030 Garage or Lawn Sales 
Garage or lawn sales may be conducted as an accessory use, but each sale shall require a permit issued by the Zoning 
Inspector. Such sales shall be subject to the following regulations: 
 

a. No family shall hold more than 3 such sales annually. 
b. Each sale shall be limited to 3 days duration, and such days shall run consecutively. 
c. Upon the termination of a sale, the operator thereof shall erase all evidence of the sale within 24 hours. 

 
24.040 Abandoned Projects 
Where a project, other than a project involving the construction or alteration of a single-family dwelling or involving 
agriculture, once begun, has had no substantial progress for 12 months or more, then the project shall be deemed abandoned, 
and the Zoning Inspector may order (1) the premises to be cleared of rubbish, building materials, and any other unsightly 
accumulations, and (2) any excavation to be filled or completely enclosed by a substantial fence at least 6 feet high. 
 
24.050 Fences 
Fences may be erected as an accessory use and shall require a permit issued by the Zoning Inspector. Such fences shall be 
subject to the following regulations: 
 

a. No fence, free-standing wall or hedge shall be located within the right of way of any public highway. 
b. No fence, free-standing wall or hedge shall be located so that it substantially interferes with the visibility from a 

public highway of an intersecting public highway, private road, or driveway. 
 
24.060 Automobile Junkyards and Junkyards  
No new automobile junkyards or junkyards shall be permitted within any Village District.  Any such junkyards in existence 
shall not be protected under the provisions of Section 4, and within 5 years of the effective date of this local law or its 
predecessor (July 1980) all existing automobile junkyards and junkyards shall be removed and their sites cleaned of all 
materials associated therewith. 
 
24.070 Waste Disposal Areas; Exterior Storage Areas 
All waste disposal areas and exterior storage areas associated with uses permitted in the V-BUS, V-IND, and V-FAC 
Districts shall be maintained in a neat and orderly condition and located in so far as possible out of sight of any public 
highway. In situations where waste disposal areas cannot be so located, then they shall be screened by an opaque fence or 
substantially opaque plantings. Any such fences shall be constructed of such material (preferably wood) that it in itself is not 
an eyesore. 
 
24.080 Animals 
 
24.081 In accordance with the definition of "agriculture," animals may be kept in Village Districts where agriculture use is 
permitted. 
 
24.082 In accordance with the definition of "use, accessory," the keeping of individual pets, provided that no such pet shall 
be an animal customarily raised as a farm animal or farm fowl, is permitted. 
 
24.083 Notwithstanding the prohibitions of Sections 24.081 or 24.082 above, animals may be kept, pursuant to a Special 
Permit issued in accordance with the procedures of Section 5, in those areas of the Village where the owner has proper 
buildings or enclosures for this purpose, and no significant noise, odor, or other nuisance is discernable off the premises. 
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24.090 Guest Houses, Nursing Homes, and Group Homes 
 
24.091 Guest Houses 
A guest house may be established only in an existing building and shall have one on-site parking space for each guest room. 
 Such parking shall be located substantially behind or to the side of the principal building. 
 
24.092 Nursing Homes and Group Homes 
Nursing homes and group homes shall have on-site parking sufficient for staff and visitors. 
 
24.100 Accessory Apartments (amended 2010) 
 
24.101  The intent of this section is to allow separate living space within an existing single family dwelling to be 
occupied by family members or caregivers and to ensure that this use is conducted in a manner that protects and 
preserves neighborhood character and property values. 
 
24.102  Notwithstanding the maximum intensity of development and the minimum lot size specified for the particular 
zoning district, an accessory apartment shall be allowed in a single family dwelling in all Village districts except for V-
IND and V-FAC, provided that the following conditions are found to be satisfied in Site Plan Review by the Planning 
Board. 

 
a. The Town will maintain a list of all accessory use apartments in current use. 
b.   The landowner, or their agent, is required annually to renew the permission to continue the accessory apartment 

and provide documentation that all provisions of this section are in compliance. Failure to renew the use will 
result in the termination of the approval for the accessory apartment and require the removal of the kitchen 
facilities stated in Section (c). 

c. When the purpose or the authorization for the accessory apartment expires or is invalidated, the kitchen 
facilities of the apartment, including any refrigerator, stovetop or range, dishwasher, and microwave, shall be 
removed within 60 days. 
 

24.103  Standards and Requirements 
 

a. The owner(s) of the property shall occupy at least one of the dwelling units on the premises as a principal 
residence. 

b. No more than one accessory apartment is permitted on a lot. 
c. Modification to an existing building to accommodate an accessory apartment shall comply with all provisions 

contain in this zoning law except for the density allowance provided in accordance with this section. 
d. An accessory apartment shall not exceed 750 square feet in size of the floor space. 
e. If the total habitable floor space of all dwelling structures on the lot exceeds 3500 square feet, no new habitable 

space may be constructed on the lot. 
f. Off-street parking shall be available for the occupant(s) of the accessory apartment and the primary single 

family dwelling. 
g. Sites within the wastewater district will be connected to the district wastewater system. 
h. Site served by existing on-site wastewater treatment system shall meet all applicable State and Town standards 

for wastewater systems. 
i. The building containing the accessory apartment shall meet all applicable Standards of the State Building Code 

and Local Law. 
j. The property may be served by only one meter for each water and electric utility supplied. 
k. No more than two (2) people may reside in the accessory apartment. 
l. No money may be received by the property owner in exchange for occupancy of the accessory apartment. 

 
24.104  Procedures for Approval of Accessory Apartments 
Approval by the Planning Board of a proposed accessory apartment shall require notice to the public and a public 
hearing conducted under the Site Plan Review procedures and requirements described in this Local Law.    
 
 
24.110  Standards for Industrial Spring/Well (amended 2010) 
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The following specific standards apply in connection with the review and approval of an industrial spring/well 
 

a. Precipitation recharge to the aquifer system being tapped must safely exceed the proposed maximum quantity 
of groundwater (or spring water) to be extracted.  In addition, the daily withdrawal of water from the site shall 
not be allowed to have an undue adverse environmental impact on nearby wells, surface water or the storage 
capacity of the aquifer.  It shall be the responsibility of the project sponsor to retain the services of a qualified 
geologist or hydrogeologist to certify that this condition has been satisfied based on results of the site specific 
studies and/or investigations. 

 
 
SECTION 25     LANDMARK PRESERVATION 
 
25.010 Findings and Purpose 
It is hereby found and declared that, as documented in the Westport Village Development and Preservation Program, there 
are within the Village particular buildings or other improvements of special character or special historical or aesthetic 
interest or value, and that the conservation and protection of the same is a public necessity and is required in the interest of 
the prosperity and welfare of the people.  The purpose of this Section is to: 
 

a. Accomplish the conservation and protection of such improvements; 
b. Safeguard the historic, aesthetic, and cultural heritage of the Village;   
c. Stabilize and improve property values in the Village;   
d. Foster civic pride in the beauty and noble accomplishments of the past;   
e. Protect and enhance the Village's attractions to tourists and visitors and the support and stimulus to business    
        and commerce thereby provided. 

 
25.020 Application of Regulations 
The regulations contained in this Section apply to landmarks, as designated on the Zoning Map.  The landmark designation 
reflects buildings or other improvements of special character or special historical or aesthetic interest or value designated on 
the Zoning Map. 
 
25.030 Preservation Advisory Board 
There shall be a Preservation Advisory Board for the Village.  Such board shall consist of not less than 3 nor more than 5 
Village residents, not members of the Planning Board or Board of Appeals, named by the Town Board for terms not to 
exceed 5 years, provided that the terms of no more than 2 of the members shall expire during any 12-month period.  In the 
case of a member's resignation or inability to serve, the Town Board shall appoint a person for the unexpired portion of such 
member's term.  No member may serve for more than 2 consecutive terms.  The Preservation Advisory Board shall, to the 
extent feasible, include persons skilled or knowledgeable in architectural history, architecture, real estate, carpentry, and 
masonry.  The Preservation Advisory Board shall make recommendations to the Planning Board in its consideration of 
special permits pursuant to Section 25.040 hereof, and perform such other duties in aid of historic preservation within the 
Village as the Town Board may request.  The Preservation Advisory Board shall serve without compensation, except that 
actual expenses of members incurred in connection with official duties may be reimbursed out of appropriations of the 
Town Board for such purposes.  The Preservation Advisory Board shall establish rules of procedure and shall select a 
chairman and secretary from among its members. 
 
25.040 Alterations or Demolition 
 
25.041 Requirement of Special Permit 
With regard to a landmark,  
 

a. No alteration, including painting or resurfacing to a different color or material, significantly affecting its appearance 
as seen from a public highway, and  

b. No demolition of all or any portion thereof visible from a public highway shall be undertaken except pursuant to a 
special permit issued by the Planning Board, in contemplation of the recommendations of the Preservation Advisory 
Board.  Anything in this provision to the contrary notwithstanding, nothing herein shall prevent the demolition and 
clearance of any building which the Zoning Inspector determines poses a clear and present danger to health and 
safety. 
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25.042 Application  
An application for a special permit under this Section shall be filed in 5 copies with the Zoning Inspector, and shall include 
the address, one or more photographs of the property in question, and  
 

a. In the case of a proposed alteration, a full description of the work proposed, including, where appropriate, color or 
material samples and, where feasible, architectural elevations, or  

b. In the case of a proposed demolition, material relevant to the finding required for demolition pursuant to 
Subsection 25.043(b) hereof.  The application also shall contain any available information, including drawings and 
photographs, as to the history and prior appearance of the property in question. 

 
25.043 Procedure and Required Finding  
 

a. Upon receipt of an application, the Zoning Inspector shall refer the application to the Planning Board and the 
Preservation Advisory Board.  The Planning Board and the Preservation Advisory Board may require the applicant 
to furnish additional material or information.  The preservation Advisory Board, within 30 days after receipt of a 
complete application, shall submit to the Planning Board in writing its evaluation of the appropriateness of the 
proposed work or demolition in light of the objectives of this Section.  Specifically, in the case of a proposed 
alteration, the report shall evaluate the scale, color, materials, general design and arrangement, architectural 
detailing, and other features of the proposed work in light of the individual history and style of the building in 
question.  In the case of a proposed demolition, the report shall evaluate the landmark in light of the demolition 
finding in Subsection 25.043(b) below.  For a proposed alteration, the report shall contain a summary 
recommendation as to the appropriateness or inappropriateness of the proposed work, together with, in the case of a 
proposal deemed inappropriate, recommendations as to how the proposed work could be modified to render it 
appropriate. 

b. In order to grant a special permit under this Section, the Planning Board shall find 
1. that in the case of a proposed alteration, that such alteration is, taking into account fundamental needs of the 

owner of the property in question, satisfactorily consistent with the historic and/or architectural character of the 
landmark, or  

2. in the case of a proposed demolition, that the landmark in its present condition or as it may be rehabilitated or 
altered, is incapable of earning a reasonable return.  In considering such finding, the Planning Board shall 
explicitly take into consideration the report of the Preservation Advisory Board.  In the case where the Planning 
Board shall reject the recommendation of the Preservation Advisory Board, the report of the Planning Board 
on its action shall explicitly state the reason for such rejection. 

c. Except as otherwise provided in this Section, the procedure followed as to notice, hearing, and similar matters in 
connection with a special permit pursuant to this Section shall be that set out in Section 5.030 hereof, provided that 
no public hearing shall be scheduled until 30 days following the referral of an application to the Preservation 
Advisory Board. 

 
 
SECTION 26   SPECIAL VILLAGE CENTER DISTRICT 
 
26.010 Findings and Purpose 
It is hereby found and declared that the visual quality of and distribution of land uses within the Village center is of special 
importance to the prosperity and welfare of the Village and its citizens.  The purpose of this Section is to establish special 
regulations governing the distribution of uses and configuration of buildings within the Village center. 
 
26.020 General 
 
26.021 Application of Regulations 
The regulations contained in this Section apply within the Special Village Center District, as designated on the Zoning Map. 
 
26.022 Relation to Other Districts 
The Special Village Center District is a special purpose district mapped over other districts. It modifies and, where there is 
inconsistency, supersedes the regulations of such other districts.  Except as so modified or superseded, the regulations of the 
underlying districts remain in effect. 
 
26.030 Development Guidelines Isometric 
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The Village Center Development Guidelines Isometric, derived from the Westport Village Development and Preservation 
Program, is hereby incorporated into this Section as reference material. 
 
26.040 New Construction 
 
26.041 Special Permit 
Within the Special Village Center District, construction of any new, or substantial enlargement or substantial alterations of 
any existing building shall be only pursuant to a special permit issued by the Planning Board in accordance with this 
Section. 
 
26.042 Regional Finding 
The Planning Board shall issue such special permit where it finds that, to the extent feasible and appropriate, the proposed 
construction is compatible with the Westport Village Development and Preservation Program, as expressed in the 
Development Guidelines Isometric. In particular, the Planning Board shall consider the proposed construction's conformity 
with the Development Guidelines Isometric with respect to the following: 
 

a. Building location, configuration, and scale, including height, roofline, and set back (if any) from street 
b. Facades including crenellation, materials, transparency, porches 
c. Character and location of uses including ground floor retail, residential uses, and proposed inn 
d. Preservation of landmark buildings  
e. Preservation of view corridors  
f. Road extensions  
g. Beach-promenade easement  
h. Street and sidewalk improvements  
i. Open space improvements 

 
26.043 Application 
An application for a special permit under this Section shall be filed in 5 copies with the Zoning Inspector, and shall include a 
site plan of the property in question drawn to scale and plans for the proposed new building. 
 
26.044 Procedure 
The procedure for a special permit under this Section shall be that set out in Section 5.030 hereof. 
 
 
SECTION 27   SPECIAL OPEN SPACE DISTRICT (V-OSP) 
 
27.010 Findings and Purpose 
It is hereby found and declared that  
 

a. There are within the Village particular open spaces which are of special visual and scenic significance and value to 
the public as open space, or which are so located or of such character that their development in most cases would 
present unacceptable adverse environmental consequences,  

b. That the conservation and protection of such open spaces is a public necessity and is required in the interest of the 
health, safety, and welfare of the people.  The purpose of this Section is to conserve and protect the visual and 
environmental quality of the Village through the conservation and protection of such open spaces. 

 
27.020 General 
 
27.201 Application of Regulations 
The regulations contained in this Section apply within the Special Open Space District which appears on the Zoning Map 
over open spaces having special visual or environmental character. 
 
27.022 Relation to Other Districts 
The special Open Space District is an overlay district mapped over other districts.  It modifies and, where there is 
inconsistency, supersedes the regulations of such other districts.  Except as so modified or superseded, the regulations of the 
underlying districts remain in effect. 
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27.030 Projects Within District 
 
27.031 Special Permit 
Within the Special Open Space District, no person shall undertake a project except pursuant to a special permit issued by the 
Planning Board. 
 
27.032 Required Finding 
The Planning Board shall issue such special permit only where it finds  
 

a. The project cannot feasibly be located at a site not within the Special Open Space District; 
b. Within the Special Open Space District, the project is located and designed so that its visual impact is minimized;  

and  
c. Independent of visual considerations, the project will be located, designed, constructed, and operated such that it 

will have no substantial adverse impact on the environment, public health or safety.  
 
27.033 Application 
An application for a special permit under this Section shall be filed in 5 copies with the Zoning Inspector, and shall include: 
 

a. A plan of the property in question drawn to scale and showing topographic and manmade features,  
b. A detailed plan of the project proposed, and  
c. Information enabling the Planning Board to consider the findings stated in Section 27.032 hereof. 
 

27.034 Procedure 
The procedure for a special permit under this Section shall be that set out in Section 5.030 hereof. 
 
 
SECTION 28   FLOOD-PRONE AREAS 
 
28.010 Special Flood-Prone Areas 
Construction on and alteration of flood-prone lands is subject to the provisions of Local Law Number        of the Year 1987 
of the Town of Westport. 
 
 
SECTION 29   OFF-STREET PARKING 
 
29.010 Purpose 
The purpose of this section is to ensure the provision of adequate parking while minimizing both the burdens placed on 
property owners to provide on-site parking on small village lots and the negative impacts of excessive parking lot 
construction. Large and highly visible parking lots tend to damage the historic layout and architectural fabric of a 
village, harm the natural environment and visual character of the village, interfere with pedestrian safety and 
accessibility, and reduce the quality of life. Excessive parking requirements can make it difficult or impossible for 
business to locate on the Village Business District. 
 
29.020 Minimum Off-Street Parking Required for Residential Uses 
 

a.   For single-family or two-family dwelling: 2 spaces per dwelling unit. 
b.  For multi-family dwelling: One-and-one-half spaces per dwelling unit (fractions shall be rounded up). 
c.  These requirements may be reduced for dwelling units with less than 1,000 square feet of floor space, senior 

citizen housing, mixed-use development, or other appropriate circumstances if the Planning Board determines 
that such reductions are warranted. 

 
29.030 Parking Requirements for Non-residential Uses 
Because non-residential uses vary widely in their need for off street parking, parking requirements shall be based on the 
specific operational  characteristics of each proposed use. The provisional parking standards in Subsection 29.031 below 
shall be applied and may be varied by the Planning Board to the criteria in Subsection 29.032 below. 
 
29.031 Provisional Parking Standards 
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a.  Retail or service business uses: Four spaces per 1,000 square feet of enclosed floor space. 
b.  Industrial/warehouse uses: One space per 1,000 square feet of enclosed floor space. 
c.  Office uses: Three spaces per 1,000 square feet of floor space. 
d.  Transient Accommodation: One space for each bedroom plus one space for each non-resident employee and one 

space for every 200 square feet of floor space for meetings and functions. 
e.  Restaurants, theaters, and other places of public assembly: One space for every three seats. 
f.  Uses not listed above: As appropriate to the circumstances. 

 
 
29.032 Criteria for Applying Provisional Standards 
In applying or modifying the provisional parking standards for any proposed use, the Planning Board shall consider: 
 

a.  The nature of the previous use of the same property. If the proposed use has no greater parking demand then the 
previous use, it shall be deemed to require no additional parking spaces. If the new use requires more parking 
than the previous use, it shall be obligated to provide only the number of spaces by which its parking demand 
exceeds the demand of the previous use. For example, if a restaurant requiring 10 spaces replaces a retail store 
that required only 5 spaces, the restaurant would be responsible for either supplying 5 additional spaces or 
showing that such spaces are not needed or already exist within the Village parking supply. 

b.  The maximum number of vehicles that actually be parked at the use at times of peak usage Parking shall be 
sufficient to satisfy 85 % of the anticipated peak demand. The likelihood of people walking, bicycling, or 
carpooling to the proposed use shall be taken into consideration. The likelihood that people would park in one 
place in the Village and visit the proposed use as one of several destinations shall also be taken into account 

c.  The size of the structure(s) and the property. 
d.  The environmental, scenic, or historic sensitivity of the site. hi cases where sufficient area for parking cannot be 

created on the site without disturbance to these resource values, the Planning Board may require a reduction in 
the size of the structure so that the available parking will be sufficient 

e.  The availability of safely usable on-street parking in front of the use. 
f.  The availability of off-site off-street public parking lots within 1,000 feet, where such parking lots generally have 

spaces available. 
g.  The availability of off-site off-street parking within 1,000 feet that is owned, leased, or controlled by the 

applicant or available on shared-use basis, provided that the applicant either dedicates such off-site land for 
public parking or demonstrates a legal right to its use. 

h.  The requirements for parking for the disabled as prescribed by the Americans with Disabilities Act. 
 
29.033 Fee in Lieu of Parking Space 
Where the required spaces cannot be provided on-site, on the street, or in existing public or private parking lots, the 
applicant shall pay a fee in  lieu of providing one or more required spaces, in an amount established by the Town Board 
sufficient to cover the estimated cost of providing additional public parking spaces. Such fee shall be kept in a dedicated 
fund for municipal parking purpose and shall be used for such purpose within three years or returned to the applicant (or 
the applicant’s successor). 
 
29.040 Design of Parking Areas 
 
29.041 Location and Screening 
Ail off-street parking shall be located behind or to the side of the principal building. Parking spaces located in a side 
yard shall, if possible, be screened from public view. Adjoining parking areas shall be connected directly to one another 
or to service road or alley wherever feasible to reduce turning movements onto roads. 
 
29.042 Landscaping 
Parking lots shall be designed and landscaped to avoid long, uninterrupted rows of vehicles by breaking them onto 
separate parking areas divided by tree lines, alleys, pedestrian areas, or buildings. At least one 3-inch minimum caliper 
shade tree shall be provided per eight spaces. 
 
29.043 Lighting 
Lighting within parking lots shall be on low poles of 12 feet to 15 feet maximum height, with color-corrected lamps and 
cut-off luminaries designed to minimize glare and light pollution. Design of poles and luminaries shall be compatible 
with the style of the architecture and adjoining streetscape treatment. 
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29.050 Parking Lot as Accessory Use to Residential Dwelling 
Parking spaces may be made available for non-residential uses on residential lots on the V-BUS District by Special 
Permit. Such spaces shall be screened from adjoining properties and roads, and shall not exceed six spaces per lot. 
 
29.060 Existing Uses and Structures 
The provisions of the Section 29 shall not apply to any use in existence on Feb 13, amended 2001 (date of enactment of 
Section 29). Expansion of existing uses and new uses located in existing structures shall be brought into conformity with 
this Section to the extent practical. 
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 PART THREE:   WESTPORT TOWN DISTRICT REGULATIONS 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
SECTION 30   CONSTRUCTION OF LANGUAGE AND DEFINITIONS 
 
30.010 Construction of Language 
The following rules of construction apply to the text of this local law: 
 

a. The particular shall control the general. 
b. The word "shall" is always mandatory and not discretionary.  The word "may" is permissive. 
c. Words used in the present tense shall include the future;  words used in the singular number shall include the plural, 

and the plural the singular, unless the context clearly indicates the contrary. 
d. A "building" or "structure" includes any part thereof. 
e. The word "used," when employed in the phrases "used to," "used for" or "used as" includes the following words 

when employed in similar phrases: "designed," "intended," "maintained," "occupied." 
f. Unless the context clearly indicates the contrary, where a regulation involves two or more items, conditions, 

provisions, or events connected by the conjunction "and," "or," or "either...or," the conjunction shall be interpreted 
as follows: 
1."And" indicates that all the connected items, conditions, provisions, or events shall apply. 
2."Or" indicates that, the connected items, conditions, provisions, or events may apply singly or in any 

combination. 
3."Either...or" indicates that the connected items, conditions, provisions, or events shall apply singly but not in 

combination.  
g. The word "includes" shall not limit a term to the specified examples, but is intended to extend its meaning to all 

other instances or circumstances of like kind or character. 
 
30.020 Definitions 
When used in this local law, the following terms shall have meanings set out below.  Any term used in this local law which 
is not defined in this Section or elsewhere in this local law shall carry its customary meaning as defined in a generally 
accepted dictionary. 
 
Accessory Apartment:  An accessory apartment is a short-term accessory use to a single family dwelling.  It is a separate 
living space within a single family dwelling to be occupied by family members or caregivers.  An accessory apartment shall 
constitute a principal building however it does not need to comply with the density or minimum lot size requirements of the 
district.  (amended 2010) 
Accessory Use.  A use of a structure, lot, or portion thereof that is customarily incidental and subordinate to and does not 
change the character of the principal use to which it is accessory, including in the case of residential structures a home 
occupation.   
Adirondack Park.  Land lying within the area described in subdivision one of Section 9-0101 of the Environmental 
Conservation Law of the State of New York including any future amendments thereto. 
Adirondack Park Agency or Agency.  The Adirondack Park Agency created by Section 803 of Article 27 of the 
Executive Law of the State of New York. 
Adirondack Park Agency Act.  Article 27 of the Executive Law of the State of New York, including any future 
amendments thereto, and may be hereafter referred to as the "Act." 
Agricultural Data Statement.  An identification of farm operations within an agricultural district located within five 
hundred feet of the boundary of property upon which a Special Permit, use variance, or subdivision is proposed, as provided 
in Section 305-a of the Agriculture and Markets Law.  An agricultural data statement shall include the following 
information:  the name and address of the applicant;  a description of the proposed project and its location;  the name and 
address of any owner of land within the agricultural district, which land contains farm operations and is located within five 
hundred feet of the boundary of the property upon which the project is proposed;  and a tax map or other map showing the 
site of the proposed Subdivision relative to the location of farm operations identified in the agricultural data statement. 
Agricultural Service Use.  A use directly and customarily related to the supply and service of agriculture, including a milk 
processing plant, feed storage and supply facility, farm machinery or equipment sales and service facility, or storage and 
processing facility for fruits, vegetables, and other agricultural products. 
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Agriculture.  The use and management of land for the raising of crops or livestock.  The term includes raising of cows, 
horses, pigs, poultry, and other livestock, beekeeping, horticulture, orchards, the sale of products grown or raised directly on 
such land, the construction, alteration, or maintenance of barns, sheds, stables, silos, garages, produce sales stands, fences, 
agricultural roads, agricultural drainage systems, farm ponds, and other buildings or structures customarily associated with 
agriculture. 
Area variance:  the authorization by the Zoning Board of Appeals for the use of land in a manner which is not allowed by 
the dimensional or physical requirements of the applicable zoning regulations. 
Automobile Junkyard.  Any place of storage or deposit, whether in connection with another business or not, where two or 
more unregistered vehicles, no longer intended or in condition for legal use on the public highways or in agricultural, 
forestry, or mining activities, are held, whether for the purpose of resale of used parts therefrom, for the purpose of 
reclaiming for use some or all of the materials therein, whether metal, glass, fabric, or otherwise, for the purpose of 
disposing of the same or for any other purpose;  such term shall include any place of storage or deposit for any such 
purposes of used parts or waste materials from motor vehicles which, taken together, equal in bulk two or more such ve-
hicles provided;  however, the term junkyard shall not be construed to mean an establishment having facilities for processing 
iron, steel, or non-ferrous scrap for sale for remelting purposes only.  For the purpose of this definition, "motor vehicle" 
shall mean all vehicles propelled or drawn by power other than muscular power originally intended for use on public 
highways or in agricultural, forestry, or mining activities. 
Bed and Breakfast.  An owner-occupied residence offering overnight accommodations in the principal building or an 
accessory structure, with no more than four bedrooms in the residence for transient use, and serving no meals other than 
breakfast. 
Board of Appeals.  The Board of Appeals of the Town, also referred to as the Zoning Board of Appeals. 
Boathouse.  A structure with direct access to a navigable body of water (1) which is used for the storage of boats and 
associated equipment and (2) which does not have bathroom or kitchen facilities and is not designed or used for lodging or 
residency. 
Building.  A permanent, fixed structure (not including a mobile home) having a roof or other overhead cover and intended 
for the shelter, housing, or enclosure of persons, animals, or other property. 
Campground.  An area designated for transient occupancy by camping in tents, camp trailers, travel trailers, motor homes, 
or similar facility designated for temporary shelter.  This term includes a travel trailer camp and related facilities. 
Cemetery.  A place for burial of the dead, including crematory facilities and morgues as accessory or commercial uses.  
Commercial uses may require a permit. 
Class A Regional Project.  A land use or development which is classified and defined as such in Section 810 of Act, listed 
in Appendix A of this local law. 
Class B Regional Project.  A land use or development which is classified and defined as such in Section 810 of Act, listed 
in Appendix B of this local law. 
Class A Regional Subdivision.  A subdivision which is classified and defined as such in Section 810 of Act, listed in the 
town subdivision regulations. 
Class B Regional Subdivision.  A subdivision which is classified and defined as such in Section 810 of Act, listed in the 
town subdivision regulations. 
Clearcutting.  Any cutting of all or substantially all trees over six inches in diameter at breast height over any ten-year cut-
ting cycle, involving four or more contiguous acres of land. 
Commercial, Large Scale.  A commercial use which occupies more than 10,000 square feet of floor area or more than one 
acre of land. 
Commercial Resource Extraction.  Any extraction from the land of more than 50 cubic yards in any two-year period of 
sand, gravel, topsoil, or other mineral deposit. 
Commercial Resource Extraction Structure.  Any mine hoist;  ore reduction, concentrating, sintering, or similar facilities 
and equipment;  administrative buildings;  garages or other main buildings or structures. 
Commercial Use.  Any use involving the sale or rental or distribution of goods, services, or commodities, either retail or 
wholesale, or the provision of recreation facilities or activities for a fee.  The term shall not include uses of the above nature 
which are separately defined in this local law. 
Community Water/Sewage Disposal Facility.  Water and/or sewage disposal system shared by a group of property 
owners, owned privately by the property owners or another entity under applicable provisions of State Law. 
Community Facility.  Any facility, college, school, library, hospital, animal hospital, place of worship, museum, 
playground, firehouse, meeting hall, park, post office, group home, nursing home, municipal office, meeting hall, or similar 
facility maintained by a public or by a not-for-profit association primarily for social, recreational, welfare, or educational 
needs of the community. 
Conservation Easement.  A perpetual restriction on the use of land, created in accordance with the provisions of Section 
49, Title 3 of the Environmental Conservation Law or Section 247 of the General Municipal Law, for the purposes of 
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conservation of open space, agricultural land, and natural, cultural, historic, and scenic resources. 
County.  Essex County. 
County Planning Board.  The Essex County Planning Board, established pursuant to Article 12B of the General Municipal 
Law. 
Day.  Calendar day, including Sundays and holidays, unless otherwise specified. 
Dwelling Unit.  Any one of the following:  single-family dwelling, mobile home, each unit of a two-family dwelling or 
multi-family dwelling. 
Family.  A single individual occupying a dwelling, or two or more individuals occupying a dwelling and maintaining a 
common household. 
Farm Operation.  Land used in agricultural production, farm buildings, equipment, and farm residential buildings. 
Forestry.  Use or management, including logging, of a forest, woodland, or tree plantation, and related research and 
educational activities, including the construction, alteration, or maintenance of roads, skidways, landings, fences, forest 
drainage systems, barns, sheds, garages, and research, educational, or administrative buildings or cabins directly and cus-
tomarily associated with forestry use. 
Group Camp.  Any land or facility for seasonal housing and recreational, educational, or business related use by private 
groups or semi-public groups, such as boy or girl scout camp, fraternal lodge or university, or college conference center. 
Group Home.  A residential facility for children or adults who require special care or supervision, such facility being oper-
ated by, under contract with, or licensed by a state or county agency. 
Guest Cottage:  Not more than one residential structure which is associated with an accessory use to a single family 
dwelling located on a lot that meets the minimum lot size for the district where proposed and which: (a) is used only on an 
occasional basis; (b) is used only by guests of the resident(s) of the associated single family dwelling; (c) is not for rent or 
hire separately from the associated single family dwelling; and (d) contains one-half (1/2) or less of the enclosed floor space 
of the associated single family dwelling or 1,250 square feet, whichever is less. (amended 2010) 
Home Occupation.  Professional office or business use of a residential property by the occupant, conducted within the 
residence or an accessory structure, occupying no more than 3,000 square feet of floor space and/or outdoor yard space, 
which does not change the residential character of the premises or employ more than 5 non-resident employees. 
Hunting and Fishing Cabin:  A cabin, camp, lean-to or other similar structure designed and used only for occasional 
occupancy and primarily for hunting, fishing and similar purposes that (a) is a one-story structure but may include a sleeping 
loft; (b) is built on posts or piers and does not have a permanent foundation; (c) is served by a sanitary pit privy or chemical 
toilet and does not have a conventional, on-site waste water treatment system; (d) does not have pressurized or indoor 
plumbing except for a kitchen sink with appropriate graywater leach pit; (e) is not connected to any public utilities such as 
electric, phone, cable television, water or sewer systems;(f) is less than 500 square feet in size (g) not more than one (1) is 
allowed per 20 acres; and (h) meets a 150 foot shoreline building setback.  (amended 2010) 
Industrial Spring/Well:  A spring or well, its accessory structures, intended to supply a large quantity of water to supply an 
industrial use. (amended 2010) 
Industrial Use.  Any manufacturing, production, or assembly of goods or materials, including any on-site waste disposal 
area directly associated with an industrial use.  This term does not include mineral extractions, private and commercial sand 
and gravel extraction, sawmills, chipping mills, pallet mills, and similar wood-using facilities.  An industrial use may include 
product display, wholesale, warehousing, and retail operations as accessory uses, provided such activity is incidental and 
subordinate to the principal use to which it is accessory.  This term shall not include uses of the above nature which are 
separately defined in this local law. 
In Existence.  With respect to any land use or development, including any structure, that such use or development has been 
substantially commenced or completed. 
Junk Automobile.  Any unregistered, old, or second hand motor vehicle, no longer intended or in condition for legal use on 
the public highways.  For the purpose of this definition, "motor vehicle" shall mean all vehicles propelled or drawn by 
power other than muscular power originally intended for use on public highways or for use in agricultural, forestry, or 
mining activities. 
Junkyard.  Any open lot or area for dismantling, storage, or sale, as parts, scrap, or salvage, of used or wrecked motor vehi-
cles, machinery, scrap metals, waste papers, rags, used or salvaged building materials, or other discarded material. 
Land.  The earth, on or below the surface of the ground, including water and air above, the flora and fauna. 
Land Use Area.  Those areas delineated on the official Adirondack Park Land Use and Development Plan Map adopted 
under Article 27 of the Executive Law of the State of New York and designated thereon as "Hamlet," "Moderate Intensity 
Use," "Low Intensity Use," "Rural Use," "Resource Management," and "Industrial," and such portions of those areas as are 
located within the town, and delineated on the Adirondack Park Land Use and Development Plan Map. 
Land Use or Development.  Any construction or other activity which materially changes the use or appearance of land or a 
structure or the intensity of the use of land or a structure.  Land use and development shall not include any landscaping, 
grading, or excavation which is not intended to be used in connection with another land use, or ordinary repairs or 
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maintenance or interior alterations to existing structures or uses.   
Major Project:  A project that requires a Special Permit and that exceeds any of the thresholds for a Minor Project. 
Major Public Utility Use.  Any electric power transmission or distribution line and associated equipment of a rating of 
more than fifteen kilovolts which is one mile or more in length;  any telephone interchange or trunk cable or feeder cable 
which is one mile or more in length;  any telephone distribution facility containing twenty-five or more pairs of wire and 
designed to provide initial telephone service for new structures;  any television, cable television, radio, telephone, or other 
communication transmission tower, any pipe or conduit or other appurtenance used for the transmission of gas, oil or other 
fuel which is one mile or more in length;  any electric substation, generating facility, or maintenance building and any water 
or sewage pipes or conduits, including any water storage tanks, designed to service fifty or more principal buildings. 
Manufacturing.  A use consisting of the fabricating, processing, production or assembly of goods or materials including 
any on-site waste disposal associated with such use. 
Marina.  A waterfront commercial facility for the docking, servicing, storage, rental, or sale of boats or water-based 
aircraft. 
Minor Project:  A project that requires a Special Permit and that falls below all of the following thresholds: 

a. Construction of four or fewer multi-family dwelling units. 
b. Construction of facilities or structures for a non-residential use covering no more than 3,000 square feet of building 

footprint. 
c. Minor alteration of existing structures or expansion of such structures by no more than 1,000 square feet. 
d. Conversion of existing structures to another use. 
e. Alteration and active use of 5,000 square feet or less of land, with or without structures, in connection with the 

Special Permit use. 
Mobile Home.  A self-contained dwelling, not including a travel trailer, that is designed to be transported to its site on its 
own wheels or those of another vehicle, that may contain the same water supply, kitchen facilities and plumbing, sewage 
disposal, and electric system as immobile housing, and that is designed to be used exclusively for residential purposes.  A 
modular home or other dwelling unit that is constructed off-site in two or more main sections and transported to and 
permanently assembled on the site on a permanent foundation is not considered a mobile home. 
Mobile Home Court.  A parcel of land in one ownership used in whole or in part to provide sites, generally on a year-round 
basis, for two or more mobile homes used as dwellings, whether occupied as permanent residences or as vacation homes. 
Multi-family Dwelling.  Any structure containing more than one dwelling unit, including the conversion of an existing 
single-family dwelling, designed for occupancy in separate dwelling units therein by more than one family.  
Noncomplying Use or Structure.  A use or structure which does not comply with one or more of the regulations of this 
local law, other than a regulation governing the type of use permitted, and which was fully lawful when established but was 
rendered non-complying by this local law or amendment thereto or by any prior zoning law. 
Nonconforming Use.  A use, lawful when established, whether of a building or other structure or of a tract of land, which is 
not a permitted use in the district in which the use is located.  A nonconforming use must have been lawfully established 
prior to the effective date of this local law or any prior zoning ordinance or an amendment which rendered such use 
nonconforming.  A pre-existing use allowed by special permit under this local law shall be considered a non-conforming use 
until such time as a special permit is granted for it. 
Nursing Home.  a nursing home licensed by the New York State Department of Health.  
Outdoor Recreation.  Use of land (with or without a fee) for hiking, backpacking, snowmobile, horse and cross country ski 
trails, hunting, fishing, trapping, parks and picnic areas, golf courses, sports facilities, playgrounds, or similar non-residential 
uses.   
Person.  An individual, corporation, partnership, association, estate, trust, or other legal entity.  
Planning Board.  The Planning Board of the Town of Westport.  
Prevailing Setback:  Nearest distance to the property line of center of roadway of setbacks of existing residences within 
400 feet on both sides of the proposed residence.  Comparison must be on the same side of the property line or roadway as 
the proposed residence and must not encroach on the road right of way.  Prevailing setback only applies to front yard 
setback and two or more existing residences constitute prevailing.  (amended 2001) 
Principal Building.   Any one of the following (but not an accessory structure):   

a. A single-family dwelling constitutes one principal building. 
b. A Mobile Home constitutes one principal building. 
c. A tourist cabin or similar structure for rent or hire involving 300 or more square feet of floor space constitutes one 

principal building. 
d. Each dwelling unit of a multi-family dwelling constitutes one principal building. 
e. Each motel unit, hotel unit, or similar tourist accommodation unit which is attached to a similar unit by a party wall, 

each accommodation unit of a tourist home or similar structure, each tourist cabin or similar structure for rent or 
hire involving less than 300 square feet of floor space constitutes one-tenth of a principal building.   
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f. Each commercial or industrial use structure in excess of 300 square feet constitutes one principal building, except 
that for a commercial use structure which involves the retail sale of rental or distribution of goods, services, or 
commodities, each 11,000 square feet of floor space, or portion thereof, of such commercial use structures 
constitutes one principal building.   

g. All agricultural use structures and single-family dwellings or Mobile Homes occupied by a farmer of land in 
agricultural use, the employees engaged in such use, and members of their respective immediate families, will 
together constitute one principal building. 

h. Any other structure which exceeds 1,250 square feet constitutes one principal building.  
i. A structure containing a commercial use which is also used as a single-family dwelling constitutes one principal 

building.   
Private Resource Extraction.  Any extraction from the land of sand, gravel, topsoil, or other natural mineral deposits of up 
to 50 cubic yards in any two-year period. 
Project:  any of the following:  

a. The construction, enlargement, or change of use of a building. 
b. The commencement, enlargement, or change of use of or on a tract of land. 
c. A Class A Regional Project. 
d. The erecting of any sign other than a sign allowable without permit pursuant to Section 10 hereof.  
e. Any alteration of topography, dredging, filling, channel encroachment, the construction of any structure, or any 

other activity the natural consequence of which may be to affect the discharge of water through a flood-prone area. 
Public Highway.  An improved (graded, graveled, or paved) highway, street, or road maintained by the State, County, or 
Town. 
Public Utility Use.  Any public utility use, equipment, or structure which is not a "major public utility use."  A public utility 
use does not include any use which is subject to the jurisdiction of the Public Service Commission pursuant to article seven 
or article eight of the Public Service Law. 
Road Bed.  The trafficked or trafficable portion of a road, street, or highway, bounded on either side by the outer edge of 
the shoulder or guardrail, whichever extends furthest. 
Self Storage Facility:  A commercial self storage structure open to the public. (amended 2010) 
Shoreline:  The shoreline of Lake Champlain at 99.8 feet elevation. (amended 2001) 
Shoreline Building Setback.  The shortest distance, measured horizontally, between any point of a building and the 
shoreline of any lake or pond, and the shorelines of any river designated to be studied as a wild, scenic, or recreational river 
in accordance with the Environmental Conservation Law or any river or stream navigable by boat, including canoe. 
Shoreline Lot.  A lot including or wholly or partially bounded by a shoreline. 
Shoreline Lot Width.  The distance, measured along the shoreline between the boundary lines of a lot as they intersect the 
shoreline of any lake or pond, and the shorelines of any river designated to be studied as a wild, scenic, or recreational river 
in accordance with the Environmental Conservation Law or any river or stream navigable by boat, including canoe. 
Single-Family Dwelling.  A detached building, not including a mobile home, used as the living quarters for one family.  
The term shall include a seasonal cottage. 
Ski Center.  Any trail or slope for alpine skiing including lifts, terminals, base lodges, warming huts, sheds, garages and 
maintenance facilities, parking lots, and other buildings and structures directly and customarily relating thereto. 
Sportsmen's Camps, Clubs, Preserves.  The use or management of land or structures for seasonal hunting or fishing 
purposes, which use does not change the general open space character of the area. 
State.  The State of New York. 
Strip Commercial Development:  The layout of a commercial use or uses in separated or common-wall structures along a 
state highway, with more than one row of parking located between the highway and the commercial building(s), where 
parking is visible from the road.  The provision of gasoline pumps or other drive-up facilities in front of a building shall be 
considered to be equivalent to one row of parking.  Strip commercial development is contrasted with village center 
development, which is characterized by two-story or taller buildings set close together and close to the road, with a 
pedestrian orientation (including sidewalks), and with parking located behind or to the side of buildings. 
Structure.  Any object constructed, installed, or placed on land to facilitate land use and development or subdivision of 
land, such as buildings, sheds, single-family dwellings, mobile homes, signs, tanks, fences, and poles, and any fixtures, 
additions, and alterations thereto. 
Subdivision.  The division of any parcel of land into two or more lots, plots, sites, or other division of land, with or without 
streets, for the purpose of immediate or future sale, lease, or building development.  Such division shall include 
resubdivision of plats already filed in the office of the County Clerk. 
Subdivision Regulations.  The Subdivision Regulations of the Town of Westport. 
Tourist Accommodation.  Any hotel, motel, inn, resort, tourist court, or similar transient facility used to house the general 
public, including an accessory restaurant.  Excludes Bed and Breakfast (see separate definition). 
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Travel Trailer.  Any vehicle, whether self-propelled or towed, including a tent camper, camp trailer, truck camper or motor 
home, designed to travel on its own wheels and to be used for temporary living quarters for travel, recreational, or vacation 
purposes, and which may or may not include accommodations and facilities customarily included in a mobile home.  
However, any such vehicle used for residential purposes in one location for more than 30 consecutive days or 45 days in 
total during any one calendar year shall be considered a mobile home. 
Travel Trailer Camp.  A parcel of land under single ownership which is designed and improved for use by two or more 
travel trailers. 
Use Variance:  the authorization by the Board of Appeals for the use of land for a purpose which is otherwise not allowed 
or is prohibited by the applicable zoning regulations. 
Waste Disposal Area.  Any area for the disposal of garbage, refuse, and other wastes, including sanitary landfills and 
dumps, other than an on-site disposal area directly associated with an industrial use. 
Water Bottling Facility:  A structure and accessory structures used in packaging water into containers for wholesale sales.  
Industrial business. (amended 2010) 
Watershed Management or Flood Control Project.  Any dam, impoundment, dike, rip-rap, or other structure or 
channelization or dredging activity designed to alter or regulate the natural flow or condition of rivers or streams or the 
natural level or condition of lakes or ponds. 
Wetland.  Any land which is annually subject to periodic or continual inundation by water, commonly referred to as a bog, 
swamp, or marsh, which is either (a) one acre or more in size, or (b) located adjacent to a body of water, including a 
permanent stream with which there is free interchange of water at the surface (in which case there is no size limitation). 
Wood-using Facility.  Sawmills, chipping mills, pallet mills, and similar uses.  A wood-using facility may include product 
display, wholesale, warehouse, and retail operations as accessory uses, provided such activity is incidental and subordinate 
to the principal use to which it is accessory. 
Zoning Inspector:  the Zoning Inspector of the Town, appointed by the Town Board and principally charged with 
administering and enforcing this local law, and having the powers and duties set forth in this local law, in the Subdivision 
Regulations, and as may be further provided by the Town Board. 
 
SECTION 31   TOWN DISTRICT REGULATIONS 
 
The Town districts have been divided into groups of related districts that share common goals and policies.  Each section 
below describes the location, goals, and policies underlying each district grouping, and then presents specific regulations for 
each individual district.  Lot size, setback, and road frontage requirements contained in this Section 31 may be modified 
using the flexible development provisions of Section 32.150. 
 
31.010 Hamlet Districts (H)  
 
Description:  The Hamlet of Wadhams. 
 
Land Use Goals:  Maintain existing community centers as viable and attractive places to live.  Maintain their mixed-use 
character;  their function as a center of business and community services and facilities;  and the attractiveness of their overall 
appearance and public spaces. 
 
Land Use Policies:  Allow mixed-use development which is contextual and compatible with the scale and character of the 
existing hamlet. 
 
31.011 Wadhams Commercial/Public Center District  
 

a. Permitted uses: 
 < single-family dwelling < home occupation 
 < community facility 
 
b. Uses allowable by special permit:  (amended 2010) 
 
 < multi-family dwelling < tourist accommodation 
 < industrial use < bed & breakfast 
 < wood using facility < restaurant 
 < agricultural service use < commercial use 
 < industrial spring/well < self-storage facility 
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 < water bottling facility < accessory apartment 
 < public utility < major public utility 
 
c. Dimensional Requirements 
 
 Intensity:  0.5 acre per principal building 
 Minimum lot size: 0.25 acre 
 Minimum setback from center of right-of-way: 50 feet or prevailing setback 
 Minimum side and rear setbacks: 15 feet 
 Minimum road frontage: 80 feet 
 Minimum shoreline frontage: 
  In Hamlet areas: 50 feet 
  In Resource Management areas: 300 feet  (Boquet Recreational River area) 
 Minimum setback from the shoreline: 
  In Hamlet areas: 50 feet 
  In Resource Management areas: 150 feet  (Boquet Recreational River area) 
 

31.012 Wadhams Residential District  
 

a. Permitted uses: 
 
 < single-family dwelling < home occupation 
 
b. Uses allowable by special permit: (amended 2010) 
 
 < multi-family dwelling < community facility 
 < agricultural use & structure < commercial use 
 < bed & breakfast < accessory apartment 
 < public utility < guest cottage 
 < self-storage facility except in lands classified as Resource Management 
 < industrial spring/well as a Class A Regional project except in lands classified as Hamlet 
 < water bottling facility as a Class A Regional project except in lands classified as Hamlet 
 < major public utility as a Class A Regional project except in lands classified as Hamlet 
 
c. Dimensional Requirements 
 
 Intensity:  0.5 acre per principal building 
 Minimum lot size: 0.25 acre 
 Minimum setback from center of right-of-way: 50 feet or prevailing setback 
 Minimum side and rear setbacks: 15 feet 
 Minimum road frontage: 80 feet 

 
31.020 Agricultural Lands District (AL) 
 
Description:  Lands possessing the best potential in the town for agricultural use;  lands that are important to the agricultural 
sector of the local economy and generally are within Agricultural Districts. 
 
Land Use Goals:  Maintain these lands as generally large, undeveloped landholdings for their economic and natural 
resource value to the town.  Recognize that historically agricultural land use has been one of the most important forces 
creating the beautiful rural landscape of the town, and this quality, juxtaposed with the attractive community centers of 
Wadhams and Westport Village, is among the Town's most valuable assets for a healthy economic future.  Recognize, too, 
the economic pressures on farmers, and the necessity for profitable use of their land if they are to continue in their traditional 
role as stewards of the rural areas of the town. 
 
Land Use Policies:  Maintain low intensity development.  Provide for the possibility of economic diversification by farmers 
and other rural landowners.  Through Subdivision Review, insure that residential lots on agricultural land are designed in a 
way that preserves the most important agricultural areas of the parent landholding and avoids visually intrusive 
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development.  
 
31.021 Agricultural Lands District  
 

a. Permitted uses: 
 
 < single-family dwelling < private resource extraction 
 < agricultural use & structure < home occupation 
 < forestry use & structure 
 
b. Uses allowable by special permit: (amended 2010) 
 
 < multi-family dwelling < outdoor recreation 
 < mobile home < agricultural service use 
 < wood-using facility < bed & breakfast 
 < hunting and fishing cabin < accessory apartment 
 < public utility < guest cottage 
 < industrial spring/well as a Class A Regional project 
 < water bottling facility as a Class A Regional project 
 < major public utility as a Class A Regional project 
 
c. Dimensional Requirements 
 
 Intensity:  42.7 acres per principal building 
 Minimum lot size: 1.0 acre 
 Minimum setback from center of right-of-way: 100 feet or prevailing setback 
 Minimum side and rear setbacks: 30 feet 
 Minimum road frontage: 200 feet 
 Minimum shoreline frontage: 200 feet  (300 feet in Boquet Recreational River area) 
 Minimum setback from shoreline: 100 feet  (150 feet in Boquet Recreational River area) 

 
31.030 Forest Lands District (FL) 
 
Description:  Lands which are rugged (i.e., inhospitable to intensive development), generally remote and forested;  and 
which are important (or potentially important) to the forestry sector of the local and regional economy. 
 
Land Use Goals:  Preserve these lands as generally large, undeveloped land holdings so that this resource base for the 
economy of the town is protected. 
 
Land Use Policies:  Maintain low intensity development.  Allowable uses generally should be uses which are consistent with 
forest management and the wood products industry.   
 
31.031 Forest Lands District  
 

a. Permitted uses: 
 
 < agricultural use & structure < private resource extraction 
 < forestry use & structure < home occupation 
 
 
b. Uses allowable by special permit: (amended 2010) 
 
 < single-family dwelling < commercial resource extraction 
 < mobile home < outdoor recreation 
 < wood-using facility < bed & breakfast 
 < campground < group camp 
 < sportsman’s camps, clubs preserves (amended 2001) 
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 < accessory apartment  < hunting and fishing cabin 
 < public utility < guest cottage 
 < industrial spring/well as a Class A Regional project 
 < water bottling facility as a Class A Regional project 
 < major public utility as a Class A Regional project 

 
c. Dimensional Requirements 
 
 Intensity:  42.7 acres per principal building 
 Minimum lot size: 2 acres 
 Minimum setback from center of right-of-way: 100 feet or prevailing setback 
 Minimum side and rear setbacks: 30 feet 
 Minimum road frontage: 200 feet 
 Minimum shoreline frontage: 200 feet 
 Minimum setback from shoreline: 100 feet 

 
31.040 Rural Residential Districts (RR) 
 
Description:  The remaining lands outside of Wadhams and Westport village, which are not (based on their physical 
characteristics, ownership patterns, and historic land use) part of the Forest Lands or Agricultural Lands resource base of the 
town.  Varying development capability of these areas is the main determinant of allowable intensity. 
 
Land Use Goals:  Use such lands, which are not particularly well-suited to modern commercial agricultural or commercial 
forest management, to provide opportunities for residents of the town who desire a relatively quiet, private, low density 
residential setting with the possibility of using a portion of their land for a wood lot, small scale agriculture use, and/or 
recreation. 
 
Land Use Policies:  Allow development consistent with land capability.  Continue the existing pattern of low density 
residential land use with or without associated woodland or agricultural land.  Allow home-based economic activities that do 
not adversely impact adjoining properties, and are not unsightly as viewed from adjoining private properties, and publicly 
accessible places such as roads. 
 
31.041 Rural Residential - 3.2 District 
 

a. Permitted uses: (amended 2010) 
 
 < single-family dwelling < forestry use & structure 
 < mobile home < private resource extraction 
 < agricultural use & structure < home occupation 
< guest cottage (amended 2010) 
 
b. Uses allowable by special permit: (amended 2010) 
 
 < multi-family dwelling < agricultural service use 
 < mobile home court < tourist accommodation 
 < campground < bed & breakfast 
 < commercial resource extraction < restaurant 
 < outdoor recreation < group camp 
 < accessory apartment  < hunting and fishing cabin 
 < public utility < self-storage facility 
 < industrial spring/well as a Class A Regional project 
 < major public utility as a Class A Regional project 
 
c. Dimensional Requirements 
 
 Intensity:  3.2 acres per principal building 
 Minimum lot size: 1 acre 
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 Minimum setback from center of right-of-way: 100 feet or prevailing setback 
 Minimum side and rear setbacks: 30 feet 
 Minimum road frontage: 100 feet 
 Minimum shoreline frontage: 125 feet 
 Minimum setbacks from shoreline: 75 feet 

 
31.042 Rural Residential - 5 District  
 

a. Permitted uses: 
 
 < single-family dwelling < private resource extraction 
 < agricultural use & structure < home occupation 
 < forestry use & structure < guest cottage (amended 2010) 
 
b. Uses allowable by special permit: (amended 2010) 
 
 < multi-family dwelling < agricultural service use 
 < mobile home < bed & breakfast 
 < outdoor recreation < accessory apartment 
 < hunting and fishing cabin < public utility 
 < industrial spring/well as a Class A Regional project 
 < major public utility as a Class A Regional project 
 
c. Dimensional Requirements 
 
 Intensity:  5 acres per principal building 
 Minimum lot size: 1 acre 
 Minimum setback from center of right-of-way: 100 feet or prevailing setback 
 Minimum side and rear setbacks: 30 feet 
 Minimum road frontage: 150 feet 
 

31.043 Rural Residential - 8.5 - North District  
 

a. Permitted uses: 
 
 < single-family dwelling < private resource extraction 
 < agricultural use & structure < home occupation 
 < forestry use & structure < guest cottage (amended 2010) 
 
b. Uses allowable by special permit: (amended 2010) 
 
 < multi-family dwelling < outdoor recreation 
 < mobile home < agricultural service use 
 < wood using facility < bed & breakfast 
 < campground < group camp 
 < commercial resource extraction < accessory apartment 
 < hunting and fishing cabin < public utility 
 < industrial spring/well as a Class A Regional project 
 < water bottling facility as a Class A Regional project 
 < major public utility as a Class A Regional project 
 
c. Dimensional Requirements 
 
 Intensity:  8.5 acres per principal building 
 Minimum lot size: 1 acre 
 Minimum setback from center of right-of-way: 100 feet or prevailing setback 
 Minimum side and rear setbacks: 30 feet 
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 Minimum road frontage: 200 feet 
 Minimum shoreline frontage: 150 feet 
 Minimum setback from shoreline: 75 feet 
 

31.044 Rural Residential - 8.5 -  South District  
 

a. Permitted uses: 
 
 < single-family dwelling < forestry use & structure 
 < mobile home < private resource extraction 
 < agricultural use & structure < home occupation 
 < guest cottage (amended 2010) 
 
b. Uses allowable by special permit:  (amended 2010) 
 
 < multi-family dwelling < outdoor recreation 
 < mobile home court < agricultural service use 
 < wood use facility < bed & breakfast 
 < campground < group camp 
 < commercial resource extraction < sportsman’s camps, clubs preserves (amended 2001) 
 < accessory apartment < hunting and fishing cabin 
 < public utility 
 < industrial spring/well as a Class A Regional project 
 < water bottling facility as a Class A Regional project 
 < major public utility as a Class A Regional project 
 
c. Dimensional Requirements 
 
 Intensity:  8.5 acres per principal building 
 Minimum lot size: 1 acre 
 Minimum setback from center of right-of-way: 100 feet or prevailing setback 
 Minimum side and rear setbacks: 30 feet 
 Minimum road frontage: 200 feet 

 
31.045 Lakeshore Residential - 8.5 - District 
 

a. Permitted uses: 
 
 < single-family dwelling < private resource extraction 
 < agricultural use & structure < home occupation 
 
b. Uses allowable by special permit: (amended 2010) 
 
 < multi-family dwelling < tourist accommodation 
 < forestry use & structure < bed & breakfast 
 < campground < restaurant 
 < outdoor recreation < group camp 
 < agricultural service use < sportsman’s camps, clubs preserves (amended 2001) 
 < accessory apartment < hunting and fishing cabin 
 < public utility 
 < guest cottage 
 < major public utility as a Class A Regional project 
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c. Dimensional Requirements 
 
 Intensity:  8.5 acres per principal building 
 Minimum lot size: 1 acre 
 Minimum setback from center of right-of-way: 100 feet or prevailing setback 
 Minimum side and rear setbacks: 30 feet 
 Minimum road frontage: 200 feet 
 Minimum lake frontage:  200 feet 
 Minimum setback from lake:  150 feet 

 
31.050 Village Growth - Residential District (VG-R) 
 
Description:  Area(s) adjacent to the former Village of Westport where residential growth can be best accommodated. 
 
Land Use Goals:  Village Growth - Residential areas should be either served currently by municipal water and sewer 
facilities, or close enough to the village that utility extension is feasible.  Such areas should not consume viable agriculture 
land.  Ideally, such areas should possess attractive views, and offer some degree of screening from highways. 
 
Land Use Policies:  Because this is a "village growth" area intensity of development will be higher than in Rural Residential 
areas, although lower than village-center intensity.  The only area fitting these criteria which is currently mapped is the area 
adjoining the northern boundary of the village, an area which adjoins a potential growth area in the village identified in the 
village planning report (October 1977). 
 
31.051 Village Growth - Residential District  
 

a. Permitted uses: 
 
 < single-family dwelling < home occupation 
 
b. Uses allowable by special permit: (amended 2010) 
 
 < multi-family dwelling < restaurant 
 < agricultural use & structure < group camp 
 < forestry use & structure < community facility 
 < tourist accommodation < commercial use 
 < bed & breakfast < accessory apartment 
 < guest cottage < public utility 
 < industrial spring/well as a Class A Regional project 
 < water bottling facility as a Class A Regional project 
 < major public utility as a Class A Regional project 
 
c. Dimensional Requirements 
 
 Intensity:  2 acre per principal building 
 Minimum lot size: 7,500 square feet with municipal water and sewer; 20,000 square 

feet without municipal water and sewer 
 Minimum setback from center of right-of-way: 50 feet or prevailing setback 
 Minimum side and rear setbacks: 15 feet 
 Minimum road frontage: 60 feet 
 Minimum shoreline frontage: 150 feet 
 Minimum setback from shoreline: 75 feet 

 
31.060 Highway Commercial District (HC) 
 
Description:  Land near the Northway interchange which has businesses serving the traveling public. 
 
Land Use Goals:  Provide for the needs of the traveling public for gasoline, lodging, food and "convenience" items at an 
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existing location in the town. 
 
Land Use Policies:  Allow existing uses to continue with some expansion potential.  In order to avoid the possibility of 
unsightly, strip development, review site plans for expansion of existing or new development. 
 
31.061 Highway Commercial District  
 

a. Permitted uses: 
 
 < single-family dwelling < home occupation 
 
b. Uses allowable by special permit: (amended 2010) 
 
 < multi-family dwelling < bed & breakfast 
 < outdoor recreation < restaurant 
 < agricultural service use < community facility 
 < tourist accommodation < commercial use 
 < accessory apartment  < public utility 
 < self-storage facility 
 < industrial spring/well as a Class A Regional project 
 < water bottling facility as a Class A Regional project 
 < major public utility as a Class A Regional project 
 
c. Dimensional Requirements 
 
 Intensity:  North side of Rt. 9N:  3.2 areas per principal building  
    (amended 1999) 
    South side of Rt. 9N:  8.5 areas per principal building  
    (amended 1999) 
 Minimum lot size: 0.5 acre 
 Minimum setback from center of right-of-way: 50 feet or prevailing setback 
 Minimum side and rear setbacks: 30 feet 
 Minimum road frontage: 150 feet 

 
31.070 Preservation District (PRES) 
 
Description:  Land-owned by land preservation organizations which, because of its characteristics, should not be developed 
but rather preserved in its natural condition. 
 
Land Use Goals:  Maintain open-space characteristics of land suitable for preservation because of outdoor recreation and/or 
environmental values. 
 
Land Use Policies:  Allow resource-based uses such as forestry, agriculture, and outdoor recreation, with minimal 
development of structures, roads, or other "development". 
 
31.071 Preservation District  
 

a. Permitted uses: 
 
 < agricultural use & structure < forestry use & structure 
 
 
b. Uses allowable by special permit: (amended 2010) 
 
 < outdoor recreation < public utility 
 < major public utility as a Class A Regional project 
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c. Dimensional Requirements 
 
 Intensity:  42.7 acres per principal building 
 Minimum lot size: 2 acres 
 Minimum setback from center of right-of-way: 100 feet or prevailing setback 
 Minimum side and rear setbacks: 30 feet 
 Minimum road frontage: 200 feet 
 Minimum shoreline frontage: 200 feet  (Located in Boquet Recreational River area) 
 Minimum setback from shoreline: 150 feet 

 
31.080 Village Growth - Recreation District (VG - REC) 
 
Description:  Area adjacent to the former Village of Westport which is part of the southern Agricultural Lands and Rural 
Residential - 8.5 South, but is currently in outdoor recreation use (i.e., golf course). 
 
Land Use Goals:  Recognize existing pattern of use as desirable for the economic welfare of the community. 
 
Land Use Policy:  Create a sub-district which accommodates the existing pattern of development as an allowed use.  
Transfer of development rights into this subdistrict from its larger surrounding districts creates the possibility for more 
intensive, recreation-oriented development. 
 
31.081 Agricultural Lands - Village Growth Recreation District  
 

a. Permitted uses: 
 
 < single-family dwelling < private resource extraction 
 < agricultural use & structure < home occupation 
 
b. Uses allowable by special permit: 
 
 < multi-family dwelling < outdoor recreation 
 < forestry use & structure < bed & breakfast 
 < accessory apartment < public utility 
 < major public utility as a Class A Regional project except in lands classified as Hamlet 
 
c. Dimensional Requirements 
 
 Intensity:  42.7 acres per principal building 
 Minimum lot size: 0.5 acre 
 Minimum setback from center of right-of-way: 50 feet or prevailing setback 
 Minimum side and rear setbacks: 15 feet 
 Minimum road frontage: 80 feet 

 
31.090 Agricultural Lands - Airport/Commercial, Industrial District  
 
Description:  Area within the Southern Agricultural Land District with a development cluster consisting of former Airport 
Inn Restaurant and gas station, former DIPAK, and airport. 
 
Land Use Goals:  Recognize existing pattern of use as desirable to the economic and social welfare of the community. 
 
Land Use Policy:  Create a sub-district which accommodates the existing pattern of development as an allowed use. 
 
31.091 Agricultural Lands - Airport/Commercial Industrial District  
 

a. Permitted uses: 
 
 < agricultural use & structure < private resource extraction 
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 < forestry use & structure 
 
b. Uses allowable by special permit: (amended 2010) 
 
 < industrial use* < agricultural service use 
 < wood using facility* < restaurant* 
 < airport  < community facility* 
 < outdoor recreation < commercial use* 
 < public utility <   self-storage facility 
 <  industrial spring/well as a Class A Regional project   
 < water bottling facility as a Class A Regional project   
 < major public utility as a Class A Regional project 
 
  *  limited to area within 200 foot setback from Route (9N/22) 
 
c. Dimensional Requirements 
 
 Intensity:  42.7 acres per principal building 
 Minimum lot size: 2 acres 
 Minimum setback from center of right-of-way: 100 feet or prevailing setback 
 Minimum side and rear setbacks: 30 feet 
 Minimum road frontage: 200 feet 

 
31.110 Industrial District (I) 
 
Description:  Area(s) intended to serve, in an industrial park-setting, new industries in the town or expanding industries 
which outgrow existing hamlet locations. 
 
Land Use Goals:  Support APA conceptual approval of these sites so that they can be effectively marketed as viable 
industrial areas.  Limit the number of such areas, both in recognition that their demand is low and in order to focus resources 
and effort. 
 
Land Use Policies:  The list of permissible uses in these districts is purposely limited.  This is to minimize the possibility of 
land uses from being established which would conflict with industrial use, thereby making future industrial use undesirable.  
Maintenance of the suitability of these areas for industry is necessary because it is time-consuming and costly to secure 
necessary approvals;  once an area is selected and conceptually approved it would not be used for an activity which can be 
accommodated in alternative locations. 
 
Industrial uses are not restricted, however, to Industrial Use districts.  Wood Using Facilities are allowed in many other 
districts in the town.  Industrial Use is permitted in a small area around former DIPAK to allow for its continued operation 
as a conforming use and for necessary expansion.  Industrial Use is also permitted in a small portion of the Hamlet of 
Wadhams in recognition of that community's historic character, and in recognition of the possible need for future industrial 
use particularly based on water power;  however, this is very limited in extent in respect also of the present, primarily 
residential character of Wadhams. 
 
31.111 Rural Residential - 5 - Commercial, Industrial District  
 

a. Permitted uses: 
 
 < agricultural use & structure < private resource extraction 
 < forestry use & structure < home occupation 
 
b. Uses allowable by special permit: (amended 2010) 
 
 < industrial use < community facility 
 < wood using facility < commercial use 
 < agricultural service use < public utility  
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 < self-storage facility   
 < industrial spring/well as a Class A Regional project   
 < water bottling facility as a Class A Regional project   
 < major public utility as a Class A Regional project 
 
c. Dimensional Requirements 
 
 Intensity:  5 acres per principal building 
 Minimum lot size: 2 acres 
 Minimum setback from center of right-of-way: 100 feet or prevailing setback 
 Minimum side and rear setbacks: 30 feet 
 Minimum road frontage: 200 feet 

 
 
SECTION 32   MISCELLANEOUS REGULATIONS 
 
32.010 Additional Requirements for Special Permit Uses 
In order to approve a special permit for the uses governed by this Section, the Planning Board shall find, in addition to the 
findings required by Section 5.050, that the applicable specific requirements set forth in this Section for that use have been 
met. 
 
32.011 Campgrounds 
 

a. Location 
 A campground shall be located on a level, forested site.  The site should have seasonal secondary road access. 
 
b. Components 
 A campground shall consist of and be divided into (1) designated camping sites, (2) common service areas, and (3) 

common open space, including usable common open space. 
 
c. Density 
 The overall density of a campground shall not exceed one camping site per 7,500 square feet of gross area of the 

campground. 
 
d. Camping Sites 
 Each camping site shall have a total area of not less than 5,000 square feet, with a minimum dimension of 50 feet.  

No camping site shall accommodate more than one self-propelled four-wheeled vehicle.  No camping site shall be 
located closer than 200 feet to the near edge of the roadbed of a public highway or any shoreline or any lot line.  
Each camping site shall have a level, well-drained cleared area which will provide for the practical placement on 
and removal from the site of a standard size passenger automobile and travel trailer or tent. 

 
e. Open Space 
 A campground shall include usable common open space in an amount not less than 1,000 square feet per camping 

site.  Such usable common open space may be in one or more locations, but the number of locations shall not 
exceed one for each ten camping sites.  All usable common open space shall be accessible from all camping sites 
and shall be of such a character as to be attractive and useful for active or passive recreation.  No more than 40 
percent of such open space shall be within 100 feet of the near edge of the roadbed of a public highway.  Streets 
within the campground shall not be counted as usable open space. 

 
f. Utilities and Service Facilities 

1.   A campground shall be provided with potable cold water taps at the rate of not less than one tap per ten  
 camping sites, each tap located conveniently to the served sites.  The waste from such taps shall be  
 emptied into an appropriate disposal system, such as a dry well. 
2.   Separate toilet facilities for males and females shall be provided not nearer than 50 feet nor further than  
 200 feet from any camping site. 
3.   Waste from all buildings and campsites shall be discharged into a sewage disposal system meeting the  
 standards of the Town Sanitary Code. 
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g. Access and Circulation Plan 

1.   Each campground shall have graveled or paved access to a public highway. 
2.   Where a campground has more than 30 camping sites, two points of entry and exit shall be provided, but in no 

instance shall the number of entry and exit points exceed four.  Such entrances and exits shall be designated 
and strategically located for the safe and convenient movement into and out of the campground, and to 
minimize interference with the free movement of traffic on the adjacent public highway.  All entrances and ex-
its shall be of sufficient width to facilitate the turning movements of vehicles with travel trailers attached. 

3.   Each campground shall have clearly defined and convenient access to all camping sites and other facilities 
within the campground.  The street system shall be so designed to permit safe and convenient vehicular 
circulation within the campground.  Streets shall be adapted to the topography and shall have suitable 
alignment and gradient for traffic safety.  All streets shall intersect at right angles.  All streets shall have the 
following minimum widths: 
 (a)  One-way traffic movement:  12 feet 
 (b)  Two-way traffic movement:  20 feet 

 
h. Landscaping and Screening 

1.  Native ground cover, shrubs, and trees shall be provided or retained in those areas not used for camping sites, 
buildings, walkways, roads, active recreation areas, or parking areas. 

2.   Landscaping, by preservation of existing vegetation or by planting of native species of vegetation, shall be 
provided to ameliorate or screen objectionable views of and within the campground at all seasons of the year.  
Views which shall be screened include sanitary facilities and garbage storage and collection areas.  In addition, 
the campground itself shall be substantially screened with native vegetation at all seasons of the year from any 
public highway or water body or water course regularly trafficked by the public or adjacent property zoned for 
residential use. 

 
i. Length of Occupancy 
 No individual, tent, or travel trailer, shall occupy a site or a succession of sites within a campground for a period or 

periods aggregating more than 180 days within any calendar year. 
 

32.012 Commercial Resource Extraction 
 

a.   Commercial resource extraction shall be allowed only in a substantially undeveloped area. 
b.   Any excavation associated with commercial resource extraction shall not adversely affect the natural drainage of 

adjoining properties not in the same ownership, or the structural safety of buildings on such adjoining properties;  
the top of any slope of the excavation shall not be closer than 50 feet from the boundary line of any adjoining 
property not in the same ownership, nor closer than 200 feet of any public highway or water body or water course. 

c.   Within the above setbacks natural vegetation shall be left undisturbed, except for planting pursuant to the require-
ments hereof.  The Planning Board may in its discretion require additional measures to provide suitable screening of 
the excavation, such as planting or fencing. 

d.   An applicant for a Special Permit for commercial resource extraction shall submit to the Planning Board copies of 
all applications and other materials submitted to the New York State DEC in connection with its commercial 
resource extraction application.  

e.   In issuing a Special Permit for commercial resource extraction, the Planning Board shall impose conditions 
designed to protect the public health, safety, and welfare.  Such conditions shall be limited to the following, unless 
the laws of New York State allow the imposition of additional conditions:   
1.   Ingress from and egress to public thoroughfares controlled by the Town; 
2.  Routing of mineral transport vehicles on roads controlled by the Town; 
3.  Requirements and conditions specified in the permit issued by the DEC concerning setback from property 

boundaries and public thoroughfare rights-of-way, natural or manmade barriers to restrict access, dust control, 
and hours of operation; 

4.  Enforcement of reclamation requirements contained in any DEC permit. 
f.   In issuing a Special Permit for commercial resource extraction uses not subject to regulation by DEC, the Planning 

Board may impose such additional conditions as it deems necessary. 
g.   The Planning Board shall deny a Special Permit for commercial resource extraction for any project which, when 

subjected to the allowable conditions in Subsection 32.012(e) above, does not satisfy the requirements of this 
Section 32.012 or Section 5.040. 
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32.013 Tourist Accommodations 
Tourist accommodations shall be subject to the following additional requirements: 
 

a.   For each motel, hotel, or similar tourist accommodation unit which is attached to a similar unit by a party wall, each 
accommodation unit of a tourist home or similar structure, and each tourist cabin or similar structure for rent or hire 
containing less than 300 square feet of floor space, the minimum land area necessary shall be not less than one-tenth 
of an acre.  The minimum land area for a tourist cabin or similar structure for rent or hire larger than 300 square feet 
shall be the minimum lot area in Section 31 hereof for the zoning district in which the cabin or structure is to be 
located. 

b.   Off-street parking shall be provided at the rate of not less than one and one-half spaces per accommodation unit.  
Each parking space shall have a minimum dimension of 8 feet by 20 feet. 

c.   Landscaping, by preservation of existing vegetation or by planting of native species of vegetation, shall be provided 
to buffer or screen views of and within the motel, hotel, or tourist accommodation at all seasons of the year.  Views 
which shall be buffered or screened include parking facilities, garbage storage and collection areas, and other ser-
vice areas or service buildings associated with the motel, hotel, or tourist accommodation. 

d.   No portion of a motel, hotel, or tourist accommodation shall be closer than 50 feet from the boundary line of any 
adjoining property not in the same ownership, nor closer than 125 feet from the shore of any lake or pond. 

e.   Where a motel, hotel, or tourist accommodation involves the shoreline of any lake or pond, or any river or stream 
navigable by boat, including canoe, the following shoreline lot widths shall be required per room or unit, unless the 
minimum shoreline lot width in Section 31 hereof for the zoning district involved is greater, in which case the 
greater lot width shall be required:  100 feet for one to ten accommodation units;  for each additional unit up to 
twenty units, eight additional feet;  for each additional unit, up to forty units, five additional feet;  for each 
additional unit thereafter, three additional feet. 

 
32.014 Multi-family Dwellings 
Multi-family dwellings shall be subject to the following additional requirements: 
 

a.   The minimum land area necessary per each individual dwelling unit shall be the minimum lot area in Section 31 
hereof for the zoning district in which the multi-family dwelling is to be located. 

b.   Off-street parking shall be provided at the rate of not less than one and one-half spaces per dwelling unit.  Each 
parking space shall have a minimum dimension of 8 x 20 feet. 

c.   Landscaping, by preservation of existing vegetation or by planting of native species of vegetation, shall be provided 
to buffer or screen views of parking facilities and garbage collection and storage areas. 

 
32.015 Public Utility and Major Public Utility Uses 
Such uses shall not be located in the Town Character Development District or in other visually and ecologically vulnerable 
areas, as determined from the natural and man-related resource maps on file with the Planning Board, site inspection, and 
the public hearing.  This shall not apply to local public utility distribution lines. 
 
32.016 Commercial and Industrial Uses 
 

a.   Vehicular and pedestrian access and circulation should be adequate, including safe and well-designed points of 
ingress and egress, and traffic flow along public highways should not be impeded. 

b.   The character of the town should be protected as much as possible by the location, design, height, finish materials, 
and coloration of buildings and signs, and by landscaping and plantings, including minimal disturbance of existing 
vegetation. 

c.   All waste disposal areas and exterior storage areas should be maintained in a neat and orderly condition and located 
in so far as possible out of sight of any public highway.  In situations where they cannot be so located, then they 
should be screened by an opaque fence (preferably wood) or substantially opaque plantings. 

d.   Above ground utility lines should be minimized. 
e.   Parking and delivery areas should be adequate and made as attractive as possible. 
f.   Conditions that create fire hazards should be avoided. 
g.   Dust, odor, noise, light, radio/television interference, and other nuisance conditions, and the impacts thereof on the 

surrounding areas, should be minimized. 
h.   Existing community services and facilities should not be overtaxed.  If new or expanded community facilities or 

services will be needed for the proposed use, the cost of such facilities should be justified by the economic return of 
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the project to the community. 
i.   Commercial, Industrial, and Research Parks should be designed in accordance with site planning guidelines as rec-

ommended by the Urban Land Institute or similar source. 
 
32.020 Special Flood-Prone Areas 
Construction on and alteration of flood-prone lands is subject to the provisions of the Local Floodplain Law adopted on 
April 7, 1987 (Local Law Number        of the Year 1987 of the Town of Westport). 
 
32.030 Special Shoreline Regulations:  Applicability 
The regulations set forth in Sections 32.031 through 32.033 shall be applicable in all Town zoning districts. 
 
32.031 Special Shoreline Regulations:  Minimum Setback for On-Site Sewage Facilities 
In the case of all lakes, ponds, rivers, and streams, or any swamp, marsh, or wetland, the minimum setback of any on-site 
sewage drainage field or seepage pit shall be 100 feet from the mean high-water mark irrespective of zoning district or land 
use area classification.  The local body or officer having jurisdiction, or the Adirondack Park Agency in its review of a Class 
A or Class B Regional Project, shall have authority to require a greater setback, upon a determination that soils or other 
environmental conditions require such greater setback to protect water quality. 
 
32.032 Special Shoreline Regulations:  Cutting Restrictions 
In the case of the shorelines of all lakes and ponds and the shorelines of any river designated to be studied as a wild, scenic, 
and recreational river in accordance with the Environmental Conservation Law or any river or stream navigable by boat, 
including canoe, the removal of vegetation, including trees, shall be permitted on shorefront lots provided the following 
standards are met: 

 
a.   Within 35 feet of the mean high-water mark no vegetation may be removed, except that up to a maximum of 30 

percent of the trees in excess of six inches diameter at breast height existing at any time may be cut over any ten-
year period. 

b.   Within six feet of the mean high-water mark no more than 30 percent of the shorefront may be cleared of vegetation 
on any individual lot.  This provision shall be adhered to in addition to a) above. 

c.   The above cutting standards shall not prevent the removal of diseased vegetation or of rotten or damaged trees or of 
other vegetation that present safety or health hazards. 

 
32.033 Special Shoreline Regulations:  Minimum Shoreline Frontage for Deeded or Contractual Access 
In the case of the shorelines of all lakes and ponds and the shorelines of any river designated to be studied as a wild, scenic, 
or recreational river in accordance with the Environmental Conservation Law or any river or stream navigable by boat, 
including canoe, the following minimum shoreline frontages shall be required for deeded or contractual access to all such 
lakes, ponds, rivers, or streams for five or more lots, parcels, or sites or multi-family dwelling units not having separate and 
distinct ownership of shore frontage: 
 

a.   Where five to twenty lots or multi-family dwelling units are involved, a total of not less than 100 feet. 
b.   Where more than twenty and not more than one hundred lots or multiple dwelling units are involved, a minimum of 

three feet for each additional lot or multiple dwelling unit in excess of twenty. 
c.   Where more than one hundred and not more than one hundred fifty lots or multiple dwelling units are involved, a 

minimum of two feet for each additional lot or multiple dwelling unit in excess of one hundred. 
d.   Where more than one hundred fifty lots or multiple dwelling units are involved, a minimum of one foot for each 

additional lot or multiple dwelling unit in excess of one hundred fifty. 
 
32.040 Individual Junk Automobiles 
No individual junk automobiles shall be so located as to be visible from public roads, trails, or boat or canoe routes, or from 
neighboring properties. 
 
32.050 Automobile Junkyards and Junkyards 
 

a.   As of the effective date of this local law, no new automobile junkyards or junkyards shall be permitted within the 
Town. 

b.   Within 1 year of the effective date of this local law, all existing automobile junkyards and junkyards shall be 
screened by an opaque fence so as to be substantially invisible from a public highway.  Such fence shall be 
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constructed of such material (preferably wood) that is in itself not an eyesore. 
c.   Within 5 years of the effective date of this local law all existing automobile junkyards and junkyards shall be 

removed and their sites cleaned of all materials associated therewith if (b) has not been complied with (amended 
2001). 

 
32.060 Travel Trailers 

a.   No travel trailer shall be parked or located overnight within the town except: 
1.  On the property of the owner thereof in conformance with Subsections 32.060(b) and (c) below; 
2.  In a travel trailer camp;  or 
3.  On the premises of a travel trailer sales or rental establishment. 

 b.   No travel trailer shall be parked or located overnight on the property of the owner thereof, unless such travel trailer 
is parked so as to minimize its visibility from a public highway, preferably in the rear or side yard behind the front 
face of the principal building, and preferably no closer than six feet to any lot line.  A travel trailer so parked shall 
not block access by emergency vehicles, shall not be used as living quarters and shall not be hooked up to any 
utilities. 

 c.   A visitor to a family may park a travel trailer on the lot of the family being visited subject to the issuance of a project 
permit by the Zoning Inspector, provided it is located in accordance with the requirements of Subsection 32.060(b) 
above.  Such use of the subject premises shall not exceed 30 consecutive days or 45 days in total during any one 
calendar year, and shall not be provided pursuant to payment or donation of any fee or equivalent goods or services. 

 
32.070 Private Resource Extraction 
 
32.071 Private resource extraction is subject to the following conditions: 
 

a.   Any excavation associated with private resource extraction shall not adversely affect the natural drainage or land 
stability of adjoining properties not in the same ownership;  the top of any slope of the excavation shall not be 
closer than 50 feet from the boundary line of any adjoining property not in the same ownership, nor closer than 100 
feet of any public street of any public highway or water body or water course. 

b.   Within the above setbacks natural vegetation shall be left undisturbed. 
c.   During and after cessation of excavating operations, the land involved must be reclaimed to insure soil and slope 

stabilization and revegetation. 
 
32.072 Improper Operation 
In the event a private resource extraction operation is in violation of the provisions of this Section, the Zoning Inspector 
shall mail to the owner of the parcel of land upon which the private resource extraction exists, at his last known mailing 
address, an order that the violation be cured within 30 days after the date of mailing of said order. 
 
32.080 Home Occupation 
All home occupations shall comply with the following requirements: 
 
32.081 No objectionable noise, vibration, smoke, dust, electrical disturbance, odors, heat, or glare shall be produced. 
 
32.082 Traffic generated shall not be in greater volume than would be normally expected in the neighborhood. 
 
32.083 Parking shall be provided off-street and shall not be located in the front yard. 
 
32.090 Town Character Development District (TCD) 
 
32.091 Findings and Purpose 
It is hereby found and declared that (a) there are within the Town particular open spaces which are of special visual and 
scenic significance and value to the public as open space, or which are so located or of such character that their development 
in most cases would present unacceptable adverse environmental consequences, (b) that the conservation and protection of 
such open spaces is a public necessity and is required in the interest of the health, safety, and welfare of the people.  The 
purpose of this Section is to conserve and protect the visual and environmental quality of the town through the conservation 
and protection of such open spaces. 
 
32.092 General 
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a. Application of Regulations 
 The regulations contained in this Section apply within the Town Character Development District which appears on 

the Zoning Map over open spaces having special visual character. 
 
b. Relation to Other Districts 
 The Town Character Development District is an overlay district mapped over other districts.  It modifies and, 

where there is inconsistency, supersedes the regulations of such other districts.  Except as so modified or 
superseded, the regulations of the underlying districts remain in effect. 

 
32.093 Special Permit Requirement 
Within the Town Character Development District, any new land use and development other than agricultural use shall 
require a Special Permit from the Planning Board. 

 
a. Required Findings 
 The Planning Board shall grant a Special Permit where it finds:  

1. The land use and development, if it is not a residential or agricultural use, cannot reasonably be located at  
 a site outside the Town Character Development District; 
2. Within the Town Character Development District, the land use and development is located and designed  
 so that its visual impact is minimized, and it is in harmony with the natural surroundings and existing land  
 uses in the area;  and 
3. The open-space character of the area is protected as much as possible by the location, design, height,  
 finish materials, and coloration of buildings and signs, landscaping, and plantings, and minimal  
 disturbance of existing vegetation. 

b. Application and Procedure 
 The application and procedure for a Special Permit under this Section shall be that set out in Section 5. 

 
32.094 Density Transfer  
Density may not be transferred into the Town Character Development District pursuant to Section 32.190.  Density transfer 
from the Town Character Development District into other areas within the underlying zoning district is encouraged by the 
density bonus provision in Section 32.095. 
 
32.095 Density Bonus 
Owners of land in the TCD District shall be entitled to a 50% increase in the allowable number of units allocated to such 
TCD land pursuant to Section 2.063, provided that: 
 

a. Such units are constructed outside the TCD District; 
b. Such units are not visible from any public roads passing through the TCD District; and  
c. A permanent restriction on developing such land in the TCD District is recorded pursuant to Section 32.123. 

 
32.100 Individual Mobile Homes 
 

a.   An individual mobile home shall be placed on a mobile home stand which will provide for the retention of the home 
on the lot in a stable condition. 

b.   The stand shall be of sufficient size to fit the dimensions of the mobile home and any appurtenant structures or 
appendages. 

c.   The stand shall be constructed of an appropriate material which is durable and adequate for the support of the 
maximum anticipated load. 

d.   The stand shall be suitably graded to permit rapid surface drainage. 
e.   The stand shall be equipped with an anchor or tie-down at each corner thereof to provide adequate security for the 

mobile home against wind loading. 
f.   The mobile home shall be enclosed with a desirable and attractive skirt made of sturdy materials, which will hide all 

wheels, chassis, and other appurtenances under the mobile home. 
 

32.110 Mobile Home Courts 
Mobile Homes in Mobile Home Courts shall be set back at least 50 feet from adjoining properties and 100 feet from public 
roads, and shall not be visible in any season from such properties or public roads.  At least 10% of any Mobile Home Court 
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parcel shall be set aside for recreational purposes. 
 
32.120 Density Transfer 
The Town of Westport wishes to encourage flexibility in the layout of development, within the overall intensity standards of 
this local law.  The Town therefore will permit residential density to be transferred from one parcel (the "sending parcel") to 
another (the "receiving parcel") within the same zoning district, as provided below. 
 
32.121 Procedure 
All density transfers require a Special Permit from the Planning Board.  A Special Permit application for density transfer 
must be signed by the owners (or their authorized representatives) of both the sending and receiving parcels.  In reviewing 
an application for density transfer, the Planning Board shall first determine the number of allowable dwelling units permitted 
on the receiving parcel pursuant to Section 2.063.  The Planning Board shall then determine the number of dwelling units 
available to transfer from the sending parcel(s).  In order to approve a density transfer the Planning Board shall comply with 
all of the requirements for issuing Special Permits contained in Chapter 5.   
 
32.122 Findings Required 
The Planning Board shall not approve any residential density transfer unless it finds that: 
 

a.   The addition of the transfer units to the receiving parcel will not adversely affect the area surrounding the receiving 
parcel, and will benefit the Town by protecting open space resources located on the sending parcel(s). 

b.   The density transfer will not detract from the fulfillment of the purposes of the zoning district. 
c.   As a condition of approval of the density transfer, a conservation easement on the sending parcel(s) satisfying the 

requirements of Section 32.123 below will be executed and recorded in the County Clerk's Office, reducing the 
number of allowable units on the sending parcel(s) by the number of dwelling units transferred. 

 
32.123 Permanent Preservation of Sending Parcel by Perpetual Conservation Easement 
 

a.   A perpetual conservation easement restricting development of the sending parcel, allowing use only for agriculture, 
forestry, recreation, protection of natural resources, or similar conservation purposes, pursuant to Section 247 of the 
General Municipal Law and/or Sections 49-0301 through 49-0311 of the Environmental Conservation Law, shall be 
granted to the Town, with the approval of the Town Board, or to a qualified not-for-profit conservation organization 
acceptable to the Planning Board.  Such conservation easement shall be reviewed and approved by the Planning 
Board and be required as a condition of special permit approval.  The Planning Board may require that such 
conservation easement be enforceable by the Town if the Town is not the holder of the conservation easement.  The 
conservation easement shall be recorded in the County Clerk's Office prior to or simultaneously with the granting of 
any Special Permit for density transfer or the filing of any final subdivision plat of the receiving parcel in the 
County Clerk's Office.   

b.   The conservation easement shall limit development of the sending parcel to the number of allowable dwelling units 
remaining on the sending parcel after deducting the units transferred to the receiving parcel. 

 
32.130 Protection of Agriculture 
 
32.131 Agricultural Buffers 
Wherever agricultural uses and other new uses unrelated to the agricultural operations abut, buffers shall be provided to 
reduce the exposure of these abutting uses to odors, noise, and other potential nuisances related to the agricultural operation. 
 Provision of buffers shall be the responsibility of the proponent of the non-agricultural use, unless such use predates the 
agricultural use.  Such buffers may consist of vegetative screening, woodlands, vegetated berms, or natural topographic 
features.   
 
32.132 Agricultural Data Statement 
Any application for a Special Permit, Use Variance, or Subdivision approval requiring municipal review and approval by 
the Planning Board or Zoning Board of Appeals that would occur on property within an agricultural district containing a 
farm operation, or on property with boundaries within five hundred feet of a farm operation located in an agricultural 
district, shall include an agricultural data statement as defined in Section 30.  The Planning Board or Zoning Board of 
Appeals shall evaluate and consider the agricultural data statement in its review of the possible impacts of the proposed 
project upon the functioning of farm operations within the agricultural district. 
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32.133 Required Disclosure  
In the case of any proposed residential development that abuts agricultural uses, the Planning Board shall require the 
applicant to issue a disclosure to potential purchasers of lots or dwelling units as follows:  "This property adjoins land used 
for agricultural purposes.  Farmers have the right to apply approved chemical and organic fertilizers, pesticides, and 
herbicides, and to engage in farm practices which may generate dust, odor, smoke, noise, and vibration."  This disclosure 
shall be required as a note on a Subdivision Plat or Site Plan, and may also be required to be made through other means 
reasonably calculated to inform a prospective purchaser, such as by posting or letter of notification.  This Section 32.133 
may also be applied to any commercial development within the jurisdiction of the Planning Board which abuts agricultural 
land, at the discretion of the Planning Board. 
 
32.140 Signs 
For sign regulations, see Section 10. 
 
32.150 Flexible Development 
 
32.151 The Planning Board may, in the course of Subdivision approval, modify the road frontage and front, side, and rear 
setback requirements of this Local Law in order to permit development that harmonizes with the rural and historic character 
of the Town.  Where, in the judgment of the Planning Board, a Flexible Development plan is appropriate in order to 
implement the Rural Siting Guidelines in Subsection 5.063(e) or to protect a natural, environmental, scenic, or historic 
resource, the Planning Board may approve a Flexible Development plan containing such modified frontages and setbacks.  
(For lot size reductions, see Section 32.155 below.) 
 
32.152 Frontage and setback modifications shall be permitted in the Wadhams Hamlet District only if the Planning Board 
finds that the modifications requested reflect the historic frontage and setback patterns that exist within the hamlet 
neighborhood.   
 
32.153 Within other districts, frontage and setback modifications shall be permitted only if the Planning Board finds that 
the modifications requested (including rear lots with no road frontage) will help maintain the rural character of the Town by 
complying with the Rural Siting Guidelines in Subsection 5.063(e).  
 
32.154 Such frontage and setback modifications may not increase the underlying density permitted by this Local Law, and 
may not result in the creation of any lot which lacks feasible and safe vehicular access.  No lot frontage shall be reduced to 
less than 20 feet. 
 
32.155 If an applicant for a flexible development provides community water and/or sewage disposal facilities (which may 
include individual septic tanks with common leach fields), the minimum lot size requirements may also be reduced, 
provided that such lots comply with all requirements of the Public Health Law and are controlled by management entities 
which the Planning Board deems sufficient to protect public health. 
 

a. Community water system:  75% of the minimum lot size in the district, but no smaller than 20,000 square feet. 
b. Community sewage disposal:  60% of the minimum lot size in the district, but no smaller than 10,000 square feet. 
c. Community water and sewage disposal:  30% of the minimum lot size in the district. 

 

32.160  Accessory Apartments (amended 2010) 
 
32.161 The intent of this section is to allow separate living space within an existing single family dwelling to be occupied by 
family members or caregivers and to ensure that this use is conducted in a manner that protects and preserves neighborhood 
character and property values. 
 
32.162  Notwithstanding the maximum density of development and the minimum lot size specified for the particular zoning 
district, an accessory apartment shall be allowed in a single family dwelling in all Town districts except PRES, Al-
AIR/COMM,IND & RR-5-COMM, IND districts provided that the following conditions are found to be satisfied in Site 
Plan Review by the Planning Board. 

a.   The Town will maintain a list of all accessory use apartments in current use and not allow greater than 43 accessory 
apartments at any one time within the Town. 

b.   The landowner, or their agent, is required annually to renew the permission to continue the accessory apartment and 
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provide documentation that all provisions of this section are in compliance.   Failure to renew the use will result in 
the termination of the approval for the accessory apartment and require the removal of the kitchen facilities stated in 
Section (c). 

c.   When the purpose or the authorization for the accessory apartment expires or is invalidated, the kitchen facilities of 
the apartment, including any refrigerator, stovetop or range, dishwasher, and microwave, shall be removed within 
60 days. 

 
32.163 Standards and Requirements 

a.   The owner(s) of the property shall occupy at least one of the dwelling units on the premises as a principal residence. 
b.   No more than one accessory apartment is permitted on a lot. 
c.   Modification to an existing building to accommodate an accessory apartment shall comply with all provisions 

contain in this zoning law except for the density allowance provided in accordance with this section. 
d.   An accessory apartment shall not exceed 750 square feet in size of the floor space. 
e.   If the total habitable floor space of all dwelling structures on the lot exceeds 3500 square feet, no new habitable 

space may be constructed on the lot. 
f.   Off-street parking shall be available for the occupant(s) of the accessory apartment and the primary single family 

dwelling. 
g.   Sites within the wastewater district will be connected to the district wastewater system. 
h.   Site served by existing on-site wastewater treatment system shall meet all applicable State and Town standards for 

wastewater systems. 
i.   The building containing the accessory apartment shall meet all applicable Standards of the State Building Code and 

Local Law. 
j.   The property may be served by only one meter for each water and electric utility supplied. 
k.   No more than two (2) people may reside in the accessory apartment. 
l.   No money may be received by the property owner in exchange for occupancy of the accessory apartment. 

 
32.164  Procedures for Approval of Accessory Apartments 
Approval by the Planning Board of a proposed accessory apartment shall require notice to the public and a public hearing 
conducted under the Site Plan Review procedures and requirements described in this Local Law.   The Planning Board shall 
mail a copy of the decision to the Adirondack Park Agency within 14 days 
 

32.170  Standards for Industrial Spring/Well (amended 2010) 
 
The following specific standards apply in connection with the review and approval of an industrial spring/well 

a.   Precipitation recharge to the aquifer system being tapped must safely exceed the proposed maximum quantity of 
groundwater (or spring water) to be extracted.  In addition, the daily withdrawal of water from the site shall not be 
allowed to have an undue adverse environmental impact on nearby wells, surface water or the storage capacity of 
the aquifer.  It shall be the responsibility of the project sponsor to retain the services of a qualified geologist or 
hydrogeologist to certify that this condition has been satisfied based on results of the site specific studies and/or 
investigations. 

 
### 
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APPENDIX A 
CLASS A REGIONAL PROJECTS 

 
A.  HAMLET AREAS  

1. All land uses and development, except subdivisions of land, involving wetlands.  
2. All land uses and development, except subdivisions of land, involving one hundred or more residential units, 

whether designed for permanent, seasonal or transient use.  
3. All structures in excess of forty feet in height, except residential radio and television antennas.  
4. Commercial or private airports.  
5. Watershed management and flood control projects.  
6. Any material increase or expansion of an existing land use or structure included on this list that is 25 percent 

or more of the original size of such existing use or 25 percent or more of the original square footage of such 
structure.  

 
B.  MODERATE INTENSITY USE AREAS  

1.  All land uses and development, except subdivision of land, located in the following critical environmental 
areas:  

a)   within one-quarter mile of rivers navigable by boat designated to be studied as wild, scenic or 
recreational in accordance with the Environmental Conservation Law during the period of such 
designation;  

b)   involving wetlands;  
c)   at elevations of twenty-five hundred feet or more;  
d)   within one-eighth mile of tracts of forest preserve land or water now or hereafter classified as 

wilderness, primitive or canoe in the master plan for management of state lands, except for an 
individual single-family dwelling and accessory uses or structures thereto.  

Provided, however, that the above shall not include forestry uses (other than clearcutting as specified in 
number eight below), agricultural uses, open space recreation uses, public utility uses, and accessory uses 
or structures (other than signs) to any such use or to any pre-existing use.  

2. All land uses and development, except subdivisions of land, involving seventy-five or more residential units, 
whether designed for permanent, seasonal or transient use.  

3. Commercial or agricultural service uses involving ten thousand or more square feet of floor space.  
4. All structures in excess of forty feet in height, except residential radio and television antennas.  
5. Tourist attractions.  
6. Ski centers.  
7. Commercial or private airports.  
8. Timber harvesting that includes a proposed clearcutting of any single unit of land or more than twenty-five 

acres.  
9. Sawmills, chipping mills, pallet mills and similar wood-using facilities.  
10.   Mineral extractions.  
11.   Mineral extraction structures.  
12.   Watershed management and flood  
13.    Sewage treatment plants.  
14.   Major public utility uses.  
15.   Industrial uses including water bottling facility and industrial spring/well. (amended 2010)  
16.  Any material increase or expansion of an existing land use or structure included on this list that is 25 percent 

or more of the original size of such existing use or 25 percent or more of the original square footage of such 
structure.  

 
C.  LOW INTENSITY USE AREAS  

1.  All land uses and development, except subdivision of land, located in the following critical environmental 
areas:  

a)   within one-quarter mile of rivers navigable by boat designated to be studied as wild, scenic or 
recreational in accordance with the Environmental Conservation Law during the period of such 
designation;  

b)   involving wetlands;  
c)   at elevations of twenty-five hundred feet or more;  
d)   within one-eighth mile of tracts of forest preserve land or water now or hereafter classified as 
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wilderness, primitive or canoe in the master plan for management of state lands, except for an 
individual single-family dwelling and accessory uses or structures thereto.  

Provided, however, that the above shall not include forestry uses (other than clearcutting as specified in 
number eight below), agricultural uses, open space recreation uses, public utility uses, and accessory uses 
or structures (other than signs) to any such use or to any pre-existing use.  

2.  All land uses and development, except subdivisions of land, involving thirty-five or more residential units, 
whether designed for permanent, seasonal or transient use.  

3.  Commercial or agricultural service uses involving five thousand or more square feet of floor space.  
4.  All structures in excess of forty feet in height, except residential radio and television antennas.  
5.  Tourist attractions.  
6.  Ski centers.  
7.  Commercial or private airports.  
8.  Timber harvesting that includes a proposed clearcutting of any single unit of land of more than twenty-five 

acres.  
9.  Sawmills, chipping mills! pallet mills and similar wood-using facilities.  
10.  Mineral extractions. .  
11.  Mineral extraction structures.  
12.  Watershed management and flood control projects.  
13.  Sewage treatment plants.  
14.  Waste disposal areas.  
15.  Junkyards.  
16.   Major public utility uses.  
17.   Industrial uses including water bottling facility and industrial spring/well. (amended 2010)  
18.  Any material increase or expansion of an existing land use or structure included on this list that is 25 percent 

or more of the original size of such existing use or 25 percent or more of the original square footage of such 
structure.  

 
D.  RURAL USE AREAS  

1.  All land uses and development, except subdivision of land, located in the following critical environmental 
areas:  

a)   within one-quarter mile of rivers navigable by boat designated to be studied as wild, scenic or 
recreational in accordance with the Environmental Conservation Law during the period of such 
designation;  

b)   involving wetlands;  
c)   at elevations of twenty-five hundred feet or more;  
d)   within one-eighth mile of tracts of forest preserve land or water now or hereafter classified as 

wilderness, primitive or canoe in the master plan for management of state lands, except for an 
individual single-family dwelling and accessory uses or structures thereto;  

e)   within one hundred fifty feet of the edge of the right-of-way of federal or state highways, except for an 
individual single-family dwelling and accessory uses or structures thereto;  

f)   within one hundred fifty feet of the edge of the right-of-way of county highways designated by rule or 
regulation of the agency adopted pursuant to subdivision fourteen of section eight hundred nine of 
the Adirondack Park Agency Act, as major travel corridors by the agency, except for an individual 
single-family dwelling and accessory uses or structures thereto.  

Provided, however, that the above shall not include forestry uses (other than clearcutting as specified in 
number 9 below and sand and gravel pits associated with such uses located within one hundred fifty feet 
of the edge of the right-of-way of the above described travel corridors), agricultural uses (other than sand 
and gravel pits associated with such uses located within one hundred fifty feet of the edge of the right-of-
way of the above-described travel corridors), open space recreation uses, and accessory uses or structures 
(other than signs) to any such uses or to any pre-existing use.  

2.  All land uses and development, except subdivision of land, involving twenty or more residential units, 
whether designed for permanent, seasonal or transient use.  

3.  Commercial and agricultural service uses involving twenty-five hundred or more square feet of floor space.  
4.  All structures in excess of forty feet in height, except residential radio and television antennas.  
5.  Tourist attractions.  
6.  Ski centers.  
7.  Commercial seaplane bases.  
8.  Commercial or private airports.  
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9.  Timber harvesting that includes a proposed clearcutting of any single unit of land of more than twenty-five 
acres.  

10.   Sawmills, chipping mills, pallet mills and similar wood-using facilities.  
11.   Mineral extractions. 
12.   Mineral extraction structures.  
13.   Watershed management and flood control projects.  
14.   Sewage treatment plants.  
15.   Waste disposal areas.  
16.   Junkyards.  
17.   Major public utility uses.  
18.   Industrial uses including water bottling facility and industrial spring/well. (amended 2010)  
19.   Any material increase or expansion of an existing land use or structure included on this list that is 25 percent 

or more of the original size of such existing use or 25 percent of the original square footage of such structure.  
 
E.  RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AREAS  

1.  All land uses and development, except subdivisions of land, located in the following critical environmental 
areas:  

a)   within one-quarter mile of rivers navigable by boat designated to be studied as wild, scenic or 
recreational in accordance with the Environmental Conservation Law during the period of such 
designation;  

b)   involving wetlands;  
c)   at elevations of twenty-five hundred feet or more;  
d)   within one-eighth mile of tracts of forest preserve land or water now or hereafter classified as 

wilderness, primitive or canoe in the master plan for management of state lands, except for an 
individual single-family dwelling and accessory uses or structures thereto;  

e)   within three hundred feet of the edge of the right-of-way of federal or state highways, except for an 
individual single-family dwelling and accessory uses or structures thereto;  

f)   within three hundred feet of the edge of the right-of-way of county highways designated as major 
travel corridors by rule or regulation of the agency adopted pursuant to subdivision fourteen of 
section eight hundred nine of the Adirondack Park Agency Act, except for an individual single-
family dwelling and accessory uses or structures thereto.  

Provided, however, that the above shall not include forestry uses (other than clearcutting as specified in 
number 9 below and sand and gravel pits associated with such uses located within three hundred feet of 
the edge of the right-of-way of the above described travel corridors), agricultural uses (other than sand 
and gravel pits associated with such uses located within three hundred feet of the edge of the right-of-way 
of the above-described travel corridors) , open space recreation uses, and accessory uses or structures 
(other than signs) to any such uses or to any pre-existing use.  

2.  Campgrounds involving fifty or more sites.  
3.  Group camps. .  
4.  Ski centers and related tourist accommodations.  
5.   Agricultural service uses.  
6.   All structures in excess of forty feet in height, except residential radio and television antennas.  
7.   Sawmills, chipping mills and pallet mills and similar wood-using facilities.  
8.   Commercial sand and gravel extractions.  
9.  Timber harvesting that includes a proposed clearcutting of any single unit of land of more than twenty-five 

acres.  
10.   Mineral extractions.  
11.   Mineral extraction structures.  
12.   Watershed management and flood control projects.  
13.   Sewage treatment plants.  
14.   Major public utility uses.  
15.   Any material increase or expansion of an existing land use or structure included on this list that is 25 percent 

or more of the original size of such existing use or 25 percent or more of the original square footage of such 
structure.  

16.   Industrial uses including water bottling facility and industrial spring/well. (amended 2010)  
 

F.  INDUSTRIAL USE AREAS  
1 Mineral extractions.  
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2 Mineral extraction structures.  
3 Commercial sand and gravel extractions.  
4 Major public utility uses.  
5 Sewage treatment plants.  
6 Waste disposal areas.  
7 Junkyards.  
8 Any material increase or expansion of an existing land use or structure included on this list that is 25 percent 

or more of the original size of such existing use or 25 percent or more of the original square footage of such 
structure.  

 
G.  Any amendment to the Class a regional project list in section 810 (1) of the Adirondack Park Agency Act subsequent to 

the adoption of this local law shall be deemed to effect a corresponding change in this Appendix A without action by the 
town, except so far as that amendment affects the delineation of subdivisions which are Class a regional projects.  
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APPENDIX B 
CLASS B REGIONAL PROJECTS 

 
A.  MODERATE INTENSITY USE AREAS  

1.  Multiple-family dwellings.  
2.  Mobile home courts.  
3.  Public and semi-public buildings.  
4.  Municipal roads.  
5.  Commercial or agricultural service uses involving less that ten thousand square feet of floor space.  
6.  Tourist accommodations.  
7.  Marinas, boat yards and boat launching sites.  
8.  Golf courses.  
9.  Campgrounds.  
10.   Group Camps.  
11.   Commercial seaplane bases.  
12.   Commercial sand and gravel extractions.  
13.   Land use or development, except subdivisions of land, involving the clustering of buildings on land having 

shoreline on the basis of a specified number of principal buildings per linear mile or proportionate fraction 
thereof, as provided for in the shoreline restrictions.  

14.   Any land use or development not now or hereafter included on either the list of primary uses or the list of 
secondary uses for moderate intensity use areas as set forth in Appendix C of this local law.  

15.   An individual single-family dwelling within on-eighth mile of 4racts of forest preserve land or water now or 
hereafter classified as wilderness, primitive or canoe in the master plan for management of state lands.  

16.   All land uses and development, except subdivisions of land, within one-quarter mile of rivers designated to be 
studied as wild, scenic or recreational in accordance with the Environmental Conservation Law, other than 
those navigable by boat, during the period of such designation.  

17.   Any material increase or expansion of an existing land use or structure included on this list that is 25 percent 
or more of the original size of such existing use or twenty-five percent or more of the original square footage 
of such structure.  

 
B.  LOW INTENSITY USE AREAS  

1.  Multiple-family dwellings.  
2.  Mobile home courts.  
3.  Public and semi-public buildings.  
4.  Municipal roads.  
5.  Commercial or agricultural service uses involving less than five thousand square feet of floor space.  
6.  Tourist accommodations.  
7.  Marinas, boat yards and boat launching sites.  
8.  Golf courses.  
9.  Campgrounds.  
10.   Group camps.  
11.   Commercial seaplane bases.  
12.   Commercial sand and gravel extractions.  
13.   Land use or development, except subdivision of land, involving the clustering of buildings on land having 

shoreline on the basis of a specified number of principal buildings per linear mile or proportionate fraction 
thereof, as provided for in the shoreline restrictions.  

14.   Any land use or development not now or hereafter included on either the list of primary uses or the list of 
secondary uses for low intensity use areas as set forth in Appendix C of this local law.  

15.   An individual single-family dwelling within one-eighth mile of tracts of forest preserve land or water now or 
hereafter classified as wilderness, primitive or canoe in the master plan for management of state lands.  

16.   All land uses and development, except subdivision of land, within one-quarter mile of rivers designated to be 
studied as wild, scenic or recreational in accordance with the Environmental Conservation Law, other than 
those navigable by boat, during the period of such designation.  

17.   Any material increase or expansion of an existing land use or structure included on this list that is 25 percent 
or more of the original size of such existing use or 25 percent or more of the original square footage of such 
structure.  
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C. RURAL USE AREAS  
1. Multiple-family dwellings.  
2. Mobile home courts.  
3. Public and semi-public buildings.  
4. Municipal roads.  
5. Marinas, boat yards and boat launching sites.  
6. Golf courses.  
7. Campgrounds.  
8. Group camps.  
9. Commercial sand and gravel extractions.  
10.   Land use or development, except subdivisions of land, involving the clustering of buildings on land having 

shoreline on the basis of a specified number of principal buildings per linear mile or proportionate fraction 
thereof, as provided for in the shoreline restrictions.  

11.   All land uses and development, except subdivision of land, within one-quarter mile of rivers designated to be 
studied as wild, scenic or recreational in accordance with the Environmental Conservation Law, other than 
those navigable by boat, during the period of such designation.  

12.   Any land use or development not now or hereafter included on either the list of primary uses or the list of 
secondary uses for rural use areas as set forth in Appendix C of this local law.  

13.   Commercial and agricultural service uses involving less than twenty-five hundred square feet.  
14.   An individual single-family dwelling within one-eighth mile of tracts of forest preserve land or water 

described in paragraph (d), subparagraph (1) of Appendix A or within one hundred fifty feet of a travel 
corridor described in such paragraph.  

15.   Any material increase or expansion of an existing land use or structure included on this list that is 25 percent 
or more of the original size of such existing use or 25 percent or more of the original square footage of such 
structure.  

 
D. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AREAS  

1. Single-family dwellings.  
2. Individual mobile homes.  
3. Forestry use structures.  
4. Hunting and fishing cabins and hunting and fishing and other private club structures involving five hundred or 

more square feet of floor space.  
5. Land use or development, except subdivision of land, involving the clustering of buildings on land having 

shoreline on the basis of a specified number of principal buildings per linear mile or proportionate fraction 
thereof, as provided in the shoreline restrictions.  

6.  Any land use or development not now or hereafter included on either the list of primary uses or the list of 
secondary uses for resource management areas as set forth in Appendix C of this local law.  

7.  Municipal roads.  
8.  Golf courses.  
9.  An individual single family dwelling within one-eighth mile of tracts of forest preserve land or waters 

described in paragraph (3), subparagraph (1) of Appendix A or within three hundred feet of a travel corridor 
described in such paragraph.  

10.   Campgrounds involving fewer than fifty sites.  
11.   All land uses and development, except subdivisions of land, within one-quarter mile of rivers designated to be 

studied as wild, scenic and recreational in accordance with the Environmental Conservation Law, other than 
those navigable by boat, during the period ~ of such designation.  

12.   Any material increase or expansion of an existing land use or structure included on this list that is 25 percent 
or more of the original size of such existing use or 25 percent or more of the original square footage of such 
structure.  

 
E  INDUSTRIAL USE AREAS  

1.  Sawmills, chipping mills, pallet mills and similar wood using facilities.  
2.  Industrial uses.  
3.  Commercial uses.  
4.  Agricultural service uses.  
5.  Public and semi-public buildings.  
6.  Municipal roads.  
7.  Any land or development not now or hereafter included on either list of primary uses or the list of secondary 
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uses for industrial use areas as set forth in this local law.  
8.  Any material increase or expansion of an existing land use or structure included on this list that is 25 percent 

or more of the original size of such existing use or 25 percent or more of the original square footage of such 
structure.  

 
F.  Any amendment to the Class B regional project list in Section 810 (2) of the Adirondack Park Agency Act subsequent to 

the adoption of this local law shall be deemed to effect a corresponding change in this Appendix B without action by the 
town, except so far as that amendment affects the delineation of subdivisions which are class B regional projects.  
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APPENDIX C 
COMPATIBLE USE LISTS 

 
The following compatible uses are listed in the Adirondack Park Land Use and Development Plan for the purpose of 
guiding development in the Adirondack Park. Any use not listed below is considered to be a Class B regional project 
requiring a permit under Article 9 of this local law.  
 
 

MODERATE INTENSITY USE 
Primary Compatible Uses:  
 Accessory uses and structures to any use classified as a compatible use.  
 Agricultural uses.  
 Agricultural use structures.  
 Cemeteries.  
 Forestry uses.  
 Forestry use structures  
 Game preserves and private parks.  
 Hunting and fishing cabins and hunting and fishing and other private club structures.  

Individual mobile homes.  
Open space recreation uses.  
Private roads.  
Private sand and gravel extractions.  
Public utility uses.  
Single-family dwellings.  

 
Secondary Compatible Uses:  

Agricultural service uses.  
Campgrounds.  
Commercial or private airports.  
Commercial sand and gravel extractions.  
Commercial seaplane bases.  
Commercial uses.  
Golf courses.  
Group camps.  
Industrial uses.  
Major public utility uses.  
Marinas, boat yards and boat launching sites.  
Mineral extractions.  
Mineral extraction structures.  
Mobile home courts.  
Multiple-family dwellings.  
Municipal roads.  
Public and semi-public buildings.  
Sawmills, chipping mills, pallet mills & similar wood-using facilities.  
Sewage treatment plants.  
Ski centers.  
Tourist accommodations.  
Tourist attractions.  
Watershed management and flood control projects.  

 
 

LOW INTENSITY USE 
Primary compatible Uses:  

Accessory uses and structures to any use classified as a compatible use.  
Agricultural uses.  
Agricultural use structures.  
Cemeteries.  
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Forestry uses.  
Forestry use structures  
Game preserves and private parks.  
Hunting and fishing cabins and hunting and fishing and other private club structures.  
Individual mobile homes.  
Open space recreation uses.  
Private roads.  
Private sand and gravel extractions.  
Public utility uses.  
Single-family dwellings.  

 
Secondary Compatible Uses:  

Agricultural service uses.  
Campgrounds.  
Commercial or private airports.  
Commercial sand and gravel extractions.  
Commercial seaplane bases.  
Commercial uses.  
Golf courses.  
Group camps.  
Industrial uses.  
Junkyards.  
Major public utility uses.  
Marinas, boat yards and boat launching sites.  
Mineral extractions.  
Mineral extraction structures.  
Mobile home courts.  
Multiple-family dwellings.  
Municipal roads.  
Public and semi-public buildings.  
Sawmills, chipping mills, pallet mills & similar wood-using facilities.  
Sewage treatment plants.  
Ski centers.  
Tourist accommodations.  
Tourist attractions.  
Waste disposal areas.  
Watershed management and flood control projects.  

 
 

NORMAL USE 
Primary compatible Uses:  

Accessory uses and structures to any use classified as a compatible use.  
Agricultural uses.  
Agricultural use structures.  
Cemeteries.  
Forestry uses.  
Forestry use structures  
Game preserves and private parks.  
Hunting and fishing cabins and hunting and fishing and other private club structures.  
Individual mobile homes.  
Open space recreation uses.  
Private roads.  
Private sand and gravel extractions.  
Public utility uses.  
Single-family dwellings.  

 
Secondary Compatible Uses:  
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Agricultural service uses.  
Campgrounds.  
Commercial or private airports.  
Commercial sand and gravel extractions.  
Commercial seaplane bases.  
Commercial uses.  
Golf courses.  
Group camps.  
Industrial uses.  
Junkyards.  
Major public utility uses.  
Marinas, boat yards and boat launching sites.  
Mineral extractions.  
Mineral extraction structures.  
Mobile home courts.  
Multiple-family dwellings.  
Municipal roads.  
Public and semi-public buildings.  
Sawmills, chipping mills, pallet mills & similar wood-using facilities.  
Sewage treatment plants.  
Ski centers.  
Tourist accommodations.  
Waste disposal areas.  
Watershed management and flood control projects.  

 
 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
Primary compatible Uses:  

Accessory uses and structures to any use classified as a compatible use.  
Agricultural uses.  
Agricultural use structures.  
Forestry uses.  
Forestry use structures  
Game preserves and private parks.  
Hunting and fishing cabins and hunting and fishing and other private club structures involving less than five hundred 

square feet of floor space.  
Open space recreation uses.  
Private roads.  
Private sand and gravel extractions.  
Public utility uses.  

 
Secondary Compatible Uses:  

Agricultural service uses.  
Campgrounds.  
Commercial sand and gravel extractions  
Golf courses.  
Group camps.  
Hunting and fishing cabins and hunting and fishing and other private club structures involving less than five hundred 

square feet of floor space.  
Individual mobile homes.  
Major public utility uses.  
Mineral extractions.  
Mineral extraction structures.  
Municipal roads.  
Sawmills; chipping mills, pallet mills & similar wood-using facilities.  
Sewage treatment plants.  
Single-family dwellings.  
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Ski centers and related tourist accommodations.  
Watershed management and flood control projects.  

 
 

INDUSTRIAL USE 
Primary Compatible Uses:  

Accessory uses and structures to any use classified as a compatible use.  
Agricultural uses.  
Agricultural use structures.  
Commercial sand and gravel extractions.  
Forestry uses.  
Forestry use structures Hunting and fishing cabins and hunting and fishing and other private club structures.  
Industrial uses.  
Major public utility uses.  
Mineral extractions.  
Mineral extraction structure.  
Open space recreation uses.  
Private roads.  
Private sand and gravel extractions.  
Public utility uses.  
Sawmills, chipping mills, pallet mills & similar wood-using facilities.  

 
Secondary Compatible Uses:  

Agricultural service uses.  
Commercial uses.  
Junkyards.  
Municipal roads.  
Public and semi-public buildings.  
Public and semi-public buildings.  
Sewage treatment plants.  
Waste disposal areas.  
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APPENDIX D 
 

I. DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS 
 

The following are those factors which relate to potential for adverse impact upon the park's natural, scenic, aesthetic, 
ecological, wildlife, historic, recreational or open space resources and which shall be considered, as provided in this local 
law, before any Class A regional project or Class B regional project, is undertaken in the town. Any burden on the public in 
providing facilities and services made necessary by such land use and development or subdivision of land shall also be taken 
into account, as well as any commercial, industrial, residential, recreational or other benefits which might be derived 
therefrom.  
 
A.  NATURAL RESOURCE CONSIDERATIONS  
 1 Water  

a) Existing water quality.  
b) Natural sedimentation of siltation.  
c) Eutrophication.  
d) Existing drainage and runoff patterns.  
e) Existing flow characteristics.  
f) Existing water table and rates of recharge.  

 2 Land  
a) Existing topography.  
b) Erosion and slippage.  
c) Floodplain and flood hazard.  
d) Mineral resources.  
e) Viable agricultural soils.  
f) Forest resources.  
g) Open space resources.  
h) Vegetative cover.  
i) The quality and availability of land for outdoor recreational purposes.  

 3.  Air  
  a) Air quality.  

 4.  Noise  
   a) Noise levels.  
 5.  Critical Resource Areas  

a) Rivers and corridors of rivers designated to be studied as wild, scenic or recreational in accordance with the 
Environmental Conservation law.  

b) Rare plant communities.  
c) Habitats of rare and endangered species and key wildlife habitats.  
d) Alpine and sub-alpine life zones.  
e) Wetlands.  
f) Elevations of twenty-five hundred feet or more.  
g) Unique features, including gorges, waterfalls, and geologic formations.  

 6. Wildlife  
   a) Fish and Wildlife  
 7. Aesthetics  

a) Scenic vistas  
b) Natural and man-made travel corridors.  

 
B.  HISTORIC SITE CONSIDERATIONS  
 1.  Historic Factors  
   a) Historic sites or structures.  
 
C.  SITE DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS  
 1. Natural site Factors  

a) Geology.  
b) Slopes.  
c) Soil characteristics.  
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d) Depth to groundwater and other hydrological factors. 
 2. Other site Factors  

a) Adjoining and nearby land uses.  
b) Adequacy of site facilities.  

 
D.  GOVERNMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS  
 1.  Governmental Service and Finance Factors  
   a) Ability of government to provide facilities and services.  
   b) Municipal school or special district taxes or special district user charges.  
 
E.  GOVERNMENTAL REVIEW CONSIDERATIONS  
 1.  Governmental control Factors  
   a) Conformance with other governmental controls.  
 
 

II.  NATURAL AND PUBLIC RESOURCE OBJECTIVES AND GUIDELINES 
 
A.  SOILS  
 1 Soils, General  

Objective: Prevent accelerated soil erosion and the potential for earth slippage.  
General Guideline: Respect existing natural features such as slope, soil texture and structure; minimize removal of 

vegetative cover; rapidly revegetate cleared areas; limit cuts and fills; and employ such erosion control devices 
and measures as are necessary to promptly stabilize slopes and surface and to control runoff.  

 2 Agricultural Soils  
Objective: Conserve viable agricultural soils.  
General Guideline: Avoid activities on Class I and Class II agricultural soils presently in agricultural service which 

would diminish or preclude continuing use thereof for agricultural purposes.  
 
B.  TOPOGRAPHY  

Objective: Minimize topographic alterations.  
General Guideline: Minimize excavation, cuts and fills and site grading by employing to advantage existing topographic 

features•, and avoid development activities on steep slopes where environmental damage and costly development 
problems could result therefrom.  

 
C.  SURFACE WATERS  

1.  Water Quality and Eutrophication  
Objective: Maintain or enhance existing physical, chemical and biological water quality characteristics and prevent 

any undue acceleration of existing rates of eutrophication of bodies of water.  
General Guideline: Maintain wide buffer strips of natural vegetation bordering water bodies; minimize channel 

disturbance and alterations; preserve shoreline vegetation; minimize hydrologic changes which would result 
from damming or impounding; avoid introduction of nutrients from the use of fertilizers and from sewage 
effluent; and avoid introduction of toxic materials to water bodies.  

 2. Surface Drainage  
Objective: Retain existing surface water drainage and runoff patterns and existing flow characteristics.  
General Guideline: Minimize alterations to existing drainage patterns and drainage courses; preserve drainageways 

in their natural state; and provide natural retention of storm water runoff if development includes a significant 
area of impervious surface.  

 3. Floodplains  
Objective: Maintain the storage capacity of floodplains and their existing ability to convey water downstream; and 

avoid activities in floodplains v:hich will result in dangers to life, safety and property if subjected to flooding.  
General Guideline: Avoid the placement of buildings intended for human habitation, commercial use and industrial 

use within floodplains; avoid the use of fill to create elevated sites; and within any floodway special zoning 
district and any floodway fringe special zoning district conform all development plans to the floodplain 
regulations contained in Article 6 hereof.  

 
D.  GROUNDWATER  

Objective: Preserve quality, infiltration rate, and levels of groundwater.  
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General Guideline: Comply at a minimum with applicable governmental water pollutant discharge restrictions; 
particularly avoid discharges of effluent potentially degrading to groundwater quality in proximity to major aquifers 
and aquifer recharge areas; and avoid impairment of aquifer recharge areas which could result from covering them 
with impervious surfaces.  

 
E.  SHORELINES  

Objective: Maintain or enhance the existing physical, biological and aesthetic characteristics of the shoreline of all lakes, 
ponds, rivers and streams.  

General Guideline: Comply at a minimum with applicable governmental shoreline restrictions, minimize construction or 
development of any kind near or on the shorelines; avoid physical modifications of the shorelines themselves; 
minimize the removal of vegetation along shorelines; locate buildings so as to be partially screened from the 
shorelines by natural vegetation; maximize the preservation of stretches of shoreline in a natural, unchanged and 
undeveloped state.  

 
F.  MINERAL RESOURCES  

Objective: Conserve existing known mineral resources.  
General Guideline: Avoid activities which would preclude present or future use of important mineral resources that may 

be of economic significance to the region.  
 
G.  AIR QUALITY  

Objective: Maintain or enhance existing air quality.  
General Guideline: Adhere to applicable governmental air quality standards; provide adequate air pollution abatement 

devices; and reduce dust levels caused by construction activities.  
 
H.  NOISE LEVELS 

Objective: Limit additions to noise levels.  
General Guideline: Adhere at a minimum to applicable governmental noise level standards, utilize noise abatement 

equipment; and maintain natural buffers such as existing topographic relief and vegetation.  
 
I.  WETLANDS  

Objective: Preserve the hydrologic, wildlife, vegetational, aesthetic, educational, open space and recreational values of 
wetlands.  

General Guideline: Avoid development in marshes, bogs, swamps and periodically inundated lands or on lands 
immediately adjacent thereto if such development could result in environmental damage to the marsh, bog, swamp or 
periodically inundated land.  

 
J.  AQUATIC COMMUNITIES  

Objective: Protect generally the existing natural aquatic plant and animal communities and preserve rare and endangered 
aquatic plant and animal species.  

General Guideline: Preserve key spawning areas, nursery grounds, food sources and food source areas; preserve habitats 
of rare and endangered plant and animal species; maintain adjacent vegetated areas generally as habitats and buffer 
zones; minimize shoreline alterations such as beach construction and emplacement of docks, rafts, boat launching 
facilities, and breakwaters; and avoid introduction of toxic materials and nutrients to water bodies.  

 
K.  TERRESTRIAL VEGETATION  
 1. Vegetation, General  

Objective: Preserve or quickly restore terrestrial vegetation.  
General Guideline: Minimize clearing of vegetation in light of development objectives; avoid clearing vegetation 

where damage will result to remaining vegetation from such factors as wind, erosion and frost; and protect 
remaining vegetation during the construction period.  

 2. Rare and Endangered Terrestrial Plant Species  
Objective: Preserve rare and endangered terrestrial plant species.  
General Guideline: Locate development and other intensive human activities so as to protect the location and 

habitats of rare and endangered plant species and allow for the continuing propagation of these species.  
3. Productive Commercial Forest Land  

Objective: Conserve productive forest lands.  
General Guideline: Avoid impairment of productive forest lands for commercial forest production by employing 
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sound forestry practices and by employing such planning techniques as clustering of development.  
 
L.  FRAGILE ECOSYSTEMS AT HIGHER ELEVATIONS  

Objective: Minimize disturbance of fragile ecosystems at higher elevations.  
General Guideline: Avoid development at elevations of 2,500 feet or more.  

 
M.  TERRESTRIAL WILDLIFE  

1. Terrestrial wildlife, General  
Objective: Maximize the preservation of terrestrial wildlife species.  
General Guideline: Preserve key wildlife habitats, such as deer wintering yards, nesting areas, productive feeding 

areas, and important vegetation transition areas; and maintain wildlife diversity to the extent possible in view of 
project objectives by maintaining a diversity of habitat.  

2. Rare and Endangered Terrestrial wildlife Species  
Objective: Preserve rare and endangered terrestrial wildlife species.  
General Guideline: Locate development and other intensive human activities so as to protect the location and 

habitats of rare and endangered terrestrial wildlife species and allow for the continuing propagation of these 
species.  

 
N.  AESTHETICS  
 1. Aesthetics, General  

Objective: Preserve and enhance, where possible, impact of the project upon the existing aesthetic qualities of the 
project site and its environs.  

General Guideline: utilize existing vegetation and topographical features, and employ careful siting methods so as 
to minimize the visual impact of all development activities.  

 2. Scenic Vistas  
Objective: Maintain the scenic qualities of views from vistas designated in the Adirondack Park State Land Master 

Plan.  
General Guideline: Avoid visibility of buildings and other development and land use alterations generally from 

vistas by employment of vegetative screening, existing topography and careful siting methods.  
 
J.  Travel Corridors  

Objective: Preserve the scenic qualities of views from public roads and trails and from boats and canoe routes.  
General Guideline: Employ vegetative screening, existing topography and careful siting methods to minimize the visual 

impact of buildings and other development and land use alterations.  
 
O.  OPEN SPACE  
 1. Open Space, General  

Objective: Maintain the open space character of the project site, adjacent land and surrounding area.  
General Guideline: Preserve vegetative screening and existing topography and employ clustering and careful siting 

methods where appropriate to minimize the impact of development activities and land use alterations on open 
space; and preserve undeveloped areas as large as possible in view of project objectives.  

 2. Outdoor Recreation  
Objective: Maintain the quality and availability of land for out door and open space recreational purposes.  
General Guideline: Provide on the project site sufficient open space areas for outdoor recreational use by those 

persons who will use the proposed project, taking into account the existing recreational resources available in 
the area; and locate buildings and other development so as not to interfere with those areas to be used as hiking, 
bicycling, and cross-country skiing trails as well as trail bike, jeep, all-terrain vehicle and horse trails, 
playgrounds, picnic areas, campgrounds, parks, beaches and similar uses.  

 
P.  ADJOINING AND NEARBY LAND USES  

1.  Surrounding Land Uses, General  
Objective: Minimize incompatibility of new development with the character of adjoining and nearby land uses.  
General Guideline: Take into account the existing and potential land uses in the vicinity of the project site in 

determining what new land use activities are suitable for the project site; avoid new intensive development in 
open space area; and avoid substantially altering existing residential and other land use patterns.  

2.  Adjacent state Land  
Objective: Preserve the wild and natural character of adjacent state lands designated as wilderness, primitive or 
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canoe by the Adirondack Park state Land Master Plan.  
General Guideline: Minimize development activities which would materially impair the wilderness attributes of 

these state lands; design and construct development that is located within one-eighth mile of these state lands so 
as to minimize its visual and audio impact in these wilderness-like areas, thereby insuring the continued 
compatibility of state and private types of ownership.  

 
O. WILD, SCENIC AND RECREATIONAL STUDY RIVERS  

Objective: Project or enhance the natural qualities of any river designated to be studied for possible inclusion in the 
state's wild, scenic or recreational river system.  

General Guidelines: Maintain buffer zones and existing vegetation along designated study rivers; avoid intensive 
development within one-quarter mile of such rivers; minimize alterations to such rivers and their banks; and preserve 
the free-flowing character of such rivers.  

  
P. HISTORIC SITES  

Objective: Protect archaeological sites, historic sites and unique historical structures for their educational and cultural 
value to the area, region or state.  

General Guideline: Preserve and restore archaeological sites, historic sites, and unique historic structures to the extent 
warranted by their respective significance; avoid land uses and development on adjoining and nearby lands which 
would be incompatible with the significance of such sites and structures.  

 
S. SPECIAL INTEREST AREAS 

Objective: Preserve special interest areas such as unique material features and their surrounding environs.  
General Guideline: Avoid physical and aesthetic alterations and impairment of the natural conditions of unique physical 

features such as gorges, waterfalls and interesting geological formations; provide for their continuing protection; 
utilize these special interest areas as assets to development.  

 
T.  GOVERNMENT CONSIDERATIONS  

1.  Service and Finance  
Objective: Fully explore and assure the ability of government to provide governmental services and facilities made 

necessary by the project.  
General Guideline: Phase development activities to a level commensurate with the financial capability of the 

various levels of government to provide the governmental services and facilities that will be generated by the 
development, such as transportation systems, schools, health care, sewage and solid waste disposal systems, 
water supply systems, and fire and police protection; require that as nearly as possible, the balance between the 
cost of public services required to adequately serve the development as compared with the anticipated tax and 
other revenues to be generated by the development be favorable at each level of government or taxing 
jurisdiction affected by the project; and include in development plans provisions to maintain or improve 
existing services and alleviate any potential adverse impact upon the ability of the government to provide 
services and facilities.  

 
2. Regulation  

Objective: Conform development activities to all applicable governmental rules and regulations.  
General Guideline: Comply with all applicable ordinances, rules and regulations of all governmental agencies with 

responsibilities for such activities, including those of towns and villages, counties, the state departments of 
Health and Environmental Conservation' and the Adirondack Park Agency.  

 
U.  PUBLIC UTILITIES AND COUNTY RESOURCES  

Objective: Assure the adequacy of such public utility services and community resources as shall be necessary for the 
project.  

General Guideline: Avoid excessive demands on the capabilities of public utilities such as electricity and communication 
services; and avoid necessity for major uncompensated increases in community services and activities such as 
recreational facilities, social, cultural and health services, and transportation facilities.  

 
 

III.   DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES OBJECTIVES AND GUIDELINES 
 

A.  STREET AND ROADS  
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Objective: Design and construct roads and streets to provide safe and convenient access without causing undue adverse 
impacts on natural and public resources.  

General Guideline: Conform street and road alignments with existing topography and vegetation; avoid steep slopes, 
abrupt curves and excessive cuts and fills; provide adequate road surfacing and roadbed drainage; preserve existing 
drainage patterns; and design streets and roads so as to minimize the impacts of construction and maintenance 
practices.  

 
B.  SITING AND CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDING  

Objective: Design, site and construct buildings to best serve their intended functions and to minimize impact on existing 
natural and public resources.  

General Guideline: Blend buildings with existing topography and their surrounding environs; avoid steep slopes; 
minimize grade alterations; and avoid complex and costly engineering solutions of site problems with potentially 
excessive environmental impacts.  

 
C.  SEWAGE DISPOSAL  

Objective: Select, design and locate sewage disposal system to provide adequate treatment of effluent and to avoid 
contamination of surface or groundwater.  

General Guideline: Comply with all state and local health standards, adhere at a minimum to the Adirondack Park 
Agency Act's setback requirements for water bodies; employ proven design criteria for sewage disposal systems in 
proper working order.  

 
D.  STORM DRAINAGE  

Objective: Design, locate and construct storm drainage systems so as to maintain existing drainage patterns in a natural 
state and to minimize adverse hydrologic effects.  

General Guideline: Provide adequate drainage for building sites and roads; avoid altering drainage patterns to the extent 
possible; utilize natural drainageways for handling storm water runoff and preserve all natural surface water retention 
areas such as wetlands, bogs and marshes; and minimize runoff by such other methods as preserving vegetative 
cover and avoiding the creation of unnecessary or extensive impervious surfaces.  

 
E.  WATER SUPPLY  

Objective: Locate, design and construct water supply systems so as to provide an adequate supply of potable water 
without adversely affecting existing water usage patterns or creating adverse effects with regard to aquifers and sub-
surface drainage patterns.  

General Guideline: Comply will all state and local health standards with regard to the design, location, construction and 
maintenance of water supply system.  

 
F.  SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL  

Objective: Provide for the storage, collection, transportation and disposal of solid waste in a manner which will 
minimize air, water and visual pollution and in a manner which will not create hazards to the health and welfare of 
people or wildlife.  

General Guideline: Comply with all applicable state and local standards for the disposal of solid waste, utilize 
community solid waste disposal areas and recycling facilities; adequately screen disposal areas; locate disposal areas 
on deep, moderately permeable, well-drained soils and at sufficient distances from water bodies so as to prevent 
contamination thereof; and avoid locating disposal areas on steep slopes.  

 
G.  PESTICIDES AND HERBICIDES  

Objective: Avoid all use of pesticides, herbicides and other biocides potentially detrimental to natural systems.  
General Guideline: Strictly adhere to applicable regulations regarding type, quantity and techniques of application of 

pesticides, herbicides and other biocides; and prevent direct application of pesticides, herbicides and other biocides 
to surface waters or wetlands or in a manner which may cause contamination thereto.  

 
H.  SHORELINE DEVELOPMENT  

Objective: Design and construct development along shorelines so as to maintain existing aesthetic and ecological 
characteristics thereof and to avoid all significant impairment of these qualities.  

General Guideline: Adhere at a minimum to the shoreline restrictions of the Adirondack Park Agency Act and the 
provisions of the Environmental Conservation Law and all local laws; maximize preservation of undeveloped 
shorelines by such methods as clustering and preservation of shoreline vegetation; minimize construction of docks 
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and boathouses on shorelines; minimize aesthetic alterations to shorelines as viewed from water bodies and 
surrounding areas.  

 
I.  NOISE  

Objective: Minimize noise insofar as practicable. 
General Guideline: Employ such measures as appropriate site selection, appropriate construction methods and 

maintenance of natural cover for a buffering effect; adhere at a minimum to applicable governmental noise level 
standards.  

 
J.  SIGNS  

Objective: Avoid signage that detracts from aesthetic and scenic qualities.  
General Guideline: Limit signs to the extent necessary to adequately inform viewer concerning the activities to which 

they relate; utilize signs which are appropriate to the character of the area in which they are located; avoid use of 
signs of excessive size, of signs that are insufficiently set back from natural and man-made travel corridors, and of 
signs containing moving parts or flashing lights.  

 
K.  UTILITIES  

Objective: Locate, design, construct and maintain utilities so as to efficiently accomplish project objectives and preserve 
natural and public resources.  

General Guideline: Locate utilities underground if feasible and in such a way that alignments are compatible with 
existing topography and vegetation; minimize visual impacts on surrounding areas by maintaining and preserving as 
much vegetative cover as possible and utilizing existing topography; and minimize maintenance practices such as 
herbicide spraying which could have adverse environmental impacts on terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.  

 
### 
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APA Shoreline Restrictions 



  
 
 
 
 

SHORELINE RESTRICTIONS 
 

This is a supplement to the Citizen’s Guide, which provides basic information about Adirondack 
Park Agency regulations. 

 
Pursuant to §806 of the Adirondack Park Agency Act, the following restrictions apply regardless 
of whether an Agency permit is required for a new land use or development or subdivision.1  
Additional restrictions may also apply to the shoreline of rivers included in the New York State 
Wild, Scenic, and Recreational River System. 
 

STRUCTURE SETBACKS 
(these setbacks do not apply to docks and boathouses; see below) 

 
Any new structure2 exceeding 100 square feet in size must comply with the following minimum 
setback distances from the mean high water mark (the average annual high water level) of any 
lake or pond or any river or stream navigable by boat, including canoe: 
 
 Hamlet                     50 feet  Rural Use                75 feet 
 Moderate Intensity Use   50 feet  Resource Management 100 feet 
 Low Intensity Use    75 feet 
  
Structures that are only partially located within the setback, as well as individual structures that 
are attached to each other, are measured in their entirety for the purpose of implementing these 
restrictions.3  The setback is measured horizontally along the shortest line between any point of 
the structure and any point on the shoreline at the mean high water mark.  The Agency will 
locate the mean high water mark upon request of any landowner contemplating development. 
 
Structures that lawfully exist within a shoreline setback area may be replaced or rebuilt in the 
same location or immediate vicinity.  Effective December 31, 2008, the following changes to the 
dimensions of a lawfully existing structure within the setback area require a variance, whether 
the changes occur through expansion or replacement: (i) location of the structure any closer to 
the mean high water mark; (ii) any increase in height; (iii) any increase in footprint; or (iv) any 
increase in width.  However, an increase of up to two feet in height of a single family dwelling or 
mobile home4, an increase of up to 250 square feet of footprint to the rear (non-shoreline side) 
of a single family dwelling or mobile home, and/or the addition of a stoop no larger than 25 
square feet providing access to the rear or side of a single family dwelling or mobile home does 

1  The shoreline restrictions of APA Act §806 are incorporated in the Agency-approved local zoning program for the Towns of 
Arietta, Bolton, Caroga, Chester, Chesterfield, Colton, Day, Edinburg, Hague, Horicon, Indian Lake, Johnsburg, Newcomb, 
Queensbury, Westport, and Willsboro, and the Town and Village of Lake George.  Advice on requirements and variance procedures 
may be obtained from the local code enforcement officer. 
2  The term structure includes decks, stairways, porches, sheds, fences, picnic shelters, cabins, lean-tos, etc.  Motor vehicles 
and trailers that are registered with the DMV, have a current inspection sticker, and are not connected to an in-ground wastewater 
treatment system are generally not considered structures subject to the setback requirements. 
3  Structures may be considered attached for Agency purposes if they are less than ten feet apart or structurally integrated.  
However, stairways, patios and walkways are considered individual structures for replacement purposes, regardless of their 
attachment to other structures.  Please contact the Agency for more information. 
4  For the purpose of implementing 9 NYCRR ' 575.5, the height of buildings with roof ridgeline(s) is measured at the highest 
point of the highest roof ridgeline.  The height of buildings without roof ridgeline(s) is measured at the highest point of the structure. 
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not require a variance.  There are minor expansions allowed for other types of lawfully existing 
shoreline structures, as well; please contact the Agency for more information. 
 
No variance is required for any replacement or expansion undertaken outside the shoreline 
setback area. 
 

DOCKS AND BOATHOUSES 
 
A structure that constitutes a dock or boathouse pursuant to the definitions referenced below is 
not subject to the shoreline setback requirements.  
 

Dock is defined under §570.3(j) of Agency regulations.  In general, a dock is a 
floating or fixed structure that is no more than eight feet in width, including at its 
attachment to a shoreline or boathouse, and is used for securing and/or loading 
or unloading water craft and/or for swimming or water recreation.  A structure that 
meets this definition is considered a dock below the mean high water mark and a 
boardwalk, deck, or other structure upland of the mean high water mark.  Docks 
that are hoisted or suspended above water level for storage must conform to 
additional parameters. 
 
Boathouse is defined under §570.3(c) of Agency regulations.  In general, a 
boathouse is a covered structure with direct access to a body of water that is 
used only for the storage of boats and associated equipment, does not contain 
sanitary plumbing of any kind, does not exceed a single story in that the roof 
rafters rest on the top plate of the first floor wall, and has a footprint of 1200 
square feet or less and a height of fifteen feet or less.  The footprint of a 
boathouse is measured at the exterior walls, or at the perimeter of the roof if the 
roof is flat or there are no exterior walls.  The height of a boathouse is measured 
from the surface of the floor serving the boat berths to the highest point of the 
structure.  A structure within the Lake George Park may be a boathouse even if it 
does not meet this definition, provided the structure is in compliance with a permit 
from the Lake George Park Commission. 

 
MINIMUM LOT WIDTHS 

 
Any subdivision creating a new parcel on which a new principal building will be constructed must 
comply with the following lot widths, as measured along the shoreline at the mean high water 
mark.  This standard applies even when no Agency permit is required for the subdivision. 
 
 Hamlet                       50 feet  Rural Use               150 feet 
 Moderate Intensity Use   100 feet  Resource Management  200 feet 
 Low Intensity Use    125 feet 
  
Additional shoreline lot width may be required for (i) providing deeded or contractual access to 
water bodies and (ii) the creation of lots in designated Scenic and Recreational River areas. 

 
SEWAGE SYSTEM SETBACKS 

 
Any new leaching facility (including a seepage pit, drainage field, outhouse, or pit privy) receiving 
any form of household effluent must be set back at least 100 feet from any water body, including 
an intermittent stream with a defined bed and bank.  The setback is measured horizontally along 
the shortest distance from the mean high water mark to the closest point of the leaching facility.  
New York State Department of Health standards also require that the absorption field (leaching 
facility) of any new on-site sewage disposal system be installed at least 100 feet from the source 
of any water supply system. 
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Alteration or replacement of a lawfully existing leaching facility located within 100 feet of a water 
body must occur in conformance with the setback requirements to the greatest extent possible, 
with the leaching facility located no closer to the mean high water mark, and must provide 
enhanced treatment. 
 
Upon the expansion of any structure to allow for an actual or potential increase in occupancy, 
the leaching facility serving the structure must be located at least 100 feet from all water bodies. 
 

SHORELINE CUTTING RESTRICTIONS 
 

Except to allow for the removal of diseased vegetation and rotten or damaged trees, all 
vegetative cutting on a parcel with shoreline on a lake, pond, or navigable river or stream must 
comply with the following restrictions: 

 
(a) Within 35 feet of the mean high-water mark, no more than 30 percent of the trees 

in excess of six inches diameter at breast height (42 feet above ground) may be 
cut over any 10-year period. 

(b) Within 6 feet of the mean high-water mark, no more than 30 percent of any 
vegetation may be removed.     

                                                                                                                                
  

  
 
 

 
This flyer is intended to provide general information regarding Agency jurisdiction.  Other provisions or 
restrictions may apply if an Agency permit or variance is required or if the property has previously been 
subject to Agency review. 
 
Please contact the Agency with any questions at 518-891-4050.  For a binding written response as to 
whether a specific proposal requires Agency review, please submit a Jurisdictional Inquiry Form (JIF).  
The JIF form is available on the Agency website at www.apa.ny.gov/Forms/jiform.pdf. 
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ATL SOIL BORING REPORT 



 
 

Albany  Binghamton  Elmira  Plattsburgh  Poughkeepsie  Rochester  Syracuse  Utica  Watertown 

 

Canton 
6431 U.S. Highway 11 

P.O. Box 29 
Canton, NY  13617 
315-386-4578 (T) 
315-386-1012 (F) 

 

ATLANTIC TESTING LABORATORIES 

January 17, 2018 
 
Town of Westport 
c/o AES Northeast, PLLC 
10-12 City Hall Place 
Plattsburgh, New York 12901 
 
Attn: Mr. Brad Noviski      
 Project Manager             
 
Re: Subsurface Investigation Services 
 Wadhmas Wastewater Treatment Plant 

Westport, Essex County, New York 
 ATL No. CD4352D-01-01-18 
 
Ladies and Gentleman: 
 
At the request of Mr. Brad Noviski, representing AES Northeast, PLLC, and in accordance with 
our proposal (ATL No. CD998-2122X-10-17, dated November 3, 2017), Atlantic Testing 
Laboratories, Limited (ATL) performed a subsurface investigation for the referenced project.  The 
field investigation was performed on January 2 and 3, 2018.   
 
The proposed boring locations were selected and staked in the field by representatives of AES 
Northeast, PLLC.  A Boring Location Plan is included in Attachment A.   
 
Three borings were advanced utilizing utilizing 3.75-inch Geoprobe casing driven with a hydraulic 
hammer to depths ranging from 16 to 31 feet below ground surface.  Soil sampling and standard 
penetration testing was performed utilizing a 2-inch outside diameter split spoon sampler in 
accordance with ASTM D 1586.  Soil sampling was generally performed continuously from the 
surface to a minimum depth of 20 feet and thereafter at 5-foot intervals to boring termination.   
 
The 2-inch split spoon sampler does not recover material larger than 1⅜-inch in nominal 
dimension. Therefore, the recovered samples may not be representative of the entire soil matrix.  
The visual soil classifications contained in the subsurface investigation logs were performed in 
the laboratory and are presented on the Subsurface Investigation Logs included in 
Attachment B.   
 
Please contact our office should you have any questions; or if we may be of further service.  We 
look forward to our continued association to obtain a successful completion of the project.   
 
Sincerely, 
ATLANTIC TESTING LABORATORIES, Limited 

 
 
Adam J. Schneider, PE 
Project Engineer 
 
AJS/ADW/ajs 
Enclosures
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BORING LOCATION PLAN
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SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION LOGS 
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Boring terminated at 18.0 feet.

Notes:

1. A temporary observation well was installed within the borehole

to a depth of 18.0 feet.
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Appendix F 

Unit Process Evaluation 
Primary Treatment: Sep c Tank System 

There are a series of three iden cal sep c tanks serving as the 

wastewater treatment plant’s primary treatment process. 

Sep c tanks provide a se ling and anaerobic process to 

reduce the quan ty of solids and organics. Each of the three 

tanks onsite are es mated to have a volume of 8000 gallons. 

The depth of each of the sep c tank is known to be 10 feet. 

The specific dimensions of the length and width of sep c tanks 

are not known. Each of the sep c tanks are equipped with  

two risers to ease pumping of the tanks. All of the riser covers 

were recently replaced to conform with updated regula ons. 

Several of the security measures used on the risers are aging 

due to weathering. 

The second risers on each tank were removed to gain visual 

access to the sep c tanks. The series of sep c tanks show the 

progressive removal of scum from the surface of the 

wastewater.  The tanks show evidence of sulfide a ack but 

appear to be in acceptable working condi on.  A full 

inspec on of the sep c tank concrete condi on was not 

performed in the course of this inves ga on.  Inspec on 

should be performed and photos taken each me a tank is 

pumped out to provide a record of tank condi on. 

First Sep c Tank 

 

Being the primary sep c tank in the series there is a 

healthy thick scum layer on the surface of the water. 

The interior of the effluent T appears to be in good 

shape. 
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Appendix F 

Unit Process Evaluation 
 

Third Sep c Tank 

 

The third and final tank show the final 

progression of the scum removal. Much of the 

scum layer is thin enough to have water shown 

on the surface.  

Second Sep c Tank 

 

The effluent T was recently replaced. For an 

unknown amount of me the effluent T was not 

present and the scum layer was allowed to flow, 

uninterrupted from the second tank to the third 

tank. Since the replacement the scum layer has 

returned to a healthy level and shows less scum 

than the primary tank as shown by the small 

amounts of water shown 

Primary Treatment: Sep c Tank System 
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Appendix F 

Unit Process Evaluation 
Primary Effluent Sampling Building 

The building (Photo: Top Right) used for sampling is a 

metal roofed uninsulated building. The building houses a 

22.5 degree V‐notch weir and sampling loca on a er the 

weir.  The building is wired for electrical but does not 

draw power. The reason for the lack of power is unknown 

at the me of this inspec on. The lack of ligh ng in the 

building is an inconvenience and can be considered a 

safety risk.  

The  V‐notch weir and the sampling channel are in very 

poor condi on. (Photo: Middle Right) As men oned 

previously the lack of light makes it difficult to accurately 

examine the interior and safely perform du es. The floor 

of the building consists of a so  granular sand.  

In terms of security, the building is accessible though a 

func oning locked door. There are Plexiglas sheets placed 

on the surface of the channel  to shield it from debris. 

(Photo: Bo om) 
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Unit Process Evaluation 
dfPrimary Effluent Sampling Building 

The following pictures are taken inside of the V‐

Notch weir sampling channel. There is clear 

degrada on of the structural concrete. This 

degrada on has progressed to the point where it 

is believed effluent flows around the weir plate, 

bypassing the weir and nega ng its func onality 

for flow measurement. 
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Unit Process Evaluation 
Siphon Dosing Chamber 

The Siphon Dosing Chamber accepts primary effluent from the sep c tanks and doses it to the sand beds. The original 

dual siphons have been replaced with a Flout dosing system.  The Flout system discharges to the two original eight inch 

diameter dosing barrels.  Each Flout dose to the sand beds is purportedly approximately 1080 gallons per dose. Further 

inspec on of the Flout Siphon Dosing System is not possible without the draining of the dosing chamber. 

At the me of the issuance of this report, there were issues present with the siphon dosing system that was causing 

uneven dosing to the two online beds. It is believed the flout system was not working properly and required mainte‐

nance.   For safety reasons the Operator has to wait to address Flout maintenance when he has on‐site assistance be‐

cause the dosing chamber is a confined and hazardous space.  The work was scheduled to occur as soon as possible. 

Ideally the sep c tank effluent in the  image (Photo: Bo om Right) should depict turbid water without the presence of 

floa ng materials.  
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Unit Process Evaluation 
Secondary Treatment: Sand Bed System 

The secondary treatment of the wastewater system consists of four sand infiltra on beds. The beds are separated into pairs and 

intended to operate by alterna ng with one set online and one set offline. The northern set of beds will be referred to as set A and 

the southern pair will be referred to as set B. Each filter bed is designed to have a surface area of 1,764 sq  designed to treat a 

flow of 15,000 gallons per day.  

Set A 

Set B 
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Unit Process Evaluation 
Secondary Treatment: Sand Bed System 

Viewing the filter beds from the NW bed (photo below) it is apparent that the beds are not performing as they should. The opera‐

tor onsite confirms that the beds are not draining as they should and that they have excessive plant material growth. At the me of 

wri ng this report, each of the  beds have excessive plant material with trouble draining and were switched to the NW and SE beds 

to perform maintenance on the NE and SW beds. This issues are mostly stemming from previous infrequent pumping of the sep c 

tanks and improper sand bed maintenance involving roto lling and use of herbicides.  

The view from the NE bed (photo below) offers a different view of the beds , again showing issues with plant growth.  
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Unit Process Evaluation 
Secondary Treatment: Sand Bed System 

The Northeast bed (photo below) shows  evidence of recent maintenance. Despite the recent maintenance there is plant growth 

throughout the bed. The browned plant material is evidence of  the use of herbicides.  

The Northwest bed (photo below), depicts a large amount of unacceptable plant material. This bed was online and experiencing 

issues with slowly draining at the me of the inspec on. 
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Unit Process Evaluation 
Secondary Treatment: Sand Bed System 

The southeastern filter bed was visually in the worst condi on due to the sheer volume of plant material present and the defini ve 

height difference in the water level of the beds. This difference indicates that this bed is draining slower than its counterpart. 

The southwestern filter bed (photo below) shows the beginning of a large amount of plant growth. The maintenance on the beds 

could be propaga ng the growth of  plant material. This conclusion is drawn from the uniform plant material growing in a circular 

pa ern created by dragging the bed. 
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Unit Process Evaluation 
Secondary Treatment: Sand Bed System 

Sand in the  northwest sand bed was carefully excavated by hand down to the pea gravel layer to determine the depth of 

compromised media and assess the condi on of the lower media and pea gravel layer.  In the loca on excavated the interface 

between compromised media (with organic content) and “clean” sand was approximately 6‐8 inches down.  The sand below that 

interface appeared to be in acceptable condi on, as did the pea gravel layer.  Total media depth was approximately 24” deep, 

which just meets minimum sand depth requirements. 
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Unit Process Evaluation 
Sand Bed Security 

The security system for the secondary treatment process is not adequate for the loca on of the wastewater treatment system. 

When installed there was not a public recrea on facility adjacent to the wastewater treatment facility. At that me, a four foot 

mesh wire fence was adequate as there was li le traffic throughout the area. With the development of a public recrea onal area 

(photo bo om right) 20 feet from the eastern side of the fence there has been a major increase in foot traffic throughout the area. 

The way the basketball court and soccer fields are aligned creates a situa on where the current fence is extremely inadequate to 

deter trespassers, despite the signs (top photo and middle right photo). There is evidence that individuals have entered the fenced 

treatment area to retrieve recrea onal implements in the form of pulled and bent fencing and boards le  in the beds serving as a 

bridge to retrieve the lost implements.  
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Unit Process Evaluation 
Bed Security 

There is fencing present but it has degraded to the point it is largely ineffec ve at deterring trespassers and adequately securing 

the filter beds. On a visit there were children's’ footprints wearing cleats (shown in picture right) present in one of the sand filter 

beds. The boot print on the right of the photo is of an AES engineer’s size 12 work boot to shown reference against the child sized 

cleat.  The operator has reported that there has been numerous instances where there has been footprints.  

The fence has lost the majority of is foo ng with its corners being supported by 

planks leaning against the corner post to keep it ver cal. The fence can be simply 

stepped over or pushed over to gain access to the filter beds. The gate is rusted to 

the point where cross bars are falling off where it appears people have climbed on. 

Cleat  Boot 
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Effluent Line 
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Appendix F 

Unit Process Evaluation 
Effluent Line 

The effluent system has not been modified since installa on. The effluent pipe has been suffering from a leak stemming from near 

the exposed cap (photo top right). This leak is crea ng a sinkhole around the area of the cap. It is es mated that per year the 

sinkhole removes approximately 32 cubic feet of soil material. This is not only a problem for the system but it poses a threat to 

those who use the recrea onal area.  

The effluent structure is in good condi on (photo bo om le ). The 

interior,  not shown, has some noted grease and other unknown 

floa ng materials present in the structure.  

At the me of this report the ou all pipe (bo om right) did not have 

any indica ons of damage or compromised performance, but it was 

unable to be fully inspected due to its loca on in the river. 
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Primary Treatment (Septic Tanks) 

NYS DEC 2014 Design Standards for Intermediate Sized Wastewater Treatment Systems 

Referenced Standards Actual Installation Comments 

 (Section D.6 Design and Sizing) Septic Tank Total Volume of 
~24,000 Gallons designed based 
on flow of 15,000 GPD  

The Effective Tank Volume is designed to be larger 
than the daily flow and experiences very low daily 
flows. 

 (Section D.6 Shape and 
Dimensions) 

 The current dimensions of the Septic Tanks are 
unknown. The depth is a purported 8 feet. 

 (Section D.6 Compartments)  The current dimensions and compartment design of 
the Septic Tanks are unknown.  They are believed 
to be unbaffled 

 (Section D.6 Two Tanks in 
Series) 

Three ~8000 gallon tanks were 
installed in series with adequate 
slope of at least 1/8 inch per foot 
between tanks. All tees installed 
have a 8 inch diameter. 

The inlet tees to each tank have an unknown depth. 
There are effluent tees on each septic tank. 

 (Section D.6 Construction and 
Materials for Septic Tanks) 

Concrete tanks were installed 
watertight and of satisfactory 
materials to perform under 
designed conditions.  

The concrete tanks experience no loading and 
appear to be water tight.  

 (Section D.6 Inlet and Outlet and 
Access Openings) 

(Section D.7 Effluent Screens / 
Filters (for septic tanks and 
grease interceptors) 

The septic tanks were installed 
with 24” manholes, brought to 
grade, directly above tees in both 
the inlet and outlet of each septic 
tank at an adequate slope. The 
tanks were installed linearly so 
that there is no need for fittings 
between the tanks. 

Inlets and Outlets are equipped 
with sanitary tees 

Installation information cannot be verified.  

 

 

(Section D.6 Installation, 
Performance Testing, Backfill) 

 All construction was performed decades prior but 
the state of the septic tanks speak to a quality 
installation. 
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 Design Standards Evaluation  

Dosing and Distribution 

NYS DEC 2014 Design Standards for Intermediate Sized Wastewater Treatment Systems 

Referenced Standards Actual Installation Comments 

(Section D.8 Dosing Stations)  
(Section E.6 Dosing Stations) 

The installed Flout dosing system 
provides a purported periodic 
discharge of ~1080 gallons to the 
downstream sand filter beds.  

 

The dosing chamber is experiencing sulfide attack, 
particularly on the areas above the mean tank high 
water level.  The dosing mechanics were recently 
inspected and was proven to be in good condition.  At 
the time of the issuance of the report the Flout doing 
system required adjustment.  The maintenance work 
was scheduled to occur as soon as support staff were 
available due to the confined space of the dosing 
chamber. 

(Section D.9 Distribution 
Boxes/Flow Splitters)   

The installed mode of distribution 
is a Flow Splitter operated above 
ground with a valve key. 
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 Design Standards Evaluation  
 

Secondary Treatment (Filter Bed System) 

NYS DEC 2014 Design Standards for Intermediate Sized Wastewater Treatment Systems 

Referenced Standards Actual Installation Comments 

(Section F.2a Sand and Gravel 
Filtration) 

A gravity fed single pass sand 
filter system was installed as the 
secondary treatment procedure.  

The beds are not operating at optimal efficiency and 
should be remediated. There is excessive plant 
growth and ponding. 

(Section F.2a Liners) Unknown Liners are not visible without excavation.  

(Section F.2a Flow Rates and 
Resting Filters) 

The open sand filters are 
designed with a flow rate of 
15,000 gpd. 

Current influent flows are usually 4,000 gallons. 

  

Four sand filters were installed for 
the purpose of resting. 

Filter beds are rested seasonally based on 
performance and O&M.  

(Section F.2a Filter Media 
Alternatives and sizing 
specifications) 

The material was tested and it 
conforms to a Uniformity 
Coefficient of under 2.5 and 
contains particles within the 
range of 0.8mm to 2mm. 

Bed material is plagued by organic material. Media 
cannot be cleaned and must have at least 6-8 
inches of material removed and replaced in order to 
adequately maintain treatment.  

(Section F.2a Wastewater 
Distribution) 

Design conforms to 
specifications. 

 

(Section F.2b Single-Pass Sand 
Filters (SPSF) Open Design) 

The SPSFs distribution lines are 
gravity fed and evenly distribute 
the flow across each bed.  

The SPSFs distribution lines are gravity fed and 
evenly distribute the flow across each bed.  

There are no covers for the beds.  

Adequate soil and storm water 
protection berms are present. 

In future work the berms could be raised to increase 
security in the occurrence of a 500 year flood. 

Maintenance is performed to 
remove plants and biological 
growth. 

Maintenance is performed on the beds but due to 
previous issues with primary treatment and past 
practices involving tilling the sand media and 
application of herbicides, the upper media layers 
have been compromised. 
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Appendix I 

Collection System Evaluation 

Summary of Manhole Explora ons 

An inspec on of key components of the Wadhams Wastewater Collec on System was performed by AES Northeast. The collec on 

system was installed in the 1980’s and expanded in 1995 to accommodate a total of 56 users. The system includes four pump 

sta ons and almost two miles of piping consis ng of mainly 8” gravity flow PVC. The rest of the collec on system consists of 6” 

gravity flow PVC laterals and 2 inch and 2.5 inch force mains.  

The Wadhams Collec on system and Treatment Plant is capable of handling increases in flows due to wet weather at peak use. The 

poten al I&I of the system does not play a major role in the efficacy of the treatment plants func on.   

The collec on system age and material type would be expected to be in rela vely good condi on, however the inves ga on found 

two manholes that require repair to reduce rela vely significant amounts of inflow. 

There have been no reported instances or evidence that there has been any Sanitary Sewer Overflow Events.  

There were no reported issues with the system pump sta ons. 
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Collection System Evaluation 

Sewer District 1, MH 6 

This manhole is the cause of a significant amount of infiltra on in the Wadhams Collec on System. A large deposit of sand and silt 

is seen on the bench, wall and stairs of the manhole. The placement of the manhole is appears to be the cause of this infiltra on. 

The manhole is placed in such a way that during wet weather flows the runoff from the road is pitched off the road and into a 

drainage ditch which outlets onto pavement directly towards the manhole cover. This flow carries sand and silt that becomes part 

of the infiltra on into the manhole. 
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Collection System Evaluation 

Sewer District, MH 10 

This manhole is the cause of a large amount of infiltra on in the Wadhams Collec on System. The manhole is directly in line with 

the paved ditch line (Image 1). During wet weather flows there is pooling on the manhole cover which results in heavy infiltra on 

through the cover. This appears to be an ongoing issue during wet weather flows evidenced by the buildup of sand on the bench 

and staining of the structure walls and bench directly below the cover.  

Image 3 
Image 1 

Image 4 Image 2 

Inflow through cover 
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A) Hydraulic pathway

B) Recovery pathways

C) Natural drainage into surface waters

Source: Crites, et al., 2000.

FIGURE 1 HYDRAULIC PATHWAYS FOR
RAPID INFILTRATION

United States
Environmental Protection
Agency

Wastewater Technology Fact Sheet
Rapid Infiltration Land Treatment

DESCRIPTION

Rapid Infiltration (RI), which is also known as soil
aquifer treatment, is one of the three major land
treatment techniques that uses the soil ecosystem to
treat wastewater.  However, the RI process can treat
a much larger volume of wastewater on a much
smaller land area than other land treatment
concepts. In RI systems, wastewater is applied to
shallow basins constructed in deep and permeable
deposits of highly porous soils.  Wastewater
application can be by flooding, or occasionally by
sprinklers. Treatment, including filtration,
adsorption, ion exchange, precipitation, and
microbial action, occurs as the wastewater moves
through the soil matrix.  Phosphorus and most
metals are retained in the soil while toxic organics
are degraded or adsorbed.  

As wastewater percolates through the soil, it can be
collected, or it can flow to native surface water or
groundwater aquifers.  Where the groundwater
table is relatively shallow, the use of underdrains
allows control of groundwater mounding and
recovery of the renovated water.  In areas with
deeper groundwater, wells are used to recover the
renovated water. This recovered water can be for
irrigating crops or for industrial uses.  This is
known as “beneficial reuse.”  Water that is not
recovered can recharge groundwater aquifers. The
typical hydraulic pathways for water treated by RI
are shown in Figure 1. 

Common Modifications

Concerns regarding increased nitrogen levels in
aquifers near RI systems have prompted several
modifications to the general system design.  RI sites
may be located next to rivers or other surface water
bodies, particularly if hydrogeological studies show
that the percolate will flow to the surface water
system and will not impact the general groundwater
quality.  When using underdrains or wells, an
alternative is to design for a discharge rate that only
slightly exceeds the percolation rate.  This  prevents

any adverse impact on the adjacent groundwater.  It
is also possible to use special management
approaches that maximize the nitrification and
denitrification reactions, or to recycle the portion of
the percolate with the highest nitrate concentration.

APPLICABILITY

RI is a simple and low cost wastewater treatment
concept that has been used for more than 100 years.
It is applicable for either primary or secondary
effluent, and it has been used for treating municipal
and some industrial wastewaters.  Industries which
have successfully used RI to treat their wastewater



include breweries, distilleries, food processing
plants, paper mills, and wool scouring plants. 

RI can be used in a variety of different climates and
at varied site locations.  Unlike other land treatment
and aquiculture concepts, RI systems do not have
any special seasonal constraints, and they have
been successfully operated throughout the winter
months in the northern United States and southern
Canada. RI is also very flexible in terms of site
location.  Unless groundwater recharge and
recovery is intended, the most desirable sites are
located immediately adjacent to surface waters to
minimize any impact on the general groundwater
quality.  An underdrained system can be located
wherever suitable soil and groundwater conditions
exist.   

There are more than 350 RI systems operating in
the United States.  However, the potential difficulty
in identifying appropriate sites for the construction
of RI systems and more stringent standards that
must be met before the effluent can be applied to RI
basins have led to a decrease in the use of RI as a
treatment process for primary wastewater.  Instead,
many of the systems currently in use in the U.S. are
used to polish secondary effluent.  Other systems
serve primarily as a wastewater disposal method, or
as a method to replenish groundwater supplies.  For
example, the Landis Sewerage Authority in New
Jersey operates an 3,100 m3/day (8.2 MGD)
advanced wastewater treatment facility (AWTF).
After being processed in the AWTF, all of the
water is discharged back to the groundwater
through a RI basin, recharging the aquifer.  RI
basins have also recently been installed to dispose
of treated effluent from an industrial area consisting
of a hospital and a retirement home in Chester
County, Pennsylvania.  There are several basins
covering a total of 1.2 ha (3 acres) in the system,
and wastewater is applied by spraying it into each
basin on a rotating schedule.  Once the basins have
reached their design effluent capacity, they are
allowed to dry.   The effluent then infiltrates
through the soil and into the groundwater, further
improving its quality and recharging the aquifer
(Satterthwaite and Associates, 2003). 

The town of Lake George, New York, has been
using a RI system for over 60 years.  The use of RI
basins at Lake George stems from a 1942 New
York state law that forbids discharge of wastewater

to Lake George or any of its tributaries.  Therefore,
in order to dispose of its wastewater, the town
discharges to natural basins consisting of more than
30 m (100 ft) of glacial sand deposits.  The
wastewater then percolates into the soil.  After
percolation, the sand is raked and/or rototilled to
aerate the soil, and the beds can be reused.

Currently, the Lake George  WWTP discharges 1.3
MGD during the summer, and between 0.5-0.6
MGD in the winter.  Treatment consists of
equalization, clarification, and trickling filters.
After secondary settlement, wastewater is
discharged to one of 26 RI basins.  Each basin is
filled to just below the spillway, and the water is
then allowed to infiltrate into the soil.  During peak
flow periods in the summer, approximately one
basin is filled per day.  The basins take
approximately 5 days to drain, and then each basin
is raked and is ready for reuse.

Because of the concerns that using these basins
could load high concentrations of nitrogen and
phosphorous into the groundwater, the town’s
NPDES permit requires groundwater monitoring
for increased nutrient concentrations.  Nitrogen can
be a particular problem during the winter months
when nitrogen-fixing bacteria are less active. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

• Gravity distribution methods consume no
energy.

• No chemicals are required.

• RI is a simple and economical treatment.

• The process is not constrained by seasonal
changes.

• Effluent is of excellent quality.

• The process is very reliable with sufficient
resting periods.

• RI provides a means for groundwater
recharge,  controlling groundwater levels,
recovering renovated water for reuse or
discharge to a particular surface water



body, and temporary storage of renovated
water in the aquifer.

• The process is suitable for small plants
where operator expertise is limited.

Disadvantages

• As typically operated, RI systems will not
usually meet the stringent nitrogen levels
required for discharge to drinking water
aquifers. 

• Requires long term commitment of a
significant land area for treatment, with
minimal secondary benefits such as are
possible with other natural treatment
systems (i.e., crop or forest production,
habitat enhancement, etc.).

• Requires annual removal of accumulated
deposits of organic matter on the infiltration
surfaces in the basins.  

• May require occasional removal and
disposal of the top few inches of soil to
expose clean material.

• Clogging can occur when influent is
received at high application rates from algal
laden facultative lagoons and polishing
ponds.

DESIGN CRITERIA

Most RI failures are due to improper or incomplete
site evaluation.  Therefore, the primary design
consideration for an RI system is site selection.
Soil depth, soil permeability, and depth to
groundwater are the most important factors in site
evaluation.  All of these factors must be very
carefully evaluated during site investigation,
regardless of system size, to ensure a successful
design.  

Once a suitable site has been selected, hydraulic
loading rates, nitrogen loading rates, organic
loading rates, land area requirements, hydraulic
loading cycle, infiltration system design, and
groundwater mounding must all be taken into
account in designing the RI system.  General design
parameters for RI systems are shown in Table 1.

As described above, the RI process is entirely
dependent on the soil and hydrogeological
characteristics at a particular site, and these
characteristics must be carefully considered before
choosing the site for a RI system.  The soil must
have sufficient hydraulic capacity to allow the
wastewater to infiltrate, then percolate and move
either to the groundwater or into underdrains.  Any
fine textured top soil must be removed from the site
so as to utilize the underlying coarse soils as the
basin bottom and percolation media.  In addition,
the top 1.5-3 m (5-10 ft) of soil beneath the basin
must be unsaturated at the start of the flooding
cycle to allow the expected treatment to occur.
There must be suitable subsurface conditions (i.e.,
slope and/or hydraulic gradient) to ensure that the
percolate can flow away from the site at expected
rates.  The use of RI basins on fill material is not
recommended because of potential damage to soil
structure and hydraulic capacity during

TABLE 1  DESIGN CRITERIA
Item Range

Basin Infiltration Area 0.3-5.5 ha/103m3/d (3-
56 acres/MGD)

Hydraulic Loading Rate 6-90 m/yr (20-300 ft/yr)
[6-92 m3/m2/yr (150-
2250 gal/ft2/yr)]

BOD Loading 22-112 kg/ha/d (20 to
100 lb/acre/d)

Soil Depth at least 3-4.5 m (10-15
ft)

Soil Permeability at least 1.5 cm/hr (0.6
in/hr)

Wastewater Application Period 4 hrs to 2 wks
Drying Period 8 hrs to 4 wks
Soil Texture coarse sands, sandy

gravels
Individual Basin Size
(at least 2 basins in parallel)

0.4-4 ha (1-10 acres)

Height of Dikes 0.15 m (0.5 ft) above
maximum expected
water level

Application Method flooding or sprinkling
Pretreatment Required primary or secondary

Source: Crites, et al., 2000.



construction.  Exceptions may be possible for very
coarse textured soils, but only if the hydraulic
capacity is tested in a full scale fill.  Performance
limitations relate to removal of nitrogen, as
discussed previously. 

Some system designs include an underdrain, which
is used to collect renovated water.  In order for
percolating water to move down through the soil
and into an underdrain, the soil must be saturated.
Therefore, the use of an underdrain pipe network
for percolate recovery is not feasible unless the
native groundwater is less than 3 m (10 ft) deep
beneath the bottoms of the basins.  This should
allow for soil saturation during the flooding cycle.

Once the proper site is chosen, a preliminary
estimate of the treatment area required for an RI
system can be made with the following equation:

A = (0.250)(Q)/(L)(P)

Where: A = RI treatment area in acres; Q =
wastewater flow, gal/d; L = annual hydraulic
loading into the basin, ft/yr (typical range 6-90 m
[20-300 ft]; higher values for coarse soils and
secondary treated wastewater); P = number of
weeks per year the system is operated.

If the RI system operates on a year-round basis, the
equation reduces to:

A = (0.0048)(Q)/(L) 

This is an estimate of the basin treatment area.  The
total site area would also include dikes and berms,
access roads, etc.

Design of an RI basin must include mechanical
equipment.  Typical equipment associated with RI
systems includes distribution piping or troughs,
pumps, underdrain piping (if used), well piping and
pumps (if used), and storage tanks or lined basins
(if needed).  Sprinklers or pumped groundwater
recovery will require appropriate energy sources.

PERFORMANCE

RI systems produce effluent of excellent quality
with sufficient travel distance through soil.  The use
of primary versus secondary level influent
influences the hydraulic loading rate but not the

expected performance of the system.  Table 2
shows expected removal percentages for typical
pollution parameters using RI.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

RI has excellent reliability.  With proper operation
and management, several systems in the
northeastern United States have operated
continuously for more than 50 years without
problems.

Operation

Preapplication treatment can be used to reduce the
concentration of excess solids in the wastewater
prior to introduction of the wastewater into the RI
basin.  Use of secondary effluent will allow a
higher hydraulic loading rate and therefore a
smaller RI basin system.  RI basins receiving
influent at high application rates from algal laden
facultative lagoons and polishing ponds often
experience rapid clogging.

Proper operation of a RI system requires a periodic
cycle of flooding and drying of each basin at the
site.  First, wastewater is added to a dry bed in the
“flooding” stage.  The length of the flooding stage
is determined by the design infiltration rate and the
treatment requirements.  After the bed is flooded
for the appropriate period, it is allowed to dry.
During the drying stage, wastewater infiltrates into
the soil or is evapotranspired into the atmosphere.
The drying period is essential to restore aerobic
conditions in the soil profile and to allow for
desiccation and decomposition of the organic solid
matter retained on the soil surface.  The drying
period can range from several hours to several

TABLE  2  EFFLUENT QUALITY

Parameter Percent Removal

BOD5 95 to 99 percent
TSS 95 to 99 percent
TN 25 to 90 percent
TP 0 to 90 percent
Fecal Coliform 99.9 to 99.99+ percent

Source: Crites, et al., 2000.



weeks depending on the flooding period selected
and the type of wastewater applied.  Typically, the
drying period is at least equal to the flooding period
and may be twice as long.  In cold climates, the
drying period may be extended and the flooding
period shortened during the winter months to
compensate for the lower rate of treatment during
that season. 

Maintenance

The same maintenance requirements used at any
earthen basin are applicable to RI systems.  Special
requirements for RI systems pertain to preserving
the design infiltration capacity of the basins.  The
operator should perform daily inspections and
record drainage time for the basins so that the
infiltration rate can be tracked.  Restoration of the
infiltrative surface may be necessary when the
infiltration rate decreases.  Accumulated organic
deposits are typically removed at least annually,
and the infiltration surface is raked, disked or tilled
to restore infiltration capacity.  On a more extended
interval, it may be necessary to remove the top few
inches of soil to expose clean material.  These
maintenance activities should only occur when the
basin bottom is dry to avoid soil compaction.
Dikes and berms should also be monitored for signs
of decay or erosion. 

COSTS

With suitable soil and hydrogeologic conditions, RI
systems can produce a percolate that is essentially
equal in quality to that produced by more
conventional advanced wastewater treatment
processes, at a fraction of the cost.  General
equations for estimating preliminary costs for
construction and O&M of RI systems are shown in
Table 3.  The following assumptions were made in
developing the equations:

• Costs are based on May 2001 data (ENR
Index 6318).

• Basin construction costs include field
preparation, no seasonal storage, assumed
hydraulic loading of 60 m/yr (200 ft/yr) [61
m3/m2/yr (1496 gal/ft2/yr),] gravel service
roads, and stock fence around site
perimeter.

• O&M includes the annual tillage of
infiltration surfaces, and the repair of dikes,
fences, and roads every 10 years.

• Construction for underdrained case also
includes drain pipes at 2.5 m (8 ft) depth on
120 m (400 ft) spacing, with drains
connecting to an interception ditch at the
edge of the site.

• Construction of the recovery well case
includes gravel packed well, vertical turbine
pumps, simple shelter over well, and a 15 m
(50 ft) vertical pumping head.

• Special O&M for underdrains includes jet
cleaning of pipes every five years, and
annual cleaning of interceptor ditch.

• Equations in Table 3 are valid for up to
3785 m3/d (10 MGD) wastewater flow and
use the following notation:  C = costs in
million of dollars; Q = wastewater flow in
MGD.

Costs of preliminary treatment, monitoring wells,
and transmission from preliminary treatment
facility to the RI site are not included.

TABLE 3 COST ESTIMATION
EQUATIONS

Construction ($) Operation and
Maintenance ($)

Case I Rapid Infiltration - No Underdrains, No Recovery
Wells

C=0.580(Q)0.888 C=0.054(Q)0.756

Case II Rapid Infiltration with 50 ft Deep Recovery Wells
C=0.597(Q)0.857 C=0.058(Q)0.756

Case III Rapid Infiltration with Underdrains
C=0.683(Q)0.886 C=0.075(Q)0.641

Source: Crites, et al., 2000
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Town of Westport

Wadhams WWTP Disinfection Evaluation

AES Project No. 4524

10 State Standards Conformity

Std. 

Reference
Task Name

Fac. Plan

Reference

10 General

11 Engineering Report or Facility Plan

An Engineering Report or Facility Plan identifies and evaluates wastewater related problems; assembles basic information; presents criteria and assumptions; examines alternate 

projects (with preliminary layouts and cost estimates); describes system reliability for each unit operation with the largest unit out of service; describes financing methods; sets 

forth anticipated charges for users; reviews organizational and staffing requirements; offers a conclusion with a proposed project for client consideration; and outlines official 

actions, time schedules and procedures to implement the project. The document shall include sufficient detail to demonstrate that the proposed project meets applicable 

criteria. The concept (including process description and sizing), factual data, and controlling assumptions and considerations for the functional planning of wastewater facilities 

are presented for each process unit and for the whole system. These data form the continuing technical basis for the detailed design and preparation of construction plans and 

specifications.

11.1 Engineering Reports

Do Engineering reports contain the following and any other pertinent information as required by the reviewing authority?

11.11 Problem Definition

Does description of the existing system include an evaluation of the conditions and problems needing correction?

Section 1.2 ‐ Purpose, Section 2.5 ‐ Definition of the 

Problem

11.12 Flows and Organic Loads

Was the anticipated design average and design peak flows and waste loads for the existing and ultimate conditions established?

NOTE: The basis of the projection of initial and future flows and waste loads shall be included and shall reflect the existing or initial service area, and the anticipated future 

service area. More detail on flow and organic load information and the data needed for new collection systems are included in Paragraphs 11.24 and 11.25

Section 2.4.3 ‐ Existing Flow and Waste Loading, Section 

2.4.2.a ‐ Design Flow and Waste Loads, 2.3.3 Population 

Trends & Growth

11.13 Impact on Existing Wastewater Facilities

Was the impact of the proposed project on all existing wastewater facilities (including gravity sewers, lift stations, and treatment facilities) evaluated? Section 3.4.4 ‐ Impact on Existing Facilities

11.14 Project Description

Is there a written description of the project? (required)

Section 3 ‐ Alternative Analysis, Section 5 ‐ Recommended 

Alternative

11.15 Location Drawings

Are there drawings identifying the site of the project and the anticipated location and alignment of proposed facilities? (required) Figure 5.1 ‐ Project Map

11.16 Engineering Criteria

Is Engineering criteria used in design of the project included? Section 3.2 ‐ Design Criteria

11.17 Site Information

Does the project site information include topography, soils, geologic conditions, depth to bedrock, groundwater level, floodway or floodplain considerations, and any other 

pertinent site information? Section 2.2 ‐ Site Information

11.18 Alternative Selection

Are the reasons for selection of the proposed alternative, including any lift station sites, feasibility, and how the project fits into a long term plan discussed? Section 5 ‐ Recommended Alternative

11.19 Environmental Review

Was consideration given to minimizing any potential adverse environmental effects of the proposed project? 

NOTE: Compliance with the planning requirements of federal, provincial, state, and local regulatory agencies shall be documented, if appropriate.

Section 2.1.4 ‐ Jurisdictional Permitting Agencies, Section 

2.2.2 ‐ Land Use, Section 3.4 ‐ Environmental Impacts

11.2 Facility Plans

Facility Plans shall contain the following and any other pertinent information as required by the reviewing authority.

11.21 Problem Evaluation and Existing Facility Review

a. Are descriptions of existing system including condition and evaluation of problems needing correction included? Section 2.4 ‐ Existing Facilities and Present Condition

b. Summary of existing and previous local and regional wastewater facility and related planning documents included? Section 2.1.2 ‐ Previous Reports.

11.22 Planning and Service Area

Is a description of the planning area and existing and potential future service areas included? Section 2.3.1 ‐ Sewer District

11.23 Population Projection and Planning Period

Are present and predicted population based on a 20 year planning period? Phased construction of wastewater facilities should be considered in rapid growth areas. Sewers and

other facilities with a design life in excess of 20 years should be designed for the extended period.

Section 2.3.3 ‐ Population Trends and Growth, Section 3.2 

Design Criteria

11.24 Hydraulic Capacity
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11.241 Flow Definitions and Identificaton

Were the following flows for the design year identified and used as a basis of design for sewers, lift stations, wastewater treatment plants, treatment units, and other

wastewater handling facilities? 

NOTE: Where any of the terms defined in this Paragraph are used in these design standards, the definition contained in this Paragraph applies.

a. Design Average Flow

The design average flow is the average of the dailyvolumes to be received for a continuous 12 monthperiod expressed as a volume per unit time.However, the design average 

flow for facilitieshaving critical seasonal high hydraulic loadingperiods (e.g., recreational areas, campuses,industrial facilities) shall be based on the average ofthe daily volumes 

to be received during the seasonalperiod. Section 2.4.2.e ‐ Design Flow and Waste Loading

b. Design Maximum Day Flow

The design maximum day flow is the largestvolume of flow to be received during a continuous24 hour period expressed as a volume per unit time. Section 2.4.2.e ‐ Design Flow and Waste Loading

c. Design Peak Hourly Flow

The design peak hourly flow is the largest volumeof flow to be received during a one hour periodexpressed as a volume per unit time. Section 2.4.2.e ‐ Design Flow and Waste Loading

d. Design Peak Instantaneous Flow

The design peak instantaneous flow is theinstantaneous maximum flow rate to be received. Section 2.4.2.e ‐ Design Flow and Waste Loading

11.2.4.2 Hydraulic Capacity for Wastewater Facilities to Serve Existing Collection Systems Section 2.4.2.e ‐ Design Flow and Waste Loading

11.243 Hydraulic Capacity for Wastewater Facilities to Serve New Collection Systems N/A

a. The sizing of wastewater facilities receiving flowsfrom new wastewater collection systems shall bebased on an average daily flow of 100 gallons (380L)per capita plus 

wastewater flow from industrialplants and major institutional and commercial facilities unless water use data or other justification upon which to better estimate flow is 

provided. N/A

b. The 100 gal/cap/d [380 L/(capita∙d)] value shall beused in conjunction with a peaking factor fromFigure 1 to cover normal infiltration for systemsbuilt with modern 

construction techniques. Refer toSection 31. However, an additional allowanceshould be made where conditions are unfavorable. N/A

c. If the new collection system is to serve existingdevelopment the likelihood of I/I contributions fromexisting service lines and non‐wastewaterconnections to those service lines 

shall be evaluatedand wastewater facilities designed accordingly. N/A

11.244 Combined Sewer Interceptors N/A

In addition to the above requirements, interceptors for combined sewers shall have capacity to receive a sufficient quantity of combined wastewater for transport to treatment

facilities to ensure attainment of the appropriate water quality standards. N/A

11.25 Organic Capacity

11.251 Organic Load Definitions and Identification

The following organic loads for the design year shall be identified and used as a basis for design of wastewater treatment facilities. Where any of the terms defined in this

Paragraph are used in these design standards, the definition contained in this Paragraph applies.

a. Biochemical Oxygen Demand Defined

The 5‐day Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD5) is defined as the amount of oxygen required to

stabilize biodegradable organic matter under aerobic conditions within a five day period in accordance with Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater. 

Total 5‐day Biochemical Oxygen Demand (TBOD5) is equivalent to BOD5 and is sometimes used in order to differentiate carbonaceous plus nitrogenous oxygen demand from 

strictly carbonaceous oxygen demand.

b. Design Average BOD5

The design average BOD5 is generally the averageof the organic load to be received for a continuous12 month period for the design year expressed asweight per day. However, 

the design average BOD5for facilities having critical seasonal high loadingperiods (e.g., recreational areas, campuses,industrial facilities) shall be based on the averageorganic 

load to be received during the seasonalperiod. Section 2.4.2.e ‐ Design Flow and Waste Loading

c. Design Maximum Day BOD5

The design maximum day BOD5 is the largestamount of organic load to be received during acontinuous 24 hour period expressed as weight perday. N/A ‐ Residential waste stream

d. Design Peak Hourly BOD5

The design peak hourly BOD5 is the largest amountof organic load to be received during a one hourperiod expressed as weight per day. N/A ‐ Residential waste stream

See Figure No. 1

11.252 Design of Organic Capacity of Wastewater Treatment Facilities to Serve Existing Collection Systems

a. Projections shall be made from actual waste loaddata to the extent possible. Section 2.4.7.e ‐ Filter Bed System

b. Projections shall be compared to those described inParagraph 11.253 and an accounting made forsignificant variations from those values. N/A ‐ no expansion of the collection system anticipated.

c. Impact of industrial sources shall be documented.For projects with significant industrialcontributions, evidence of adequate pretreatmentstrategies shall be included along 

withdocumentation that industries are aware of thepretreatment limitations and user costs associatedwith the project. Documentation of the individualindustrial participation in

the project plan includinguser charges shall be provided. Section 2.3.2 ‐ Industrial Discharges or Hauled Waste

d. Septage and leachate may contribute significantorganic load and other materials which can causeoperational problems and non‐compliance withNational Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System(NPDES) permit limitations. If septage or leachateis to be discharged to the wastewater treatmentfacility, consult the state regulatory agency and 

theAppendix, Handling and Treatment of Septage at aWastewater Treatment Plant. Section 2.3.2 ‐ Industrial Discharges or Hauled Waste

11.253 Design of Organic Capacity of Wastewater Treatment Facilities to Serve New Collection Systems N/A
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a. Domestic wastewater treatment design shall be onthe basis of at least 0.17 pounds (0.08 kg) of BOD5per capita per day, and 0.20 pounds (0.09 kg) ofsuspended solids per 

capita per day, unlessinformation is submitted to justify alternate designs.If nitrification is required, 0.036 pounds (0.016 kg)TKN per capita per day may be used. N/A

b. Where garbage grinders are commonly used inareas tributary to a domestic treatment plant, thedesign basis should be increased to 0.22 pounds(0.10 kg) of BOD5 per capita 

per day, and 0.25pounds (0.11 kg) of suspended solids per capita perday. If nitrification is required, 0.046 pounds(0.021 kg) TKN per capita per day may be used. N/A

c. Industrial contributions. Refer to Paragraph11.252(c). N/A

d. Septage and Leachate. Refer to Paragraph11.252(d). N/A

e. Data from similar municipalities may be utilized inthe case of new systems. However, thoroughinvestigation that is adequately documented shall beprovided to the reviewing 

authority to establish thereliability and applicability of such data. N/A

11.26 Wastewater Treatment Facility Design Capacity

The wastewater treatment facility design capacity is the design average flow at the design average BOD5. Refer to Paragraphs 11.24 and 11.25 for definitions and required

peaking factors. Section 2.4.2.e ‐ Design Flow and Waste Loading

11.27 Initial Alternative Development

The process of selection of wastewater treatment alternatives for detailed evaluation should be discussed. All wastewater management alternatives considered, including no 

action, and the basis for the engineering judgment for selection of the alternatives chosen for detailed evaluation, should be included. Section 3 ‐ Alternative Analysis

11.28 Detailed Alternative Evaluation

Were the following included for the alternatives and evaluated in detail?

a. Sewer System Revisions?

Proposed revisions to the existing sewer system includingadequacy of portions not being changed by the project shallbe evaluated.

Section 2.5.3 ‐ Infiltration, Appendix I ‐ Collection System 

Evaluation

b. Wet Weather Flows?

Facilities to transport and treat wet weather flows in amanner that complies with federal, state and local regulationsshall be provided. N/A

c. Wet Weather Flow Equalization?

If the ratio of design peak hourly flow to design average flowis 3:1 or more, flow equalization shall be considered. Thismay be accomplished by either building a wet 

weatherretention basin and gradually returning the excess flow to thetreatment plant during off‐peak periods or by providing aplant large enough to handle all flows.

N/A

d. Site Evaluation?

Site evaluation shall consider the following criteria. When asite must be used which is critical with respect to thefollowing items, appropriate measures shall be taken 

tominimize adverse impacts.

1. Compatibility of the treatment process with thepresent and planned future land use, including noise,potential odors, air quality, and anticipated sludgeprocessing and 

disposal techniques, shall beconsidered. Non‐aerated lagoons should not be used if excessive sulfate is present in the wastewater.

2. Zoning and other land use restrictions shall be identified.

3. The accessibility and topography of the site shall be evaluated.

4. Area for future plant expansion shall be identified.

5. Direction of prevailing wind shall be identified.

6. Flood considerations, including the 25 and 100 year flood levels, impact on floodplain and floodway, and compliance with applicable regulations regarding construction in 

flood‐prone areas, shall be evaluated. Paragraph 51.2 contains requirements for protection from flooding.

7. Geologic information, depth to bedrock, karst features, or other geologic considerations of significance to the project shall be included. Lagoons shall not be located in karst 

areas unless the specific geologic and construction details are acceptable.

8. Protection of groundwater including public and private wells is of utmost importance. Demonstration that protection will be provided shall be included. The regulatory 

agency shall be contacted for required separation.

9. Soil type and suitability for construction and depth to normal and seasonal high groundwater shall be determined.

10. The location, depth, and discharge point of any field tile in the immediate area of the proposed site shall be identified.

11. Present and known future effluent quality requirements as determined by the regulatory agency shall be included.

12. Access to receiving stream for the outfall line shall be discussed and displayed.

13. A preliminary assessment of site availability shall beincluded.

Section 3.4 ‐ Environmental Impacts, Section 2.2.3 ‐ 

Geological Conditions, Section 2.5.7 ‐ Storm and Flood 

Impacts, Section 2.2.1.a ‐ NYS DEC Correspondence, 

outfall is existing.

e. Unit Sizing?

Unit operation and unit process sizing and basis shall beprovided. Section 3 ‐ Alternative Analysis

f. Flow Diagram?

Flow diagram of treatment facilities including all recycleflows shall be included. Figure 5.1 ‐ Process Flow Diagram

g. Flexibility?

Compliance with requirements of Paragraph 53.6 Arrangement of Units shall be assured. Section 3 ‐ Alternative Analysis

h. Removal Efficiences?

Loadings to and removal efficiencies through each unitoperation shall be provided in addition to total removalefficiency and effluent quality (both concentrations andmass). Section 3.1 ‐ Alternative Descriptions
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i. Emergency Operation?

Emergency operation requirements as outlined in Section 47and Paragraph 56.1 shall be provided. State or localregulatory agencies may have more stringent requirements. Section 3.1.1.h ‐ Emergency Operation

j. Technology not included in these standards?

Paragraph 53.2 outlines procedures for introducing andobtaining approval to use technology not included in thesestandards. Proposals to use technology not included in 

thesestandards shall address the requirements of Paragraph 53.2. A contingency plan, in the event that such new technologyfails to meet the expected performance, may be 

required bythe reviewing authority in the absence of three separate andrepresentative full scale installations successfully using thesame technology. Each representative full 

scale installationshould have sufficient monitoring and appropriate testingresults that demonstrate reliable and effective compliancewith the design performance criteria and 

have been operatedfor not less than three years at or near design capacitywithout major failure of either the process or equipment. N/A

k. Slude?

The solids disposal options considered and method selected shall be included. This is critical to completion of a successful project. Compliance with requirements of Chapter 

80, Sludge Processing, Storage, and Disposal shall be assured. Section 2.4.7.b ‐ Septic Tanks

l. Treatment during Construction?

A plan for the method and level of treatment (including sludge processing, storage and disposal) to be achieved during construction shall be developed and included in the 

Facility Plan submitted to the regulatory agency for review and approval. This approved treatment plan shall be implemented by inclusion in the plans and specifications to be 

bid for the project. Refer to Paragraph 20.15 and Section 21. Section 3.4.2 ‐ Potential Construction Problems.

m. Operation and Maintenance?

Portions of the project which involve complex operation or maintenance requirements shall be identified including laboratory requirements for operation, industrial sampling, 

and self‐monitoring. Section 3.4.6 ‐ Operations and Maintenance

n. Cost Estimates

Cost estimates for capital and operation and maintenance (including basis), shall be included. Section 3.5 ‐ Cost Estimates

o. Environmental Review?

Consideration shall be given to minimizing any potential adverse environmental effects of the proposed project. Compliance with planning requirements of federal, provincial, 

state, and local regulatory agencies shall be documented. Section 3.4 ‐ Environmental Impacts

11.29 Final Project Selection

The project selected from the alternatives considered under Paragraph 11.28, including the financing considerations and recommendations for implementation of the plan, shall 

be set forth in the final Facility Plan document to be forwarded to the reviewing authority for review and approval. Section 5 ‐ Recommended Alternative
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Appendix C: Engineering Report Certification
(required for EFC financial assistance)

Engineering Report Certification

To Be Provided by the Professional Engineer Preparing the Report

During the preparation of this Engineering Report, I have studied and evaluated the cost and 
effectiveness of the processes, materials, techniques, and technologies for carrying out the 
proposed project or activity for which assistance is being sought from the New York State Clean 
Water State Revolving Fund. In my professional opinion, I have recommended for selection, to 
the maximum extent practicable, a project or activity that maximizes the potential for efficient 
water use, reuse, recapture, and conservation, and energy conservation, taking into account the 
cost of constructing the project or activity, the cost of operating and maintaining the project or 
activity over the life of the project or activity, and the cost of replacing the project and activity.

Title of Engineering Report: 

Date of Report:

Professional Engineer’s Name: 

Signature:

Date:

Town of Westport Wastewater Treatment Plant
Disinfection Evaluation

June 1, 2018

Jennifer Weeks, PE

June 1, 2018
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Appendix D: Smart Growth Assessment Form
(required for EFC financial assistance)

Smart Growth Assessment Form

This form should be completed by the applicant’s project engineer or other design professional.1

Applicant Information
Applicant: Project No.:

Project Name:
Is project construction complete?  Yes, date:  No

Project Summary: (provide a short project summary in plain language including the location of the area the project serves)

Section 1 – Screening Questions

1. Prior Approvals

1A. Has the project been previously approved for EFC financial assistance?  Yes  No

1B. If so, what was the project number(s) for the prior 
approval(s)?

Project No.:

Is the scope of the project substantially the same as that which was 
approved?

Yes  No

2. New or Expanded Infrastructure

2A. Does the project add new wastewater collection/new water mains or a 
new wastewater treatment system/water treatment plant?
Note: A new infrastructure project adds wastewater collection/water mains or a 
wastewater treatment/water treatment plant where none existed previously

2B. Will the project result in either:

An increase of the State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(SPDES) permitted flow capacity for an existing treatment system;

OR

An increase such that a NYSDEC water withdrawal permit will need to be 
obtained or modified, or result in the NYSDOH approving an increase in 
the capacity of the water treatment plant?

Yes    No

Yes  No

1 If project construction is complete and the project was not previously financed through EFC, an 
authorized municipal representative may complete and sign this assessment.

IF THE PROJECT WAS PREVIOUSLY APPROVED BY EFC’S BOARD AND THE SCOPE
OF THE PROJECT HAS NOT MATERIALLY CHANGED, THE PROJECT IS NOT SUBJECT

TO SMART GROWTH REVIEW. SKIP TO SIGNATURE BLOCK.

Town of Westport 4524
Wadhams WWTP Disinfection

Addition of disinfection to the current WWTP and replacement of
aged and failing unit processes.
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Note: An expanded infrastructure project results in an increase of the SPDES permitted 
flow capacity for the wastewater treatment system, or an increase of the permitted water 
withdrawal or the permitted flow capacity for the water treatment system.

3. Court or Administrative Consent Orders

3A. Is the project expressly required by a court or administrative consent 
order?

3B. If so, have you previously submitted the order to NYS EFC or DOH?
If not, please attach.

Yes  No

Yes  No

Section 2 – Additional Information Needed for Relevant Smart Growth Criteria

EFC has determined that the following smart growth criteria are relevant for EFC-funded 
projects and that projects must meet each of these criteria to the extent practicable:

1. Uses or Improves Existing Infrastructure

1A. Does the project use or improve existing infrastructure?  Yes  No 
Please describe:

2. Serves a Municipal Center
Projects must serve an area in either 2A, 2B or 2C to the extent practicable.

2A. Does the project serve an area limited to one or more of the following municipal 
centers?

i. A City or incorporated Village Yes No
ii. A central business district Yes No
iii. A main street Yes No
iv. A downtown area Yes No
v. A Brownfield Opportunity Area Yes No

(for more information, go to Department of State Website & search “Brownfield”)

vi. A downtown area of a Local Waterfront Revitalization Program Area
(for more information, go to Department of State Website and search “Waterfront 
Revitalization”)

Yes No

vii. An area of transit-oriented development Yes No
viii. An Environmental Justice Area

(for more information, go to DEC Environmental Justice Areas)

ix. A Hardship/Poverty Area
Note: Projects that primarily serve census tracts and block numbering areas with a 
poverty rate of at least twenty percent according to the latest census data

Yes No

Yes No

IF THE ANSWER IS “NO” TO BOTH “2A” and “2B” ON THE PREVIOUS PAGE, THE
PROJECT IS NOT SUBJECT TO FURTHER SMART GROWTH REVIEW. SKIP TO 

SIGNATURE BLOCK.
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Please describe all selections:

2B. If the project serves an area located outside of a municipal center, does it serve an area 
located adjacent to a municipal center which has clearly defined borders, designated for 
concentrated development in a municipal or regional comprehensive plan and exhibit 
strong land use, transportation, infrastructure and economic connections to an existing 
municipal center? Yes No

Please describe:

2C. If the project is not located in a municipal center as defined above, is the area 
designated by a comprehensive plan and identified in zoning ordinance as a future 
municipal center? Yes No

Please describe and reference applicable plans:

3. Resiliency Criteria

3A. Was there consideration of future physical climate risk due to sea-level rise, storm surge, 
and/or flooding during the planning of this project? Yes No

Please describe:

Signature Block: By entering your name in the box below, you agree that you are authorized to
act on behalf of the applicant and that the information contained in this Smart Growth 
Assessment is true, correct and complete to the best of your knowledge and belief.

Applicant: Phone Number:

(Name & Title of Project Engineer or Design Professional or Authorized Municipal Representative)

(Signature) (Date)

Town of Westport 518-962-4419

Gregory Swart, PE AES Northeast, PLLC

6/1/2018Gregory Swart
Digitally signed by Gregory Swart 
DN: cn=Gregory Swart, o=AES Northeast, PLLC, ou, 
email=gregoryswart@aesnortheast.com, c=US 
Date: 2018.05.31 22:00:36 -04'00'
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